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Praises from Readers
“Ladislav, I bow and worship your wisdom.…
This is probably the best article I've read this month from all publications I read.”
“Wow...the most complete analysis of expat living experience I've ever read...Thank you. Ladislav... ”
“I've learned more from this than any other source about expat living. Thanks for sharing your
observations and experiences! Confirms the decision I've made to live in the Philippines instead of
Mexico….. Your advice about finding the right fit will save a lot of grief to those who heed it.”
“I am someone that made the decision to leave the U.S. to seek my "fortune" abroad. I was always
hunting for expat experiences in other countries but most of what's out there is pretty useless or typical
drivel. Well, I stumbled onto your posts and they were a breath of fresh air. Your observations about the
cultural/social climate of the different countries in the world are right on the button. I've read quite a few
books on sociology and nothing was able to spell it out as bluntly as you have. Congrats, you certainly did
impact my life.”
“Ladislav, I've been reading your ebook provided by Winston and your cultural wisdom is unrivaled.”

Introduction by Winston Wu
Dear Reader,
Thank you for your interest in pursuing knowledge and understanding of the multi-national world,
expanding your cultural awareness, and openness in allowing others to share with you.
This is a collection of intellectual multi-national insights, comparisons, knowledge, wisdom, lessons and
advice on World Living, Dating and Cultural Understanding by my Expat Advisor Ladislav, a genius
expatriate, traveler and writer whom I’ve dubbed “The Socrates of Expatriate Living”. I’ve put them
together from his many posts throughout the years.
Having been to over 30 countries and speaking 10 languages (a phenomenal number), Ladislav has lived
an effective life and lived his dreams at the same time, by combining the benefits and advantages of
multiple countries in different areas of life. He is a firm believer that one country does not have it all, and

may not give you all that you want and need. So the most effective path is to combine lives in multiple
countries, a concept he calls “quilting your world”.
Throughout his years of travels and experiences, Ladislav has developed a multi-national scope of depth
that few can ever touch, which is very evident in his writings, insight, analysis, and observations. Thus,
I’ve often quoted from him in many parts of my Happier Abroad Ebook. His multi-faceted wisdom and
insight in practical, sociological and psychological areas reflect a depth and broadness I’ve never
encountered before.
I’ve also had the pleasure of meeting him in person, and I can say that the conversations I’ve had with
him reminded me of the conversations between Socrates and his students chronicled by Plato in his
works.
Thanks to his generosity of spirit, he has allowed me to collect what he’s written so far and put them into
this Ebook to give out as a bonus gift to those who have bought my Ebook, desiring no reward or cut in
return, living by the karmic rule “what goes around comes around”. This Ebook and mine together make a
splendid complementary package.
Ladislav does not even consider this collection, which he dubbed “Expatriate Observations”, to even be a
book, but rather an unfinished neverending continuation of observations and insights he gains during his
journeys. As such, you will notice that the content is not organized or structured in any systemic way.
This Ebook is unrivaled in scope and depth. You will not find anything else like it. Guaranteed.
Now I should warn you first, that there is NO political correctness at all in these observations – only
truth, depth and insight. Therefore, if you are one of the many out there who filters the truth you see
through “politically correct lenses” as I call it, you may be in for a rude shock. So be prepared. This
Ebook caters to very open minded types who can see things the way they are, without any politically
correct programming filter. So make sure you are willing to become such a type, before continuing on.
Please keep in mind that, as with my Happier Abroad Ebook, the patterns and observations described here
are only general guiding rules, not absolutes. Ladislav acknowledges that exceptions exist for every
general pattern, and that such exceptions can be cited by others. Thus, absolutes are not claimed here,
only patterns and tendencies.
Also please note that this is a collection of observations and experiences filled with insight and wisdom,
not a guidebook telling you what to do. In fact, no one can rightly tell you what to do with your life.
There is no magic formula or single path that is right for everyone or works for all people. Everyone has
their own path, destiny and karma that is gradually discovered through progressive revelation. Thus no
one person, no matter how brilliant or experienced, really knows what is “right” for another. To presume
that they do would be foolish. However, there is nothing wrong with sharing one’s observations,
experiences and lessons learned for another to consider, and as an aid for introspection or self-reflection.
Taken in that perspective, this collection is quite a gem.
Therefore, I now present the Ebook Expatriate Observations and Teachings, and it is my hope that you
will find the content as enriching as I have.
Should you have any questions or comments for Ladislav about his observations and teachings, feel free
to post them to him in my forum at: http://www.happierabroad.com/forum/index.php
Thank you for your interest.

Sincerely,
Winston Wu
Founder of HappierAbroad.com

Note: Each of his entries are divided by asterisks ***

Expatriate Lessons and Insights
The friendliness of people ( and women )of a certain country towards you depends on several factors:
1) The difference in GDP between your country and theirs. The formula is this: Your country's yearly
GDP /Her Country GDP= friendliness factor. I.e. $24000/$2400= 10. That means they will be ten
times friendlier to you than women in your own country. Before you choose the place to go to, check
out the GDP there and you will be able to calculate the friendliness factor with relative accuracy.
2) Similar religion- the more similar the better.
3) Race: the more similar, the better and/or the lighter the better.
4) With very few exceptions, the money factor will override all the other differences. If the factor 2
and 3 is any problem, more cash thrown at the situation will normally sway it in your favor.
The degree of scorn piled upon you, by the same token, will also be in proportion to how many times
the GDP of the host nation is greater than that of the nation you come from.
***
Many things that your parents taught you about " That is the way the world is" are actually about the
way things are in the country you are living in. While many social laws are universal- such as "nobody
likes poor people"- (and even that is not true in all places- Communist countries, in fact, deify poor
people), many other social laws vary from country to country and culture to culture. Conversely, many
things that we think are proper of our country and only happen here, actually happen in other places,
as well, and are just inherently human. So, when they tell you that "people are like that" or " society
does not accept that" they are often talking about people and society in your country. A few hours'
flight and things are as different as they can be- people are no longer "like that" and "society now
accepts" whatever it did not accept back home. The same goes for ways to attract the opposite sex.
What is considered to be a sure-fire- ( or imperative) way to get women in your country is no longer
required. I for one, do not need to be spending three hours a day in the gym, have a Mercedes and
buy elevator shoes to get a date in the Philippines.
***
International travelers often confuse hospitality towards a guest with acceptance, and politeness
towards visitors, with friendliness. They also confuse good customer service given to a ( perceived)
rich foreigner with sincere admiration. If you really want to see how accepting a certain culture is, try
settling down in that country and doing business with the local people. Often, the countries that are
the most hospitable and polite to guests are the ones that are extremely hostile to those who want to
stay in them for good. By the same token, countries in which people seem to be mean and
inhospitable to visitors turn out to be fairly accepting to those who want to settle down and assimilate.
It is as if hospitality and politeness were exact opposites of acceptance and friendliness.
***
Fanatical patriots, cultural snobs, "my country is the best" arrogant nationalists, isolationists, ethnic
and religious fundamentalists, racists and other such types miss out on huge opportunities to avail
themselves of all the great wonders that an international lifestyle can provide. With 200 countries in
the world, they think that only one country is the best and " has it all" and they do not take advantage
of what the other 199 can confer upon them. They miss out on job opportunities, great natural
sceneries, unique products, low prices, delicious foods and great friendships, romance and exquisite
sexual delights that they can taste/obtain/partake in. However, because they do not know what
abundant treasures are out there, they will still be happy in their country with what little they have for

they do not know just *how* little they have. Ignorance truly is bliss. All that suits us just fine since
we do not want them to compete with us for all these great jobs, women and other such foreign
treasures, anyway.
***
No country has it all, and most countries are heavily weighed in one direction and severely poor in
another area. Countries that are materially rich are poor spiritually and socially. Countries with the
best jobs opportunities cannot usually provide too many gorgeous dates. Countries with the most
beautiful women have bad economies and rotten politics. It, therefore, stands to reason that in order
to have it all, living in more than one country is often a necessity.
***
Jobs and women are some of the most untouchable treasures of a nation. Nobody likes a poor and/or
not very educated foreigner looking for jobs and/or women in a richer country. He will get bad or no
jobs and most probably, no women at all. Everybody, though, likes a rich tourist/ investor coming to
the country with money. In the case of the investors, women will be available for marriage and other
things depending on how much money he has. Rich tourists will have to avail themselves of less
permanent love arrangements.
***
The richer the country, the colder, more arrogant, and unfriendly are its people. It also seems that,
the richer the country, the lonelier, less sociable, more self-absorbed and less happy most people are.
Beautiful, clean and prosperous, highly advanced countries have huge numbers of zombie-like
inhabitants who are extremely unhelpful and selfish. It seems that money, good cars, good clothes
and technological progress make masses of people less happy. It does not mean, however, that
poverty is what makes people happy. It seems that countries that have* just enough* rather than *
too much* or *too little* have the healthiest, happiest populations.
***
Media propaganda and stereotypes of people in certain countries are almost always untrue. Not only
they are untrue, the people in those countries often turn out to be the exact opposites of what you
were taught they were. For better or for worse. Nationalities that were supposed to be unfriendly turn
out to be very friendly and the ones that we were taught were friendly, turn out to be very hostile,
indeed. That goes for other supposedly national characteristics as well.
Not only that, but once you start traveling, you will see that many things that you thought were true
about your own country turn out to be untrue. They always taught you that your country was the
best, the freests with the friendliest, most generous people. Maybe even the best girls. As you
discover freeer countries with better people and more beautiful girls, a shock sets in.
Most views of other countries through the media are either completely false or are wild exaggerations.
If you think that in Africa people live in trees with snakes around their necks and eat grass, you will
probably not go there and will not take advantage of getting to know great, prosperous people, see
their modern cities full of cars and skyscrapers, will not make new friends and learn about a beautiful
culture, music and diversity that exists there. If you think of the Philippines or Brazil as a dangerous
and violent countries, you will not travel to them to meet their high quality women. If you think of the
Middle East as a camel- riding, terrorist-infested society, you will not go there to work and make your
tax- free fortune. Which is fine with me as I will have less competition.
***
What people call you and how they see you, and even your race and nationality/identity changes as
you go from country to country. A person who was known as "Black" in the US all his life discovers
that he is now "American" or even "white" as he moves to Africa. Very few Italians, Puerto Ricans, and
Poles from the US are seen as such when they go back to 'their countries". They are just referred to

as "Americans". People who were "Chinese" in Malaysia all their lives become "Malaysians" when they
go to China. People who thought of themselves as short become tall as they go to a society where
average height is lower. Men of average looks become handsome in the Philippines and handsome
men from the US become average in Italy. Average girls from E. Europe and Asia become "gorgeous"
in the US. Popular American women become unsightly nobodys and unneeded white elephants in Asia
and E. Europe.
By knowing how the perception of you will change, you can find places where people like yourself fit in
better or are afforded more admiration and higher status. You can even use many things that were
disadvantageous socially in your country to your advantage in another. A Spanish-speaking person in
the US, for one, will not get as much admiration there as he would in Quebec, Canada, where Spanish
language is seen as extremely romantic and a sign of status. A man who is 5'7" in the US and who is
pumping iron to make up for his short stature in America, will not be called a "shorty" in Japan or
Vietnam and will not feel insecure as he often would back in the US. Actually, it will be to his
advantage not to stick out like a sore thumb. He will have all the dates he wants once he goes to the
right country. If Collin Powell wanted it, he could move to Sudan and become a white man there. He is
one to the Sudanese according to the African culture. One drop of Black blood in the US makes you
black but 25% white blood in most African Americans make them "white" in Africa.
***
What is good or bad varies from culture to culture. What is normal, accepted and legal behavior in one
country will land you in jail in another or even get you killed. While the "Fahrenheit 9/11" movie is
legal in the US, such a movie made about a president of some other country will not be released and
its author ( and all his crew) will be imprisoned or killed. A Dutchman who is used to being able to buy
marijuana at any time, will feel that the US is very repressive when it comes to such things. A Kenyan
may not criticise his president openly but he can have twelve wives and build a village for his one
husband- twelve wife family. In the US, he will be jailed for polygamy-a separate sentence for each
wife above one.
As an international traveler, one should be aware of such legal and cultural freedoms and restrictions
and be very careful and discreet. Coming back home and bragging about things that you did abroad
where they were legal or trying to do things that were legal at home but not legal abroad may prove
to be your undoing. Extreme discretion is therefore highly advised. Most people (and judges) are not
travelers and will not understand your international view on such things.
***
Contrary to the Hollywood image of how things are, most of the world does not treat Americans as
heroes. Most people in the "non-white" world cannot even tell an American from a German or a
Russian. You may think of yourself as such ( an American) but they have their own name for you (
such as White Ghost) and will dump you together with the above groups just like you would often
dump all people that you perceive to be of one race into one group. It is called "distance decay". A
Korean would not put himself into the same category with Mongolians, Japanese and Aleuts, but he
would put all white Americans, Canadians, Brits, Iranians and Czechs into one blurred " nationality". A
Black African would go even further: he can distinguish different people and tribes in Africa with
amazing clarity and sees it as a very diverse place, but a Japanese and a British tourist look exactly
the same to him and he cannot tell them apart- they are not Black, the skin is light- they are,
therefore, of one nationality. Westerners, of course, cannot tell different Africans apart at all but can
probably tell each other apart quite easily.
***
According to Hollywood, all people in the world speak English with perfect grammar but with slight
foreign accents. If the country is "bad", then the accent is sharper and more unpleasant. If the
country is good, then the accent is barely audible. But the grammar is usually perfect. All the tenses
are in place, the irregular verbs are used perfectly, the conditionals are immaculate, the vocabulary is
copious.

Actually only some 8% of the world speaks English as the first language and some 20% speak it as a
second language- which means imperfectly- past tense is not used, conditionals are of the variety : "If
you come yesterday, I have the food, but you come today, I no have food".
About 70+% of the world does not speak English at all. And they have no plans to. If you are a brief
tourist in a country whose language is not English, it is OK to get around using an interpreter or an
English-speaking guide. If, however, you are planning on going to another, non-English-speaking
country to live and work for an extended time period, and you are not making an effort to learn their
language you are committing a serious act of disrespect.
People from the "Anglo" countries have a particularly big psychological block when it comes to learning
foreign languages- for one, many natives want to practice English with them. Second, culturally, they
have been taught that the world "kind of" speaks English and if it does not, it soon will. Plus, in the
US, UK, Canada, etc. people have been taught to be practical- if it is not absolutely necessary, then
one should not waste his time doing it. English is enough.
I, therefore, while traveling and speaking local languages to the natives hear one thing every time I
open my mouth and talk to them in their tongue : " Oh, you can speak ( put the language in here). My
neighbor is an American. He has been living here 20 years. He cannot speak a word of (put the
language here). "
I was once in Puerto Rico and I would always hear about some Gringo who had been living in Puerto
Rico for 30, 40 years and who cannot speak a word of Spanish. There is a word for people like that...
"a##holes!"
While the natives will not tell you this openly, in their hearts and among themselves they will say:
"Oh, what an a.s.shole! He has been living in our country for so long and he does not think that our
culture warrants that he at least make the minimal effort to speak the local language. He is just
another f...king arrogant foreign a.s.shole, just like the rest of them who have no respect for the host
nation". I am sure you do not want people to think this about you in their hearts.
If you plan to live in a foreign country whose language is not English,the importance language learning
is not to be underestimated. Two hours a day for one year will do wonders and most people will be
happy to see you try.
However, do not make the mistake of thinking that just because you speak the language, your
acceptance will be guaranteed or that you will become " one of them". But you will win many hearts"he respects us, he is not an a.s.shole, like the other ones". Still, most people will want to hear the
most melodious language of all - the rustling of fresh dollar bills. Most girls' parents would still prefer
someone with money who does not speak the language to someone without it who speaks it. The best
would be someone with the language skills and a pocket full of money.
A multilingual, multi-cultured, well-traveled American ( with money) is probably the world's most
perfect human being.
***
Discrimination, bigotry and prejudice based on race, sex, class, caste, profession, economic status,
religion, national origin, political view, nationality, citizenship, skin color, family status, etc. etc. are
universal things and exist in every society. There is no getting away from prejudice. It is part and
parcel of human thought, or even animal thought- most cats do not like dogs and will not distinguish a
good one from a bad one. Dogs are not to be trusted.
The difference between prejudices as you go from country to country is the degree and extent of each
one. For example, Germanic, Protestant societies as well as Confucian societies have a high incidence
of racial prejudice but less class prejudice. Spanish colonies have much less racial prejudice and much
more economic prejudice. Some countries have mixtures of various prejudices in various degrees. One

thing always holds true in most societies- if you have enough cash, and your social status is high, you
will be able to overcome most prejudice and live a semi-normal life. If you do not have huge amounts
of cash, one should choose a country where there is not much prejudice against people of 'your kind'.
I think that white people should not go and live in Thailand or Korea. Black people from the US would
be very welcome in Ethiopia and treated fairly well in Brazil and the Dominican Republic. Asian
Americans can go and live in Thailand and expect a fairly smooth integration into the society there. A
Western woman should not expect to enjoy full rights in Saudi Arabia or Japan. An E. European man
has no business going to the US and hoping to find a great girlfriend.
By knowing which countries have which prejudices against which people, one will avoid traumatic
experiences in the future.
***
Countries in the Americas are immigrant countries- basically children of various immigrants mixed
together. A birth in one of such countries makes you an automatic citizen and a national . Countries in
Asia and Europe are indigenous. A birth there does not make you a national. A child of two Chinese
parents born in the US is a Chinese-American. A child of two Chinese parents born in Russia is not a
Chinese-Russian. Just a Chinese. Germany does not care if your family spent 200 years in Poland. You
are still a German and always will be.
***
In the Third World, the richer, the more arrogant, and the poorer, the friendlier. In the first world, the
truly rich are relaxed and quite friendly, but the poor look mean and nasty.
***
The so-called Third World is probably what we call "the real world". It runs a full gamut and represents
the full spectrum. It has a high top and a deep bottom. First world countries do not have a deep
bottom. Middle class people are struggling to make ends meet in the First World. In the Third World
they are much happier lording over the 60% of the population that belongs to the working class.
What does it all mean in practical terms? It means that in the third world you can start a business with
very little capital and have a family with very little money. It means that middle class people enjoy
great respect, high status and can have servants and a great choice of wives from the poorer classes.
It means that you can live in a house on the beach for next to nothing. It means that you can eat out
every day. Third World is cheap and affordable world with lots of great wonders to be enjoyed. Most
important, as long as you are in the third world, you will never be lonely.
***
The best place to live in most countries is the second or third largest city. It is hard to get to know the
country and its people if you live in the capital- its people do not really represent it.
***
Whether a country is rich or poor is not determined necessarily by the people's monthly income in US
dollars. One has to keep in mind the income/price ratio in local currency when calculating if people are
rich or poor.
You may want to pity a Burmese worker whose salary is $30 a month but a meal there costs a few
cents and the Burmese worker probably has his own land and a house out in the country- free and
clear and usually he pays no tax, either. Not many 1st worlders are this lucky.
"Poor countries" are "cheap countries". So, before you feel the temptation to become smug about your

income, think about the PPP- purchasing power parity- i.e. how much your money can actually buy in
products and services in your country and how much it can buy in their country.
Mexican and Central American illegals who risk their lives to cross the Rio Grande are not necessarily
doing that because they have "The American Dream"- they are often coming to capitalize on1) the huge purchasing power that the dollar has in their country.
2) the very high interest rates that their banks pay- $20,000 can already be used as a deposit to
generate a significant peso income at a Mexican bank and even enable one to retire.
3) Very cheap real estate there. One can buy a farm for peanuts in many areas where tourists do not
go.
So, before you smugly curl up your lip when you see a Guatemalan waiter in your city working his
buns off for $30-50 a day and feel so very proud of the opportunities that America can provide,
remember- he can (and will) buy a house and a lot back home for $5000 but you can't (and probably
won't).
Most countries have an overinflated view of themselves and their role in the world. In Thailand they
think that the whole world knows their king and that he is some great world leader next to Kofi Annan
( sp). In the US, they think that events in the US, especially the 9/11 "changed the world forever".
Also, that every human being on the face of the earth would rather be living in the US than back in his
country.
In Arab countries, they think that the entire world is looking to them to be taken out of darkness and
to be converted to Islam.
The Russians think that the most important event of the 20th century was the October Revolution of
1917.
Again, the countries, their media and educational systems confuse "our country" with " the world".
Most people do not know Thai king's name and have never seen him. Most people like to live in their
countries and 9/11 changed *the US* forever, but people in Bhutan, Lithuania and Mali were not
changed by the 9/11 events which took place in a country very far away from theirs.
Most people do not want to be converted to Islam and the Russian revolution of 1917 was an
important event for *them*. Not for the world.
*Some countries, such as the Philippines, make their own no-frill cars- jeeps for one. A brand new
jeep here with absolutely nothing, not even a radio- but it moves- is less than $3000. And Western
electronics are replaced by cheap Chinese goods. These are not as sophisticated but a $20 camera will
take pictures, a $4 electric razor will shave and a cheap, $30 TV will be black and white but they will
still watch a movie. And most people will have them- some one will make the money and help theman uncle, a brother, a girlfriend. In the Philippines most people have cellphones and color TVs. Credit
is expensive but accessible to many.
Quality is lower but people manage to enjoy the function- it does give you what it's supposed to give.
In the US a 16 year old is considered a child and 22 year old is referred to as a "kid". In other
countries, a 16 year old man is not a child but a working adult and a 22 year old is a fully married
member of society taking care of a wife and kids. When an immigrant from such a country arrives in
the US, he has to travel back in time as he is treated by society as a "kid" and gets little respect. He is
even told that he is too young to get married. 19 year old US girls treat him as a kid and themselves,
behave like what a 10 year old girl would behave in his country. He feels completely disoriented and
unable to fit in in the new society.
Immigrants are shocked when 26 year olds among them are told- "Oh, you are just a baby!" 20-24
year old, fully-formed , mature and intellectual men coming from the Third World cannot fit in with
swaggering, spitting and "cool" stateside 20-24 year old "kids" .

Conversely, a 56-year old man in the US is a middle-aged man while in most 3d world countries he is
an old man at the end of his rope.
***Whether you are rich or poor is determined by only one thing- what your money can buy within
the society you are in. That's all. By finding cheaper societies, you can multiply your worth manyfold.
You may not be poor. It is just that products and services around you may just be too expensive.
***You can become rich and famous practically overnight- that is after an overnight flight to
Indonesia or another such place.
A Westerner appearing in a small village in the so-called Third World may become an overnight
celebrity and lauded as a great hero and treated as a president of a country. If Indonesia, your money
can just dextuple- a $100 will become $1000 and your $20,000 is savings will become $200,000
within their economy. You can buy a house for your fiancee for $8000 free and clear and virtually
become her "king".
I once did one thing just for kicks. I took a bus across the island of Mindanao in Southern Philippines.
Mindanao is the size of Florida. The bus from the top to the bottom of the island cost me some $4.
But the uncanny thing was this: no Westerners ever travel by that bus and the people in that remote
part of the world had never met a white man, and as it went through the jungles, we would pass by
small villages along the road. I would stick my head out to look at villages and the inhabitants, upon
seeing me, would cheer, clap and shout with joy. Some people would start jumping and virtually
dancing.
It reminded me of President Kennedy riding through Dallas. All that was missing was little flags in
their hands.
***
Do you pity poor immigrants working for peanuts in the US? Do not pity them, envy them.
All these poor people are happy to be able to save $300-$400 a month for a few years and then go
back home to their very very cheap countries and buy a house, a business and have a big royal
wedding on that money. A Mexican who goes back to Mexico with $20,000 can just put that money in
the bank and never work again- the interest will be enough to live on.
All that while a smug and deluded Gringo is smiling at the Mexican with prideful satisfaction- see?
America is the greatest! Everybody is coming here.
Everybody is leaving, too. Once they have $15,000-20,000 they are gone.
A Gringo can't ever scratch his behind for that kind of money.
While the Gringo must pay $400,000-500,000 for a piece of &^%$%^&^ apartment in San Diego and
be in debt all his life and date spoiled women, the Mehicano is back home on a free- and clear ranch
sleeping with his spicy senorita and living off the fat of the land.
That is his "American dream". Make $20,000 and get the hell out of the Gringolandia
God put everything that a human being needs onto this planet- great food, great music, great women.
He just did not put it all in one country.
You almost always get what you pay for- if you go to a foreign country where prices are 3-5 times
lower, do not expect the same quality of service and the same quality of products as you would get in
a place like USA or Japan. People will be incompetent, your Big Mac will be stale and they will forget to
put catch up on it. Phone operators will not be able to find even basic numbers for you- i.e "Please
give me the US embassy"- "I do not know that number". Can you imagine?

***Political correctness in speech is almost always applicable to the English language only. It starts at
US universities and quickly spreads to other Anglo countries- UK, Canada, OZ, NZ. Maybe some W.
Euro countries share the correctness- France, Spain, Germany, Holland, etc.
In other, more remote countries that speak languages that are not mainstream, people have no
qualms about using insulting terms about those who are different and the parents there even teach
their children to use them. There is no movement for political correctness there and most speakers are
not even aware that the words they use cause moral, mental and emotional stress. And there is not
enough power on the part of the minorities to press for any kind of language reform.
If you translate the terms with which many Chinese describe Westerners, these would be horribleWhite Devil, White Ghost, Red Haired Monkey, Golden Haired Monster, etc. In the US, these would
cause a court hearing.
If you can read Asian languages, the way some groups, including foreigners are described would cause
closure of printing establishments if these were in English and on the territory of the US, Can. NZ, Oz,
etc.
Since most English speakers are not very numerous and cannot understand other languages, the
language reforms in those "remote" places will probably never be carried out as a a result of influence
by US universities.
***Italian Americans are not Italians. Chinese Americans are not Chinese. German Americans and
Irish Americans are not Germans and Irish. They are only called German, Irish, Chinese, etc. on the
territory of the US. And African Americans are not Africans. They only have the 'African" in their
designation as "required" by the context of the US culture.
Those who think that the US has every culture represented and it is not necessary to travel overseas
are deluding themselves. It is hard to describe why they are wrong. You need to go and see where the
differences lie between an African and an African- American for one.
A person who thinks that instead of going to Rome, he can visit Little Italy in NY and experience
Italian culture is similar to a person who says that he does not need to go on a safari as there is a zoo
in his town.
Ah, it's not the same.
***The world is like a palace with over 200 rooms ( as there are 200 countries or so). Each room
provides delights and opportunities that the other room may not. Why stay all your life in one room?
It would be very myopic and plain si lly. Yet, most people do just that and think they are as happy as
a pig in s h i t.
Once you learn to roam the other many rooms and discover the tantalizing treasures in each one, you
will open for yourself a life of such glory and richness that returning back to the "one" room and
staying only there will become an impossibility.
You will also find out that you will have very few people who would be able to give you advice on how
to go about the 200 rooms as most people do not travel and are not aware of what it is like in other
rooms.
You will have to join PT ( perpetual traveler) online clubs and hang out with other international
travelers if you want to be fully informed.
Everything you need is in the house of 200 rooms and you are entitled to most of it.
Before I started traveling I was told that my future would be beyond my wildest dreams and it did turn
out to be beyond them.

You life must be a journey through those rooms , otherwise you have not lived.
So called underdeveloped countries with bad reputations are actually great places to visit and live in
and look for social life in.
The so-called exciting, romantic and "good" countries are often boring and sterile and are populated
by stuck up and unfriendly people and unattractive women
The international media reputation distorts reality so much that it creates huge numbers of countries
where most people will not go because they see them as ugly and dangerous and their people as
"bad" and unfriendly.
Normally things turn out to be exactly opposite of what media teaches us.
***A traveler or immigrant seems daft, naive and trusting to the host national and a host national
often seems bigoted and ignorant to the traveler.
Emigration and immigration are part of a worldwide migration. One is usually aware of the
immigration as one sees numbers of people coming into one's country but is less aware of the
emigration as one cannot see people leave just as clearly.
One also cannot see people coming in and out of other countries unless one keeps special tabs on
them by doing specific research on the matter. Most migrations are money oriented with political and
social reasons coming in second and third.
*** Just like one should not put all his eggs in one basket, one should not pin his hope on any one
country thinking it to be a panacea for all one's ills and a promised land of milk and honey. It can
become worse politically, economically and/or socially overnight. You can have a run-in with someone
who can blackmail you or make your life miserable in more ways than one.
Lastly, you yourself can get sick and tired of it. You should always have a few alternative countries
where you can go and live the lifestyle you want to live. You should be prepared culturally and legally
to move there at a moments' notice and live there for a prolonged period if necessary. You should be
trained in the language, the culture and the political aspects of those "reserve" countries so that
resettling there would be as smooth as possible if one's beloved country goes bad.
*** This is how the Japanese describe the Brits:
Open, friendly
And the French describe them as reserved, unfeeling and cold.
The Japanese describe Americans as open, jovial, expressive.
The Mexicans describe them as reserved and tight-a$$ed.
The Russians describe Americans as passionless and as smiling automatons.
The Chinese describe the Japanese as inscrutable.
Interesting how depending on one's cultural perspective people can be this or that.
***Poor countries are not that poor and rich countries are not that rich.
The media in most rich countries likes to present a sorry picture of what life is like in the so-called
poor countries. People are portrayed as living in slums, starving and dreaming of emigrating to a
richer country so that they could live a better life and greater freedom. What they do not tell you is
that while people would like to go to a richer country, most often than not, they would like to return

back to their country to live once they have more cash.
Why? Well, for the simple reason that there is no place like home. Home is where feelings are. That is
the place where you grew up and formed attachments to people, streets, language, culture and music
and a myriad other things. That is the place where you feel more or less comfortable with the world
around you, where things are known and possible future events are predictable, where you had your
first love and where you have family and friends. You know the rules of society there, the do's and the
don'ts in most social situations and this is probably where you would like to be if various social,
political or financial situations would not chase you away in search of economic opportunities.
For those who do not leave the poorer countries for greener pastures, life is still not so bad. Unless
you have actual war and starvation or genocide going on or unless you are a member of a hated
minority group that is constantly harassed by both the people and the government, you may not have
such a bad life.
If you are a poor man in many poor countries, you will have many advantages that poor people in the
West do not. For one, since there are not that many opportunities to advance, there are many other
poor people around you who will provide you with sympathy and camaraderie. Unlike in the West, you
will not be ostracized. Since you are in it together with millions of other not-so-rich folks, you will have
friends and be able to find a lover, often quite attractive, from millions of working poor women. Unlike
in the West, these women will not be stuck up and not dreaming of marrying into a rich family since
there are very few rich families to marry into.
If you work hard enough, you will be able to start a small business and since poorer countries are less
regulated than richer, developed countries, you will most probably be able to start by setting up a
small stall and selling fried chicken to the local poor. All without having to apply for business and
health permits and without having to have huge amounts of capital as you would in the west.
In slums, particularly in those located in tropical countries, life is not as bad as the Western media
would like to have you believe, either. You either pay no rent or pay very little. There are plenty of
humble, friendly women to date and you do not need a car to take them out. You can just walk to
their house. Neighbors will help you with food and small loans if you have no money. Children can play
without the fear of being chased away by the cops for loitering or obstructing traffic. There are few
laws that regulate the lives of the slum people. If the slum is near the sea, you also have access to
fish and various seaside type entertainment such as swimming, snorkeling and just basking in the sun.
Therefore, if you ever end up in a tropical slum of a poorer country, you will often notice that the
people there are among the happiest and friendliest people on earth.
If you go to the countryside you will see that people are even happier there. They have their own
land, free and clear which provides them with basic necessities all year around- fresh eggs, fresh
bananas and fresh air. Whatever consumable items that you cannot obtain directly from the land you
work on, can be purchased cheaply and easily from local stores. No mortgage, no taxes and even if
there is crime, it will be minimal as everyone knows each other and a suspicious stranger will be
watched very closely. People that are not strangers will have little impetus to commit a crime as
everybody knows your every move and you will be quickly denounced, punished and chased out of the
community.
People, particularly women in such a healthy environment will be largely free from mental disorders as
well as character disorders such as arrogance, greed and selfishness. Also there is no paranoia that
comes with thinking of where the next paycheck is going to come from for you to pay your mortgage,
insurance and taxes.
People in such places are generally religious, traditional and obtain solutions to their problems through
daily communion with nature, God and other generous and humble people around them who are
willing to lend a helping hand and advice based on folk wisdom. Women coming from families in places
like these will most probably make the best wives one can imagine. They may not have the
sophistication of some slick city girls but whatever knowledge they need to make you happy, can be
taught by you later. What is most important is that the fundamental character will be very wholesome
and everything else can be built up on top of that.

Because in many poorer countries basic commodities are cheap, many people do not have to worry
about not being able to afford clothing, matches or soap.
Of course, there are exceptions to the rule- there are some countries where things are quite
expensive- but in most poorer countries, they are not.
Believe it or not, there are even organizations that measure the happiness level of nations. Based on
some surveys the happiest people seem to be in poorer Asian countries- Indonesia, Bangladesh,
Philippines. The least happy seem to be in Japan, Hong Kong and other rich countries. So, being
developed is not a guarantee that people will become happier. Maybe, it is a sure way to render the
society even less happy.
Those who have lived in poorer countries for a long time and watched them develop into newly
industrialized nations would often notice that as the economic and technological progress would set its
foot in the country, so the spiritual and social characteristics of the nation as a whole would go in the
other direction. People would become more selfish, less helpful and develop sever mental problems.
The ones who would become richer, would also become more arrogant and less sociable. Such rich
people appear happy but in an unhealthy, abnormal and smug way. Their "happiness" is often just the
sense of power that they can have over the masses of the poor people underneath them.
***If you grew up in the West, you may have developed the idea that sexually, it is very free. In a
way, it is, but in order to enjoy the "sexual liberation" of the West, you cannot just be an average Joe.
In order to meet exciting and beautiful women, you have to be either super good-looking, tall, and
handsome (and young, too) or be super successful. That means that a small percentage of men
enjoys this kind of life and a big percentage lives lives of drudgery and hard work. in addition to all
that, there is a great deal of ageism in the West- unless you have a glamorous job as a senator or a
movie star, meeting younger women if you are over 40 ( in some cases, over 25) is also not an easy
proposition. In other words, for an average bloke who is middle income and middle aged, life can be
pretty lonely and sexually frustrating. That is , if you mind dating many women who are overweight or
divorced with kids or plain unattractive.
The prostitution industry in the US is highly regulated, extremely expensive and the majority of
women who are involved in it are not very attractive physically.
In spite of the Hollywood culture portraying life in America as an endless sex party, an average person
there hardly has more than 10 partners in his or her lifetime.
This is in stark contrast to many societies, Thailand, for one, where many local men visit prostitutes
regularly and have a choice of incredibly beautiful ones for a very affordable price. However, this is
done more or less discreetly and is not mentioned in casual conversation. Expats who lived in Thailand
for a long time would come up with the statement: "Americans talk about "it" but don't do it, Thais
don't talk about it, but do it.
If you visit any big entertainment area in Bangkok, Manila, Phnom Penh, Rio, and even Moscow, you
will find thousands upon thousands of Westerners who either live there or visit regularly all for the
purpose of being able to have sex any time they want. If the West were as liberated as it is portrayed
in the movies, why would there be such a powerful sex tourism movement *out* of the West?
***Those men who visit exotic foreign lands are often taken in by the beauty of the scenery and the
women as well as by the friendliness of the local people. Their money which doubles or even
quadruples elevates them to a higher status that what they had back home. Being suddenly rich, in a
beautiful land, surrounded by gorgeous women who admire the man every step of the way, the
charmed tourist sometimes says: " Wow! I am never going back home, I am staying here."
However, after being in the place for several months, the tourist discovers that not all is rosy here,
either. Corruption abounds. People seem unreliable. He is overcharged when buying simple
commodities. And, sooner or later, he starts running into people who do not like for a foreigner to be
there. He needs to bribe people to get simple things done. Nothing seems to work. People do not

speak English, or what he perceives as "correct" English and, after a while they expect him to speak in
the local language.
In other situations, he learns the local language but the locals do not understand his accent and are
not helpful. Some make fun of and look down on him. Some feel insulted that a foreigner is speaking
their language. Some, particularly in the case of Asian societies, stare at him as if he were a block of
wood, disbelieving that a person of another race can speak the local tongue and guffaw in ugly
laughter when they realize that he is in fact speaking it.
The culture shock and the disappointment set in.
Now he begins to understand why the local people treated his with so much respect in the first placehe was perceived as a rich and successful visitor from America, an achiever, a new face from the land
where everything is possible and opportunities abound. Now, that the locals see that the tourist is not
as rich as they thought and is complaining about this and that, their friendliness to him diminishes.
They cannot do much about the corruption the disorganization and the poverty of the country and it
irritates them even more to see a foreigner whining about the fact that the things are not the way
they are back home. His girlfriend is also unable to help him. In many cases she does not have the
money or the connections to set up a business for him or make him advance in his new society.
Eventually, the tourist starts seeing that while there were not many beautiful women and/or friendly
people back home, everything else worked well, he knew the social and cultural rules and did not feel
out of place as much as he does here.
In addition to that, he discovers that as a foreigner, his legal rights in the new country are limited. He
cannot own real estate, cannot have anything in his name and is dependent on visa authorities to
grant him the permit to stay in the country.
Eventually, the embittered tourist ends up teaching English for a pittance, not being able to find a job
in anything else and observing the local rich living the life of Riley while he is plugging along from one
meager paycheck to another.
Then, he goes home, a broken man.
This is a very typical scenario which can be observed with many starry-eyed expats all who tried to
find work in the so-called developing countries.
Now, what if you have money? Like, a lot of money.
Well, now we are talking about a whole different game. If you arrive from America with a few hundred
thousands of dollars, the smiles will not diminish with time. If you become a foreign investor, and go
through the local government authorities and hire local lawyers, then, your quality of life will be much
much better. You will love the people forever and the people will love you, the cultural problems will
not seem unsolvable, but rather, amusing. The woman will not be upset with you and she will serve
you blindly forever.
Ah! The power of money!
If you are not rich yet but have a way of making money either in your country or in some oil-rich state
in the Middle East, you should become a frequent, long-term visitor who comes and goes. This way,
when the culture shock hits and the place seems unbearable, and the locals get tired of you- as in
about three months, you can then leave, go back home," regroup", recuperate, see things in their
proper perspective and let people back there miss you. Distance lends enchantment and when you are
back there with more money, well rested and confident again, you will thoroughly enjoy your stay and
be attractive to the local women again.
The above are not the only scenarios, either. Here are some things one can do:
1) Work on the Internet for a company back home. You can be a translator, an online instructor or a
programmer. This way, you can live in a country you like without having to deal with the misery of

trying to eke out a livelihood from the local corrupt and inefficient economy.
2) Become an artist or a writer - you can work anywhere and email or, in case or paintings ship them
back home to various galleries. This is hard even back home and takes time to establish oneself. With
the Internet you now have a chance to speed up the process and make a worldwide living out of it. It
is not easy but possible.
3) Become a buyer of goods. If you find a customer back home, you can offer your services in the way
of buying merchandise in a foreign land at discount prices. But for that, you will need to have local
contacts. These are not easy to find.
In all cases, one needs to do proper homework, learn about the culture and the laws and patiently
work one's way into the new society without severing ties back home.
A smart expat is not an emotional but a cool-hearted and patient one. And he never relinquishes his
ties to his home country- it has a lot to offer in the ways of organized business infrastructure,
availability of information and the seriousness of the people.
The best way to expatriate has been to live not in one country but to use each country for what it is
good for: the West for business ties and the "fun" countries for fun and romance. Be prepared to
shuttle back and forth a lot.
***As a child, while we were growing up, we had stereotypes about other countries. We also watched
the news or saw movies in which certain countries were portrayed in a certain way. If you are like
most Americans, you would probably think good things about the following countries and think of
visiting them:
England
France
Netherlands
Switzerland
Scandinavia
Italy
Hawaii (not a country, but still a desirable destination)
Australia/NZ
Hong Kong
These countries are thought of a good and developed with friendly and romantic people living in them.
You probably were taught that the countries below were "bad”, populated by unfriendly people:
Russia
Iran
Arab countries
You would probably think these countries as being dangerous to visit:
Philippines,
South American countries
Vietnam
After all, people in them probably hate the Americans and want to kill or kidnap them
The following countries would probably evoke a neutral reaction from you:
Germany
Japan
Korea
Not too romantic but also not too dangerous. Most vacations would not be planned around visiting the

above.
Some countries would be seen as "exotic":
Thailand
Brazil (Rio)
India ( Taj Mahal)
Egypt (Cairo only)
Tahiti
The world outside of the desirable countries would be unknown to most Americans and most tourists
would not be going there. Not many Americans plan a holiday in Slovakia or Rangoon, Myanmar.
Outside of the US military people, few would ever venture to go to the Philippines. This way, huge
"swaths" of the world are not visited by mainstream Americans and other Westerners and beautiful
cultures, architectural landmarks, very friendly people and stunningly beautiful women do not get
discovered. And this brings us to one axiom of an international traveler and international dater-" the
best places to find women are the ones that few tourists go to". I would even venture to say that the
places with the "bad reputation" in the news are the best.
How about a vacation in Crimea, Ukraine?
How about a holiday in Cebu, the Philippines?
How about a trip to Barquisemetos, Venezuela or Recife, Brazil?
You will have a hundred times more fun, meet more women and make more friends than if you went
the well-trodden paths of major tourist destinations. Countries that are the most unknown and the
ones that have a "bad reputation" usually have social, cultural and romantic treasures that most well
known places simply cannot provide.
And another tip- the best places in such countries for everything social, cultural and romantic are
second and third biggest cities. Not too rural for comfort and not as alienating as big capitals where
people are much harder to meet.
So, travel the path that is least traveled by and your social life will be so much more rewarding.
***
Racism

While you were growing up, you must have watched many movies about racism in the US. If you have
not been out of the US, you may think that America and, maybe, South Africa before the end of
apartheid, are the most racist countries in the world. One has to be a bit careful in making such
conclusions. For one, if you have not been to every country in the world nor have done extensive
sociological research involving statistics on incidents of xenophobia and general societal attitudes, you
simply cannot think of America being the most racist.
America undoubtedly has a big problem with racial discrimination. However, the new politically correct
generation has reduced overt racism and made life for minorities much better than before. People are
taught that it is impolite to use racial slur as well as that you can get sued or lose your job if you do so
publicly. They are taught by the new educational system that it is bad to be racist. If you call someone
a racist or a bigot, it is an accusation.
Nevertheless, racism is still strong in America and inter-racial mixing is not as natural as it could be.
Many people live in ethnic neighborhoods and many prefer dating people of their won ethnic groups.
Dating across ethnic/racial boundaries is still somewhat of a big deal as people are still very racially
aware.
In many other societies, particularly non-Western ones, racism can be much worse and local

governments themselves may do very little to stop it. There will be no way for a person who is
different racially to obtain legal help or even sympathy if he runs into rejection or persecution for
wanting to date someone who is of a different ethnic stock.
One of the most racially exclusive societies can be Japan and Korea. While we are well aware of the
White on Asian racism in the West, in the East, Asian on White racism, or Asian on Black or even Asian
on Asian racism can be just as bad if not worse. Examples of this can be signs in Japan and Korea on
bars and real estate agencies stating " No Foreigners" or " No Americans". There have been cases in
some Asian countries most notably Vietnam and Korea of mixed couples spat upon and stones thrown
at.
There are also societies, which are much less racist than the US. Such countries would be the
Philippines or Brazil, Panama, Venezuela and many other Spanish colonies.
There, racism, even though not completely absent, is less of a problem and social mixing is much
easier. People are not as aware of their racial "tags". Few are constantly reminded of their race.
If you decide to date interracially, the best thing to do would be to find out where it would be less of a
deal and go to such places. A white man who likes black women should go to Brazil and a white man
who likes Asian women and who wants to be able to date them more or less freely, should head for
the Philippines.
If you wish to try other, less tolerant places, then you have to prepare yourself for the racial attitudes
in the society where you are going. If you are thick-skinned enough not to care about what other
people say and how they look at you and your girlfriend/wife, then you are ahead of the game. If not,
go to places where populations have a greater history of tolerance and greater degree of interracial
mixing.
If you are going to a place where people are of the same race as you, such as a white American
heading for the Czech republic, then, you will, of course, have very little to worry about.
***
We only seem to be as free
As our bank accounts let us be,
And the degrees of freedom fluctuate
With ups and downs of your savings rate.
A lot of money gives you elbow space
To better move within the ol' rat race,
And even out of it you thus can move,
While other live and perish in its groove.
The money is a fifth dimension
To help you move within the other four.
May you be bless't to have a big, fat pension
To give you freedom now, and evermore.
***As an American you have probably learned while growing up that an American can be of any race.
There are Black Americans, White Americans, Japanese Americans, Mexican Americans, etc. Anybody
can be an American. a nation of nations, melting pot, etc.
This is not how most countries around the world see " Americans". Outside of maybe, England or
Canada, etc., where people are in touch with the US culture daily, most people think and believe fully
that the word " American" denotes a "race".
An "American" is a blond, blue-eyed , very light skinned, tall human being with a name such as John
Smith or Steve Johnson. Everybody else is not an American. Or at least not a "true" American.

When various non-Anglo Saxon Americans visit various countries, they are asked :" What is your
nationality?" "I am an American". "But you do not look like an American". "What is an American
supposed to look like?"
"Tall, blond, Anglo- Saxon." John Smith.
Isn't it ridiculous?
Mexican Americans wanting to teach in Japan or Korea get turned down for jobs- "these are not
Americans". Many people think that Blacks are not Americans but, conversely children of Irish
Americans are. Close enough to the English. This is ridiculous to you but billions of people around the
world still uphold this view.
The reason is the movies. And the fact that the president is almost always a WASP. And you know
what else? Foreign investors in US movies are also the reason. When Taiwanese or Japanese invest in
a film in the US they often want "American" actors to play main roles. That is why Bruce Willis and
Brad Pitt are chosen for such roles.
There are such words that one hears abroad as a "pure American" or he is " half- Black and halfAmerican", as if "Black" were not American.
For most people in the world an American is just an Englishman who was born and raised in the US.
Live long and you'll see a lot.
For an expat citizen of the world, life in 200 + countries of the world can be likened to watching TV
with 200 channels. Each channel has an independent program that is running according to its own
rhythm, has news and movies and music and commentaries. If you get bored with one, you can
always change channels. If one channel is too violent for you or too annoying, or does not suit your
mood, there is always a channel where you would feel more in tune with.
Here is my blank verse about them:
Two Hundred Channel Islands.
Two hundred countries of the Earth,
Like twenty tens of channels
Of some heavenly TV station.
Each channel unrolling its own program,
Its revolutions, heroes;
Staring proudly
From the screen, eyes looking dignifiedly
On his or her people.
And on me, the stranger, with
Half-suspicion, half-welcome.
Sometimes erring, sometimes smiling
All wanting to be great.
Two hundred islands
Caught in their triumphs and tragedies,
Doldrums, recessions,
Complexes and inconsistencies,
Now puffing up their chests,
Now cringing in obsequouisness
Before a bigger channel.
Change your channel and you are
In a whole different world,
Developing of its own
Centering upon itself,
Thinking itself the very core of
The Universe

From which other countries
Spring out as additions to it.
Such is the way people view themselves
In their tribal self-centeredness.
***
Distance Decay and Ethno-Cultural Differentiation
The farther away a group of people is from you geographically or culturally, the more they fuse into a
blurred whole, sometimes even becoming a completely new category.
To illustrate: A Brit can tell different accents of English in his homeland. However, he often cannot tell
different American accents. To him they all sound just "American". Same with Americans- they
oftentimes cannot distinguish different accents of the UK- they all just sound British, but they can
easily tell a New Yorker from a Bostonian.
To a non-traveling Westerner, all East Asians will look the same while he could probably distinguish a
Scandinavian fron a Southern Italian or a Greek. In East Asia, people will easily distinguish a Korean
from a Chinese or a Japanese, but to them, a Greek and a Scandinavian will look roughly the same.
They will all be just "Westerners".
The same with the average Westerner's view of Africans, Arabs or South Asians- people from E. Africa
and W. Africa, Jordan and Egypt and Indian, Sri Lanka and Pakistan will look roughly the same.
However, they themselves immediately know who is who but they cannot tell Westerners apart.
Interesting, isn't it?
***
Richer or Poorer country
If you move to a country that is richer than yours, you may run the risk of being pitied or looked down
upon as someone less civilized.
If you go to a country poorer than yours you will get lots of admiration but also jealousy and will run
the risk of being ripped off and cheated.
It is usually desirable if you can move to a country that is on the same level with yours economically
to feel socially comfortable with the people there.
***
Double and Triple Expats
There is new and growing group of people whom I will call Double Expats. These are people who are
from country A, who immigrated and became naturalized in country B and now are living and working
in country C. There are also triple expats, those who after working in country C have decided to retire
and live in country D.
An example- a Lebanese engineering student who emigrates to Canada, receives Canadian citizenship
and dgrees and goes to work in Kuwait as a Canadian engineer. After he makes oodles of money in
Kuwait, instead of retiring in Canada or Lebanon, he goes to Indonesia, marries a local beauty, buys a
house and stays in Indonesia forever.

There is also a growing group of people who when faced with the simple question of "Where are you
from?" or "What is your nationality?" in casual conversation feel confused, put on the spot and don't
know what to answer.
Take one friend of mine- He is half French and half Italian but he grew up in Hong Kong. Basically he
is almost Chinese in thinking and in manners. He then left for the Philippines and settled there. What
will he say to people when he travels to another country?
Such people were not so common in the past when international travel was lengthy and expensive and
working overseas involved only one country at the most. Nowadays, however, they are growing in
numbers and we will be seeing them more and more often in the future.
***If you have a long layover at Dubai airport and are tired of shopping, reading and do not want to
spend your money on expensive lounges, kickback and play a solitary game called "Ey Jinsiya". "Ey
Jinsiya" in Arabic means: "What Nationality?" People from all over the world fly through or out of
Dubai. Just sit down and try and guess what they are.
Can you tell Filipinos from Indonesians?
Filipinos have a certain European skin color because of the Spanish mixture which the Indonesians do
not have- they look "purely native". Filipinos also try and "look American"- many wear jeans and Tshirts that say "USA", or "USA sports." They have big round eyes and are relaxed in the way they
walk. They like to make eye contact with other people and observe what is happening around them.
Indonesians walk in a tense manner and with more determination, so to speak. They are not
interested too much in what the other people at the airport are doing.
Can you tell Americans from Brits? Brits are usually skinnier and have sharper features. They all dress
in solid colors usually denim and black and do not look around much or try to have an eye contact
with anybody. Americans also dress in subdued colors but are generally fatter. They turn their heads
more and make eye contact with others more than the Brits. Can you tell Canadians from Americans
without listening to their accents? Can you tell the Irish from the Brits? If you can't, keep trying, soon
you will pick up on that certain something that will make you say- "Oh, a Canadian!", "Oh, an
Irishman!"
Can you tell a Pakistani from an Indian or a Bangladeshi? Pakistanis are mixed with Iranians- their
skin is whiter and they are taller than Indians. If you cross an Indian with a Persian, you get a
Pakistani. They also wear these long shirts that go down below their knees. Indians are darker for the
most part and they all walk like Gandhi. The look on their faces is strong. Many wear glasses. Most
look like traveling businessmen. They are officious in their demeanor whereas Pakistanis look much
more humble and less formal. Bangladeshis are very short and have round faces.
Can you pick out Sri Lankans? They are very dark for the most part and short with a certain "Sri
Lankan face". I can't even begin to describe it. Sort of Indian but not quite.
Can you tell different Arabs from each other? Actually it is not that hard. Gulf Arabs may be harder to
distinguish if by facial features- to an unpracticed eye, at least- but you can tell them by their dress
and mannerism. Emiratis wear white headdress and they look very polite in the way they move.
Kuwaitis dress the same way but have different expressions on their faces- either they look crazed
from a night of wild partying and have that devil- may-care mien of an unruly teenager, or they look
arrogant, like they own the Gulf (and the world for that manner). Saudis and Qataris are very hard to
tell apart as they both wear red headdresses but Saudis seem to look like they are poorer- they walk
like peasants lumbering along in a somewhat insecure manner. Qataris appear to have more class and
move with a certain spring in their step that is uniquely Qatari.
Egyptians stand out by their aggressive walk and their oily skin, a special way their hair curls and the
Arab/Nubian/ Pharaonic racial characteristics.
Can you tell an Ethiopian from a Sudanese? The Sudanese look like dark Semites but Ethiopians look
like Africans but they have thin European features. Many have big teeth.

Anyway, "Ey Jinsiya" is a great game that you can play solo or with a friend. The problem is checking
your guesses for correctness. Short of running after these people and asking to see their passport,
there is really no way to do it. You may follow them to the departure gates and hope you will get a
peek of the passport. But then you can get a punch in the eye.
***
The Linguo-Racial Complex
The Linguo-Racial complex is a phenomenon that I (and many other people, I guess) discovered while
learning foreign languages. It refers to how average people associate a language with people's racial
characteristics and have confusing reactions to the speaker of the language if he/she does not have
the appearance that a "normal" speaker of such language has. Here are some examples:
A White American took years of Spanish and is now fluent in it. He talks Spanish to some Mexican or
Cuban immigrants in the US. They make a wry face and answer in broken English. He again speaks
Spanish to them. They again answer in English (which is much worse than the white American's
Spanish).
A Brit learns Japanese and speaks it very well now. He stops people on the streets of Tokyo and talks
to them. They look at him like they have seen E.T. -with eyes wide-open and jaws dropped. Some
smile sheepishly and walk on. Some look irritated and say in Japanese- "the language, I do not speak
the language". Some answer in bad English, some walk by saying "I do not speak English", some
asking him: "Do you speak Japanese?"(And what is he speaking now, Bantu?).
A European gentleman sits in a restaurant in an Arab country. He calls a waiter and asks for "thom"garlic. The waiter looks shy and makes gestures at the customer- "One moment please, one moment
please" and walks away. Thinking that he went to get garlic, the customer patiently awaits his food.
Guess what? He brought another waiter who addresses the customer with "May I help you, sir?" "I
asked for bloody garlic in Arabic, why are you here asking me again?" "Sorry sir, we did not realize
you could speak Arabic". "But I was speaking Arabic to the first waiter!"
The first waiter's mind did not register the fact that in spite of the speaker's European appearance he
was, in fact, speaking Arabic.
An American man who spent 15 years in the Philippines is with his girlfriend. He stops a taxi and talks
to the driver in Tagalog. The driver ignores him like he does not exist and starts talking to his
girlfriend about the taxi fare and all. People with high noses and white skin speak English. People with
flat noses and brown skin speak Tagalog. People with high noses and white skin speaking Tagalog are
absurd and probably unreal. Let's talk to the girl- her nose is flat and her skin is brown. She is a
Tagalog speaker.
Here is another example: an Australian has spent half of his life in Thailand and speaks Thai fluently.
He stops at a street stall. The hawkers look at him incredulously as he begins speaking Thai. One of
them lights up and starts yelling out to others: "He can talk! He can talk!"
The Lingo-Racial complex can take ugly extremes such as people ignored at restaurants and not
served. People not being rented apartments because the landlord is afraid that he cannot
communicate with English speakers (who speak his language very well) and friendships and dates
being denied because, you see, I can't speak English. "
"But I can speak your language!" A dull and incredulous look and silence are the answer.
In a place that has many tourists and foreigners of a particular "stock" people form a stereotypical
reflex about how a person who looks like that should talk and behave.
In places that are excessively provincial and or/nationalistic people cannot even conceive of a person

who is clearly of another race being able to speak their language.
In some Latin countries particularly in the Caribbean and Mexico the speakers see Spanish as "their"
language and become shocked and even insulted if a person of "another (non-Latin) race" speaks it.
Anglo-Saxon countries such as the US , UK, etc. do not have that complex but the opposite of it- in
their cultural view the whole world speaks English and if they don't they should and soon will. So there
is no surprise if a Japanese person speaks English- he should.
Argentina, being an immigrant Spanish speaking society will have a similar attitude and will lack the
Complex. So, I guess, would Brazil.
Good news? Well, not everyone has the complex. There are many people who are happy to see that
you speak the language and many people who will not even be surprised that you do. Many will treat
you as an equal especially after they got to know you. However, when one studies languages of
nations where the majority of people do not look like you, one has to get ready to face the
awkwardness of it.
It's all in the expat's day's work. What's to do?
***
Love thy Conqueror!
As you travel you will visit many countries who had been colonized by one or another colonial power.
You will also probably become aware of a strange paradox- usually, if Country A was Colonized by
Country B, and Country B was richer and more developed than Country A, many of the natives of
Country A will continue loving and admiring it long after the independence; despite the horrors
perpetrated by the colonial power on its soil. It does not matter that Country B was dictatorial and
oppressive. It does not matter that it had killed and tortured the natives of Country A. Many people
there will love and respect the culture of Country B and treat Country B tourists and investors with
supreme welcome. On their vacations, they will yearn to go to visit the former overlords' capital city
and brag to their family and friends of their travel to that place.
In Latin American countries, anything that is related to Spain is still seen as sophisticated and proper.
Never mind that Spain destroyed so much culture of South America and so many natives died from
diseases brought there by the Spaniards. They were masters and they were stronger than S.
Americans. They were richer, too- through stolen wealth, but hey, it does not matter.
The admiration for anything Spanish is alive and well there. Being fluent in the Spanish language is
seen as a sign of being cultured and "high-class". Listening to music from Spain is also seen as
something very respectworthy.
In the US, a person with a British accent is seen as someone very intelligent, and one of the main
destinations of American tourists is still Britain.
In the Philippines, after all the struggle for independence, the natives proudly display American
symbols and wear bright T-shirts with letters "USA" on them. The dream of many a Filipino is still to
go the States.
Malaysians also love going to London on holidays and British tourists are received with a big smile
and a warm handshake when they visit Kuala Lumpur. Tunisians and Moroccans look up to France.
The dream of many a Ukrainian is to go to Moscow to live. Taiwanese teens go crazy about Japanese
music and culture.
However, if the colonizers was poorer than the colonized, the former colonial subjects have nothing
but scorn for them. The Balts discriminate against the Russians and do not want them in their
countries but may look up to Germany in spite of what the Germans had done there. The Vietnamese

have the same scornful attitude towards the former USSR while young people there adore anything
American and marriage to an American is a desirable choice of many a Vitenamese woman. Go figure!
But then again, who has got more money? The Russians do not cowtow to Ulaan Bataar or dream of
visiting the Mongolian capital on their honeymoon. Few dream of emigrating to Lovely Mongolia or
studying there. The Mongols were powerful militarily but they were not necessarily richer than the
Russians when they put thousands of them to the sword.
I guess it is human nature to kowtow to and respect the strong and the rich, no matter what bad
things they have done to you. After the revolutions and the wars of independence pass, the former
"oppressees" are back to the business of adulating the former oppressors.
***
Fallacies in Comparing Cultures
We have heard the new politically correct slogan- "There are no inferior cultures, we are just
different."
There is also another slogan-" there are good and bad people/things everywhere". As you travel from
country to country you become more and more convinced that the above two statements are
simplistic at best.
Nations undoubtedly have different cultures but there are definite inferiorities and superiorities
inherent in each of them. However, these do not exist in the entire culture, but in different aspects
of it as compared to the same aspects in another culture.
Here is a case in point: Country A has very friendly people, delicious foods and great music. Families
are strong, there is very little divorce and children are well- behaved. The country has a great number
of wonderful artists and beautiful architecture. However, the streets are dirty, the infrastructure is
backward, and the police routinely take bribes, not to mention the fact that they do not do their work
properly. Jobs do not pay any good money, and services are also bad.
Country B has cold and unfriendly people, bland food and non-impressive music. Local art is also of
inferior quality and could not hold a candle to that of Country A. The divorce rate hovers around 50%.
Young people appear tough and disrespectful. Houses look like shoe boxes. However, the streets are
clean, the infrastructure is superb, bribery is almost non-existent, and the police is efficient. Salaries
are high and services are excellent.
So when comparing cultures we cannot easily say- "Country A is inferior to Country B". However, we
can confidently state that, apparently, several aspects of each country do not compare well, and are
inferior or superior to each other.
And yes, there are good and bad people everywhere. However let's take a case in point- a Japanese
and a South African are talking about each other's homelands. The Japanese says that South Africa is
dangerous and there are many criminals there. The South African feels offended and replies:" There
are criminals everywhere!" There are criminals in Japan, too".
A Thai is offended when someone mentions that there are many prostitutes in Bangkok. He shouts
back "There are prostitutes everywhere!"
I can't count how many times I have heard similar arguments. What is wrong with them? Well, you
see, it is true that every human society will have a certain number of good and bad aspects and
various social goods and evils. No one denies that, say, both Bangkok and Jedda, Saudi Arabia, will
suffer from the scourge of prostitution( in case of Jeddah it would be one or two secret whorehouses),
and that both Tokyo and Johannesburg will have criminals. However, they will vary from country to
country in their numbers, degree, frequency of occurrence, and intensity. Sure, there must be
prostitutes in Saudi Arabia, but what would their numbers be? Ten, fifteen of them? I'd say rather

small compared to Bangkok, where houses of ill repute are on the main street of town for everyone to
see. Sure, there must be violent criminals in Tokyo, but what is the overall crime, murder or robbery
rate per 100,000 of population per year?
So, if you say that South Africa has a much higher crime rate than Japan, or that Thailand has one of
the highest rates of prostitution in the world, you will be making a much better statement. It is just
that few people like to hear the truth about how screwed-up their countries are.
About the Linguo-Racial Complex again:
It happens when:
1)You have large ethno-cultural groups of people who are socially and politically "pitched" against
each other. The example would be the US, especially in large areas where Hispanics feel that they are
oppressed by the "Gringo" and they want to preserve the purity of "La Raza".
This would probably never happen in Buenos Aires- people there are all of different backgrounds:
British, Polish, German, Russian, Hungarian, etc. All are Argentines and all speak Spanish. There is no
"Raza" there, meaning the mythical Mestizo " Jose Rodriguez" who needs to "protect his culture and
race" against a mythical blond John Smith- the case of the US. An Argentinian more often than not is
a "Jose Smith" himself.
Some Asians ( except tourists and foreign students) after living in the US also develop the LRC. It is
funny that after years of living in some Asian country you come to the US and want to speak Japanese
or Tagalog to the people and they give you these squeamish looks. Really sad.
2) When you are abroad and places where there are large groups of tourists or military men whom the
natives see every day and whose ways and behavior they think they already know and are trained to
deal with- Mexican border towns, San Juan, Puerto Rico and the tourist areas in the Philippines,
Thailand, and other such places. Cairo? Paris, maybe?
Places that are not like that at all:
1) Smaller towns- not necessarily very small but kind of like second biggest cities which do not get
many tourists. One is far less likely to be treated with a Linguo-Racial Complex in Osaka than in
Tokyo.
2) Places where all kinds of immigrants come to assimilate- Argentina, as I have mentioned, Brazil, I
guess. And of course, the US, Canada ( with the English language) These people are used to seeing
immigrants, not tourists. The attitude is- "this is Argentina, you are here now, you had better speak
my language".
3) Remote areas where people can speak only one language and they will not answer to you in English
simply because they don't know any English- rural Russia and other rural areas in E. Europe. Rural
China, I guess? Small town Italy?
4) Places where the person you are speaking to is a foreigner as much as you are a foreigner. LRC
does not happen much in Saudi Arabia or Dubai if you talk with Filipinos or any other such people
there. I was very happy to be able to speak with Thais in Thai and Filipinos in Tagalog and even
Puerto Ricans in Spanish when I was in Saudi. It was great.
It is the same if you travel in ,say, Costa Rica and you meet a German or a Japanese who is also
traveling there. More often than not, they will not behave with LRC.
***
You Love the Country But Will It Love You?

Some people who are interested in other cultures to the point of wanting to expatriate and go to
another country to live, need to keep one thing in mind and ask themselves this question: "Will the
country love you the way you love it?" Prejudice against certain groups is very strong in some parts of
the world. Find out how you will be perceived in that particular nation or region, and whether you
happen to be a member of a group that is not very popular in that country.
For example, an Israeli guy who likes Italian music and culture may not be making a wise choice when
he contemplates moving to Italy long term. Prejudice against Jews in Italy is still quite strong. He may
run into unpleasant incidents while there, and many people may not like him.
A Canadian guy who has always enjoyed Russian music and is fond of Russian culture and people, is
contemplating a long trip to Russia. He is hoping to make new friends and, possibly, even to meet a
great Russian woman and have a romance with her. The problem is, he is black. Now may not be a
good time for black people to go to Russia. Skinheads are attacking people of color in many parts of
the country. Black people have been beaten, stabbed and shot at. While he may love Russia, many
people there may not like 'him'.
A Russian guy loves Cuban music. He is contemplating a trip to Cuba and a possible relocation there.
He has always been fascinated by the sultry Cuban women, Havana cigars and, in his heart, he may
even like Fidel. However, Cuba may not be a good place for a Russian to be. Anti-Russian propaganda
is very strong there now. Since Russia became capitalist, many Cuban people feel that they have been
betrayed by the Russians. He may feel resentment coming from a lot of people there. Therefore,
planning to go to Cuba may not be a good choice for him.
The good news is that there may be a culture similar to the culture we like, but whose members are
not nurturing a grudge against someone like us. An Israeli guy may want to go to Uruguay instead. It
is a cosmopolitan society with not much prejudice towards the Jews. And the culture is very similar to
the Italian culture.
A black Canadian may choose Croatia or even Slovenia- a similar culture to Russia but without much
prejudice against blacks or black Canadians.
A Russian may do better if he goes to a place like Brazil or even Venezuela. People in those two
countries have similar cultures to Cuba without much prejudice or grudge against the Russians.
So, choose wisely. Do not invest time, money and energy in preparing yourself to love a country that
may not love you back. Unrequited love hurts. It hurts even more if it is accompanied by daily frowns,
a beating or a gun shot.
If you want to expatriate, I can assure you that there is a country just for you where you will feel at
home. So do your homework, research, ask around and you will soon find your true love which also
returns your feelings.

Why Do Some Europeans Call Americans Dumb?
When I was working in Saudi Arabia, a British co-worker once told me:" Let me sing you the national
anthem of the country of dummies!" He then proceeded to sing "the Star-Spangled Banner" with the
following lyrics: "dum.b dum.b dum.b dum.b dum.b du-uu-mb ". Another British co-worker said that
Americans were "the dumbest race of people on the face of the Earth".
I asked him why? He said that he once made a phone call using an ATT&T operator and inquired her if
he could place a call to London. She asked him " Where is London? Is that in Europe?" Later he told
him that whenever he switched the TV channel to see a rugby or a cricket match, American coworkers would simply leave the room, totally uninterested in the game. In his eyes, these incidents

made Americans "dum.b".
America is the largest economy in the world and Americans call themselves the richest country in the
world. American leads the world in technology, space exploration in other such areas. So, why is this
accusation of being "dum/b"? And if Americans are so du.mb, why is the country so rich?
America is rich, there is no doubt about it. And it owes its riches to many factors. The main factor is
probably the culture built on Protestant work ethics and solid North European common sense. People
work hard and they work smart. They know how to solve problems. While some may call modern
Americans "wastrels", the past generations had been very thrifty. The country was built on free
enterprise and for hundreds of years the government had a laissez fair policy towards business. The
culture is forward looking with a "can do" attitude. People are enthusiastic and believe that they can
achieve their individual dreams through discipline and never giving up. Add to this the fact that
education is much more accessible to many more people than how it was in Europe and the fact that
the society has a much less rigid class structure and you've got yourself a rich country. And don't
forget the fact that the country has lots of natural resources and unlike the European countries there
have not been any major invasions for the past 200 years or so.
So, where does this "dum.b" thing come from? I think what is happening here is a classical case of
intercultural misunderstanding. It occurs when foreigners visit the US and when Americans go to
foreign countries. The people that call Americans d.umb for the most part are Europeans. Latin
Americans sometimes call US people uncultured, but not necessarily dum.b. So, what is going on?
There seems to be a difference in education. Europeans believe in being informed about the world
outside. Being a well-rounded person is seen as a virtue. In the US, according to Europeans, people
are very good at their individual professions and a few of their hobbies. However, studying anything
that does not lead to practical results, is seen as a waste of time. That for some reason seems to
include Geography and World History. So, as long as a conversation between an American and a
foreigner runs along a specific topic such as business or the American's chose field of expertise,
everything seems fine. Problems start when a European wants to have a broader discussion on
international culture or current world events ( the ones that do not cover America's involvement in
some war). Once a discussion like that starts, an American tunes out. He gives his conversation
partner a blank look and starts feeling uncomfortable. Some Americans will even say with pride "I
don't know anything about ( insert the topic).” You might be talking to a five-year-old for all one
cares.
The neglected areas of Geography and any knowledge of the world outside the US- a subject that
many Europeans take for granted and learn at an early age which seems to go largely uncovered in
the US causes the impression of 'dumbness'. Brits complain that when they were in the US, MIT
graduates would ask them questions such as : "Is there a bridge between England and Scotland or do
you take a ferry? One Brit was fuming ”Do you know what that American asked me? He asked me „So
what language do you guys speak in England?‟" Australian TV once ran a program where an Aussie
went to some American city and stood there with a map, asking people to show on the map where
Australia was and no one, allegedly, could do it.
And these are American reactions to people who come from fellow- Anglo-Saxon countries! Things get
worse when other countries are involved. Numerous foreign students who go to the US to study
complain that most Americans have never even heard of their countries to begin with. One Malaysian
girl studying at a college in New York was almost hysterical " No American has even heard of
Malaysia". They keep asking me " Where is that?" One Saudi Arabian official once told me this story:
He was studying in the US in 1980ies and once he was picnicking with his friends when a man walked
up to them and said " F*** you, Iranian!" They promptly left the place but later decided to go back
and explain to him that they were not Iranians. Upon approaching the angry man and telling him that
they were not Iranians, the question that came their way was " So, what the f**** are you?"." We are
Saudis!" to which the man replied " Same f****ing s**t!" In Latin America tales abound of US
presidents calling Brazilians "Bolivians" and being surprised that Brazil had Black people. White South
Africans are asked " You come from Africa, how come you are white?"
The other thing that aggravates the situation is that, because of geographical and cultural distances

involved, even if Americans know about the existence a country, they have a very distorted picture of
how life in those countries must be. Questions such as " Do you guys have electricity or TV?" or" Do
you guys live in houses and are there cars in your country?" or "Are there big buildings in your
country?" are asked of Thais, Nigerians and Singaporeans, people whose countries are quite modern
in spite of poverty in some of them. Movies made in the US about Russia or Korea or Africa notoriously
portray poor peasants and countryside devoid of any civilization whose people, nevertheless speak
English and who all want to go to the US. Since most Americans have not been to those countries,
they blindly believe the simplified Hollywood version of the world.
A similar phenomenon occurs in the Philippines, a country that was once a US colony and that adopted
an American system of education. Many foreigners visiting the Philippines or who work with Filipinos
often say that Filipinos, even those with BA degrees have not heard of many countries unless they are
those from which most tourists to the Philippines come and where Filipinos work : USA, Canada,
Japan, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Italy, etc. Having a worldly discussion with many a Filipino is quite
difficult in spite of the fact that they are a well-educated nation.
Hollywood, too , plays a role by putting America in the center of the world with other countries
somehow being "run-away provinces" of America, who one day will want to join the Union and become
another state of the US. They think that the world speaks English ( because on the screen most people
do) and if some people don't ( actually 75% of people do not) then they should and soon will. Even
the National Geographic channel covers only the very modern or the very exotic countries leaving a
huge number of countries unmentioned. All these factors contribute to the international "uninformedness" of an average American and makes him or her appear "d.umb" when a meeting between an
American and a person of another culture takes place.
In all fairness, many Americans also see some other nations as "dum.b". For example, the "Polish
jokes" seems to be a uniquely American phenomenon. Few people in Europe think that Poles are
dum.b. Countries surrounding Poland actually think of them as astute, discreet and highly cultured
people. In Russia, for example, a Pole is highly respected as being intelligent and even aristocratic.
Possibly, the Polish immigrants to the States were originally poor and appeared "d.umb" to Americans
since they did not function well in the American culture in the beginning. French Canadians whose
English was often poor and who also acted clumsy when they first arrived as immigrants in the US,
were described as "dum.b". But these adjusted to the country, learned the language and the culture
and are no longer referred to as such. However, the "du.mb" American image persists, especially in
Europe.
Being uninformed about the rest of the world does more harm than earning the title of being "d.umb".
People who think that they live in paradise while unaware of the many social and technological
improvements that are always taking place in other countries will eventually fall behind in many areas.
They will not be able to adopt many exciting innovations that are being introduced around the world
all the time. Japan had video- cell phones as early as late nineties and Singapore solved its race
problem once and for all by very ingenuous quota systems that seem to benefit rather than harm.
Many countries, such as Slovenia ( Where is that?) have small per capita prison populations and have
much better programs to rehabilitate prisoners. However, if Americans do not know about them, how
will the country improve?
They will not be able to elect good leaders and will support international campaigns of dubious
usefulness which drain US resources by diverting money from home to some overseas ventures in
which patriotic Americans always die. They will believe myths about how the rest of the world is a
God-forsaken place and if they become just like the US, they will be OK.
Such ignorance creates suffering and death and stalls progress at home and abroad. And changing
that requires improving the education at home and creating a new generation of highly intelligent,
worldly citizens. Such Americans will probably be the world's most perfect human beings.
***

Different "Yous" in Different countries
As you go from country to country and spend time in them, you will become aware of an interesting
phenomenon- you will assume a new role, so to speak in every country you visit and your image and
self-image will change. In some countries you will be a low class nobody, in other countries you
suddenly become a shining prince, a playboy or a lurid intellectual.
How so? Well, most people see themselves the way society around sees them. For example a man
who is 5'7" in the US will always feel short and be aware of that all his life. He may or may not care
about that, but he will still be short. A man who is making $27,000 a year is lower middle class in the
US. He may again not care but he will still be of that economic status and be aware of it. A man who is
average looking in the US may not attract too many women, and again, he may not care whether he
does or not. However, his social standing will remain what it is and he will be aware of it.
Once he goes to another country, an amazing thing happens. Say, he goes to the Spanish-speaking
countries of the Caribbean. He will immediately cease being short and poor. He will also cease being
unpopular with women. In many such countries an average man is only 5'6"-5'7" and much poorer
than he is. His looks will also not be average anymore as he will look interesting and exotic to people
around him. He will be invited to other people's homes and possibly introduced to women. A
previously obscure person is now somewhat of a celebrity in a new land. Therefore, his self-image
changes whether he wants it or not. He becomes rich, handsome and of normal height.
If you do a good research on economics, demographics and culture of different countries, you will be
able to locate the ones where you will become somewhat of a hero and an object of fascination.
Sometimes, it can become annoying, too but if it ever comes to that, the airport is never too far away.
Also, the environment you are in affects you in yet another way- the way you feel about your life and
see yourself changes depending on whether you are in some industrial cold city such as Cardiff, Wales
or whether you are in the subtropical Rome surrounded by many amazing architectural landmarks,
refined and loving art and people sophisticated people dressed in fashionable clothes.
In addition to that, there is a saying that a person who speaks two languages has two distinct souls. I
am fluent in several and I must say that it is true. The "me" that speaks Spanish, Russian, Thai or
Tagalog is a different " me " that speaks English. Thought processes in languages are different, logic is
different and ways of expressing nuances of emotions and shades of meaning are different. Once you
master these, you will sort of acquire multiple personalities except that they will not be neurotic ones
but natural, healthy and each one assigned to a particular place and time period.
I became even more acutely aware of how amazing the variety of "me" became during my trip to
Argentina this past summer. When I appeared on the streets of Buenos Aires, a city decorated by
splendid European architects with the most ornate buildings and delicate monuments depicting Greek
and Roman heroes everywhere, I myself became kind of ornate and delicate inside. I became like
Buenos Aires and its very dignified and classy people. The way people responded to me was also
different. They did not see me as short or poor or naive. I was seen kind of like part of the crowd and
treated just like anybody else. In addition to that, I spoke Spanish to everybody. I became for all
intents and purposes a completely different person, not a variation of "me" but simply a whole other
"me".
A flight to South Africa and then Malaysia and then Philippines again kind of created a new "me". And
when I left those countries I could not help but feel that the other me stayed behind and continued an
independent existence in that place. He still got up, went around the city continued living his life long
after I had left the country.
Perhaps, if there are parallel universes, or universes that split up , a new universe was indeed created
and an" Argentinean me" stayed there to meet some girl, get married, have kids and live a whole new
life there. Maybe without being aware of it, as we choose to either return home or go to yet another
country, numerous copies of us stay there, maybe not quite "there" but in some quantum replica of it.
Somehow I feel that it is true but I cannot prove it.

I left Thailand in 1996 after having suffered a business setback there. After having lived in Bangkok
for several years, I felt like I was part of it and it was part of me. Leaving Thailand was quite painful
for me as I felt that I was leaving a whole life there which consisted of me and my Thai environment.
Later, in the year 2000 I flew over Bangkok and I could not help it that the Thai me was still
somewhere in that city. Perhaps I gave birth to it, created a shell of a personality that continued to
live on, and maybe a whole new Thailand was created as well that forked off into some strange
universe and now, in that Thailand there was the Thai speaking me, with a Thai wife, a condominium
on Silom Road and a great CEO position. But another me was flying over Bangkok into Manila where I
was going to become the Philippine variation of me.
A lot of things can be explained away by logical reasoning but I somehow know that even in spite of
the fact that the new me has to do with a different environment, I still give birth to strange siblings of
me that continue their respective destinies in those countries long after I am gone. When I return
there, I may become yet another me while being aware of the fact that the other me is still in that
place albeit we will never meet for it would contradict some quantum law.
Living in many countries adds many new facets to one's personality, true. It even creates different
varieties of you. However, I still think that on top of that, something strange happens as well and it
cannot be easily dismissed as a result of romantic imagination. Song lines such as "Still in Saigon" and
"I left my heart in San Francisco" may mean a lot more than we think.
***
FFF- flip-flop foreigners
I have been struggling to coin a term for this group of people and it is not about tourists in flip-flops.
By triple f‟s I mean people who are caught in between cultures. In the nation of Flops they are Flips
and in the nations of Flips they are Flops. How so?
Take second generation immigrants in some country such as say, Japanese in Brazil. People would call
them Japanese there but if they went to Japan, the Japanese would call them „Brazilians‟. So they are
Japanese in the land of thier birth and Brazilians in the land of thier ancestors . Hyphenated Americans
or, especially, naturalized Americans also face a similar classification: George Soros and Arnold
Schwarzenegger are often referred to as the „Hungarian guy‟ and „the Austrian immigrant‟,
respectively. However, if they go to thier native lands , they immediately become „Americans‟ there.
So, again in your old country you are an American, but you are not really an American in your new
country. Kind of weird. Almost twilight zone-like.
Many people fall into this category. British Indians for one. Malaysian Chinese, too. A British Indian
may have heard “Paki go home!” numerous times but he cannot do so. If he went 'home', he would be
a Brit there. Plus, he is not even a 'Paki'. But he is an Indian/Pakistani in the land of his birth; at least
as far as common people are concerned. Something similar happened to African Indians. They are
called Indians in Africa but they become Africans in India. Flip-Flop, Flop-Flip.
Malaysian Chinese are a similar group. As far as the majority of people in go, these are just “Chinese”.
However, if these land at the Beijing airport, they immediately become Malaysians. Why? Strange.
Arab-Americans are just Americans in the Middle East and African-Americans are just Americans in
Africa.
I think being an FFF sucks! You do not have a real home and a place where you feel really comfortable
in. The indigenous people in every culture will always see you as coming from another place no matter
where you go.
***

One man's heaven is another man's hell
Most human beings do not create dreams independently. Most of us lack information as to where we
should be heading in order to attain maximum satisfaction, and we form goals that are often dictated
by society- our parents, fellow students, relatives and friends. We want to be doctors or lawyers, or
actors because these are respected professions according to what people around us tell us. We want
to be respected. So, we choose one of them as "our goal". However, most often than not, we were
nudged into such goal by nothing but peer pressure, and advice from people who know, or think they
know, better than we do.
The same goes for countries. Few people venture into unknown/uncharted territories. Most of us want
to avoid countries that are seen as "bad", unprestigious or unknown. That is why we want to go where
everybody else goes, someplace that is classy and "in", so that next time when we are at a dinner
table, and are telling our friends that we had been living in such and such a place, they will say
"Wow"! If we work in Rome, or Hong Kong, or New York, or even Dubai, it is better than being in
Bratislava or Asuncion,or Libreville; or so we think. No one will say "wow" if we go there. Plus, human
nature prefers something known to something unknown, so we follow the crowd. By doing that, we
often end up in expensive places where job competition is high and where people are unfriendly. Or
worse, we find ourselves living in cultures where we do not quite feel comfortable with the people,
hence, our stay there becomes miserable.
A friend of mine is an old-time resident of Thailand, and, for years he had been convincing me to
move there, find work and live a happy life ever after. He sang praises to the country, the friendliness
of its people, the beauty of the women and the exquisiteness of the Thai culture in general. So, since
he was one of my best friends, one day I decided to take the plunge, and obtained a job in the
Kingdom. It proved to be a disaster. I am very good at languages and I became fluent in Thai within a
year. I studied the culture thoroughly, but, in spite of all my efforts, I could not help feeling that I
made a severe mistake by moving there. Something about Thailand and "me" simply did not click. My
personality, my character, my whole set of values were completely different. Thais like quiet and
discreet people. I am gregarious and talkative. Thai people like neat and polite people. I am by nature
sloppy and straight-to-the-point. Thai people do not like intellectual discussions, but prefer to speak
"ngai-ngai" -just chit-chat. Knowledge is a personal thing to them. I am very much into knowledge,
expression, conversation, etc. They are not. Thai people like people who dress in nice clothes; I do not
dress in nice clothes. I can adjust to the culture but it implies changing myself too much. It goes
against everything that I am. Hence, they did not like me so much. And the feeling was mutual.
In other words, it was a complete mismatch. Thailand and I simply did not connect. This was when I
realized that the Thai dream was my friend's dream, and what was good for him was simply not good
for me. Duh! One man's meat is another man's poison, as they say. No matter how hard I tried to live
a normal life in Thailand, the culture was as alien to me as it could ever get. And it was not just the
East/ West thing. I lived in some very traditional areas of Japan and I seemed to relate to people quite
well. With Thailand it was just total incompatibility.
When I arrived in the Philippines some years later, a country that is not on many a travelers' list, I felt
like I was a hand, and the Philippines was a glove. I fit right in. The way people behaved, talked,
acted with friends, the way they sang songs and carried on discussions was very similar to the way I
did the same things. Filipinos dressed modestly, so did I. They were intellectual, so was I. They
enjoyed someone who was a joker, a talkative and gregarious person. Unlike in Thailand where they
would always tell me to "shut up", the Filipinos wanted me to talk more and would sit there and listen
to me for hours. They liked me and I liked them. I was like a star to them. Or so I felt. Whereas in
Thailand I always felt that I was somewhat of a nuisance.
When I invited my Thailand-based friend to come over to the Philippines to visit the country, he did
just that, but he felt out of place. He and the Filipinos simply did not "chime". Something was missing
for him there. He became distressed and ended up going back to Thailand. So, while Thailand was
good for him, I wound up living in the Philippines on and off for 15 years after that. We ( the
Philippines and I) simply 'clicked'. Thailand and I, on the other had, did not click at all.

The moral of the story is this: just because a country is in the news and everybody including your best
friend is singing praises to it, it does not mean that it will necessarily be a good country for 'YOU'. Go
there and see how you and the people there "jive". It may or may not be a good match. Ask yourself
how you feel there after a few weeks or so. There is that certain something that you will feel. It is kind
of like ' love'. An affinity.You will feel the same when you meet a person of the opposite sex that you
are considering falling in love with. Either there is chemistry or there isn't. If you force it, it will be
pure misery, even if your parents think it's a match made in heaven.
Do not live another man's dream by blindly following him to a country X. You may adopt bits and
pieces of the dream, maybe, his general approach to making such international dreams come true, his
pioneer spirit and courage to move to another place, but it will have to be tweaked somewhat to fit
your own requirements, including going to a whole different country to live, if necessary. What may be
a good place for him, may turn out to be a total hell for you. Also, try and venture a bit off the beaten
path. A job in Lithuania rather than in the Czech republic, for example, may be the best thing that has
ever happened to you. Everybody was going to Prague, but you found out that Vilnius was where you
belonged more. Some of your friends grimaced " Where is that?" , but you did not shrink away from
the place because it was not as glamorous as moving to Prague. Later, you may learn that it may
have been the best decision you have ever made.
Dare to be different. Follow your dreams even if you do not know 'where' they will come true. It is still
better than blindly following another person's itinerary.
***
Expat Vampires

I remember once watching a movie on TV about a young man who had just been bitten by a vampire,
and who was in the process to becoming one as a result. He was lectured by an older veteran on the
particulars of a vampire's life. There were big disadvantages- such as one could not go out in the sun
lest one be burnt to a crisp, for one. One had to stock up on blood, and food became unnecessary,
hence no true enjoyment of eating anymore. Naturally, things like love and marriage would also be
out of the question from now on, as well as being able to simply participate in the normal affairs of
society. And, most of all, one could never, ever become a normal human being again. There were
advantages, however, too. A vampire would be a hard creature to kill. Common diseases would not
take him/her. One was not always alone, as there were many vampires out there, and they would
recognize their own and often befriend him/her. One could walk on ceilings, one did not have to worry
about getting a job and, most of all, one did not age as fast. It took some six years of a vampire's life
to gain one human year. Hence, one could look forward to a youth that would last a good 200 years
vs. some 30-35 years. One would become wise and solemn the way most vampires were, and one
would learn the exquisite pleasure of consuming blood as it would now become the absolute elixir of
life, more delicious than any wine ever produced, or any nectar drunk by Gods heretofore.
I realize that it may be a long stretch of my imagination, but somehow, I compare becoming an expat
to becoming such a vampire. We lose a lot of things by expatriating, and by moving into sometimes
unfriendly societies, we sometimes become like silent ghosts whom the natives view as strange
novelties, sometimes admiring and sometimes fearing. We can no longer participate as actively in our
new societies of which we are not citizens; and even if we become citizens, we never quite fit in, often
because we may not be fully allowed to. We have to deal with visas, work permits, new languages and
customs and we get all sorts of reactions from people, ranging from joyful hospitality to complete
rejection and even hatred. As vampires, we are often alone among the average folks, only able to
relate to other expats. We sometimes go through months or years of silent agony of being among
people whose ranks we cannot ever truly join.
There are many advantages, as well. There are about 200,000,000 of us all around the world, people
who have started looking for opportunities in new lands. We should unite and help each other and give
guidance to each other the way vampires often help their own ilk. We can use our being different to
our advantage. If we are not attractive as employees, friends or partners in our old countries, we can

always find a place where we will be valued more. If we are too young, we can go to a location where
being young is not a disadvantage. If we are too old, we can also go to a place where older people are
respected more. We can learn to quietly but quickly slither off to yet another destination in search of
new opportunities, such as can only be known to international persons like ourselves. To vampires, a
silent, vast and scary world of the night becomes their huge domain while other people sleep, and to
us, the unknown chasm in between cultures also becomes our huge terrain in which we can make
money, meet exciting new people and have the time of our lives. Like vampires, we can sometimes
make friends with others like ourselves, but we are mostly on our own and are as independent as one
can be. Other people are climbing social and corporate ladders in their countries, thinking that these
are the only ladders that can be climbed, worrying about their image in their society and what their
neighbors will say. We do not do so as much, as the possibilities that we have in front of us are mostly
very unconventional and with far less competition. Since we are never truly members of our host
nations, we care less about trying to be like everybody else, and can remain ourselves more. If things
go haywire in the country where we are at, and we are lucky to get away unscathed, we can quickly
rebuild our lives in a new host nation; something that other people can never do. And like vampires,
we can never become "normal" again. Wanderlust, as the vampirical search for blood, is forever in our
veins as we always look forward to new frontiers and new adventures. We are often misunderstood,
and only another expat can relate to what we are going through, just like only another vampire can
understand the problems that their kind goes through.
We may not have been bitten by another expat so as to become citizens of the world, but we may
have been bitten by society that refused to provide us with what we needed. But, once you are an
expat, you are always an expat and there is no going back. We might as well get comfortable with our
identity as there is almost never a way to get rid of it in favor of reverting back to one„s previous
form. Too bad, we cannot live 300 years to prolong our ability to do so.
But then, again, who knows? Maybe there is an expat somewhere who has been bitten by a vampire
and I am telling you, he is the luckiest dude of them all!
***
Caveat for English Teachers in "Poorer" Countries
If you get an English teaching job in a place like Thailand or Chile and you get paid in local currency,
please be prepared for one thing. When you get back to the "First World" and apply for loans or credit
or other such things, you will often have to put on the form the amount of money you had been
earning. If you had been working in Thailand making 30,000-40,000 baht a month and living like a
king, or working in Chile or Mexico making oodles of pesos, you will seem like a pauper when you put
that you have only made USD$8,000-13,000 a year. The loan officers will not care that it was big
money in the "Third World". You are below poverty line in your country, making less money than what
a janitor would make. That means that you will not qualify for credit, home loans and the such.
Please keep that in mind when you head for all those exotic countries where you will be living the life
of Riley compared to the locals. You will be seen as a poverty-stricken street bum on the dole by
credit agencies of your own country when you get back.
What is the solution? Make sure that you have enough credit built up before you go to such exotic
destinations for sizable downpayments when you get back home as your earning history may not look
that great to people who will be granting you credit.
***
Freedom
No place in the world is completely free, however many countries like to advertise themselves as free.
As you travel you will see that usually countries that are not free politically seem to be free on a
grass-root level.

Freedoms of people to do business without special permits, to make love and show affection for each
other are often in inverse proportion to the political freedoms. Many societies where one is free to
practice all kinds of politics and say anything one wants are often regulated on the grass-root level
with too many rules and ordinances to control the daily lives of people. So, one country is free in one
area but unfree in another and some other country is vice-versa.
***
Assimilation
Facts about assimilation into other societies: 100% assimilation into any new place is impossible. Even
within the same country moving from one place to another and being completely accepted in it as its
member is impossible.
With foreign countries it is naturally harder but the elements of assimilation are as follows:
1) Race/ethnicity/tribe : is one a member of any of the majority races/ethnicities that are present in
the country? Does one look like someone who could possibly be from there? Can one's facial features
pass for those of a long standing member of that society?
2) Language. Do you, or can you learn to speak the same language and with the same accent as the
locals? Even if you learn the language that may not be your own, you will still have to deal with the
accent factor, especially when you are on the phone. Do you know the idioms, proverbs and the slang
in that language? Can you use them well and in all the appropriate situations?
3) Mannerism- can you move, walk and use the same body language as the locals? If not, can you
learn it?
4) Dress and hair. Can you master the way the locals dress and cut their hair? This may give you way
even if all the other things coincide.
5) Thinking. Can you think and form ideas the way the locals do? Do you agree with the way they
view the world.
6) Religion and citizenship. Do you, or are you willing to practice the same religion as the majority of
the population or any other large group inside of that country? Are you willing, and/or allowed to
become a citizen, or are you a citizen already? Are people of your ancestry allowed to become full
citizens in that particular place?
7) Educational background. Can you behave like a person who had been educated in that country and
taken the same subjects as what locals normally take there?
8) Historic knowledge and national self-consciousness. Are you familiar with the history of the country,
its place in the world ( the way the locals see it) and the complexes and grievances that it has towards
other countries or other "groups" of peoples. Are you familiar with how it formed and do you feel that
you are ( or, you can behave as if, you 'were' formed as part of that country).
9) Your name. Does your name sound like the majority of names in that place? Can it pass for a name
of a local?
Each one of the above counts for 10% of the total. One is missing- your birth in that country and, in
many cases, the birthplace of your parents and grandparents.
Since, assuming that you were not born there, you will not be 100% assimilated. If you do something
bad or have to complete for jobs and other things with the real locals during hard times, you will be
painfully reminded of your foreign birth. If you do something great, it will be forgotten and you will be
declared a full local.
Cases in point. Joao Fernandes migrates from Portugal to Brazil. After some 10 years in the country,
he loses his accent and assimilates into the Brazilian society and is treated like any other Brazilian. Li
Hwa Peng arrives in Brazil from China and studies Portuguese. He speaks it with an accent and is
never really treated like a local. The people are friendly however and he has few problems except that
people always ask him where he is from, which is not the case with Joao Fernandez.
Jon Smith moves to Japan. He learns the language until he is completely fluent in it and becomes a

citizen of Japan. He learns the culture very well and speaks and acts like a local. However, he is not
allowed to rent apartments in most parts of the country and some hotels and bath houses do not let
him in. The man is not Japanese and never will be.
Hans Gruber was born in Russia and speaks, looks and thinks as a Russian. However, because of its
very conservative blood laws, the Russian government considers him to be a German even though his
family has been in the country 200 years. He has many obstacles getting employment because of his
last name and is called a "Kraut" by many Russians. Even though he is a citizen on paper, his birth
certificate says " Nationality "German". His neighbors treat him as a German as well. However, in daily
lives with students at the university and people in the neighborhood, he is not suffering that much. He
has many friends and has recently gotten married after he had finally gotten a job in spite of many
struggles. He has decided to change his name to his wife's name and change Hans to Ivan to further
his assimilation.
Immigrant countries in the Americas are much better places to assimilate into than the homogeneous
countries if Europe and Asia. Recent events in France have proven it. However, even in such
immigrant countries as Australia or the US, a group that is more recent, less numerous and more
conspicuous will still experience problems from the people who had been there before them and who
had been born and raised there.
The rule seems to be this: if your assimilation chances are below 60%, you had better have some
really good qualifications that will knock people out cold, and, if the laws of the country as well as its
culture still put obstacles in your way, move some place where you can make some money and come
back with money. Money usually facilitates the assimilation process as nothing else would. But even
that may not offer a hundred percent protection when angry masses of teed off natives roam around,
looking to beat up on the newcomers.
There are people who are really out of luck such as poor illegals who are not wanted in their country
or displaced groups who have nowhere to go- Indians in Africa, children of African illegals in Saudi
Arabia. If you are not one of them, be grateful. Those folks are really screwed.
***
We see other cultures as both inferior and superior to ours. The reason we do so is because we use
our own cultural standards, i.e. things that we learned as important in the societies in which we grew
up. So, when we see new societies we compare them to the values that we have learned from
parents, schools and peers in the places where we grew up.
People from such a spiritual country as India may admire the United States for its wealth and
technology but be appalled by the spiritual poverty. An American in India may enjoy the spirituality of
the people but be appalled by the physical poverty that is there. South East Asians will also admire
America for its money, but be appalled by the lack of friendliness, the way children abandon their
parents and the general lack of the sense of community in the country. American travelers in S.E Asia
are amazed at the friendliness of the people but find the social interdependence that people there
display as a sign of weakness. They also see the countries as being dirty and disorganized. Americans
see Brits as being sophisticated but cold and impersonal and Brits see Americans as being loud
mouthed, pushy and disrespectful of one's privacy, albeit funny and entertaining when one socializes
with them. However when one is with the culture that one grew up in, one cannot see it as an outsider
and is not aware of its many things the way a person from somewhere else could be.
***
Oh, they are so friendly!
After my many visits to foreign lands I would come and tell my family about how friendly the people
there were. My dad would listen to my stories with a smirk. He would then tell me " You will only know
about the people when you start sharing daily bread with them". People who are friendly to a new face
in a foreign land will turn into devils if you end up costing them money or taking away from them

rather than contributing. People are selfish any way you look at it and they like you because you are a
novelty and can ( at least as far as their hope for you goes) improve their condition of life, be it as a
source of entertainment, friendship, love, or most importantly, new money and profit. If you do not
deliver as they hoped and become a burden, few will help you. Most admiration they had for you will
turn to scorn. Unless you run into some holy man, your experience is such a land will turn into hell
alongside with the new devils by your side.
By the same token a person who visits a country will form a completely different impression of it from
the one who has to work and live there. A guest is always treated differently from a resident. Again,
being a new face who is relaxed and on a visit and does not have to work and take away jobs from the
locals works in one's favor. People like guests or tourists. Once you start living and working there,
your whole perception changes and you will have to go through a big culture shock from which you
may or may not recover completely.
Other languages- parallel universes
As you learn a new language to the point where you begin to think in it and read literature in it, you
will feel like you will develop a whole new personality and move into a parallel universe. Concepts will
be different, the flow of thought will be different and many words will have no equivalent in your
native tongue. Some expressions and adjectives will have approximate counterparts but never the
same. The music of the language and the colors, tastes and sounds that it contains will reflect the
centuries and millennia in which it formed by the people who had had a different history and values
from your won. Ones you reach the point when no translation is necessary and every time a new word
or sentence is pronounced you can picture, taste or smell what it says, your move into a parallel
universe will be complete. You will for all intents and purposes become a different person, while still
remaining yourself in so many ways. You will also understand why so many misunderstandings occur
between your culture and the culture whose language you have just learned. However, there are five
to six thousand languages in the world so, to understand the way humanity really feels and sees itself
and the universe around it, you will need to approach native fluency in those languages. This is a
chronological impossibility as you will need at least a year of constant immersion and insanely
intensive study to master at least one. No one lives 5000 years and even if reincarnation were
possible, you would need to be able to recall all the other languages from past lifetimes. It has never
been known to happen. Consequently, complete understanding of humanity and all the nuances in the
way it perceives and expresses life is utterly impossible.
***
The American Dream vs. the America+ Some Other Country (ies) Dream
There are two types of American dream. The first one is that of a foreigner in some oppressed land
where he has no freedom and no opportunity to advance himself or his family. He may suffer from the
lack of political freedoms, or poverty in spite of all his hard work there. For such a man, America
looms as a paradise in which his basic requirement are all met and where he becomes truly happy.
The second American dream is by a native-born person- it is about establishing a career in the field
one wants to pursue and making big money at it. One then finds the partner of one's dreams, gets
married, buys a beautiful house and lives happily thereafter with a new family.
Both dreams are imperfect. They are based on many false assumptions and filled with naiveté. The
foreigner usually has no idea what America is all about. He thinks it is a country where money lies
around on the streets. Sure, he is now getting paid in dollars, but everything is equally expensive, too.
And, while he may be a subject of respect back home and is now called “ an American” by the people
whom he left behind, he is but a nobody in the US. Unless, of course, he has some exceptional skill
that the country needs. For most people, however, life in America is a hard struggle to advance and
attain the middle class status. For many it takes a generation or two.
Young immigrant men may have it especially hard in the US. During their late teens or early twenties,
the time when they should be dating and falling in love, they realize two painful things- American girls
are not interested in Fresh.Off the Boat men ( F.O.Bs) as these appear clumsy and hick-like to them,

and present very little value as boyfriends and future husbands. They also learn that within their own
immigrant community, men often outnumber women and the guys that had been there before them
now have the money and the status to get the best girls from that same community. Many of the
immigrant women also prefer to date and marry the “real Americans” and not the struggling “freshoff-the boat” bumpkins. These men also get caught in between two cultures. They are not yet
accepted as Americans by the new society and they are no longer what they were to the people in the
home country. Many cannot go back as they may not have the money to do so. Some of their
countries may even arrest them if they attempt to go back. China and until recently, Vietnam were
doing just that and many immigrants from there were caught in a cultural limbo in between the two
places. For a Vietnamese refugee man to meet a beautiful VN-ese girl in the US would be quite hard
as many prefer rich and handsome Americans or the long-established US- based VN-ese with cars,
houses and businesses. Loneliness and alienation may drive many to join gangs and do all sorts of
wild things as younger people often lack the maturity needed to face such solitude in a new land
without being severely traumatized by it.
America has many good things, too: there is freedom of speech in the sense that you cannot get
arrested for saying things against the government. You cannot be put in prison not paying a debt. The
infrastructure and the services are top-notch. There are social programs for the very needy, as well.
Products of all kinds are easily available delivered with a smile. Credit is easy to come by. You can
purchase real estate and cars relatively easily, as well. There are student loans that can help you
finish school. It is easy to get into colleges and earn diplomas and such US degrees are respected
everywhere in the world. People treat customers nicely. There are laws to protect minorities and other
non-mainstream people and you can sue people if you feel such laws are violated. There are
numerous opportunities in many fields and if you know how to take advantage of them, you should be
fine. US citizenship is also not hard to obtain, albeit harder than, say, the Canadian one. If you are
stateless, the US government will provide you with a semblance of a passport- a “refugee travel
document“. America has no major coup d'etats or revolutions. There are no true military invasions or
occupations by foreign powers. So, one can thank America for many things that it can offer a
prospective immigrant.
The bad things are- many things are so expensive now that the way to afford them is by using credit.
Some forty or fifty years ago, basic salaries were often enough to live a good life. Now, they are not.
So, people end up borrowing money to afford all the things that used to be affordable at much
cheaper prices in the past. Many people are, therefore, indebted up to their ears and are working just
to make the monthly payments. Taxes are high, medical services are also high. Even if you have
medical insurance, you may end up paying a high deductible. So, you had better stay healthy.
Also, socially speaking, there is general unfriendliness and cliquishness in society. People are not easy
to meet. Racial and ethnic groups often end up staying with their own kind. As in any other immigrant
society, those who had been there before look down on newcomers. And, many children of immigrants
can be particularly unfriendly to those who are fresh off the boat since as we know that &^%$% tends
to travel down the hill. Also, just as a foreigner has a distorted idea of the American paradise, so does
a native-born American has a distorted idea of the countries these new people come from- he thinks
that these are very backward places with no electricity and no TV. If one‟s English is accented and not
fluent, one will be often treated as a hick or a mental *&&^%$%. Until one gets completely
Americanized in behavior and speech, it is quite hard to fit into the US society, at least, on the social
level. The closer one gets to the White Anglo Saxon Protestant in looks, speech, acting and thought,
the better are one‟s chances of fitting in. If not, one can be in for some lonely times. Hence, the
somewhat off-the-mainstream people hang out together. Blacks with Blacks, Hispanics with Hispanics,
Asians with Asians.
So, any immigrant who goes to the US needs to be aware of these things and weigh them carefully
against his often idealistic expectations of life in the US. “Know before you go” applies to any place in
the world, and the US is no exception. Still, all things considered, if one is adrift in the world, America
is probably the best place to end up in.
The happiest immigrant in the US is the one who still maintains ties with the home country and uses
dollars to build a nest egg where things are cheaper and where people now admire and seek him out
as “that rich American”. These are the ones that you see smiling as they work hard in their noodle

shops. They measure their worth not against the American standards, but against the standard of
their cheap homeland where they are now treated as kings even if they used to be treated as
nobodies there before.
The native- born person‟s dream to buy a house, get married and live happily ever after also needs to
be weighed against the realities of the American society today. With divorce rates sky-high, one can
lose one‟s shirt during a divorce settlement as the laws are heavily slanted in favor of women.
Childbirth is expensive unless you are very poor and the government can pick up the tab for you.
Raising kids is also expensive. Becoming a member of America‟s middle class is not easy and, even if
you become one, you will find yourself in a very unenviable position where your money seems to
disappear right and left and you feel squeezed on both sides- from the strata above you and the strata
belowow you. The very rich have tax loopholes and the very poor have welfare but if you are in the
middle, it is hard to get rich. One ends up working very hard to maintain a semi-decent standard of
living while supporting a government that does not even have national health insurance since America
is the only developed nation in the world that does not offer it.
Becoming a doctor or a lawyer is probably the fastest and easiest way to propel oneself up and
beyond the middle class category but is that what you want to do?
Dating is also quite hard for an average American guy as local women have enormously high
standards as to the kind of man which they think they deserve to have. They want rich and handsome
guys with enormous incomes. This leaves a lot of average guys behind, living lives of harsh work
coupled with blank and consistent solitude.
The native-born American who is not a doctor or a lawyer can learn something from the happy,
noodle-soup-stirring immigrant. He may check out some countries where these immigrants come from
and see if he likes them and would like to spend some of his time there. The idea for him is not to
leave America forever, but to combine the US with those countries where the US dollar acquires
incredible might once it is changed into the local currency. And, if one feels that one is hopelessly
behind in the American rat-race, and is labeled a “loser“, one can leave it and position oneself against
the rat-race of some other country where one will be decidedly ahead.
Here is one good example: about a hundred years ago, some of my ancestors had an American
dream, a „South‟ American dream, that is. They emigrated to Argentina. In the beginning of the 20th
century, Argentina was a land of promise- people from all over Europe were emigrating there in
hordes, the economy was booming and a melting pot of nationalities was being crystallized into a new
Euro-South American nation. Anybody could become an Argentine. A new, almost completely
ethnically European country was being formed near the Antarctica. Great European-style cities were
being built. Buenos Aires was one of the most exciting world capitals now, with Parisian architecture,
opera houses, theaters of drama and ballet and a whole new culture of tango, great poetry and
literature, and general sophistication on par with any European state. Argentinean tourists were
traveling around the world in style while receiving the same respect as rich Americans were at that
time.
However, something happened towards the middle of the century as the country's economy and
politics began getting worse and worse. By the end of the 2nd millennium the largely European
Argentina became a poor Third World country. Heaven only knows what happened to my relatives and
their children and where they are now.
I, nevertheless, decided to take advantage of the cheap prices in the country and went there in the
summer of 2005. While I was never much of a Mr. Popularity or the Man Most Likely to Succeed in
America, I used my US citizenship to make money as an English teacher in Saudi, Kuwait and Oman,
changed my money into US dollars and ended up in Buenos Aires armed with wads of cash, debit
cards from US banks, and a big smile on my face. Boy, did I have a ball! I stayed in downtown hotels
in Buenos Aires, I traveled everywhere by taxi, I went to exclusive nightclubs and walked around that
magnificent European city like a well-off man. I went to restaurants that only the rich locals could
afford, and hobnobbed with the cream of the local society. The exchange rate of three Argentinean
pesos to the dollar made me three times richer- literally. I felt that, probably, by sending some
telepathic prayers from a hundred years ago, my ancestors who ended up in that city, somehow

fulfilled their dream of becoming a rich Argentine through me. I also felt that I was like a deep water
diver who ended up in that country as one would under water, and my air supply was in the form of
American dollars turned into pesos. For the first time in my life I felt what it was like to be rich in the
“West”- a strange, suddenly impoverished “West” near the South Pole.
I remember that once when I was a kid in my native country I was walking in the port area where a
large foreign ship had docked in. The ship was from Argentina. The tourists from it were getting ready
for a stroll around the city ,and one of them looked at me and gave me a piece of chewing gum. He
had probably thought that I was so poor I could not afford it. Some thirty years later, as I was doing
my shopping in Buenos Aires, I remembered the event with a smirk, bought some chewing gum and
gave it to a teenager who was begging in front of the local McDonald‟s. “Here, Argentina, my debt to
you has now been repaid!” . And my ( South) American dream of strutting around like a rich man in
another melting-pot American country had come true. I had the money to buy a house or rent a big
one there, I could most easily have fallen in love with a local lady if I wanted to, and, I was
economically somewhat on top of things. Was this an American dream come true? Kind of. At least to
me, it was. I also learned something about “foreign currency manipulations” but, to me again, it was
just finding a place where my dollars could buy more.
So, if your American dream has not come true yet, and you feel like you are running out of time,
consider creating a somewhat modified version of it, which would involve some other country in
addition to the US. With enough imagination, preparation and guts, you may attain it sooner than you
think, although its realization may happen in places you had never even thought of traveling to
before.
Provincialism Everywhere
Every nation-state maintains a sort of a cultural matrix with a myth about its glorious past, its
comfortable present and even a better future. An average citizen of such a nation-state, unless he is
well-traveled, well-read, and multi-lingual, swallows such nationalistic myths hook, line and sinker.
Often, as one would expect it to happen just that way, this mythology is not shared by the
neighboring nation-states who have their own versions of how great they themselves are, and how
not-so-great the other country is. The story is not only limited to nation-states, but holds equally true
for cities, neighborhoods and even villages. A non-traveler most often thinks that he lives in a place
where everything is right and better than in other places.
Such an attitude is a manifestation of Worldwide Provincialism Extraordinaire, a force not to be
ignored as one makes his home in all these new places. One needs to be very diplomatic when one
meets his hosts and try not to complain about the inconveniences one experiences there, as the
natives will never take your complaints kindly. The rare person that does, will probably agree with you
but won‟t be able to help you, however, most will just say” If you don‟t like it, why are you still here?”.
Hence, when in foreign lands, do not ever criticize the country, village or area, except in confidence,
tactfully, and to other expats. And only if you must.
I remember I was once in Bangkok and a Thai neighbor decided to drop in with his girlfriend. After
exchanging some pleasantries and making some international small talk with me of the" Where are
you from?", "How long have you been in Thailand, etc?" kind, he proceeded to deliver a glorious
speech on the greatness of his country, the magnificence of its King and how other nations,
particularly Western nations ( including Russia- which is West to Asian peoples) were out to exploit it
and rip it off. His speech was fervent and passionate and I kept nodding and smiling while recalling so
many similar speeches that I have heard from as many other nationals- Nicaraguans, Russians, Puerto
Ricans, Japanese and so many others about how great they were, how kind and friendly and
hospitable, and how everybody else was out to get them, exploit them, rape their women and take
away their natural resources.
Just write a script, leave blanks where the name of the country is and start the harangue. They will all
sound the same.
Nation-states, in general, are very protective of everything that they view as part of their domain, be
it the territory, cultural treasures, women or jobs. Such nationalism is what keeps people from

migrating freely around the world as they used to in the past. It also keeps large areas in some
countries unpopulated and in other countries- overpopulated. Even though many countries are capable
of absorbing large numbers of people, they will zealously guard every inch of their territory and only
allow very small numbers of migrants in, most often those whom they do not view as threats and only
on their own terms.
In most of Europe and Asia, nationalism has always been tied to people who, for millennia, belonged
to the same ethnic groups, had the same type of names and physical appearance and lived in the
same places since what they perceive to be the beginning of their history. Europe and Asia,
consequently, been two difficult places to settle and be accepted in. Recent riots in France have
proved that to be true. There are some places where things are easier. Countries such as Singapore
and Philippines who for centuries have been home to all kinds of ethnic groups and who have
absorbed them are somewhat exceptional. One can, in fact become a Singaporean or a Filipino. One
cannot become truly Japanese or Korean, though. Thailand has also absorbed immigrants, particularly
of another Asian origin declaring them to be Thai once they were naturalized.
In Europe, Great Britain has been very good to immigrants in spite of what some people perceive to
be the notorious British “coldness“. As recently as the 19th century people could just come to the
Kingdom, Anglicize their names and live there, and they would be thought of as locals as long as they
looked, talked and behaved as such. Russia was also once open, and many foreigners became
absorbed into its mainstream and considered Russian provided they were willing to be baptized into
the Orthodox faith.
Things changed in the 20th century as forces of nationalism became stronger and migrations became
harder to carry out in these two places.
Nationalism in the Americas, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa seems to have been of the
nativistic variety: It would be of the “ I was born here, therefore I am this, and you were not born
here, therefore you are not”. Hence, you would have the conflict of the native-born towards the
foreign-born for quite some time although it would only last for one generation. That conflict also
existed alongside the discord between the true indigenous population vs. the native-born white people
who looked and behaved as their colonial forefathers, something that did not exist in Europe or Asia.
In Africa, there were two types of “nationalisms” . There is the original African tribalism which has
nothing to do with “ I was born here” factor, but simply with what tribe you descend from, plus the
nationalism between the newly created European-style nation-states which divided people into strange
new colonial nationalities. People were now Nigerians, Kenyans and Cameroonians with no one really
understanding what it meant to be one. The natives there simply thought of themselves as Kikuyus
and Yorubas or Muslims and Christians. Often, new countries which were simply European creations to
suit their own conveniences would have a territory of one tribe divided between two sovereign states,
and members of the tribe that spoke the same language would now have two different nationalities.
Instead of having a true European model where nations are delineated by language, culture and
ethnicity, they now had totally unnatural entities which the traditionally tribalistic Africans have never
been able to fit into.
In the Gulf Nations of the Middle East, nationalism is usually based on something called “Jinsiya”roughly translated as “nationality/citizenship”, but normally tied in to one‟s belonging to the
indigenous tribes of that particular state. Therefore, being a Saudi or a Kuwaiti or a Qatari means
having native roots in the Aboriginal ethnic groups that have "always" been there. Being born in those
countries does not automatically entitle one to becoming a national of those nations. In some
countries, notably Saudi Arabia, many children of pilgrims to Mecca were able to become Saudi
citizens when citizenship was still easy to obtain some thirty years ago, but their children are still not
considered to be “true Saudis” because they are not blood-related members of the some thirty or so
original native clans of the desert. These are still in the luckier situation then so many people who had
neen born and raised in those countries but do not qualify for the “ Jinsiya” and ,therefore, are
stateless and destined to live a rough life in the land of their birth.
As an expat in all these countries, one will on many occasions come against such forces of
provincialism and nationalism. The best weapon in one‟s arsenal would be citizenship from some

highly respected country such as Canada, Great Britain or even Singapore or Japan, as well as some
highly sought after skill, and/or plenty of money. With very few exceptions, money seems to be the
best weapon of them all against the forces of international cliquishness.
Philosophically speaking, one should not take the concept of nation-state as something totally eternal
and holy. It is just a group of people temporarily occupying a certain territory and calling itself by a
certain name. These are things created by man and they are not lasting. Try and do a web search on
“the map of Europe” over the past two thousand years to see how many countries have shifted
borders and how many have simply disappeared. There were undoubtedly many gallant knights who
had fought for the prosperity of the kingdoms of Aragon and Pomerania, and hundreds of thousands
may have died so that the glory of Prussia would live on. These nation-states are gone now and new
ones with new names have sprung up. But what did those heroes die for? And does anybody still
remember their names and their feats of arms against the hated Andaluz or Courlandia? Most
probably not.
A wise expat, armed with a marketable skill and/or money and aware of how ephemeral all these
things are, should forever try and maintain his peaceful independence as he moves between countries.
Forever on guard, cautious and healthily skeptical, answerable only to himself and his own view of
personal freedom, he is able to maintain his unique way of living a varied and multi-faceted life in this
mythology- and provincialism- ridden world.
How to Prepare for a Trip Abroad
I have been traveling all my life, and I think that one of the most important elements of a successful
voyage is proper preparation. If you get ready for you trip in a correct and thorough way, you will
have less to worry about when you are in the foreign land. Traveling is stressful as it is, so there is no
sense in making it even more so. Hence, prepare early, prepare well and prepare carefully.
First of all, you need to make reservations at least two or three months in advance. For some trips, a
reservation as far ahead as four of five months is advisable. You need to be ahead of time for several
reasons: Sometimes, there are very few seats on certain very popular flights and many seats out of
your airport may already be booked very far in advance. If you book early, you will have plenty of
time to change your reservations should something come up. After you make the booking, check it
carefully. On certain occasions, travel agents make mistakes. They can also give you not enough time
to change planes at airports. Some travel agents are young and inexperienced and thus make serious
errors. Some may be tired and book you on wrong dates. So, check your reservation on the Internet.
Is everything correct? Are all flights confirmed? Some agents forget to confirm a flight. If that
happens, you can be stranded at some foreign airport. Also, make sure that hotel reservations are
also in place; either reserve one on the Web or ask your agent to get you a room. They can often get
room rates that are way below the ones you can get at your destination if you try and find one by
yourself.
Second, pack well, but do not pack too many things. Put only the most necessary items in your
luggage. Do not take too many heavy objects as you are usually only allowed twenty kilos with you on
your flight. Also, some suitcases are very heavy. If and when you go and buy travel gear or bags, it is
often better to buy soft ones. These are lighter and you can pack much more into them. Moreover,
when packing, do not put your documents, your laptop, digital camera, phone charger, or other such
vital items into the bags that you are going to check in. And, please, never put any money in there. If,
God forbid, your luggage is sent to the wrong destination, you will not be able to get to them for a
long time. So, check-in bags are for clothes and shoes, and carry-on bags are for documents, laptop
computers, electric/electronic items, cameras and toiletries. Do not forget to put a few pairs of clothes
and underwear in them, too. You may need those in case you have a long stopover in some foreign
city and feel the need to change your garments.
The next thing has to do with electric appliances and cell phones. Your phone chargers go into your
carry-on luggage, remember? Do not forget to buy an electric adapter, as well- some countries have
different types of electric sockets and some even have different voltage. Any big supermarket will

have those and please shop around- the Chinese ones are cheap, the Japanese are expensive. Cheap
Chinese ones will do for short trips. Do not forget to charge your phones before your trip and, also,
ask your telecommunications company about how to dial from overseas- if your phone roams in a
foreign land and locks into a local network, you may have to dial differently from there than you do
from here.
Another thing to keep in mind is that your most important items such as the cell phone, tickets and
your passport are the things that you will need to keep on yourself. I recommend that you get a
special travel pouch which you can wear on your chest under the shirt or dress. Or, you can get one
that you can affix on the inside of your hip or under your arm, beneath your clothes. In this pouch,
you will keep your credit and ATM cards, your cash, travelers‟ checks and other such personal articles.
If your cell phone is small, you may want to keep it in the pouch, too; if it is big, I recommend getting
a special holder for it which you can attach to your belt. Also, you may want to consider buying a belt
bag or a small over-the-shoulder bag to keep your valuables in. If you travel to big cities with many
poor people there, keep in mind that there are many thieves that are constantly looking for victims to
steal from. Tourists and foreigners are their favorite targets. Do not become such an easy mark for
those criminals, always check your personal items and keep your hands on them as much as you can.
Finally, get to the airport early. If it is an international flight, be there at least two or three hours
before the departure. It can be boring but so what? You can buy a book or a magazine after you have
checked in your luggage and gotten the boarding pass. If you get your boarding pass three hours
early, which is called pre-boarding, you can spend the next couple of hours relaxing, getting snacks or
reading a newspaper while others are jostling each other in the long lines. If you, however, get there
late yourself, you may be in for a mad rush, long lines and unneeded nervous tension. So, the motto
is better early than sorry!
If you follow the above-mentioned steps, your will be able to have a very pleasant trip and save
yourself many headaches. Proper preparation is important in any endeavor, but trips to foreign lands
deserve an even more thorough groundwork on your part. He, who prepares well, travels well. Let
that be your slogan from today onward.
***
My Home in the Air
The Chinese say money can buy a house but it cannot buy a home. Does that mean that you can have
a home without any money? I think so. While on California highways back in the 1980ies, I found that
my home was on the roads since I spent so much time on them. I formed emotional attachments to
certain highways, streets and buildings which I would silently greet every time I passed them by. I
also created homes for me on certain streets, beaches, in restaurants and parks in Saudi Arabia,
Japan and Singapore. Some hotels where I stayed for years, with their nice coffee shops, became my
homes.
However, I must say that the place that I feel completely at home is in the air, aboard a plane.
Somehow, a perpetual traveler such as myself recognizes it as the ultimate "home". It becomes
almost a house on intercontinental flights, especially those that are half-full. I migrate to the back
of the cabin and then, if I am allowed to, occupy a whole row all to myself. I can read books, watch a
movie and have beautiful stewardesses bring me my two meals a day. The thing that makes it so cozy
for me is the fact that I am no longer located in any particular country- I have departed the one I was
in, had my departure stamp put in my passport, but still have not arrived in the one I am flying to.
This gives me a sense of emotional freedom as I am not a guest, not a resident, not a citizen. I am
just what I am- a traveler.
I gaze down on the earth and I am aware of the fact that people down below no longer have any
control over me. They cannot see me, talk to me, scold me or gossip about me. I am out of their
clutches and will be so for many hours to come, something that I am going to savor along with the red
wine served by the chraming young ladies in thier fresh uniforms.

I am surrounded by people who are passengers and travelers just as I am, but I am not feeling that I
am in their country or that they are in mine. We are all ten kilometers up in the air, relaxing, watching
movies, drinking beer and wine and are being lulled to sleep by charming young girls. There are no
bosses, no coworkers, no juniors or seniors, and we are all equal. At least, before the captain we are.
Sometimes I wish I could spend more time up in the air like this, where I experience life at its highest,
both literally and emotionally. I was taught that heaven was high above the earth so, hopefully, after I
die I will spend a few eons flying as a passenger on some angelic plane. I will settle for the new
Airbus- the one with bars and lounges, and, hopefully, it has the same onboard entertainment system
as Singapore Airlines. That will be Heaven of all Heavens.
***
Being a white person in East Asia is a strange experience
One is for all intents and purposes an eternal guest and is treated as such by the man on the street.
You may be living in the country for 20 years but to the average Joe Asian, when he sees you, it is like
you have just arrived. He starts speaking to you in English or if he does not speak English, he either
uses signs or avoids you altogether. He asks you questions that one would only ask a tourist.
Somehow, they simply cannot fathom the fact that one is living in their country permanently. You are
just so unusual, they simply cannot accept that. They want to be a host and they want you to be the
guest.
With very few exceptions, being accepted as "one of them" is an impossibility. You can never be
Chinese or Japanese or Korean. Or Vietnamese, Thai or Cambodian. You can be seen as a Filipino or a
Singaporean, though but it has to be among very educated classes- and they may, in fact, one day,
see you as such. The man on the street, again though, will see you as this permanent tourist no
matter what you do. From this point of view, even if you feel that the country has become your
"home" ,the general population will have hard time accepting the fact that you now belong there.
Having said that, the group of people that you know, your friends and colleagues will come to accept
you quite well. The people are generally quite polite and non-confrontational. The food is delicious. If
you are a man, you will find it easier to score with local women than back home as you will be seen as
someone exotic and virile.
Being poor in Asia is not a good thing but being white often compensates for it. In some countries,
such as Japan, for one, not being rich may not matter so much socially but it may matter if you need
to get a good place to live or send your kids to an international school.
In Malaysia, Thailand or the Philippines, being poor will not make you too many friends with the locals
as they are not used to seeing poor white people and do not know how to deal with them. Mostly, it
will be amazement followed by eventual feeling uncomfortable on their part.
Asians as a rule seem to be quite insular and have a view of the world and your role in it that may
seem as narrow to you. They call you a “foreigner” but they do not call other Asians- foreigners. They
simply call them Koreans or Filipinos but never “foreigners“. Also, they assume you to be a certain
way even though you are nothing like that. As far as they are concerned, only people with narrow
eyes and jet black straight hair eat rice and use chopsticks. All white people eat bread and use fork
and spoon. Never mind the fact that you grew up on Chinese take-always back in New York- you will
have hard time convincing people that in your country there are Asian restaurants and Asian people. It
is a common thing to be sitting at an eatery in Tokyo, eating your meal and having a middle aged lady
at the end of the room stare at you as you use chopsticks, and then watching her start clapping while
smiling and nodding in surprise and admiration. Look at that foreigner! He is using chopsticks! Wow!
Never mind that Asians can use all the Western utensils and wear jeans. That is normal. Your eating
with chopsticks is not normal, however. These things get on one's nerves after a while, but there is
absolutely nothing you can do about them as the number of people holding such stereotypes is simply
astronomical.

You can become fluent in the language but, again, to a local stranger who has just met you, it is so
shocking that he may not even register it. You will be speaking in Chinese or another Asian language
and he will staring at you with his mouth agape and not knowing how to react.
I remember I was once sitting in a Thai restaurant and watching a program in Thai- a language that I
speak quite well. Suddenly, an employee walks out of the kitchen and without looking at me or even
saying hello, walks up to the TV and changes the channel to CNN. Then he walks out just as
unceremoniously. "A white person understanding Thai is an impossibility, we had better change it to
CNN- so that he could understand". Such is their train of thought. Again, not everybody is like that,
but such an attitude is very common and is almost a daily occurrence when you meet people there
whom you don't know.
I remember I was once in Manila in the company of two middle aged ladies, one Japanese and one
Filipino. I had my guitar with me and proceeded to sing a Japanese song to them. I then translated
the Japanese lyrics into Tagalog. There was a Japanese word "karasu" which means "raven". I
explained to the Filipino lady that "raven" in Tagalog was "uwak". She nodded, then chuckled, and
then, chuckled again. "Uwak"- "bwahahaha". She was nodding and giggling. I asked her what was the
matter. The answer was " Because your face... it is American...but you say, bwahahaha- uwak, ha-haha." It was a strange, almost surreal experience. Never mind the fact that their faces were not
"American". It was OK for them to speak English, and I was not laughing, but as soon as I used the
word "uwak: it evoked chuckles.
Some white people do a wise thing by not learning the local languages, speaking English to everybody
and not trying to integrate. Unlike in America where such an attitude would be quite insulting, in Asia
this is how many people expect you to act, and they accommodate you quite well if you behave like
that. Many Westerners conduct themselves in just such a manner and act with superiority, and they
gather nothing but admiration from the local population. Strange indeed.
One of my friends, an old Asia hand once told me, “One can never expect an Asian to treat you as an
equal. Hence, unless one wants to be stepped on and scorned, one has no choice but to try and come
off as being superior". Rudeness, of course is not tolerated anywhere, but being somewhat cocky pays
off as people there seem to respect such a type. It also helps if one actually has the money and the
power to justify such a self-view. Failing that, if one is on a short trip, one can fake being rich for the
duration of one's stay.
The food is great and overall, notwithstanding the irritations described living in Asia is very enjoyable.
However, after being there for months and years, it is quite refreshing to go to a place like Argentina
and walk down the streets among crowds of people that look like you. In Asia, people will not
approach you and ask you for directions, unless they are drunk. In Argentina they do. This makes you
feel at home as people come up to you and speak to you in Spanish assuming that you are a local. But
one becomes just one in many there. In Asia, although one is somewhat of a mild freak of nature, one
can enjoy a weird semi-celebrity existence and keep tasting local hospitality ad infinitum.
***
Anglo- American vs. Latin- American racial issues
If you travel to and live in both the Latin and the "Anglo"- America, you will notice that the problem of
racism in both parts of the world is expressed differently. In the US as a rule, the poorer the strata of
the society, the more racism there seems to be in their general attitude in dealing with other groups.
The worst place to be different in color or in nationality in the US would be some trailer park or some
poor neighborhood. As one becomes more educated, it seems that it becomes easier for one to mingle
with other people, as richer, more knowledgeable Americans seem to be more open-minded than the
lower, less informed classes. Therefore, rich blacks will have much better time among rich whites than
among poor ones. The same would go for Asians and Hispanics if one observes how they integrate into
the US society. The poorer they are, the more discrimination they have to face from both poor whites
and poor blacks. Lower classes in America are segregated into somewhat "angry" ethnic
neighborhoods where each one associates with his own kind. Not so with the higher classes. One only

needs to look at the US government to see how many minorities there are in power. People like
Condoleeza Rice and Colin Powel come to mind, as well as people with all kinds of exotic and ethnic
names who have come to occupy high positions in US politics.
In addition to that, America divides its population into five "tribes" - Whites, Blacks, Hispanics,
Asians/Pacific Islanders and Native Americans. These are arbitrary definitions for all intents and
purposes, but people seem to take them very seriously and they form their personal identities based
on those. Foreign visitors sometimes remark that while America is diverse, "the white guy", "the black
guy" and other such "guys" seem to be very stereotypical models into which the US population is
expected to fit in. Whites are supposed to act a certain way, blacks- another way, etc.
In Latin America things are slightly different. The first thing that catches one's eye is that the poor
classes there are the least prejudiced. If one goes to places such as Panama, or Puerto Rico or
Colombia, one will notice that there is almost no racial segregation among the lowest echelons of
society. In addition to that, a Black person does not speak a certain "black dialect" as in the US, and
you cannot tell on the phone if a person is Black or White ( same in Britain, by the way). There are not
many cultural stereotypes of behavior that one needs to fit into. People seem to behave just like what
their nationality dictates they should behave. A Colombian behaves as a Colombian. A Brazilian
behaves as a Brazilian should. Not as a "Black Brazilian". Just Brazilian.
The Spanish ( or Portuguese) language spoken by the darkest African-looking person and the whitestNorthern Spanish/Euro-looking person is generally the same. One may notice that there are
sometimes black neighborhoods in Latin America, but they are often such because slaves that worked
in certain areas simply remained there- such as around the coast and the former plantations. Social
interactions among poor working classes are very harmonious, and people of all colors mingle and
make friends easily. Intermarriage between poor people of all races is very much accepted. However,
once one begins going up the social ladder, this is where prejudice starts getting stronger and
stronger. Whereas in the US you see many blacks in positions of power, you will be hard pressed to
see them occupying such posts in Latin America. The higher you want to go, the whiter you have to be
and the more you need to look like a European immigrant. There have been exceptions to the rule,
such as Alberto Fujimori of Peru, but the Japanese are in many circles seen as "honorary whites"
anyway .There has been an Argentinean president of Arab descent- Menem, but again, he looked very
European, physically, and "acted" in a European way, too. Generally, to get a good job and to move
up, being as white as possible helps a lot. That is the reality of life there.
It is like that in the US, too, you may argue, but, again, the US does have Affirmative Action and one
can see all these Black judges and mayors and quite a few rich Black people who are very well
integrated. College professors with Ph. Ds who are Black are quite common. Nothing like that can be
seen in Latin America. Very strange, indeed.
In addition to that, within Latin America, racial definitions are somewhat different, too. Generally, a
person who is part European and part Indian with a name such as Gomez, Lopes or Rodriquez will be
considered “white” there. The "Hispanic" qualification naturally does not exist in that part of the worldthey are just Peruvians or Mexicans. This creates confusion on the part of Latin American immigrants
to the US whose identity changes to "Hispanic" as soon as they arrive. People of French and Italian
descent from Argentina suddenly become "non-whites" in the US. However, a person of the same
origin coming from Paris will be "white". Again, it shows how ridiculous the whole thing is and how
arbitrary those definitions are.
Many Black people who came from Latin America to live in the US have felt that now they had much
greater opportunities to advance and make something out of themselves. So did many people of
Amerindian descent ( such as poor Mexicans and Guatemalans) who were able to benefit greatly from
the equal opportunities awarded to them by the consitituon of this country. However, they all
complained of one thing- it is so hard to make friends with the poorer classes of Americans who seem
to be very prejudiced and angry as a whole.
The " white" people from Latin America such as Argentines or Chileans would, on the other hand,
often bemoan their loss of status here and the fact that they are now no longer "white", but
"Hispanic". This is probably the reason why if one sees people from Latin America in the US, most of

them are not European-looking but either Native South American or a mixture of various races,
because the States, after all is the best place for them to develop and grow, albeit not socially.At least
not aslong as they are poor by US standards But, who cares?- social acceptance may not necessarily
be on their priority list, anyway. At least, not immediately.
***
Saudi Arabia- an oasis for us, losers
That's right. Losers by society's standards. So, if you have no place to go and nobody wants you,
come on over to Saudi Arabia- you will be in good company. What's more, you will rediscover your
dignity as well as save some cash.
How so? OK, I'll give you an example. Let's say you are a glamorous young man aged 20-35,
handsome and popular with women. You are a party animal , exercise freak , are quite good-looking
and given to flirting with the opposite sex. Or, you are an up-and- coming young executive set on
succeeding in the corporate world. Saudi Arabia should be the farthest thing from your mind. Do not
come here! You would be nuts if you did.
Now, if you are a balding, paunchy, middle -aged loser, past his physical prime, and with a life full of
disappointments in every area, including romantic and financial, with a divorce or two behind you,
who is feeling that the world has largely past him by, come on over- you are going to love it!
By coming here, many things will be working in your favor: you will be one of the few Westerners in a
country filled with Third World laborers on low salaries. Your wages will be higher than those of these
workers, and most Saudis for that matter. Also, because there is no sales or import tax, everything
here is cheap. You can rent a good car for some $400 a month, including insurance. That is , if your
company will not give you a car. You can take taxis for next to nothing, if you do not want to drive.
Food of all kinds is plentiful and everything else is Chinese-made and dirth cheap. You get SR ( Saudi
Riyals ) 3.75 to the dollar. Within the local Indo-Pakistani laborers' economy ( these are the people
that provide work force for the Kingdom) one Riyal has an almost the same buying power here as one
dollar in the US, or one pound in the UK. If you shop where such drudges shop, which is almost
everywhere, you will be able to live the same lifestyle as you would if you had a salary of $10,000$12,000 a month back home. I mean it.
Tired of seeing the younger generation pushing you out of your job? No more. All people here have
individual contracts and jobs assigned to them. Westerners here rarely compete against each other,
but are supportive and helpful to one another for the most part. In a place like Saudi, a guy that
would cut your throat back home will most often than not become your best friend.
The economy is based on oil revenues, not taxes or credit. Money is rarely a problem. As one of my
co-workers used to exclaim with his toothless smile-" Let the petro dollars flow!" And they do flow.
You will stop losing your sleep thinking of how you are going to pay your next month's rent. Housing
and utilities are usually provided and paid for by employers. Work is easy- no one is worried as much
about getting fired for under-performing or not going the extra mile. You can look forward to an
enjoyable and rather easy day at work.
Worried about your retirement? I guess you should be as you are not contributing to Social Security
here, but, instead, every month at least two thousand dollars is deposited into your bank account back
home. After three years, it's a lot of money- buy a house, rent it out, and you can retire somewhere
nice.
Fed up with watching all those attractive young couples back home making out in the parks and
walking lovey-dovey down the street while you are putting Rogaine on your bald pate and wondering
where all those years have gone? No more! There are no such couples here, only married ones, and
the wife is covered in black robes, head-to-toe. They are not holding hands or anything like that. Most
of the time you do not see women, period, so, that eliminates any feelings of jealousy, inadequacy
and forlornness on your part. Everywhere you look, you see male workers from the Indian

Subcontinent and the Philippines. How do you fare compared to them socially and economically? Not
badly, I must tell you.
You can now dress any way you want, shine your bald spot unto the world and feel just great! You are
no longer keenly aware of the fact that women do not pay attention to you anymore- there are no
women to pay attention to anybody in Saudi Arabia. You are among millions of lonely middle-aged
men here most of whom are happy to be making their $300-400 a month and sending it back home to
Bangladesh. Except that now you are seven to ten times richer than they are. A truly enviable position
to be in.
As a Westerner ( “Khawaja“- that is how they will call you, my Gringo friend) you are seen as being
high-class even by the Saudis, let alone the Third World nationals working here. When you walk into
stores, people smile at you and say "Salaam Aleykum". They know that you have power and moneyat least they think you do and that is how they perceive your status here-you are a rich ambassador
of the West.
When your (paid!) vacations come rolling around, and these are usually at least twice as long as what
you get back home, you head for exotic destinations where a man's age does not matter as far as
women are concerned. A fat, bald, ageing Western "loser" is a highly desirable boyfriend, husband (
and customer) in many S. E. Asian or E. European countries. Once you hit those famed night spots in
Bangkok, Manila, Jakarta or even Kiev, no one will see you as a loser anymore. Not there , anyways.
As soon as you learn to compartmentalize your international life and see Saudi as a place to work,
while other countries as places to have fun and romance, you will have finally understood the formula
to success- assign duties to countries and do not wait for countries to assign duties to you. That's
what it's all about. Each place should be appreciated for what it's worth- not more, not less.
So, if you feel like a loser back home, and you have let happiness slip away from you; if you feel like
you got beaten in the rat race, come on over to Saudi Arabia. You will be able to put your vanquished
history behind and start your life afresh among the golden dunes of the Magic Kingdom. Just watch
out for those terrorists- they can get quite obnoxious at times.
***
Second childhood in Saudi Arabia
I had a happy childhood, and for many years thereafter, I always longed to be a child again. After all,
I did not have to work, all of my needs were provided; I did not have to pay rent or worry about
finding a mate. Up until puberty, I lived a life of absolute contentment. I had no sexual urge and all
the troubles resulting thereof, and I was simply happy to read my books, travel to new places, or just
be alive, walking around the city, admiring architecture, and devoting the rest of my time to hobbiescollecting butterflies, playing with my pet hamster, doodling on a piece of paper or going out with my
friends. It was a blissful time which I thought would never come back to me again. Little did I know
that it would come back but with a weird twist- in the shape of the desert kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
In 1997 I lost my job, a relationship and also suffered severe economic setbacks resulting from unwise
investments. Me debts were $27,000 and mounting. A day actually came when, after I had made
payments to yet another creditor, I discovered that I had no money left to buy food. This was when I
got on the Internet and started doing some serious job searching. A company in Saudi Arabia
advertised for a position. I applied and got a call from the recruiter. Within two months I was on the
next plane to Riyadh with mixed emotions going through my head. What was I to expect there? Were
they going to await me at the airport with daggers and sabres screaming "Death to the Infidels!". You
know, the usual stereotypes.
Well, it turned out that the place was actually quite good. We were housed on a military base, all our
needs were met- we did not have to pay for rooms or utilities, and food was free. They provided us
with clothes and cars, and free gas. The work load was very light- if we had to work 5 hours each day,
it was considered a hard day. On some days I did not have to do any work at all, just sit around the

office and chat with my friends. After work, we went out in groups, some guys went to the US
embassy for parties there, some watched satellite TV, which, again, was free. Some borrowed books
from the base library - actually they simply took them with no stubs, no registration; and then, after
they were done reading them, they returned them. There were no women around, the weather was
nice- it was February, and the air was fresh. In addition to that, there were very few people around,
and lots of open spaces.
The absence of women had many good points. I was no longer "on the make" all the time but could
chill out and do my own thing. I did not have to worry about looking good. If I did not shave for one
day or did not wear nice clothes, it was OK- who would care? I was not thinking about dates and was
not planning to have any- hence, the economization of time and money resulting from it was
significant- if before, every day I was thinking about where the next date was coming from, this time I
was no longer worried about it- I was now looking towards a next walk in the desert to observe the
stars, the dunes and other new phenomena.
I also started going into the sandy wastelands around the base and studying local insects and small
animals, just like I did when I was a child. I once caught a hedgehog and brought it to the base, and
we all had fun with it, especially the Filipinos who had not seen such an animal before. I started taking
Tagalog classes with the Filipino guys paying them 10 Saudi Riyals an hour- about $2.60 cents. I am
now fluent in teh language, by the way.
Every day was predictable and was very similar to the day before. My life acquired the same rhythmic
quality that it had when I was a child. I lived for the present, in the present, enjoying the simplicity of
every day.I started noticing the beauty of naturearound me, started listening to the wind, admiring
themoon and watching sunsets. The Western people on base were very friendly and we did not have
to compete against each other since each one of us had a separate contract and his own duty. The
Saudis on base were also quite friendly and very welcoming. Most were big jokers, and always in a
good mood. Surprisingly thus, the feeling of happiness that left me at age 13-14, with the advent of
puberty, came back full force.
I could now understand how monks could live happy lives, cut off from the opposite sex and the
temptations of society. They could obviously see great benefit in living their simple and predictable
existences free from constant demands of the flesh. Being in Saudi was similar to being such a monk.
And it was just as well.
As months and years rolled by, I paid off all of my debts, was transferred to Jeddah, learned diving,
and, if I wanted to date, I was able to do so during my long vacations which took place every five
months. If I average my conquests over the years, I did not do so badly- in fact I did even better than
back home.
After 4.5 years in Saudi I was a changed man, in good humor, with a sizable bank account and with a
good, warm feeling towards mankind. However, things changed with the wars and the coming unto
the scene of many terrorists who were targeting the thousands of Westerners residing in the Kingdom.
So, I left. Now, when I look back, I recall those years as happy ones. As happy as the years of my
childhood. I can now rightfully say that I had a second childhood in Saudi Arabia, without the
accompanying senility, of course.
***
Five Indian Minutes
Throughout many years I have worked along side people from the Indian subcontinent. I have met
few people more pleasant than these- they are polite, non-confrontational and rarely angry. It is a
culture that emphasizes harmony and humility above all.
One cultural peculiarity that I would like to describe is the time-stretching phenomenon which Indian
people include in their business practices. It is their " five minutes" phrase, which is probably as
sincere and truthful as the Anglo-Saxon " How are you?".

To illustrate my point: let's say I visit a travel agent who says " I will be with you in five minutes". You
relax and wait five minutes. However, the time drags on. It is now close to twenty minutes, but he still
has not finished his other thing, and is still not paying any attention to you. The same with an Indian
cab driver: " How long is it from here to there?" "Five minutes" ." That' s not far, I can deal with that".
The ride turns out to be 30-35 minutes if you are lucky.
So, if an Indian man tells you it is going to take five minutes, please do not take it literally, but
automatically multiply it by six. 5 x 6 = 30. That is how long it will take. However, telling you that it
will take 30 minutes will make you angry. So, why not pacify you and tell you what you want to hear“five minutes“? Punctuality is politeness of kings. Fake punctuality is politeness of Indians. Just as fake
concern about your health is the politeness of the Brits.
Incidentally, by the same token , “10 minutes” also needs to be multiplied by 5 or 6.
With longer time periods - from say, 40 minutes to a day, multiply by three or four. If an Indian man
tells you it takes 40 minutes, it is going to take three hours. If he tells you that it will be ready
tomorrow, add another 2-4 days. Such seems to be the culture and other Indian people do not
complain. They probably know about this rule and never take these numbers literally. They simply
calculate the real time in their minds. The speaker never actually means "5 minutes" and is probably
surprised that you think he does.
It is just like the American " We should get together one of these days" - do not bet on it. Or " I'll call
you" - meaning- "I do not need you". Or the Japanese "It is a little bit difficult" meaning "Impossible".
If you understand that people say one thing and mean another, you will be able to plan accordingly.
After all, they do not act like this out of malice, but they expect you to read between the lines and
schedule your time in accordance with the time frame they indirectly give you.
***
Respect and Welcome
A rich man in a poor man's house is always welcomeA velvet carpet he will have unrolled for him.
No matter how unpleasant he may be or how galsome,
The poor man's house with sheepish smiles will brim.
A rich man in a poor man's land is always greetedA fat and burly tourist dollar notes will wave,
And with supreme respect by natives he'll be treated;
Each one is set to do his will just like a slave.
A poor man's daughter will a rich man marry
No matter how ugly, old or fat the man may be.
A lovely maiden, tender as a fairy
To wed the blimp with pleasure will agree.
But in a rich man's home a poor man isn't wanted;
With squeamish grimaces he' ll be received
And treated like a dog, and taunted,
And out the door he lastly will be heaved.
A poor man in a rich man's country isn't cherished;
As one unworthy leper he will be address't,
And so that he may not from hunger perish,
Hard, dirty work he'll do at scornful men's behest.
A rich man's daughter will scrunch up her features
If ever she may face a poor man's son.

Although handsome, a subhuman creature
He'll be to her, a serf whom she must shun.
And thus, depending on your social status
The people will be treating you on Earth.
Respect is something you will not get gratis:
It just depends on your financial worth.
***
The Continental Drift
When I was a kid, the world was simple- it had only six continents- Europe, Asia, America, Africa,
Australia and Antarctica. That is what I learned in my Geography class. People living in those areas
were, therefore, Europeans, Asians, Americans, Africans, Australians and..Antarcticans, I guess. I
mean the ones working at those weather stations. Is this fair? I think so. Then came the news
stations, and the BBC and the cable news such as the CNN, and it all changed. Plus, as I traveled
around the world, I saw that some people did not see the world in the continental sense but more like
a bunch of regions, shall I say? In the Gulf countries, for one, they never talk about themselves as
Asians or even Middle Easterners- they are "Khalijees-" the Gulfies", that is.
But cable TV networks again were particularly guilty of muddling things up. "And now, so-and-so is
reporting from Asia". Where in Asia? Is she reporting from the other side of the Bosphorus? No, she is
in Singapore. So my question is: "How come whenever they report from Asia, it is almost never
Turkey or Syria. Or the Russian Far East. "Oh, that's not Asia", some will answer. So, what is it?
Turkey is in the Middle East. So is Syria. Isn't the Middle East in Asia? And Turkey, for a long time was
called Asia Minor. So, are these reporters in Asia Major now? Did I miss something? "And this is our
correspondent reporting from Asia Major, good morning to you all".
The city of Istanbul straddles two continents, and the folks there are proud to be able to walk across
the bridge and end up now in Europe, now in Asia. So do many people in Russia and Kazakhstan near
the continental divide that goes along the Ural mountains into the Kazakh steppes. Some people have
spent their entire lives living in Europe and working in Asia, all while remaining in Turkey, Russia or
Kazakhstan. However, according to the BBC, in order to do that you will have to commute not from
one Kazakh yurt to another, and not from one part of the Old Constantinople to another, but to fly in a
private jet from Paris to Beijing. Kind of expensive and time consuming if you ask me. A Turk can do it
for free several times in one day if he wants.
Whenever they talk about Asia they are showing the Thai "nail dancers" or Sri Lankans on elephants.
When the CNN "reports from Asia", one sees crowds of people on the streets of Tokyo and Seoul. Does
that nullify the Turk's, the Russian's and the Kazakh's bi-continental life experience? According to the
BBC and CNN it does, I guess.
If you listen to American news stations talking about the US dealings with "Asians", the only Asian
countries will be those where people have black hair, somewhat yellowish skin, and narrow eyes. So,
again, the experience of commuting between two continents in Istanbul is erased and ignored. "Yeah,
it is "Asia" , maybe, but I never thought about it that way", an average American reporter would
probably say.
In the UK, when they talk about the "police looking for two lost Asian teenagers" they mean people
from the Indian Subcontinent-Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, Sri-Lankans, etc. This way, the whole
continent of Asia in Great Britain has been reduced to about one fourth of its size, as it were. If a
Japanese teenager is missing, he/she will be referred to as an "Asian teenager" in the US, but only as
a "Japanese teenager" in the UK. Two Pakistani teenagers, on the other hand, missing in New York,
will not be talked about as " two Asian teenagers" though. Their eyes are not narrow enough, maybe?
A lot of it is done for simplicity's sake since these are the parts of Asia that provide immigrants and
tourists to the two countries of the US and the UK, and these, in turn, dominate the airwaves with
their news. Maybe all that a Turk needs to do is switch the channel to the local Turkish news, and

again be reminded that Istanbul does, in fact, connect Europe and Asia even though no pagodas,
beturbaned maharajas or battling samurais are anywhere in site.
When the BBC and CNN talk about Europe, things get more complicated. Snobbery is probably more of
a reason than anything else. There has been some talk on the English language radio and TV about
countries like Latvia, Slovenia and Slovakia "joining Europe". What do you exactly mean: "joining"?.
Shouldn't it be "joining the EU" instead of "joining Europe?" And wasn't it "the EEC"-the European
Economic Community before? So, how do these largely political and economic organizations equate to
being a whole continent? Where was Latvia before it had joined Europe? Was it in Africa? Oh, you are
telling me it was in the Soviet Union? OK, so, you may dislike the Soviet Union and want to exclude it
from the enlightened and civilized Europe, so much I can buy, but Latvia became independent in 1989
and then, it "joined" Europe in 2004? Was it in Antarctica those thirteen years? Or did someone dig a
moat in 1989 and separated it from the mainland for all those years and then, later, covered the moat
with earth so that it would "join" Mother Europe?
Russia is another favorite" victim" of the European and the BBC/CNN snobberies. Pick up any
encyclopedia and open up the page where it says "Europe". It will clearly delineate Europe as a huge
land area running from the Atlantic, where Spain and Portugal are located, to the Urals in Russia. This
way, European Russia covers exactly one half of Europe- its eastern half. So, Russia is, in fact, Eastern
Europe. Not so on the English-language airwaves when news is being reported. They are talking about
negotiations between "Russia" and "Europe". Many weather maps showing Europe completely exclude
Russia or only show a small sliver of it. The huge European expanse stretching from the Carpathian
mountains to the Urals has now been semi-officially transferred to Asia. I guess people in Tokyo and
Seoul must be rejoicing. Why aren't there any celebrations in the Pakistani neighborhoods in the UK?Asians have now acquired one half of the European continent. Without any huge military campaigns.
Where Genghis Khan, and Kublai Khan have failed, the BBC and the CNN have succeeded. How come
such an auspicious event has gone unnoticed and there have been no fireworks in Beijing?
OK, great. So, Russia has now been officially transferred to Asia- check out the CIA World Fact Book.
Its location is now listed as Northern Asia although the site does accede that its eastern part is
"sometimes" ( wow! how generous! and when is that?) included with Europe. But, gee, whenever
there is an Asian political summit, Russia is not invited. How come? Isn't it now the biggest country in
Asia? So how come you do not see Putin hobnobbing with the Japanese or lining up for group photos
at all these Asian political meets, grinning in unison along with all these other smiling Asian faces.
Somehow he is not even invited. Strange.
When the newscasts of the BBC and the CNN talk about Eastern Europe they mean Poland and
Hungary. But in Eastern Poland ( and also in Southern Lithuania and in Western Ukraine) there are
landmarks- stones and columns and such, indicating the "Geographical Center of Europe". So, how
can it be in the center of Europe if it is in the very East of it at the same time?. I am all confused.
I have asked around and the help has arrived. I have consulted a few Britons and they have explained
to me that Russia is "a special region". Maybe according to the BBC, again. I guess they think that
they rule the world and are divinely authorized to assign new classifications to countries that did not
request them to begin with. They have been shifting multi- trillion-ton landmasses with ancient cities
and hundreds of millions of people in them, from one continent to another all without the help of even
one bulldozer. A truly amazing feat of the British engineering ingenuity, if you ask me.
So, Russia is not a part of Europe or Asia. One said- it is "Eurasia". But wait a minute! Eurasia is an
uninterrupted terra firma stretching from the Atlantic to the Pacific. That is the definition that I know.
It includes Portugal and China. Now, are you going to tell me that while now Russia is excluded from
both Europe and Asia, the "real" Europe, and, possibly, the "real" Asia are now kind of excluded from
that "new" Eurasia? I have not heard of many "Eurasian" games being conducted in Beijing or Seoul. I
have not heard of the collective Eurasian identity that people would be proud of, except, if they are a
mixture of a Japanese mother and a German father. So, Eurasia before was a real continental land
area from Lisbon to Kamchatka, but now it is only from the Belarus border to Kamchatka with
anything south of Siberia excluded? You got me there. I am totally confused. Who is "passing" these
new definitions? Is there like a boardroom somewhere, some "Worldwide Continentalist Definitors
Council" that switches and assigns names to continents without asking the residents of those places as

to what they call themselves or the place where they themselves live?
Looks like the BBC has moved more landmasses around in just under half a century than the
Continental Drift had in three billion years.
But I am not just blaming the BBC or the CNN. I was in working in Thailand in the 1990ies and one
Thai university professor has confided in me the fact that she had never considered Iranians and
Arabs as "Asians". "Different Asians" she would say. "And their language is like English". I guess to
her Thai ears if a language was not tonal like Thai or Chinese, and if people did not have straight black
hair and high cheekbones, they were simply not Asians. Asia sure has traveled a long way from the
shores of the Bosphorus in a few hundred years. And, according to some people, it never went back
there again. In Thailand, they talk about themselves being "the hub of Asia". I guess they decided not
to ask people on the streets of Tehran if they would grant them that title. They just went ahead and
named themselves "The Great Asian Hub".
A lot of that happened when the world "Oriental" became politically incorrect. It used to be that there
was one Asia where all people were Asians. But there was a part of Asia where people had Mongolianlike features. These were called "Orientals". They protested and said" do not call us "Orientals", call us
"Asians". The "Great Asian Drift" took place after that, I guess. And hundreds of millions of people had
lost their Asian identity.
And look at the Middle East and Africa. First there was a Near East, Middle East and a Far East. Now,
many people started complaining about the Eurocentric orientation involved in such definitions, so
some geographers have tried to change them- now you were supposed to have South Asia, South East
Asia. East Asia or sometimes, North East Asia, etc. "Northern Asia" meaning Asian Russia/Siberia has
almost never been used, and "Western" or "West" Asia also sounds strange. When they talk about
American troops in Iraq, they never talk about " our involvement in Western Asia". But the words
"Near East" have been replaced with "Middle East". Why not the other way around, though? Now it
stretches from the Eastern Mediterranean to Pakistan. But how can it be "Middle" if there is no "Near"
anymore? Would not it seem more logical if they got rid of the term "Middle East" and replaced it with
"Near East"? Why didn't it ever happen? And why is Uzbekistan- Central Asia, meaning it is in the
center, but Lebanon is in the Middle East, meaning again it is in some center/middle but why is "their"
middle located so far west from the Uzbekistan-style center/middle?
Another arbitrary land shift by newscasters.
Now, Egypt, for example, is almost always talked about as part of the Middle East in various TV
discourses and in papers. However, it is in Africa. Many African-Americans proudly see Egypt and its
ancient history as something to add to their cultural heritage. So, is Egypt then located in both places?
Sinai is, but when they talk about Egypt, they kind of talk about Cairo and Alexandria which are both
in Africa. North Africa. So, I guess Egypt has been able to violate the physical law of not being able to
be in two places at the same time. When I visited there in the year 2001 I was proud to say to myself
that now my feet had stood on the African soil. However, I felt insecure about claiming to anyone that
I have, in fact, visited Africa- I had been to Egypt, hadn't I? Still, something was gnawing at me as if
saying " Yeah, it is in Africa, sort of , kind of, but it is not in 'real' Africa. It was not until I got to
Kenya three years later that I felt that I could now fully say that I had been to Africa. The people
around me were black, there were elephants roaming on the savannah- yup, that was Africa. But
Egypt? Nah! I would have hard time convincing people back home that I have been to the 'Dark
Continent" even though the my feet fully touched it when I was walking down the streets of Cairo.
So, looks like we have several Africas- the real- Sub-Saharan "Black" Africa, the North Africa which
may or may not include Egypt, which is part of the Middle East ( and the Middle East is supposed to be
in Asia) . The North Africa, which has almost identical Arab people as Egypt but is never included as
part of the Middle East in any news, and South Africa, which is a country. And then we have "Southern
Africa" which is South Africa and places like Zimbabwe, Botswana, Malawi, etc. But the term NortheRN
Africa is almost never used. There is also no WesteRN or EasteRN Africa, just "West" and "East" Africa.
Somehow inconsistent, if you ask me. Also, be honest with me, when you hear that there is a bunch of
Africans coming to your college party, who do you see? A bunch or Boers or Tunisians? I don't think
so. You probably expect the real Africans- the sub-Saharan ones. Just like when you hear that a bunch

of Asians are coming, you probably do not mean people that look like Ariel Sharon or Queen Ranya (
sp.) of Jordan.
Now, once we get into the Americas, things get complicated in their own way. Go to a US embassy
somewhere South of the US/Mexico border or even visit the US immigration and pick up a "Welcome
to the United States of America" brochure. Now, turn it around and there will be a Spanish text on the
other side. It says in Spanish: "Welcome to the United States of North America". Wait a minute! What
is going on? Mexico was in North America last time I checked. And the name of Mexico is, in Spanish,
"United States of Mexico". So, you have two countries in North America and one is titled "United
States of America" in English ( and "United States of North America" in Spanish) and another North
American country called United States of Mexico? And it is in North America, too? Hmm. I am getting
all confused again.
Also, are there now seven continents after all, and not six? Is South America a continent? According to
the newscasters around the world it seems to be. To appease some people they are now talking about
"the Americas". But are they talking about the two continents or one continent that now goes by this
plural name? I guess it became two continents when the Panama Canal was dug out in the jungle, and
thus, split America in two. But they also talk about "Central" America quite a bit. So, am I to assume
that Central America is part of North America on the northern side of the Canal, and part of South
America on the southern part of the Canal which is just a small bit of Panama? And does South
America begin on the Panama- Colombia border? It is kind of confusing again. Is Central America
treated as a new continent? I doubt it. But then, where is it?
Then, the term "Latin America". Supposedly these are the countries whose people speak languages
that are derived from Latin- Spanish and Portuguese. French, maybe. I guess, French Guiana and
Haiti, with its French-based Creole, can be included in it, although Haiti is usually put in the Caribbean
by the newscasters. Puerto Rico is also part of the Caribbean and so is the Dominican Republic and
Cuba. And the Caribbean is what Columbus discovered when he discovered "America". However, since
the Caribbean is not really part of South America or North America but only of Latin America, at the
time Columbus had discovered it, the people there did not speak any languages that were based on
Latin. So, does it thus follow Columbus did not discover America when he landed in the Caribbean,
after all? He did not discover South America or North America since most of his American voyages
were to the Caribbean. Or did those Caribbean island cease to be America after he had left? No one
speaks about them as America anymore. How come?
Maybe, since his sailors were speaking Latin-derived Spanish and he must have muttered some words
in his Genovese dialect while walking around the isles, he did discover something which upon his
crews' beginning to speak Spanish there, immediately became "Latin" America? All right. I'll go with
that. I am not entirely convinced, but I will let it slide for now.
What about Quebec? It is a French-speaking Canadian province although its residents say " I am going
to Canada" when they head for Toronto or Montreal. French is a language that is based on Latin.
Should we call the Quebecois "Latin Americans", then? They, as Mexicans, are located in North
America, but Mexicans are arguably Latin Americans, but the Quebecois are not. How come? I am
again confused. And what about the Cajuns and the Louisiana Creoles? Are these Latin Americans?
Before they became US citizens, were they seriously considered as such? They sure fulfill the
definitions. Or does one have to be a member of an independent country in the Americas to be one? If
so, why do they talk about the "Latinos from the Southwest", meaning people from New Mexico or
Arizona? Oh, I see, these are "Latinos" but the French speakers are " Latins". OK, I will agree to that.
So, then there must be a separate "Latino-America" and Latin America, the first one housing people
who speak Spanish and Portuguese and the second housing people that speak any language derived
from Latin. So, now we have South America, Latin America and a new "Latino-America"- which
includes all the people with names such as Gomez, Lopez or Rodriguez? Some people would like to
think that way, I am sure.
BBC and CNN, where are you? I need your help.
The only continent that presents relatively little confusion is Australia. People from there, be they of
European or of any other descent are supposedly "Australians". But how come they and the New

Zealanders are often invited to all these Asian political and economic summits? Are they Asians, too?
Or are they invited in the capacity of observers? And why did some Singaporean officials talk about
the Australians "becoming the white trash of Asia"? They are in Asia, you mean? And, recently, there
were race-motivated riots in Australia which were described as those between the Lebanese and the
"White" Australians. Aren't the Lebanese "white", too? They sure are in many neighborhoods in the
US. Ask a few bigoted black guys there and they will describe them by several unflattering terms
reserved for white people in the US. In the land of Oz they are not, then? And why were some of
those "white" Australians carrying all these Australian flags when they went to beat up on those
Lebanese-Australians? Weren't those Lebanese Australian citizens or residents? Weren't many of them
born there? Again, strange. I don't get it.
Finally, you still hear the term "Australia and Oceania". Now, where is this Oceania? Some of it, I
guess, includes Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia. But I once saw a map that had Australia and
Oceania 'above' it- i.e. Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines. Aren't these part of Asia? And if these
are part of Asia, how come they are islands that are off-the-coast of Asia? Since Asia is a continent,
only a part of Malaysia should be there but the rest of it, along with the Philippines and Indonesia
should be in Oceania, not in Asia. But both the Philippines and Indonesia are members of the ASEAN.
Strange!
I really and truly give up. I am going to ask the BBC about it. They obviously know better about those
things than I do
***
The Brito-Boer War
I got to thinking one day about how inconsistent the English language can be with some terms. I will
give you one example. Say, with the words about international relations that end in "o". Did you see
those? Recently I was reading about "Sino-American" relations. OK, fair enough, it is probably from
some Greek or Latin root and it means Chinese- American. Then, I recall once reading something
about "Franco-German" relations. Then, there was something about "Graeco-Roman" influence. And
then, the "Russo-Japanese" War. However, you never hear about "Amero- Mexican" relations. Or
"Canado- British" ties. How come? You have " Indo-Europeans" and you have "Euro-Atlantic", but is
there a "Japano- Chinese" something? I do not recall seeing anything like that.
Then, I have so many times heard my British friends explain to me that England and the UK were two
different things. I always knew that but, how come they had an "Anglo- Boer" war? And an "AngloAmerican" company somewhere. I am sure it was not only "Anglo-land" that was fighting the war, as
there was Scotland that was involved in it, and there were many Welshmen participating in it, as well.
And, also, there were many Scots, Irish and Welsh in the "Anglo-American" something-something
Company, so, if we assume that "Anglo" refers to the Angles- the ancestors of the English, isn't the
term somewhat wrong? Now, do we have a word "Celto"? I think if it existed, it would be used in some
hyphenised description of some language group. But could the realtions between England and its
Celtic neighbors be called Celto-English relations?
This thing about the Anglo- Boer war has always bothered. It seems inaccurate. After all, the Boers
openly declared a war on the "British" Empire, didn't they? Not just England. So, those Scotsmen that
died at Mafeking; were they fighting for Britain or just for mother England? I think they fought for the
Empire. I suggest we rename the war. Maybe it's not too late. So, how do we rename it? And also
create a new word that leaves the Scots, the Welsh and the Northern Irish included in all the UK
affairs, wars and other things.
Something like "Brito". Yes, it will rhyme with "Fido". "Brito- American" relations. It has a good,
positive ring to it, just like the word "bright". Then, we will have to rename the company into "BritoAmerican" and then, history books will have to be re-written to include a new term:" Brito-Boer War".
It sounds fair and logical, doesn't it?
***

I think naturalization is a great thing. It is wonderful if you can go to another country, live there, learn
the language and then apply for citizenship. It is refreshing to stand in front of a new flag and give an
oath of allegiance. Feel something new, patriotic, and say “ Now I am ( put the new nationality here)".
However, while the official "paper" naturalization is rather simple, the social one is much harder if
sometimes not downright near impossible. Take your new compatriots, the “native” people, with their
natural human inquisitiveness. They will ask you the same question no matter where you go- the
"Where are you from?" question. Unless you are some linguistic genius and have a good musical ear,
you will have an accent. Or, if you are of a different ethnic group, you will look different from the
majority of people. Your name may also stand out. So, people, I mean people everywhere, will ask
you the same thing over and over again: “Where are you from?” Sure, now you can tell them about
your new residence in the country, the new town where you live. They will then probably grimace unsatisfied-ly and ask you a more direct , more insightful question that you simply cannot avoid now“Where are you from, originally?”. Now, this is a tough one. Unless you want to lie, you will have to
tell them the truth. So, in social situations, you often, if not always, remain a foreigner. In spite of the
oath you took.
The US- Mexican border people usually ask you "What is your citizenship" before admitting you to the
US. However, once a border guard there asked me "Where were you born"? After I told him, a miniinterrogation ensued. My family and I had to pull over, pull out our US passports, he had to examine
them, asking how my family and I had acquired US citizenship, how long we had been in the US, all
sorts of things. I understand the security concern, but for some reason this "born" thing is somehow
so important to Americans. There was once a celebration in the news of "American-born" athletes.
There are a proud song- "Born in the USA", and "Hello, America, how are you, don't you know that I'm
your native son?" . It all shows that the nativist sentiment is quite strong in the US. Then, they
wonder why some immigrants are not as patriotic as they should be. How can you be a full patriot if
you are not really and truly seen as a 100% citizen because of this "not born here" thing? Something
you had no control over but which is somehow often held against you.
The drive for diversity and political correctness in the US sometimes does more harm than good as far
as "becoming an American" is concerned . There was once a company in the US that had a very
international staff from many different countries. The top manager was so proud of the diversity of the
workplace that he had a map on the wall with pins stuck in it indicating where every employee was
born. His intentions were good, but if you are a naturalized US citizen, wouldn't you rather just think
of yourself as an American now and not have a pin stuck somewhere that ,even with the best of
intentions, still says-" He is from another country"?
In France I have heard, the complaint of a lot of people is that even after you become a citizen, they
still treat you as a non-citizen. So, I guess, in some places, one should not harbor too many illusions
about now belonging there.
In the US it is illegal to ask about birth place on job applications, but in some other countries it is not.
When applying for a job you end up putting it. What next? You may be rejected for that job because of
that - local people come first. You are not from there, you know. Not originally. And often, people will
not ask you "What is your citizenship?" except in passport offices of foreign embassies. They will
simply ask you the same "dooming" questions: "Where are you from?" or "Where were you born?"
If people get angry at you for any reason, they may even tell you to “Go back to ( put the name of the
country here)!”. Or, in hard economic times, they will tell you that they have to hire ( put the name of
your new nationality here) and not "foreigners". If you protest and say " I am not a foreigner, I am a
citizen", an answer may come your way- "I mean, a foreigner- not born here!" Such is sometimes the
reality of being a naturalized citizen. You may feel like a stepson, not a real native son. Especially if
you deal with uneducated "native" people.
Now, it is nice to get a new passport and proclaim with pride: “I am a citizen of ( put the country
here)”. However, somehow, not even one country in the world issues a passport that does not have
your birthplace written in it. So, if you travel, people that check your passport may start asking you
questions, sometimes innocent, but, sometimes, suspicious ones and treat you as a person of that old
country, not the new one you are a citizen of. And God forbid if that country has a bad reputation in

the one you are visiting. You can be called all sorts of names. Or even refused entry.
In newspapers also, or in any media, in articles about you, they will call you a “( put the name of a
country + “ese” or “ian” here) immigrant”. They will call you like that before the naturalization, and
after the naturalization. Ten, twenty, thirty years from now, you will remain an "immigrant". The US
TV newscasters are very fond of that, for one.
I think this is a new item in the area of political correctness that liberals should work on eliminating. In
the US, for one, there has once been a positive term " New American" in the press. It should gain
more popularity as I have not been hearing it too often lately. The term "first generation American"
too, often means "first generation 'born' in the US". This should also change. It should include first
generation naturalized citizens, as well.
In the English-language press anywhere they love using the name of the country and the word “born”
after it, i.e. Polish-born, German-born., etc. Regardless of your new US-, Canadian or whatever other
citizenship. Why do they do that? Is it really that important? Why can't the say a "Canadian national",
for one, and a "US national"? Why is this birth thing ( a result of the parents' feelings for one another
on the territory of a country that you now owe no allegiance to) so crucial that it needs to be rubbed
in all the time- for decades?
Sometimes, they will use something like “Australian-turned-American“, etc. They will also talk about
your “homeland” -meaning your old country, not the new one, even though you have taken an oath to
reject your old country thoroughly and completely.
Then, also, you hear things like “He is a second generation Iranian”. Meaning: "he is a child of
Iranians who immigrated to country X". Let's say your parents are Iranians and you were born in the
US. Your parents also became US citizens. Aren't you now a second-generation 'American'? Shouldn‟t
a “second generation Iranian” be a child of people who became naturalized 'Iranian' citizens in Iran?
Another area that the PC people haven‟t gotten to yet.
Lots of countries are like that in the way they talk about naturalized citizens. To one degree or
another. And few if any of such citizens became presidents or prime ministers of their new country.
That is another thing that needs to be changed. Particularly in the US, there is a law that prohibits
foreign-born people from becoming President. Say, if someone came from Canada at age 1 and does
not know any other country except the US, he cannot become President. However, if someone was
born in the US, but left at age 1, and knows very little about it( such as a son of some tourists) he is
eligible to become one. I think it is unfair. You have not done anything bad but it is as if people do not
fully trust you. Can you ever become a full patriot? I do not think so.
What if there is a Civics class and children are asked what they would do if they were President or
Prime-minister? Some kids will feel like they are second-class. Not completely second class, but
slightly below the "true citizen", the "born-and-raised-here" one. This must change one day.
Then, there is another thing. In some countries they have censuses that talk about “foreign-born
population”, meaning “immigrants“. So, they will dump illegal ones, legal non-citizens, and naturalized
citizens into the same category. Makes you feel like you do not fully belong. Whenever a naturalized
citizen reads publications that mentions such statistics, his feeling of patriotism for his country often
suffers a bit of a setback. How come one is put into the same class with people who are not citizens
yet? Didn‟t one go through all the requirements for the citizenship tests and all? Didn‟t one swear on
the Bible his new allegiance rejecting every other country? Don't they trust me?
And did you ever wonder why it is that they call it "citi-zenship"? It is another misnomer, in my view.
Shouldn't it be called "countryzenship", or just "nationality"? After all, we do not became members of
a "city", but a nation. "Citizenship" is just anouther carry-over from the time of city-states, a very
distant period in world history. We have nation-states now.
And is "naturalization" a good term? Like you were "unnatural" before and then became "natural"?
Like you were a robot before and now you are a human being? One thing I like about Argentina and
Uruguay is that they do not have the term "naturalization"- they call it "nacionalizacion". Immigrants

are "nationalized", not "naturalized". Maybe, that is the word that should be used in all the other
countries who are generous enough to admit new people as members of their society.
However, one should not discount the positive things of naturalization. In many countries non-citizens
cannot own property. This is the reason many people become citizens to begin with. If you want to
own land there, become one.
Also, you are legally what your new passport says no matter what people may say. You can vote and
qualify for many government jobs; you can now travel abroad on the new passport and take
employment in countries whose employers prefer citizens of your new country. So, benefits abound. It
is important to concentrate on those, and try and minimize the lingering “Where are you from?"
reality.
Lastly, naturalized citizens in the US and everywhere else should unite and work on changing societal
attitudes towards them. Black people in America rallied hard to change all sorts of nasty words applied
to them to a much more pleasant “African- American”. Maybe naturalized citizens should organize and
do the same? But while things have not changed, one should really try and equip oneself with skills
and money to counteract the possible discrimination against one. One will need to work harder, study
harder. Try and drop that accent. That's just the way it is. Some things take a long time to change.
Above all, naturalization should be seen as a practical tool, not something that can fulfill your romantic
aspirations.
***
Impressions and Status
I have, on several occasions, read the writings of ladies who were wives of American officers, and who
spent a large chunk of their lives accompanying their husbands on their overseas postings. They would
describe their lives in Germany, Japan, and other such locations with the most positive of terms. The
people were lovely, the cultural experience, overall, was priceless and the hospitality of the local
population was unmatched. Everybody was so friendly and welcoming. They had learned some of the
local culture and language, too. Then, they went back home after having seen how great people in
those countries were, taking with them precious memories that would now last a lifetime.
Of course, they had a great time. They did not stay in a country that was an enemy of the US. Not at
the time, at least. Both Germany and Japan had been conquered during WWII and they now very
much respect the winner- the American military, that is. The wives, and their army or air force
spouses, too, were taken care of by the US government, and had not become a burden on the local
economy. The couples and their children, if with them, basically represented Uncle Sam while in those
countries, or, at least, this is how many local people saw their role: they were America to them, the
powerful, the wealthy, the unbeatable. As such, they were most certainly well treated. It sure had
helped again that none of those countries were at war with the US, and that the US bases there were
not under attack at the moment. Because if they had been stationed there when a war was going on,
they would have had a different impression of the place; that is, if the wives had been allowed to be
there to begin with.
Of course, most of the people around the bases were very helpful - they had already gotten used to
the presence of the troops and learned to deal with them. Many had even opened businesses there to
cater to the military personnel and were now waiting on them hand and foot as these have become a
source of income.
These women and their husbands did not have to go into the local community and look for a job. They
were not poor immigrants or foreign laborers. They were respectable envoys of a mighty nation. Now,
if they had been wives of Turkish workers coming to Germany to make a living and compete with the
local labor force for scarce employment, and thus take jobs from the Germans, they may not have
been so thrilled about the hospitality of the people. If in Japan, instead of being a robust US military
officer, you had been a poor nobody coming alone to look for a job as an English teacher or someone
like that, without having the proper connections and introductions, you would have seen a different

Japan- a suspicious and mistrustful one, xenophobic and rude. Or, if you had been brought in as a
Korean colonial subject to do manual labor for the Japanese Imperial Government, you would not have
to say much about the affability and charm of the Japanese people. Most probably you would have
thought that you had ended up in the Hades and were now surrounded by devils and other such
demons.
Your efforts to fit into the local culture would also be appreciated in different ways depending on your
status. A high-ranking officer in the US military who speaks some Japanese or German will be praised
for his efforts and very much appreciated. A poor immigrant worker, on the other hand, who is looking
for a job there, will probably be told that he has an ugly accent, and that he is dumb, even though he
may speak the language much better than the officer. So, depending on one‟ s status and what one
symbolizes to the locals, one‟s impressions of the country will vary. A nation that seems to be
populated by cultured and friendly people to one group, will appear to be a hateful hell-hole to others,
a place from which they would want to escape as soon they possibly could.
Many places in the world are like that- people there respect whom they see as the powerful, the rich
and of high status, even if they had been enemies in the past. However, few there have any regard or
even pity for those poorer than they are, and who are coming to the country to do hard work to help
their families back home. You will often than not be scorned and treated like dirt. And, depending
upon in which category you will find yourself in a foreign country, you will either take with you fond
memories of wonderful encounters with a fascinating culture, or seething resentment and even
outright boiling hatred of your oppressors. It just depends on who and what you are and what you are
doing there.
***
My TV told me" We rule the world!"
If you are preparing to go abroad for a short- or long term, and decide to consult the State
Department and order any brochures from them that deal with foreign travel, they will be happy to
supply you with the most up-to-date information on visas, travel restrictions, and tell you what to do
and what not to do in foreign countries. Your passport will also list various travel-related precautions
and instructions on a variety of issues with subsequent warnings about things such as dual nationality,
and how some foreign countries may consider you a citizen and even impress you in their armed
services. They may list countries that you are not allowed to go to, as well. Traveling to foreign lands
can often be a complicated process, and going there for employment can be even harder what with
some very stringent visa requirements. In order for me to get a visa for Saudi Arabia, for example, I
had to supply a stack of documents that was over an inch thick, and it took me six weeks to compile
them all.
This is, however, not the picture you get in Hollywood movies and on the mainstream Englishlanguage news channels. According to them, America ( and, maybe Britain, as well) rule the world.
Americans in these movies are never shown standing in lines at foreign embassies, running around to
get medical and police clearances or paying for visas. They are never shown crouching in toilets while
collecting their own stool and urine specimens to submit to doctors approved by those embassies as
part of their visa medical requirements. They are not portrayed waiting at police stations to get
fingerprinted and paying for criminal background checks or filling out long and detailed embarkation
cards. They are just shown entering the countries freely and doing whatever they want while being
surrounded by people who are falling over backwards to greet them; and, maybe, a small number of
enemies who are trying to kill them. These last ones get killed in the end, of course. By Americans and
Britons who are allowed to wield guns in foreign countries? Yeah, right!
The Hollywood movie "Quigley Down Under " with Tom Selleck going to Australia was a blatant
example of such a simplistic portrayal of international travel. Quigley goes to Oz, gets off the boat
without much immigration clearance, swaggers around making snide remarks about the locals and the
country, helps out some poor people there and takes on a local villain who always talks about how he
had been born on the wrong continent- meaning, he would have much rather been an American than
an Aussie. For some reason, there is a rather poor Mexican-American girl from Texas that also travels
around Australia with Tom Selleck. It makes it look like he is, in fact, in Texas, only with wild dingoes

howling all around him. Neither Quigley, nor his companion seem to be carrying a travel pouch with
money, round trip tickets, (which might be required by the Immigration), and/or passports with visa
stamps in them. And did Quigley have a gun there? He was shooting it. Without a gun permit? Well
maybe that was a long time ago when they probably allowed Americans to bear arms in Australia.
James Bond movies, too, show a Briton in faraway lands who hardly ever goes through immigration
formalities, but who shoots his guns right and left, starts explosions, and almost never faces the huge
armed forces of the foreign states that he travels to. He just gets in, outsmarts the local police ,
maybe shoots a few terrorists, gets his dangerous job done, and leaves with a girl hanging on his arm.
How does he walk back through their immigration after having killed so many people, even with a
diplomatic passport? He does often fly out by plane or helicopter, but crossing another country's
airspace, even on the way out, after having detonated so many bombs, can trigger the scrambling of a
few air force jets and subsequent shooting down of his aircraft. Especially in some remote countries
like Azerbaijan. Don't they have radars? I can think of a number of movies like that. "Bourne
Conspiracy" comes to mind. He is shown as living for years in foreign lands ( with what visa, I
wonder), speaking some five languages without an accent ( supposedly), even though he does have
an accent in some of them (I speak several languages and I could hear it), and, generally,
accomplishing his violent missions in such nations with only minimal resistance from the locals. Where
are the military of those countries (numbering hundred of thousands if not millions) when he pulls off
his feats of arms in front of everybody? And how come I never see such people fill out even one
disembarkation card or a customs declaration? At least, in most of such movies, they don't.
OK, ok, maybe it is because they are on secret diplomatic or military missions. Maybe they just carry
very special passports which are quietly approved by the local authorities. But the things they do in
those countries... my, oh my!
The news also shows US ( and British) soldiers with guns being greeted like liberators by the locals
and again, they are never seen at immigration offices waiting in queues to get an extension stamp.
Well, maybe they did not need those in Iraq, granted, they are soldiers, and it is a war zone. I hope
you, on the other hand, will not think that you yourself will be able to do anything even close to that.
Yup, don't try that at home, especially other nations' homes. Just because the movies portray America
and its allies "ruling" the world, and, because in diplomatic and military circles America and its allies
can exert significant influence upon many other countries, it does not mean that you, as an individual
citizen of the US ( or the UK) are also 'ruling' the world. When you go to visit those countries or work
there, you are subject to their visa regulations, and they decide who they want to admit and who they
do not want to let into the country. It is fully discretionary as it is their country, after all. They can
deny you visa without having to give you any explanation whatsoever. If you do not know the local
laws and break them, you can be liable for penalties such as lengthy jail terms and heavy fines. And
you may not have the same rights as a local citizen. There may be no jury of your peers, either. The
US constitution does not apply in foreign lands. It is as simple as that. When you live in their
countries, until you become a citizen there, you are a guest, short- or long term. And you can be
declared a Persona Non Grata at any time, too, if they do not like you for some reason or if some wellconnected local calls the Immigration on you.
The US State Department knows that very well, and will be happy to supply you with all the
information pertaining to your upcoming trip. You need to get informed, keep your head down and
follow the rules in those countries. The Hollywood movie makers may have a different version of the
world, but it is naive at best. Do not get any ideas from them. The producers and the screen writers
most probably have never lived in the countries that they are writing about to begin with.
Some years back, two US tourists arrived at Manila International Airport. They had been drinking and
were visibly inebriated. When the Philippine immigration officers asked them for their passports, they
began laughing. When the officials asked them for their disembarkation cards which needed to have
been filled out on the plane and duly signed, along with the sworn Customs Declaration Form, one of
them got angry at the officer and exclaimed: "You are a pain in the a..!". They were probably
watching too many movies about how the US liberated the Philippines, and assumed that the Filipinos
were now going to unroll the red carpet for them. The officer called for help, the authorites came, they
were escorted out of the immigration area and put back on the plane. They were also probably

blacklisted and prohibited from ever coming back to the Philippines again. The next day the Philippine
newspapers announced the news: " Drunk, boorish foreigners deported." Not drunk "Americans".
Drunk "foreigners". So much for "ruling the world".
Another US tourist was probably under the impression that he did not need a visa to get into Australia.
He just took the next airplane, landed in Sydney, but was stopped at the Immigration and asked for
his visa. You see, Australian visas have to be obtained in advance- they are not given upon arrival.
Not to Americans, at least. Please keep checking the State Department announcements for the up-todate visa requirements by all these different countries because that fellow obviously didn't.
He was refused entry, turned back and put on the next airplane home to the States. Obviously, he
thought that if Tom Selleck could just strut into the country, he could do it, too. The Australian
Immigration obviously had other ideas.
Even in the countries that are supposed to be US allies, individual US citizens are often not treated
differently from other foreigners. In Japan and in Thailand, some bars have a "No Foreigners Allowed"
policy. Quite a few hotels and many landlords refuse to admit foreigners in Japan; Americans, or
otherwise. Some places in Thailand even have "No Tourists- Thai People Only" signs. That means
"Americans” or "Britons" as well. It is their country, they make the rules.
While it may say on the Internet that many nations "do not require visas" of US tourists when they
arrive, it is still basically "a visa upon arrival" when they stamp your passport there. So, even if some
travel advisory may says "no visa required for a short stay", still, as a tourist, you are on visa, no
matter how you look at it.
Americans and Brits have an easier time with visas than citizens of many other countries not
necessarily because "the US/UK rules the world", but , generally, because they are citizens of a richer
country, and are wanted as tourists in many places. The same can be said about the Japanese and
Singaporeans- these do not need "advanced" visas to go to many countries, especially those whose
economies are less prosperous than theirs. However, in order to work or live abroad long-term, you
need all sorts of permits, visas, medical tests, document verifications; and you will often have to jump
through many bureaucratic hoops before you are allowed to remain there beyond a relatively short
tourist stay. If you have big money you are welcome as an investor in a great number of countries,
but you still need to go through lots and lots of red tape before you can stay there permanently or
semi-permanently. You may choose to live on tourist visas, but you will need to be leaving the
countries regularly to renew them, and the authorities there one day may simply ask you- "Hey, how
come you've been coming here so often? Got any business here?". What will you say to them? I hope
you will not say, " I am an American (or British), and we rule the world".
If you, God forbid, break the law and get in trouble in some other country, your embassy may or may
not help you. Most of the time they can only visit you and work with the local officials to make sure
that laws are being followed when you are brought to justice and, possibly, ask for clemency; but
even then, it is iffy. Michael Fay, an American teenager who was arrested in Singapore some years
back for vandalizing cars, was sentenced to be caned- the US Embassy took it up with the authorities,
but were only able to reduce the number of times he would be hit with that instrument of punishmentthe dreaded cane. He still had to undergo the excruciating pain of being struck with that savage stick.
And the prohibition against such cruel and unusual punishment may or may not apply in Singapore.
Laws for equality, against discrimination, US nationality- and citizenship laws, and other Western laws
often do not apply in other countries. In Islamic lands, the Shariah law rules. Tribal Arabs laws also
often rule. One Australian was arrested in Saudi Arabia because his Asian wife had been caught
stealing. According to the Shariah law, a husband seems to be responsible for his wife's crimes. Last
time I checked, he was still in the Saudi jail. Some people who have children born in Saudi Arabia or
in Japan mistakenly think that the children can now qualify for citizenship there. "Well, isn't it like in
the US? The kid was born here- he is now a Saudi/Japanese". Oh, no. This is not America. He is not a
Saudi or Japanese. It is not that simple. "But in the States..." Well, but you are not in the States now.
Many countries also have agreements that favor citizens of their little group of nations as far as
granting visas, residence permits and work permits is concerned. This will include Americans as far as

travel to Canada goes, and as far as entering Mexico, but if an American wants to go to Brazil or
Paraguay, he needs to apply for a visa. However, an Argentinean can just walk into Brazil without any
prior approval. I remember how envious I was of Argentinean citizens while I was at the airport in Sao
Paolo in 2005; I had to wait six hours to catch my next flight to Johannesburg and could have just
gone on a mini-tour of the biggest city in Brazil, but as a US citizen I could not get through their
immigration, while Argentinean passengers were just heading towards the counters and breezing right
through them. They were members of the Mercosur economic community, but I wasn't. I felt the same
way when I could not just walk across the border with my US passport from Thailand into Laos, while
Thais could just cross the bridge over the Mekong and go shopping on the Laotian side with only their
ID cards. They were ASEAN members and I wasn't.
Gulf Arabs also form a community called the GCC- the Gulf Cooperation Council. They can usually
travel to, work and own property in other member states without much hassle, whereas non-citizens
of those countries, including those of us who "rule the world" usually have none of those privileges.
EU citizens can work in other EU member countries, but US citizens would get a much lower priority
there, and I was told once that I could only stay for six months when I got into Holland in 2003. The
maximum tourist visa I could ever get in most places was six months, period. In some places it was
only two weeks. So much for ruling the world by me, a US citizen.
When a person becomes a US citizen through naturalization, he or she is asked to take an Oath of
Renunciation stating something along the lines that the person now rejects all other countries and
swears allegiance to the US only. The Oath is very solemn and is taken very seriously by the US law.
However, these new American citizens, upon return to some of their former countries, soon discover
that the oath is often not recognized there, as it is a "foreign" oath. If they had left their old countries
without a proper exit visa, had not competed some military obligations, or had not paid some tax to
the old government, they can now be liable before the local laws which take precedence over US laws.
In simpler terms, US laws and your US citizenship may simply not be valid on the territory of those
very much sovereign states. It is no fun sitting in a jail cell somewhere in a country whose citizen you
thought you no longer were, wondering why you are here, when, as a US citizen, you are now
supposed to be "ruling the world".
In case of the British citizens, especially those who have not been out of Britain much, and even those
who have been abroad, quite a few may still be suffering from the "We Rule the World" delusion. True,
Britain once controlled one fourth of the world and, about one fourth of the world( a bit less ,actually,)
now belongs to the British Commonwealth. A British citizen, is often satisfied with traveling to, and
working in English -speaking countries which is, admittedly, a big chunk of the world. However, just
one quarter of the Earth covered by the former colonies of the Queen 'does not' the whole world
make.
Many former imperial powers have a certain sphere of geo- political and -cultural influence which they
exert on their former subjects. The British have the Commonwealth. The Russians have the CIS. The
Spaniards have "La Hispanidad". If you watch the English-language news or movies, somehow, a great
deal of feature films and news take place in the English-speaking world or where the US/UK are
involved militarily. If you watch the French TV, or even the French Canadian TV, there are programs
covering events in the Madagascar, Haiti, French Guiana as well as the news from the French-speaking
Africa. That is the "La Francophonie", the French "chunk" of the world. Then, the Portuguese TV will
show news from Brazil, Macau, Mozambique, and other Portuguese-speaking nations or areas.
Portuguese tourists and travelers will also be drawn to other parts of the former empire because of
their various cultural and linguistic similarities with Portugal. Spanish TV travels all around the
Spanish-speaking world and the Russian TV shows their old empire with Latvians and Uzbeks speaking
Russian on TV. If you watch the TV in all those nations all your life you will mistakenly assume:
"everybody speaks Spanish, Russian, English, etc., and "we rule the world". Even the Serbian TV
probably thinks that they rule a big chunk of the Serbo-Croatian-speaking "world". The Thai TV shows
their old empire which used to be Thailand, Laos and Cambodia. "Al-Jazeera" features the Arab World
as the center of everything and presents the Arab perspective on things and events as the natural and
logical one. Living in such a culturally-linguistic TV bubble, one can understandably think that one's
culture 's former imperial possessions do, in fact, cover the entire known world.

I have been aware of people, in many cases Britons, Americans or Australians in Thailand who were
writing to the Bangkok Post complaining that, "How can it be that, the bus conductors in this city do
not speak any English, how dare they not to?!" Some reportedly got furious with the local immigration
officials screaming- “How come you cannot speak English? You need to learn English!” Never mind
that Thailand had never been colonized and that it had its own little empire in Asia. I guess these
foreigners in Thailand had been watching too many of the “We Rule the World"-variety movies and
news on their cable TV.
The same often goes for some Spanish-speakers in the US- having grown up in Latin America many
assume that Spanish is the world language. I remember a Honduran lady who came rushing to my
place of work in LA carrying an electric bill and fuming- “How come it is not in Spanish?”. Many
Spanish speakers in the US live there for many years without realizing that they now need to learn
Englsih as Spanish is no longer the language of their world.
So, all these former empires are somewhat guilty of making their subjects believe that, somehow,
their territories equal "the world" and that their citizens are involved in the ruling process of the same
.
When getting ready to expatriate either for a short or a long time, one needs to do a thorough
research on the countries one is going to, not be cavalier about the importance of cultural sensitivity
when you travel and realize that one will be a guest there. One needs to prepare to behave as a guest
would. If they speak another language there, please buy a phrase book and try to learn a little of the
local tongues. If you stay long-term, make an even more serious effort to speak it. Do not ever think
that they will respect you as the Ruler of the World. While in foreign lands, their governments and
lawmakers will be your rulers and you will be their subject.
Staying humble, polite and patient, keeping a low profile, avoiding conflicts and being mindful of the
local laws and culture will go a long way to preserve your well-being, your sanity and your safety
there. To paraphrase the famous proverb , “When in Rome, do what Romans allow you to do”. And
your trying to rule the world is probably not on their list of permitted behavior.
***
Happier Paths
So many of us spend decades of our lives climbing social ladders of societies where competition is
high, the dog-eat-dog attitude is the norm, and true friendship and love are devilishly hard to find. We
grow stronger in such an environment, wiser in an unhealthy way, and, at the same time, tougher and
colder. We are true societal warriors, ready to crush the guy next to us for the benefit of taking his
place in the social order.
In the meantime, there are places in the world where we are needed by many people who are actively
searching for our help. Many would like to make friends with us and even share their lives with us.
However, somehow most of us do not like to look “down” – we are trained to climb, climb all the way
to the top. Be like the big players- the highly paid actors, millionaires, doctors, and other great
people.
Then, many of us complain of loneliness and coldness among the skyscrapers of Hong Kong, New York
or Tokyo not realizing that ultimately we have made the choice to be there, karmically or otherwise. If
we really wanted, there are many places where people want us, and often, we can go there and live a
life with much less competition and much more acceptance and respect, but many of us simply do not
dare to. Or, we are just ashamed to. What will our friends think of us when they see us with those
who are poorer than us? In countries that are poorer than ours? Nah!
One of the sources of my feeling inferior to my fellow (wo)men was that I would always compare
myself to those above me socially, economically, ethnically and otherwise, while totally ignoring the so
many people “below” me in so many places where I would be so much more welcome.
After I hit forty, had a divorce and a near bankruptcy, I finally woke up and began thinking of where I

could contribute to the development of the world while at the same time not to become a pauper. It
did turn out that one could do both- one really did not need to sacrifice one‟s comfort for the sake of
serving one‟s fellow human being. I also started looking for social life in countries where I felt people
would be seeking me out instead of me having to seek them out.
So far, such a balanced life has proven to be a very happy one. When I compare my personal state of
mind, and, most important, my present level of happiness to the times when I was living in the
concrete jungles of big 1st World cities, thinking only of myself and how I could please the people
above me, I always note with satisfaction that, I have, in fact become happier.
So, the lessons that I have learned can be summarized as follows:
1) There are plenty of people in many countries that need you. Find out in which ones, where and go
there.
2) Do not worry about not becoming one of the people at the top of the world. That may or may not
make you happy. There are still many places where people would like to have you as a leader; and
you can serve them and enjoy the same respect amongst them that billionaires have in large
industrial world capitals.
3) There are jobs that pay well, but which are still located in places where people need you. You can
kill two birds with one stone- make good money and contribute to humanity. There is no need to
become a “hippy volunteer”.
Finding a situation like that is easier than one may think. And it may be the best path to follow if one
wants to become happy.
***
Love market’s singing indicators
When traveling from place to place one becomes exposed to local radio programs be they in a taxi or
a car you rent or wherever. If you listen to love songs, I mean, local love songs, you will become
aware of an interesting phenomenon- namely, the kind of lyrics and the type of performers change as
you move from country to country depending on the particular characteristics of their national “love
market”. What I mean is this-in some countries it is mostly girls singing about guys and in some
countries, it is mostly guys singing about girls. Example: let‟s say, you are in Thailand. If you listen to
Thai music on the radio, one of the most frequent love song types seems to be that of a woman who
has been abandoned by her male lover. There is often a song or two by a woman who loves a man but
who does not know how to attract him.
This indicates the particular characteristic of the Thai „ love market‟- there seems to be a great
number of good girls and the number of „worthy‟ guys just does not seem to be anywhere near it. In
other words- based on the songs you hear there, Thailand is clearly the guy‟s market with many
available women to choose from.
In the US, a large number of love songs is sung by a young man who is sweet and caring (judging by
his voice) and who sings very beautiful things to a girl. Think about such popular songs as “ Nothing‟s
gonna change my love for you”, most of the love songs by Barry Manilow, and other such very warm
and passionate songs-all of which are basically written by a man who is courting a woman. It seems to
show that the US is a „girls‟ market‟- guys really need to be sweet and sharp when it comes to
courting as competition for women seems to be very keen there.
The funny thing is that when you get to the Philippines, you will get to listen to the same American
songs but now they are sung by „a girl to a guy‟. It shows again that the Philippines is a guy‟s marketgood guys are hard to get. So, women now sing such American courtship songs to them. One of the
most popular songs sung in the Philippines by a lady singer is “I‟ll always love you, deep inside this
heart of mine” which is sung by a man in the US.
In the UK again, most courtship and heartbreak songs are sung by men. Think about the Beatle‟s
songs “I wanna hold your hand” and „I can‟t stand losing you‟ by “The Police”. You would be very hard

pressed to find a song by a British girl who is singing about losing a guy. I guess the dynamics of the
British love market are severely slanted against men.
In Spain, love songs seem to be sung mostly by guys to girls. In Russia, lots and lots of songs are
sung by women about unworthy and irresponsible guys and how they do not love them and abandon
them. In the neighboring Ukraine, again, the songs are mostly sung by guys courting a girl.
In Puerto Rico, sad songs by an abandoned woman are a rather frequent occurrence on their radio
waves. That again reflects the severe economic realities of an Island whose many men leave for
greener pastures on the US mainland leaving many local women behind to compete for the few
eligible men that stay behind. Since women outnumber men in that US territory, when men choose
wives, some women will remain holding the bag and singing such songs. I have yet to hear a Puerto
Rican song of the kind of “Oh, baby bay it‟s a wild world” in which an America woman abandons her
man leaving him singing such a sad and bitter song.
Of course, the above does not indicate that in any given country „all‟ songs will be either by guys
courting women or by women courting men, just that the frequency and the number of either one will
be different- their ratios will be different. By counting the ratios you will be able to figure out basically
if you will be able to score on their love market or not.
Some songs also indicate the economic realities of certain countries (duh) and how they pertain to the
„love market‟. In Thailand, again, many a song is written by a poor guy who does not seem to have
enough money to live a good life which often implies marriage. In that country you need to pay a
„bride price‟ to the family of the girl if you want to tie the knot, and if you have no money or not
enough of it, marriage may be something that you will still need to save for, for a long, long time. This
is directly and indirectly reflected in the lyrics of the songs. Few if any Thai songs are sung by a rich
guy who is courting a girl or who has been abandoned by one. There is just no such thing in that
“Paradise for Men‟ land.
If you are an international love seeker and are thinking of heading to a country hoping to find some
romance in it, it would be a good idea to buy some of their popular song collections and listen to
them. If you do not speak the language, ask a native speaker to translate some for you. You will get a
good picture of what opportunities will await you there.
It is not the traditional way to determine how well the country will accept you as a potential hunter of
their romantic treasures but a rather accurate one. Try it. It may save you from prospective
disappointments and heartaches, as well as unnecessary loss of your time and money.
***
Discover the Treasures of the Kingdom
The Thai Tourist Authority used that catchy phrase in the 1990ies to promote tourism to their country.
They advertised the temples, the tropical fruit and a pretty lady selling them. I saw the poster. Very
impressive! And the phrase stuck with me, too.
I kind of adopted it as my own personal motto- basically, every Kingdom or country has its treasures,
and it is up to us to discover them. Even some countries that do not advertise themselves have some
kind of treasure that we can seek and find.
Take Kuwait, for example. Some people complain that it‟s one of the most boring places to be – it is
kind of hot, there is nothing exotic there- no old cities, no traditional, “ real” Arab suqs, and some say
that there is very little culture there. However, while I was there I was able to discover a treasurecondos overlooking the sea for very little rent.
Kuwait is one of the richest countries in the world but, surprisingly, in some places a bit away from
downtown you can rent a condo or an apartment with a gorgeous view on the Person Gulf for very
little money. It would be comparable to renting a one bedroom apartment in Santa Monica or Malibu
location-wise but not rent-wise. In such prime locations in the US you would pay thousands of dollars

a month for a place like that, but in Kuwait, it was something like $200 for a one bedroom apartment
with a fantastic view of the sea.
I worked as an ESL teacher in Kuwait, and even though my salary was small, my company rented me
one such apartment- every morning I would wake up and walk up to the window to witness a solemn
celebration of the sun, the sea and the clouds. As weather would change, the color of the sea would
change with it and the combination of the three would change every day like some giant kaleidoscope
of nature. I was just a teacher but I had a “room with a view” of the kind that only rich people in the
West would have.
I was only 5 minutes away from the beach and I would swim in the sea and then go back to my
apartment to relax. Right in front of my place there was a Burger King and a huge Internet café
staffed by beautiful Filipina waitresses. It was great life!
Talking about the Philippines, what is the great treasure there? Well, one of the greatest things there
is the availability of very cheap but high quality Japanese food and huge numbers of Japanese
restaurants. I am a Japanese food lover but it can be so expensive both in the US and in Japan.
However, in the Philippines you can get it at one third the price and it is just as good. Every time I
was there, I would spend a great part of my time gormandizing on foods and dishes which would cost
me hundreds of dollars back home. That was „the treasure of the kingdom” there.
In Oman, the treasure is again low rents on both cars and villas. A six room villa in the off-seasonSeptember through June in Salalah, Oman can cost as little as $365 a month. And a nice car with
insurance can be rented for about the same. One can get a villa on a gorgeous beach for a bit more
and watch seagulls flying catching fish while listening to the wind whistling through the high reeds
growing from the golden dunes. It is heaven on earth and your villa is only $500 a month. And Oman
is not a poor country but for some reason in this part of Oman there are so few tourists that huge
villas stand empty and anyone can rent them. There are dune buggies for rent, too. Cheap millionaire
style villas are thus the treasure of the kingdom there, or the Sultanate, to be exact.
So when one gets assigned to a particular country that may not be the most popular and romantic
destination and finds himself bored and pining to go back home, one needs to remember the motto”
Discover the Treasures of the Kingdom” and go out there and find them. Every “Kingdom” has them
although they may not be very obvious to those who have newly arrived.
***
Transpanted dissidents' identity crises
For a long time on earth we have had several opposing camps- Communist vs. Capitalist, Materialism
vs. Spirituality, Fundamentalism vs. Secular or Christian- based democracy, etc.
In each of such camps there were dissidents- people who disagreed with the mainstream political or
spiritual philosophy of their country, and who would leave for places where they could finally practice
their own way of thinking unhindered by the tyrannical forces of their own countries. Soviet and
Chinese dissidents, as well as Iranian anti-ayatollah thinkers found refuge in the West. Even some
Westerners defected to the Soviets, the Chinese or countries of non-Christian religions- yes, that is
true- you can see quite a few American converts in very far flung places- these are not
fundamentalists, but they enjoy a place where religion and state are one. Particularly, some Black
Americans were attracted to certain foreign states because of a, supposedly, much lesser degree of
racism, and a far greater acceptance of Blacks in their societies.
What happens with many dissidents when they relocate can be rather baffling. Many end up very
confused and begin to experience an identity crisis.
Let‟s take Soviet dissidents, for example. Or Cuban ones. When in Cuba or the USSR, the state of
affairs is clear- the regime is ultra-left and evil; the dissidents, on the other hand, are usually proright, thinking intellectuals who believe in democracy and freedom; and finally, after a long struggle,
they escape to the West ready and hopeful to be among other freedom loving individuals of the same

intellectual make-up, who, like themselves, love and treasure democratic capitalism and believe in the
ideals of the West.
When they arrive in the West, they are in for a shock. Many Western intellectuals are not pro-right at
all, but are, actually, very left-leaning. These are pro-gay, pro-socialist, pro-so many „evils‟ that these
dissidents have fought against to begin with. The pro-right people in the West are actually found
among the not-so-educated working classes with whom these dissidents and the local thinkers have
nothing in common. Because the dissidents come from a Communist country, some Western prorightists, who are usually not very bright to begin with, declare them to be “commie, foreign
immigrants”, give them no support whatsoever, and shun them, while the left-leaning „intellectual‟
classes also have nothing in common with them as they are busy promoting socialist ideals that the
dissidents have devoted their entire lives struggling against.
They are also shocked to see refugees from fascist dictatorship in Latin America who are living in the
US, while, at the same time, holding meetings of Communist and Socialist committees and talking
about the US Imperialism in their countries. This comes as a big shock, and a personal identity crisis
sets in. “Hey, you guys, socialism does not work! I‟ve been there, I know!” In one ear, out the other.
The Communist meetings continue.
The main question that these dissidents ask the Western Leftists is always this: “if you are so much to
the left, why don‟t you go and live in Cuba?” Or “How do you know what life under socialism is like? I
have lived under it, and I know what it is all about. You are here, enjoying all the fruits of Capitalism,
a nice car, a nice apartment, fully stocked supermarkets, while, at the same time, promoting a social
idea that you have not experienced in practice”. Needless to say, angry debates explode, the formerly
progressive dissident is now labeled reactionary, redneck, fascist, and other bad names and eventually
he remains alone, baffled and unsure of his identity anymore.
A Russian proverb reads “One with a full stomach does not believe one who is hungry”.
At the same time, the dissident continues being called a “pinko bastard” by the less enlightened
elements of society. Many working classes in the West do not even know the difference between
Communism and Fascism. Many cannot even find communist countries on the world map.
“He is from a Communist country, hence, he is a Commie operative”. He is asked daily questions such
as “Why are you here? Are you a KGB agent? Are you a spy? Do they allow you people to be here?”
Refugees from Communist Vietnam sometimes get harassed by the poorer elements of veteran
Americans who call them Viet Congs and other unflattering names.
A Nicaraguan refugee from Communism whom I once knew ended up in Guatemala, and he often
complained that he took a great deal of flak from both sides- the progressive, thinking leftists (it
seems that a huge part of Latin American intellectuals is) who declared him a traitor, and the common
people who called him „Comunista‟ and refused him friendship and means of livelihood. „Nicaragua is a
communist country. You are from Nicaragua. Hence, you are a Communist! „ Hard to argue with that.
How can you? Especially, if the reasoning comes from a potential job-giver.
He eventually ended up in the US where he was, at least, able to establish himself as a human being,
even though his pro-right views only found true sympathy among other refugees from his homeland.
The same thing happened with those not many Westerners who ended up in the East because they
believed in the rosy ideals of Marx and Lenin. The thinkers and the people with any kind of brain there
were virulent anti-Communists, while the left wingers were the lazy and corrupt bureaucrats who
these new idealist immigrants had nothing in common with. It was again, a big disappointment,
aggravated by the severe realities of trying to live in the under-supplied and inefficient societies that
did not seem to work even in the most basic aspects of daily life.
In extreme cases, such idealists got arrested by the leftist governments on trumped up spying
charges and sent to the Gulag or its equivalent. “They are from the West. Hence, they are enemy
agents. Capitalists”. Logical, isn‟t it? A communist peasant KGB officer does not usually have too high
an IQ to figure out that while the person is from the West, he is in fact not a spy but a socialist

sympathizer. Many thus ended up dying of starvation and exposure in the Gulag labor camp complex.
Many Americans who converted to a foreign faith and ended up in some parts of the world where it is
practiced, were also appalled by the corruption and how so many people there do not follow the
religion as ardently as these very sincere American believers of it do.
What is the conclusion? There are two:
1) Most people are not travelers and they do not really know what it is like in other countries. They
have not lived there. They may sound intellectual, but they simply lack hands-on experience of
someone who has actually lived under the system. They think grass is greener on the other side.
Some may have degrees, but they are still very naïve. The only sure way to enlighten them is to
forcibly transport them by planes onto such countries and let them live there for a few years on the
local economy. A nice idea, but almost a logistical impossibility. Hence, a blank, unbelieving stare is all
you get from such people.
2) As much as it goes against one‟s often altruistic ideals, creating one‟s personal philosophy from the
good parts of every philosophy available on earth and applying it to one‟s daily life to the best of one‟s
ability seems to be the only way. Winning by being stubborn, but at the same time sneaky and
discreet, seems to work best. Once you relocate to another country, get ready to face ignorance
coming from everywhere and try your best not to be affected by it. I have known Cubans and
Nicaraguans who have given up on arguing about ideologies when in the US, and, instead,
concentrated on making money and just taking care of themselves. Sometimes, rugged individualism
seems to be the best cure for identity crises of the transplanted dissidents.
***
Best things in life are cheap
Best things in life are…cheap if you know where to look.
I do believe that best things in life may be free, but what is not free is getting to where they are and
putting yourself in the situations where you are more likely to find them.
Too many of us are simply short of both time and money to be able to travel to places where such
things are free.
Some twenty odd years ago I had a dream to fall in love with a French girl, and to have her say to
me: ”Je t‟aime”. It did happen, but not in Paris. Since I had no money to go to France, I decided to
take a train from New York to Montreal, and then, on to Quebec City. This is about as close to France
culturally as you can get. I had only $800 at my disposal which I changed to Canadian money and it
became something like $1200 in their dollars- quite a big factor in giving me more breathing space
while on the trip. I rented a room in a student boarding house, and spent one month hanging around
the Gothic, Celtic and very French city of Quebec- a strange, out of place town which, in my opinion,
simply does not belong in North America as we know it. It has an old section of town behind a
mediaeval wall, and many castles, courtyards, and quite European-looking shadowy alleys which make
you feel like you are, in fact, living in France.
I started frequenting a café in the town where people were friendly and where I met a local girl. We
fell in love and, one day, we both stood in front of St. Lawrence River with the huge Frontenac Castle
behind us, and she murmured as she looked straight at me. “Je t‟aime”.
This memory is so precious and so intense that up until today I cannot forget the solemn, ice-bound
watercourse to the right of me, the crisp air around us, the oblique winter sun, the shadow of the
somber castle hanging over us, and the words “ I love you” uttered in French, the most beautiful
language on Earth.
I think that for some, an experience like that may be worth many years of work and struggle, but it
cost me only $800. It was one of the greatest highlights of my entire life. It wasn‟t costly, but it
wasn‟t free, either. I still had to spend money to get to Quebec City and to take buses around it, feed

my girlfriend, etc. It was money well-spent, though.
I also did something that not many people do. Since I was very poor at that time, I was able to take
„French courses‟ by becoming an “auditor‟ at LaVal University‟- the biggest institution of higher
learning in that town. I attended many classes, met quite a few people, all without paying a dime. I
asked the university staff if I had to pay for classes if I did not take them for credit, and all said “„No‟,
just talk to the teacher, and if the teacher says „it‟s OK‟, then just go ahead and sit in the class”.
All this was done in just thirty days, but the amount of experience was tremendous. Many months
have come and go, each one so much like the other, but that was probably the best month in that
period of my life. It was not free, but it was like so many other best things in life- inexpensive.
So, since then, I have dedicated a lot of time to studying where I could get quality time and meet
quality people, enjoy great beaches and sunsets, fall in love, dance, make great friends for as little
money as possible. And it is very doable if one sits down and does his homework. The thing is, one
simply needs to pick a destination which contains unusually concentrated amounts of a certain thing
one likes, be it great beaches, great people or great food, but it has to be a bit off the beaten path
where most people do not go. Like Quebec City. This way, you will be able to enjoy the best things in
life cheaply because best things in life are relatively cheap.
***
Religion and Tradition
A lot of strife nowadays is generated by religious intolerance which is a bit difficult for those who come
from fairly liberal societies to understand. My observation is that while religious differences are
definitely a serious cause, the bigger cause is really in the combination of religion and tradition.
In most societies of the world religion is something you inherit from you ancestors. It is simply a
traditional way of viewing the world and your place in it, your relationship with the One you pray to,
combined with the explanation of various phenomena and a code for behavior. Most people in the
world did not invent the religions they practice. They got them from their forebears. And, unless you
live in very liberal cities of the West, few people will be recent converts to a religion. The majority will
simply become heirs to the way of worship and the worldly view based on how their parents, the
society around them and, often, the governments, dictated that they believe.
If you are born in a country X, and are not a big city in California somewhere, you will probably have
very little choice or even desire to acquire or change a religion. The country is of a certain religious
denomination, your parents practice it, the inhabitants around you practice it and, in school and at
work, most people you meet are practitioners of the same faith. Parents are probably the most
powerful tool in transmitting a religion. If you have a child to whom a smiling mother and father bring
a certain hallowed book when he or she is very small, and tell him/her that that is the correct way to
see the world and that is what a child should follow and be proud of, then in 99% of cases, that is
what the child will be. If, then, the parents start taking the child to an official place of worship of that
religion, just like their parents did to them, then, of course, the child will grow up to be a good ( put
the name of the follower of a religion here). Neither the parents nor the child actually sit down and
examine their beliefs. They simply follow the tradition that spans hundreds or thousands of years and
trust it to be good.
If one is to experience a particular religious awakening or a desire to radically improve one self, he or
she will rarely change religions. Most often than not, he will either get deeper into his/her present
religion or, in some extreme cases, change denominations.
When I lived in the Caribbean I saw many examples of people who would say that they 'became'
Christians. I would often ask them “Well, excuse me, what were you before?” "I was Catholic". "Well,
isn‟t Catholic a Christian, too? They would hem and haw and say, "Well, yes, but not a true one.” I
would often hear things such as “I have studied many religions and I finally understood one profound
truth- Jesus is the answer”. Somehow, the tradition would still keep the people in that area within the
same "range" of religion even though they would change sects simply because the major sources of

spiritual information would be, in their majority, Christian. There would be few if any Buddhist or
Taoist temples, few mosques, and knowledge about such faiths would be hard to obtain. Hence, the
move from Catholic to Protestant as a major spiritual upheaval. Not much else is available there.
When going to Buddhist countries, I would again witness a similar phenomenon. The country is
Buddhist, the temples around are Buddhist, the loving parents who inherited Buddhism from their
ancestors teach their children symbols of Buddhism and the child faithfully and trustingly follows what
his family, society, schools and friends follow- a Buddhist spiritual tradition. Sometimes, the Buddhist
would switch from Hinayana to Mahayana, but rarely move on to other creeds.
Problems begin when you have people who grew up in one religious tradition and who are completely
convinced of its total and undisputable truth -their parents and their society, teachers and elders told
them that it was so-meet another group of people who had inherited another religious teaching
through all the organs in their respective society, and whose view on God, worship and societal
behavior differ from the first group. In other words, because of their own unique historical
circumstances, the groups are now followers of different dogmas with each group feeling that their
teaching is „natural”, “correct” and not to be questioned under any circumstances because it comes
from books and other sources that are too holy to be challenged.
Each group usually feels prejudiced against the other‟s teaching because, just like a foreign language,
it does not seem natural to them, and because it is not expected and is strange, it is, therefore,
wrong. The other group, that followed its own millennia-old customs will feel the same way about the
first group.
Most groups of people will never be able to judge another spiritual teaching impartially and will only be
able to compare it to what is normal to them. And their „normal‟ belief is, strictly speaking, not theirs
as a product of some thought-filled realization, but, again, as a consequence of a habit passed on over
many generations. They inherit it from within the environment where it is most prevalent and widespread- their country.
The situation is aggravated by the fact that people are by nature social animals, and, belonging to a
certain religion gives them a sense of identity. They now fit in with a larger group and they get
support and guidance from it. Also, because in many parts of the world, not being part of an official
creed invites social and economic ostracism, only a true rebel would ever dare to challenge it, while
the „moral‟ and „proper‟ member of that society will conform to it so that others see him/her as good
and civil and worthy of trust and acceptance.
Sometimes you do witness religious tolerance but such forbearance is just that-"You stay there and do
your thing, and we stay here and do ours, that thing we have always done, and let's live in peace, but
deep inside we know that we are right, but you are all wrong and I hope one day you will realize that".
In addition to that, we have very few people who are really and truly students of another faith even
for scholastic purposes. Most would never touch another holy book except their own. Few Christians
have read the Holy Koran which nevertheless does not stop them from making "knowledgeable"
comments about it. Few peaceful inter-tradition dialogues take place. All this widens the gap of
misunderstanding between members of different faiths.
People's affinity for tradition, and the failure to realize that we have other societies on this planet who
are also followers of their own holy traditions that were passed on to them by their ancestors, and
who also feel that they are right, as well as our tribal preference for people who are closer to us by
their traditions is what has been creating so much strife today.
We need to promote more dialogue, more openness and more inter-religious communication. We need
to study other religions deeply and objectively. Only then can we hope to have some kind of peaceful
coexistence and learn to overcome our mistrust for one another.
***

Jealousy in the Third World
Jealousy is a basic human emotion, and it generally manifests itself in situation where one observes
other people having things that one does not have, and/or living a lifestyle that one cannot afford to
live.
Jealousy is a strong emotion, however; in the First World countries it rarely assumes destructive
proportions unless you find yourself among the really poor and deprived underclass which is not the
First World mainstream. In the Third World, jealousy can be very powerful since the Underclass is the
mainstream, and you as an expat can become its victim if you are not careful enough.
How so? Well, in the First World, opportunities are generally available to a greater percentage of the
population than in the developing countries. Student loans, grants, scholarships and other such
programs usually enable the person to move from being poor to, at least, becoming middle class. In
addition to that, many First World countries are privacy minded- “Mind Your Own Business!” is the
motto there. Also, religions and life philosophies in many a developed country teach people to change
and improve themselves and instill in one a spirit of confidence. Therefore, if one becomes jealous of
achievements of another, it more often than not serves as a healthy impetus to improve oneself. “You
just wait! Next year I will have a bigger car than yours, and I will buy a house better than yours“.
Such a healthy expression of envy is actually good as it makes people work harder, and, usually,
many opportunities and resources are in place to help one „push himself up in the world‟.
In many developing nations, that may not be the case. Social classes are much more static and
moving from one stratum of society to another is a great difficulty for most people, if not an outright
impossibility. There are few scholarships, no student loans or grants and the rich get education, while
the poor are destined for only minimal improvement of their lot. In addition to that, many religious
and philosophical teachings there, as well as the whole culture are very much focused on preserving
the status quo. Being ambitious is seen as a betrayal to one‟s proletarian ideals and as a gesture that
one is abandoning one‟s community of poor people and is trying to become better than others. The
rich also see such upstarts as a threat to the hegemony that they hold over the lower classes- a
source of labor to them. Therefore, an average poor person in a poor nation may not even conceive of
the desire to improve oneself. And even if he/she does, the money that one obtains will swiftly be
sucked out of one‟s pocket as poor relatives and friends who are not studying, and who do not have
good jobs will be there waiting for a handout. Hence, someone who manages to get an education will
forever be burdened by a group of other indigent people whom one has to help continuously. Poor
people in the Third World often have large families and no money to feed them. A son that got a
degree and is working now will see his salary melt away as he now supports a large extended
household. His money will be vanishing like water poured into the sand.
Jealousy in the Third World is many times more powerful than in the First one. There, it emanates
from people who were never taught that they could in fact develop themselves, take care of
themselves and make money. “You are better than, me? I will destroy you! “ They seethe with the
resentment for the rich of their own country and see them as absolute overlords whose lifestyle they
can never even remotely hope to achieve. Then, revolutions take place; the former slaves get into the
government after destroying the local rich and, in turn, become lords who rule over the poor classes
with vengeful cruelty. The paupers become tyrants and the society continues as it was before- the few
rich at the top, a huge number of hopelessly poor at the bottom with a tiny „middle class‟ which is
never sure of its identity and position in society, and which receives a dose of scorn from both the rich
and the poor each one thinking it as part of the other.
When a First World expat decides to live in such a developing country, he/she will need to be
extremely careful. There have been cases of expats settling in such Third World countries, hoping for a
happy life thereafter in a cheap tropical paradise, only to become targets of jealousy and antipathy.
They would be caught between the rock and the hard place. The poor would see them as unwelcome
invaders who have come to exploit them, and the ruling classes would see them as a menace to their
status and the power which they held over the poor.

A rich foreign man with a big car and a beautiful local wife would, on occasions, end up being killed
along with his spouse (who would be called a traitor who has sold out to a wealthy foreigner) by the
masses of the deprived jealous natives in extreme cases, but most often than not, constantly hit for
money by the “lazy” indigenous neighbors who
never even dream of paying them back. They would end up cheated, overcharged, and often treated
with derision by the locals. All based on nothing but intense jealousy.
In some cases, there were expat men who dreamt of opening businesses with their wives and helping
the local community. These would be seen as unwanted competition and threat to its domination of
some kingpin who would then resort to the services of a local hit man to do away with the foreigner
and his wife. Often, both the rich and the poor do not want their status quo to be disturbed in such
places. The poor do not like those richer than them to come over, raise prices and steal their women
from them, and the moneyed classes do not want the new parvenue to treat the poor better than they
do because this way the downtrodden masses will lose their spirit of obedience to those who are welloff.
So what is the solution?
If your fate or choice has landed you in such a place, you will have to do your best to keep a low
profile and try to pass yourself off as someone who is just passing through or who is living in the place
temporarily even if one remains there forever. If one wants to do business, one should try and do it in
larger urban areas which resemble the developing world, and where one can get lost in the crowd. If
one decides to live in smaller, more rural places, one should only have small businesses staffed by
local people and be as unnoticeable as one can be. Under no circumstances should one sell out all of
his possessions back in one‟s home country and move to the Third World completely. A base in a solid
First World country to which one can revert if things turn sour because of the Third World jealousy
must be maintained at all times. And, while you are in the developing foreign land, talk softly, smile a
lot, look poor, sometimes even complain about how difficult business is for you, and keep to yourself
as much as you can.
Another good thing that many such expats do is starting businesses in tourist areas where they blend
in with the endless ebb and flow of tourist crowds. There, they remain largely undistinguishable from
temporary visitors and obtain money from sources outside the country. But even there, you always
have to be careful. Jealousy may still raise its green head at any time and harm you in ways you may
never know.
***
Non-accredited US Degrees; who are they good for?
As I thumb through major international magazines, I often come upon all these schools that advertise
their long distance programs as well as on-campus programs for BAs, MAs and PhDs. They make it a
point to convince the potential student that the degrees are legal and approved. And I keep seeing the
ads over and over again everywhere I look. I have often wondered- since in the US, accreditation is
such a big deal, where do they get the suckers to enroll in all these not-so-valuable educational
curricula that are unaccredited?
Many of such schools also advertise on the Net and tout faces of their happy graduates-big smiles and
testimonies on how good their programs are. Since I see these ads year after year, they must be
attracting quite a few students. But who can they attract?
It is well known in the US that a non-accredited degree can be a time bomb. If you get a BA, MA or Ph
D from a school that did not pass the rigorous accreditation requirements by special commissions that
does that, your career can be put at risk and you can lose your job. If you try to work in the
government sector or for respectful colleges in the US, Canada or the UK, they will not even let you
near those places, and you will most probably never get a job there even if you are admitted for an
interview.

However, that is not the case when you deal with a number of developing countries such as Thailand
or Pakistan or even developed countries such as Japan. In many such countries, there is no American
concept of „accreditation‟, and, because the degrees are legal in the US, they add a great deal of
prestige and job-finding power to their holders in those countries.
And I am not talking about degree mills. There are quite a few very good universities in the US that
are approved and legal, but not accredited. They have good BA and MBA programs and fairly good
teachers. Their fees are very low and that is very attractive to many overseas students who cannot
afford a traditional US degree from a reputable school.
A Taiwanese student, who wants to be a manager at a private company in his country, will find such a
degree a windfall. It shows that he now knows about business, can read and understand English and
most importantly, that he studied at an American university. Hired!
The same goes for PhD holders from some obscure Louisiana college which grants such doctorates.
They are legal all right, but you cannot get a job with them at most places in the US. However, if you
are a Thai citizen living in Bangkok and you apply for a job at a private, say, real estate company in
Bangkok, you will often get a good position and your degree will be a big door opener in your society,
in general. Thai society, that is. In the private sector, mostly.
Some Japanese and other non-English -speaking First-Worlders, who cannot afford to go to the US to
study, also avail themselves of these $4000 diplomas. “I have a degree from the US” is a potent
indicator of one‟s competence. Accredited? What‟s „accredited‟?” Many people would not even know
the meaning of the word. American college? Graduated? Speaks English? Welcome!
This way, while the graduates may not become professors at large public universities- these would
require an attestation of the document by the US Embassy-, quite a few private companies will
generally welcome these American-educated potential employees.
As you travel around the world, particularly the so-called Third World, and visit offices of many a
manager there, you will see such degrees proudly displayed on the walls of their offices. Now you
know where these schools get their students from.
Incidentally, while there, you will often see US movies playing at their movie theaters with American
stars whom you may have never seen before. These are also “non-accredited” US movies by smallbudget studios made specifically for the Third World market. Do not be surprised if your foreign
friends start asking you about whether you like a certain actor and you have never even heard his
name. They are about as famous in the US as those non-accredited American universities which have,
nevertheless, managed to improve the lives of quite a few people. At a fraction of the cost.
***
The Ugly Mess they Call Multiculturalism
Have you ever noticed how the term “Multi-Cultural” is often applied to the British colonies such as the
US, Canada, Australia, and even Malaysia and Singapore, and how few other countries who were not
British possessions give themselves such a description? The Soviet Union was a multi-national country
and so was Yugoslavia but they were never called “multi-cultural”. Countries in South America have a
more rigid class system, but, by and large, the Spanish or Portuguese models have never been called
multi-cultural to my knowledge.
I have, on several occasions, come upon a few ultra-right websites who complain that certain
elements in America ( such as Jews and Liberals) are aiming at diluting the US "racial purity" by
bringing in "non-white immigrants" and turning the US into a multi-cultural nightmare.
There are, on the other hand, left-leaning groups who glorify multi-culturalism and proclaim that it
serves everyone's interest to preserve our diversity; that the US has always been a nation of
immigrants, and that it should stay that way.

Somehow, I feel that both sides are missing the point, so, being a centrist, I would like to give you my
own take on how the much-lauded, much-vilified multiculturalism came about.
When the US was founded, it was primarily an English colony. Because it broke away from England, it
sought to do away with a lot of class restrictions of the old society, so, official documents were written
and enshrined to create a country based on the principle that „all men were created equal„. The other
principle as important in outlining American social philosophy was the "self-evidence" that people born
or naturalized in the United States were, by virtue of that, US citizens.
Other countries were not like that and still aren‟t. You can be born in Korea, but if you are not Korean
by blood, you are not Korean. That‟s just how it is there. You can be born in Saudi Arabia, but the
Saudi nationality is not given to you because of that. Getting citizenship in those societies is hard, and
even if you ever manage to get it, you will still never be one of them in social terms.
In America, these two principles should have been enough to create a veritable melting pot where
people would harmoniously and naturally mix with one another and thus create a great American
nationality. The same way as it happened in Brazil. However, there were also opposing principles in
the US culture of those times which did not allow the One Nation Under God to truly develop, and,
instead, lead to several parallel ethno-cultures arising in its place.
1) The birth of the "white" identity.
Most Europeans are not aware of the fact that they are “white”, and do not think of themselves as
„white„. Germans think of themselves as Germans, and Poles think of themselves as Poles. The British
were English, Scottish or Welsh, not "white". The term 'white' originated during the colonial times,
when various Western conquerors came upon the shores of continents where people had a darker
pigmentation than these colonists did. Still, in many Spanish colonies, the conquistadors thought of
themselves more as „Spaniards‟ than „whites„. It was in the English colonies that the 'white' selfnomination became the strongest.
Some of the Founding Fathers, after creating a white ‟nationality‟, went as far as declaring that only
the English were “white”, and even people like Germans and Swedes were not. I can‟t imagine why,
though.
This new white "ethnos" took a deep root in the American psyche and became a cornerstone in
creating other identities which eventually split America into several new uniquely American "ethnic
groups" the likes of which seem to exist as serious ethnic identities in the US and some other British
colonies only: the Blacks, the Hispanics, the Asians, etc.
After the Native Americans had been pushed out and the Founding Fathers had a “white”, mostly
ethnically “English” nation in America, they, very contradictorily to their own plans, did not keep it
that way. I guess, becoming wealthy was more important. So, they went ahead and brought slaves
from Africa. Why? Well, you see, they faced a “labor shortage”, and importing the English was
probably too expensive. Slaves worked for free. To them, it seems, growing rich by slave labor while
bringing thousands upon thousands of captive Africans into the country was more imperative than
preserving a newly found “white nation”. They did not think about what these slaves and their
descendants would become in the future, where they would live, how they would change the character
of the “white country” that they had been trying to create. In other words, they had two conflicting
desires- one for „racial purity‟ and one for profit at another man‟s expense, whoever he may be.
Black people from Africa did not think of themselves as Black, either, until they came to America. They
thought of themselves by the name of tribes that they belonged to. However, these African identities
were completely obliterated and instead morphed into a new “Black” identity by the virtue of different
tribes being dumped together in the New World. They were now called “Black” by the settlers who
were calling themselves “White”.
Thus, there were now two nations in the US, one Black and one White. When the slaves were finally
freed, the two legal principles mentioned before eventually and, after along struggle „kicked in‟ in their

favor and helped „adjust their status„- the first one again was that „all men were created equal‟, and
the second one was that almost sacred conviction of every American that anyone born in the United
States was a US citizen. Following these events, albeit not immediately, a “Black”, and later”AfricanAmerican” identity was born.
2) The English snobberies:
The first settlers brought a lot of the Old World, uniquely English snobberies with them. The main one
was that anyone who was not English and /or who did not act, speak or look English was somehow
inferior. Being an American in those times meant to be „English‟, or, at least, talk and behave like one
and have an English name to boot.
OK, it was their country now and they made the rules. This I can go along with. But they again do not
practice what they preach and they go ahead and start bringing in boatloads of new immigrants from
Europe because they are facing a new labor shortage and need someone to man factories and coal
mines. They took advantage of turmoil and hunger on the Old Continent and brought more new, nonEnglish people in.
When the Irish and, later, the Germans, the Italians and the East European Jews arrived, they came
up against these merciless English snobberies. Instead of being embraced into a “melting pot”, many
were kept at a distance by the people who had come before them and were not accepted as true
Americans for a long time. If you had a non-English name, a foreign accent or, God forbid, spoke a
foreign language, and did not behave as the original British settlers, you faced ostracism. You were
kept at an arm‟s length and treated as an outsider. In addition to that, even after you had children in
the US, again, the original settlers would still call them Italians, Irish, Jewish or Polish and continued
to discriminate against them for some generations to come.
The reaction of the new native-born Americans was to assert pride in their origin, and hyphenate
themselves. “I am proud to be an Italian- American! “, “I am proud to be an Irish-American! “ Such
hyphenated pride was often simply a backlash to the snootiness of the first English settlers. The new
people were Americans because they were born in the US, but for since because they were not British
in origin, they would still be considered not quite American for a long time to come. Hence, they would
now form a previously unknown “dual” identity the likes of which did not exist in the Old World, where
either you were German or you were not, or you were an Irishman or you were not. It was simple
there. It became complicated in the US. Hyphenization seemed to solve the problem somewhat.
No such phenomenon took place in South America. People there simply became Argentineans,
Uruguayans and Panamanians, although many were from the same countries as the immigrants that
came to the US.
In North America, on the other hand, many of such groups became encysted in ethnic neighborhoods
and special sections of the cities partly because they needed the support of like souls in the new land,
and, partly, because those who had come before them discriminated against them
None of these American ethno- identifying terms helped in creating a single American identity, but
rather, further paved the way to what we now know as Multi-Culturalism.
To give the South American example again, if you take a nation like Chile, you will learn that their
national hero was of Irish background and his name was Bernardo O‟Higgins. However, he is not
known as an “Irish-Chilean Liberator“; just a “Chilean” one. In Latin America, they had presidents with
names such as Kubischek, and Stroessner and they would just be called Brazilians and Paraguayans,
because, in those societies, there was little snobbery against people who were not like the original
Spanish „founders„. They were simply and naturally embraced because they had been born in the
country. Mostly, the ethnic background was simply not important. Your money and ability was. That is
why many Latin Americans of various immigrant origins cannot understand the US people‟s tendency
to hyphenate and to be proud of being, say, an Italian -(American), all while not having Italian
citizenship, never having been to Italy and not speaking any Italian. Why can‟t a person be just an
American? they muse. They are not aware of how in the US, the English exclusiveness reverberating
through two centuries keeps many people from becoming members of society with only one word to

describe them as one would be in so many countries south of the US border.
But let us go back to the US. With all the snobberies and the “white identity” still in place, the US
government surprisingly goes ahead and purchases Louisiana with its very mixed Creole population,
then annexes the northern part of Mexico with its mostly mixed “mestizo” inhabitants, and, later,
brings in Hawaii, the Philippines and Puerto Rico under its fold with more “non-white” people now
joining the country in one way or another. Add to that the Chinese and Japanese laborers that were
brought in to build railroads, and the appropriation of the territories of Guam, Samoa and the
Marianas, and the United States again adds to its population a veritable potpourri of new cultures and
identities. Please explain to me the logic: If being “white” was so important to so many “original”
Americans, why are they bringing in all these cultures that they did not consider as their equals? And,
shouldn‟t they now become more open-minded to other cultures and ethnicities?
So, thus you now have a cultural dilemma on your hands. How are you going to sort it out? The
original principles of the Constitution would again be applied: all people born or naturalized in the US
are US citizens and those born or naturalized in US possessions are US nationals. However, because of
the unnatural “white nationality “ which now encompassed all the English descendants as well as other
Europeans who by now have been “Americanized” still in place with all its superciliousness, there is
still there the continued stratification and discrimination across all strata of society. The groups who
cannot join “the white nation” form their own divisions based on how they look and how they see each
other. Chinese and Japanese become Asian- Americans, Puerto Ricans and Mexicans become Hispanic
Americans while Italians and Jews join the “White” or “Caucasian” group.
(By the way, outside of the English language, the word “Caucasian” means people from the Caucasus
mountains- Armenians, Georgians, Azeris. However, in the US, it means people with “light skin”
having origins in Europe, Middle East and N. Africa now. So the Berbers and Afghans have now joined
the English. Kind of inconsistent if you ask me. I often wonder what anthropologists these classifiers
have contacted before they coined all these arbitrary terms.)
As a result, all the above groups with the remnants of the Native Americans solidify themselves into a
five-race system that is America today.
If you come from another country and move to the United States, you will soon feel the pressure to
join one of these „tribes‟ and abandon your original identity as a Thai, a Peruvian or a German. No,
you do not melt into America. You melt into a White America, a Black America, an Asian or a Hispanic
America. There is very little that you can do to fight against this ludicrous system as you are now
outnumbered by people who will assign you to one of these groups whether you want it or not. This is
how these things developed over two centuries and this is now the official policy of the government,
schools and workplace. All thanks mainly to the strange New World phenomenon of „whiteness‟ and
the English snobberies which have been rolling down the hill and ricocheting against everybody in this
country for two centuries resulting in splitting of the US into such five slices.
Yes, it is true. If you are new to the US, and you want to just make friends with all the people there,
you will inevitably clash with this Quinto-Tribal structure sooner or later. If, say, you are a Dutchman
who came to the US and you wants to associate with Black Americans, date Black girls, or associate
with Hispanic Americans and date Mexican-American girls, etc., you will now encounter resistance and
be called “Caucasian”/ “White”/“Anglo” and often made aware of your new identity even though you
had never thought of yourself as anything other than “Dutch” before.
Politicians and liberal elements exploit this “Five-Nations in One” divisions to get votes, pitch one
group of people against another, while the ultra right elements declare this to be a Jewish conspiracy
to obliterate the “white nation” in order to make America safe for the Jews.
Very few people in the US are trying to forge an American national unity on creating an identity that is
just purely “American” which is how it should be. The reaction to the original rejection by the English
of whoever was not like them two hundred years ago keeps boiling in the veins of the American
population up until today.

3) Guilt-ridden Liberals.
The original Protestant culture may have been intolerant, but now, after having understood the „evil‟
that has been done to anyone who was not “white”, a new formula to correct the situation has been
devised- forced integration. So, instead of teaching everybody that people should be just Americans
and One Nation under God, and that we should all just be nice to our fellow man, the guilt-ridden
elements try and correct the past wrongs by simplifying the problem and applying many broad
measures across the board while hurting innocent people in the process.
The new philosophy is this- “We have the following protected species in this country- the AfricanAmericans (never use the horrible word “Black“!), the Asians (do not use the word “Oriental”, it is not
PC!), the Native Americans (do not say “Indian“, please!), and the Hispanics which rarely includes
Spaniards or Argentineans of German descent. Now, we have to promote these and protect them by
law but against whom? Mainly, against the whites. But who are the whites? They are now a bunch of
Italians, Jews, Irishmen and other such groups who had been for a long time discriminated against by
the English descendants, as well.
They, however, do not seem to get protection in the same way as the above groups. Even if other
„tribes‟ treat them bad for past slavery and oppression (which the Italian peasants from Sicily did not
practice, nor did the Irish, the Jews, or the Scandinavian settlers in Minnesota were ever guilty of). It
is unfair, again, but now the wrong people are paying for the dead slave owners‟ crimes. Some
elements among poor whites start forming militias and joining ultra right groups. All while the rich
„whites‟ really do not care. Which brings us to another stark truth in today‟s America.
4) Profit is almost always above racial or national solidarity.
For a long time now, an average white American employer, a “John Smith” has discovered that hiring
a Jose Rodriguez from Mexico costs less than hiring another John Smith from the US. Jose Rodriguez
will work for less because his family is often in Mexico, and Mexico is cheaper than the US. $50 a day
is a fortune in Mexico. Jose Rodriguez is working hard and is very happy with his job. But the other
John Smith, the employee, is complaining that he is not making enough. The Smiths live in the US;
not Mexico. School tuition is high, housing is expensive. He wants more money. „To hell with a fellow
John Smith,” says the Gringo employer-“I am hiring Jose Rodriguez who is here illegally. I‟ll save
money in the process and make a fatter profit.”
In the US, when it comes to money, profit by any means possible often takes precedence over race,
nationality, ethnic origin, citizenship or patriotism. Americans will usually hire anybody who costs less.
The “white cause” is now opium for the poor, unemployed, and oppressed rural whites. But the
economic reality is still this: an illegal Mexican plumber will come to your house and repair your faucet
for $30. An American plumber (often white, but, sometimes, black, Hispanic or Asian) will charge you
$200 for the same job.
What will a white American rather have- a white mechanic who presents him with an $800 bill for
simple repairs on his vehicle, or an illegal Mexican mechanic who will repair his car for $300 or less?
The answer is obvious.
For years, indignant comments have been made about illegal immigrants more than half of whom
come from Mexico and Central America with the far-right groups seeing it as a conspiracy to destroy
“the White Race”. Why don‟t they address the real culprits who hire these people in the first place? mostly other white Americans who are only thinking about making money off of cheap workforce. It is
not about race. It is about the cost of labor. Before, you could get Europeans to come to the US and
work cheaply, but now Europe is richer than the US, and even East Europeans would rather go and
work in Germany or Portugal and make Euros than travel to America and make dollars which are now
worth less and less. That is the main reason why you do not see so many Europeans coming to these
shores anymore.
The Hispanic population in the US will continue growing not because of some preposterous Jewish
conspiracy, but simply because Gringo employers will welcome these cheap workers since they make

them rich. And, because the US law states that anyone born in the US is a US citizen, the children of
these immigrants will be unconditional US citizens in the future. And they will bring their families to
join them. Forces of economics are what is shaping the US ethnic demographics, not some fantasy
meetings by mythical Elders of Zion in Williamsburg.
Another thing that a “white” American (or any other American) has also discovered very recently was
that outsourcing a job that was meant to go to a John Smith or even a Jose Rodriguez in the US, to a
Mr. Singh in India or a Mr. Lee in China was even cheaper. That means more money saved and a
wider profit margin. So, what is more important? Hiring a fellow “white“, or even a fellow American of
another ethnic group, or saving more money and becoming rich in the process? The answer again is
obvious.
This leaves poorer „whites‟ in America angered by the fact that their jobs and wages are being eroded
and many of them become resentful of these new workers further keeping America divided. Some join
the Skinheads (instead of going to computer schools) and mistakenly rant against people that have
nothing to do with the “Destruction of White America“. Blacks, too, feel the pinch and blame the
illegals for stealing jobs instead of placing the blame on American employers who hire such workers.
These job-related squabbles further drive the wedge between all these groups in the US, and forever
keep America from becoming a One Nation Under God.
This way the divisions among many ethnicities in America based on the original British insular
snobbishness, mistrust, jealousy, selfish profiteering, lack of respect for the fellow man, the puttering
Melting Pot that melts unevenly and with great interruptions, and the resulting, long-lasting, uneasy
Salad Bowl has been given a fancy name of Multi-Culturalism to camouflage its ugliness. The school
systems and the government‟s unscientific and artificial ethnic classifications further divide people by
giving them unnatural identities that have no equivalent in the countries where these people had
originally come from.
Somehow we cannot seem to be able to correct the situation by following the Latin American example;
we simply cannot teach in schools what many other countries in the Americas teach their kids: “You
are all Panamanians“, “You are all Venezuelans“or “You are all Brazilians“. “You are all Americans” is
hardly ever taught.
I guess neither the Founding Fathers, nor their followers ever went down to the many places on the
another side of the equator to see that people can actually get along more and become much more of
a One Nation Under God without creating a clumsy and unnatural social system that breeds nothing
but continuous unhappiness for all concerned.
***
Selective do-goodism, a wiser policy
In many societies there have been social and racial divisions that have existed for centuries, if not for
millennia. People have learned to live with them and even benefit from them. By appearing in those
countries and trying to be a do-gooder, you may violate the fragile social harmony of those countries
and upset many people in the process. It may even cost you your safety. The wise expat learns to
heed his instincts and acts delicately without becoming a bigot himself in the process.
In some places, there is a very distinct social structure with the poor performing a certain role, the
middle class being a certain way, and the rich being and acting in a certain mode, too. If you appear
there and try and change those roles, you may bring upon yourself more trouble than you had
bargained for. If you start acting like the savior of poor classes, you will often be taken advantage of.
The many poor will simply see you as a sucker and a cash cow and try and exploit your kindness.
They will be coming to borrow money from you and then refuse to repay it; they will mock you behind
your back as a fool that you are to trust the poor and still harbor scorn towards you deep in their
hearts because you are not one of them. Also, the local rich may not like the fact that you are in their
country making them look bad, and, in some cases, may even dispatch a professional specializing in
threatening people. The middle class people will also scorn you because you are sallying yourself by
having contact with the lower classes. Soon you may find yourself quite lonely except for an

occasional visit by another poor person to hit you yet for another loan that will, most probably, never
be repaid.
Your ideas of equality and helping people may not get the welcome that you thought they would.
If you really want to help, do so discreetly and selectively. Contributing to established local charities
could be a good way to do it. Also, setting up a business would be another good way. However,
becoming a lone benefactor in foreign land may earn you more headaches that you thought.
In other places there are established racial groups; each one with a role and attitude towards another
which has, over many centuries, developed into an uneasy, but steady balance. By coming into their
societies and trying to liberate
“oppressed races” may backfire on you from both sides. At best, you will be frustrated; at worst you
may turn into a bigot yourself even if, initially, you were not one at all. You do not fully understand
what is going on and why races there act the way they do. They have a reason to be a certain way
and many have grown very comfortable with their place in society. It would be unwise to disturb the
delicate equilibrium that exists there, and if you do, all kinds of hellish effects may break loose a lot of
which may fall onto your head.
A lot of racism or classism is ,basically, “culturism” that states that some ethnic/social groups are
good for certain professions and certain roles in society and it may not be your place to challenge how
things are in that country. A certain ecological system has developed there and you should not try to
disturb it. Again, if you want to help, do so as discreetly as possible, teach people self-reliance, and, in
the process, watch yourself – otherwise, you may end up in a heap of trouble.
***
Expat Discretion
As an expat, you will often be living in certain places where your presence alone may attract uncalled
attention from a variety of unwanted elements. Jealous locals, fake business partners, women that
want to take advantage of you, prejudiced people who do not like your race or nationality, corrupt
police looking for bribes, etc. One has to be on guard at all times as one is not at home and may not
know the ropes in a foreign land.
I am by nature a very gregarious, open and friendly person; and I like having many people around
me, host noisy parties, have a whole bunch of guys and gals hanging out my house all the time- all
these things make me happy. However, after having lived in places where people were of a different
race, different culture and different values and modes of behavior, I have learned to appreciate the
value of privacy, discretion, low profile and introversion. In some places, you can get beat up just for
being a foreigner, have people file a false report on you with the authorities, have them slander you
out of jealousy or even accuse you of a crime that you have not committed. And you may not be able
to get any help from anywhere as often you are on your own there. After having experienced a certain
shade of all the above, I have trained myself to be a quite, polite and discreet person, mindful of my
own personal space and living in a sort of a bubble, a private fortress that exists either in the
apartment that I occupy, a hotel room or simply dwells in my behavior towards my strange
environment.
If there is a party, I am not always eager to go there. I do not know how people will react to having
the likes of me there and what they will say. If I am invited to someone‟s home, I also think long and
hard about going there. And, if there is an outing, and strange people are coming to it, I am cautious,
again. The friend who is inviting me may like me, but what about his/her friends? Will they like me,
too? I have to think a little bit and assess the situation beforehand. In many cases, I have even
chosen to decline an invitation under some pretext. It may be wise not to show up since not all people
there may be pleased to see me. I do not know who and what they are and I am in a foreign land.
Who knows how I will be treated!
One should not become paranoid either, mind you, but just allow selective entry to anyone who wants

to interact with you and place certain conditional restrictions on anyone who comes into your space.
One also needs to learn about which places are OK to go to and which are off limits to expats like
oneself. In some countries, there are limitations on how deeply you can penetrate the local society
and one should be aware of those borders. Ask other expats who have been there longer about those
limits but also, do not believe them much either. You may have a whole different destiny in that place
from them, so try and find out as much as you can from as many sources as you can. Where are you
welcome? Where are you not welcome? Ask some straight questions and get some plain answers. Do
not rely on tourist brochures or enthusiastic starry-eyed foreigners alone.
Expat life can be very rewarding, but there is a price to pay. Low profile is of paramount importance.
Do not underestimate how crucial it is.
In case of a permanent traveler or resident, privacy, prudence, and discretion are not choices; they
are necessities. One needs to be doubly on guard, doubly careful and often doubly sneaky when one is
abroad. That is the only way to survive in the turbulent and often tricky world out there.
***
Fifteen and Fifty
In some English-speaking countries, where English is an official second language, and many
documents and business communication in general, is in English, there is an interesting linguistic
phenomenon: it is the numerical selling out of the tens and the “teens” which follows the utterance of
the number.
Confused by what I mean? OK, let‟s go to Singapore or Malaysia. A taxi driver tells you that “The ride
to the hotel will be “fif-teeo” dollars. You look puzzled. What is “fif-teeo”?
You mean “fifty?” “No, fif-teeo”, One-Five!” “Oh, I see. You mean fifteen! Now I understand!”
To a Chinese ear there is very little or no perceptible difference between fifteen and fifty. Their
language is very syllabic and it emphasizes every phonic pair with s strong stress. So a native Chinese
speaker or an almost native speaker of pure Singaporean English still cannot hear the distinction
between the two sounds which is very clear to a native American, British or Canadian, Australian
speaker.
Fifty- the accent is on the first syllable. The “y” is now a schwa sound. Fifteen=- the accent is on both
syllables. So much is clear. To you, that is, but not to the tens of millions of second language speakers
out there to whom the difference was obviously never taught in too great a detail.
“How much is a room here?” “Eit- Teoow” dollars”. Again, you look puzzled. “What is Eit-Teeow?” “You
mean eighteen? “No, Eight-Oh.” “Eight Zero”. “Oh, you mean” eighty!” Now I see what you mean. I
was confused for a while.”
To many former colonial citizens the quite obvious difference in pronunciation between nineteen and
ninety, fourteen and forty is completely lost. The Chinese, the Malays, the Indians and even many
Africans are speakers of languages that are either tonal or staccato. They simply cannot distinguish
the tens of from the “teens” as they are spoken by a native. So, thirteen and thirty are pronounced
the same. To avoid the confusion, a digital spell out always follows:
“Sir, this cost seven-teeow, one seven, dollars” (ringgits, takas, etc.)
“I can let you have it for “six-teeow”, zero-six rupees. “
So, when you are abroad, visiting countries where English is the official second tongue, get ready for
the confusion which ensues over the very subtle difference between “–ty” and “–teen” which is almost
completely lost on the natives. And if you cannot understand, politely inquire whether they mean onefive or five-zero. Because there is after all a big difference between fifteen and fifty and you do not
want to pay extra, do you?

***
They all look alike. To you, that is.
When you arrive in a place where for climatic or cultural reasons people look radically different from
the way people look in your country, your first impression is- “They all look the same!”. However,
while to „you‟ they may look the same, they do not look the same to each other. People in China and
India, for example, can quickly determine by facial features what province or part of the country a
person is from.
I remember, while living in Thailand, I was showing photos of my Thai friends to other Thai friends
and they would remark- “Oh, a Khmer!” “And this one is Lao!” How would you know?” I would ask
them? “It is obvious- he has a Khmer face!” “Look at the way the eyes go and then the lips- can‟t you
see that?” I would admit that I couldn‟t. However, after living in one part of Thailand and then visiting
another, I did indeed see what they meant. People did have slightly different features than what I was
now used to. The eyes were of a different shape and so were the outlines of the noses and the
mouths. The height was also different.” I see now”, I said to myself “Now I know what Khmers look
like”.
In Africa, it is the same thing - people quickly pick out tribes by looking at their faces, but I would
have no clue how they can determine which tribe is which so well. They have simply developed an eye
to tell different groups apart after having dealt with them for so long and having had so much
experience with them.
It is the same in Central America. People from Honduras immediately know if the other person is
Salvadoran or Costa Rican, Guatemalan or Nicaraguan. How? By facial features. And also the clothes,
the bearing, all before they hear them speak. “But they all look the same!” To „you‟ they do. Not to
them.
I remember sitting on a street in Japan with a Japanese friend and she picked out a couple and said
“They are not Japanese!” “How did you know?” “The faces and the clothes and the skin color!” I
looked at them, but could not tell the difference. They looked completely the same to me, as any
other Japanese person would. Even after I had lived in Japan for two years.
And to them we ( and „there are different „wes‟ involved) also look the same. Brits are furious for
being mistaken for Americans in Asia. “Can‟t you tell the bloody difference?!” they scream at yet
another hapless Asian who dares to ask them the same question they hear all the time “ Are you an
American?”. And a Lebanese person in Manila is often asked “what (US) state are you from?”. To an
average Filipino and another East Asian, the broad distinguishing marks of being an American are
white skin and a nose that is not flat. An Iranian fits the bill, too.
However, the Filipinos not only can tell each other apart, but they can also tell various East Asians
apart as well. It is very easy for them. But the Caucasians all look the same.
And they look the same to us.
Once in a city in Southern Philippines I was approached by a taxi driver who seemed to recognize me.
He smiled at me and told me that he was so happy I had come back. He also said that he was sorry
that my wife had left me and remarked that I had dyed my hair very well and that it looked natural. (
I was not married and I had not dyed my hair) I was friendly to him, but I was intrigued since I had
not seen the man before. Then he asked me how my trip back to Sweden was. “Sweden?”
“You have got the wrong person!” “I do not even look Swedish!”” I am short and dark, I look more like
a Turk. But to him, I did. Not only I looked like a Swede to him, I also looked indistinguishable from
some Swede that he had met before.
And a similar thing but of a different twist would be true with some Japanese. After having been
introduced to a Japanese person and made acquaintance with him or her, they would pass me by the
next day without as much as saying “Hello”. “Hey, Satoshi, don‟t you remember me? “ He would look

puzzled and I would have to remind him that we had met at a party the night before. It would take
him some time to remember. You see, I would have exactly the same face as any other Caucasian to
him and picking me from the crowd would be an impossibility.
Not only that. Children of my Asian friends would see President Clinton on TV and say that he looked
like me. Some would say that I looked like Paul McCartney. I guess those famous people would
provide some “anchoring” facial features which would then be mentally pasted on faces of all the other
Caucasian foreigners they would meet later.
And I guess we are the same way. Our Filipina girlfriend looks a bit like Imelda Marcos to us, and our
Japanese friend looks like Hirohito. Those are the ones we know the most.
It takes time to learn to distinguish the subcategories, but you will get the hang of it if you stay in one
region long enough. This cannot be said about the natives that you will be living among. They will
always mistake you for the larger category that they have most experiences with. So, a German will
usually be thought of as an Aussie in Malaysia, an American in Japan, and a Brit in Singapore. He
looks like one. And if the German is a female, she will look like Margaret Thatcher. To the locals, that
is.
***

It's climate, stupid!
During the Cold War there was a popular term: “The North-South Divide”. It used to refer to how rich
countries in the North such as the US, Germany. the UK and even the USSR would exploit the poorer
countries in the South such as the Congo, Colombia or Cambodia.
.
So, how did the countries in the North become rich in the first place?
There are several not so politically correct theories that claim that under right conditions, countries in
the north reach a stage where people cannot live comfortably off the fat of the land, and they start
inventing technology. The population is too big, the time in which you can plant and harvest crops is
not enough to feed all the people, thus the inhabitants of such places have to become more inventive
and creative in order to survive and prosper. They start developing equipment, establishing a personal
discipline that is superior to other countries, and then going and conquering them either militarily or
through investments, cultural invasions or by loaning them money they cannot repay and plunging
them into debt.
Countries in the South remained more backward than the Northern countries because people there did
not need to assert themselves as much as the climate is warmer and the land is enough to feed
everybody. So, human beings under such circumstances remain the lazy creatures that they are. They
will just do the minimal effort to get the minimal result, and then relax and enjoy life. Living in a land
that is abundant, full of beautiful women and good friends that lies under a hot (sub) tropical sun near
the sea is not a supposedly the best environment to become an inventor or a conqueror.
Or is it so? Some people will point to the highly developed ancient Egypt, Greece and Rome and say
that these were not exactly “cold” countries. Some will also point to the Islamic Empire or the
Ottoman empire that was very rich and prosperous while the cold Europe was poor and backward.
One needs to keep in mind though that while climate is a powerful factor, it is not the only factor.
Other hardships also influence the people‟s power to invent and propel the civilization forward.
Overpopulation is one. A good government also needs to be in place to facilitate such progress. In any
way, there has to be the right combination of relative freedom of forces of adversity coupled with
opportunity to make people reach deep inside themselves and start taking measures towards
improving their lot. So maybe it was the overpopulation in those times and not enough food that
compelled those countries to develop? I wish to know the truth.

However, the way the world stands now, it does seem that overpopulated countries of the North are
much better disciplined culturally than the overpopulated countries in the warmer regions. Try living in
Sweden and then go and live in Italy. Try living in Japan and then go and live in Indonesia. You will
see that streets are not as clean in the warmer areas, people as a rule come late to business or social
engagements, or not show up at all, and there is less general rush as well as overall sense of
responsibility than in the north. The North is more organized, cleaner, more highly industrialized with
people resembling well-oiled automatons. But they all look unhappy and tense. And wouldn‟t you be?
The warmer areas are more devil-may-care, with garbage lying around, the population striking all the
time and protesting against the rulers, but the people, by and large, look happy. Their lives are not as
stressed-out, there are fewer divorces, there is friendship and good interaction among people. Take
your pick. Which on would you prefer?
There are also countries in between such as France, for example, or China. These combine both the
qualities of the cold and the warm areas in many aspects of the daily life. There are also countries that
are in the warm climate, but which were only recently settled by immigrants from the North- such as
Australia, Singapore and Taiwan. There are warmer countries such as Malaysia who were whipped into
discipline by British colonial overlords and hard-working Chinese newcomers.
The you have Israel which is ethnically a land populated by Jews, but many of these had lived in
Northern Europe and brought a great deal of ideas from there. Hence, it is also a combination of being
laid-back and progressive at the same time.
Religion also become stricter as you move from cold to warm. Compare the very liberal countries of
Scandinavia, the British Isles and the Netherlands where drugs, pornography and sex are more
tolerated to the much stricter states in the South of Europe which had traditional Catholicism ending
with yet much stricter Islam down in the Middle East.
The reason may be the way people react to life‟s temptations in cold vs. warm climates. I guess a
Swede and a Dutchman may not be so sensual to begin with because of a colder climate, and will not
need to be controlled as these will, generally, not react as passionately when presented with the
opportunity to satisfy their senses be it through sex, drugs, intoxicants or other such stimulants.
The people in warmer climates are more probably more into sensual gratification because of the
weather. A Frenchman and an Italian are supposed to be great lovers and an Arab and a Turk are
legendarily even more love-crazed. Hence, since the more south you go, the more you need to
restrain people from going bananas when presented with temptations, the religion naturally follows
the pattern and becomes stricter and stricter ending with the Saudi Arabian variety of Islam where
you cannot even look at a woman.
I guess, because in the old times, the male inhabitants of that area were so passionate that the very
sight of a woman would make them lose their minds and stimulate sexual aggression on their part
strict protective measures had to be instituted to preserve social harmony.
One recalls the famous examples of Italians pinching a girls‟ buttocks as she walks down the street
versus the complaints by the French that when a beautiful woman walks down the street in England,
men won‟t even look in her direction
I have always suspected that climate has been one of the main variables in the equation. The warmer
the climate, the more passionate, friendlier, but lazier the people and the colder, the less friendly, less
sensual but more industrious the population. There are exceptions to the rule, of course, but by and
large, the pattern does seem to hold. At least in this day and age.

***
Miscellaneous

1) It never ceased to amaze me how so many Latin American nations see the Spanish language as a
national symbol of their country, while, and at the same time, sharing that colonial language of the
former European master with others. Shouldn‟t the liberators, after a bloody war with the Spaniards to
win independence from them, have adopted the local Amerindian languages as the national symbols?
After all, in Europe Romanians rightfully see the Romanian language as their national symbol and so
do the Hungarians. No one else speaks it. But Spanish? Give me a break!
Language can only be a source of national identity if only your nation uses it; otherwise, it is simply a
means of communication, and should not be the cause of foaming-at-the mouth ethno-cultural
chauvinism.
2) I have devised a way to enjoy five star hotels cheaply: I arrive in a country, stay at the cheapest
hostel there is where I leave my things, and go at night to crash out, and then, I go to a five star
hotel and use their facilities: I hang out in the lobby, go to their restaurants and just promenade
around the atriums. At some, for a modest fee I can use the swimming pool and the sauna. Then, I
hop into a taxi and go back to my fleabag to sleep. Admittedly, not all facilities are available to me at
the big hotels, but I still get treated as a VIP in most cases without spending a fortune on the rooms.
3) Sugar-coated books on dealing with the culture shock do not tell you the whole truth, namely, in
some countries culture shock can be very unpleasant, and sometimes it can even kill you. I read the
other day that a person who goes to another country should expect to be stereotyped, and should not
be angry about it. If one is English, they say, one has to expect people to think that he drinks tea; and
if one is Japanese, one has to be ready for people to ask him if he can fight the karate style. Not all is
so rosy. In some countries, an American can be stereotyped as a CIA agent and shot. In other
countries, he can be stereotyped as a sex tourist, and his local wife can be insulted in public and even
spat on. The culture shock and stereotyping can take some pretty serious forms at times.
4) Different cultures have different values, and we should not judge other cultures based on values
which have been instilled in us since childhood in our own country. Some so- called developed
countries place primary importance on technological, business and professional development. Other
countries think that developing a harmonious family and friendly relations with people around them is
the most important thing. Others yet, think that intellectual and spiritual progress is the most
important thing to aspire to. While concentrating on just one such important aspect, it is inevitable
that other areas of societal life will become neglected. Thus, many of the so-called First World
countries are plagued by general unhappiness, unfriendliness, a high divorce rate and endless
loneliness, while the family-oriented countries often have dirty streets, corrupt and inefficient
governments, shoddy products, and incompetent services. Intellectual and spiritual nations also suffer
from perennially unsolved infrastructure problems and classism. Most countries, therefore, remain
incomplete forever. However, since they are used to their incompleteness, and we are not, we always
notice what is wrong with them based on our perspective, and they notice what is wrong with us
based on their perspective. Both they and we tend to become judgmental and haughty when talking
about each other.
5) Diversity is a relative thing and depends on the observer. Therefore, we cannot say that one society
is diverse and another is homogenous; we can only say that one society is more diverse than another,
but even then, it is hardly a fact, but is more of an opinion. One gives examples of Japan as being a
homogenous society, but that is how it looks to the uninitiated outsiders. Inside of Japan, the people
think that every person is different in character, behavior and his or her way of thinking. Moreover,
Japan has thousands of different religious sects, many political parties that are completely different in
their approach to governing, as well as a variety of supposedly different regional characteristics.
Moreover, as one Japanese person has remarked to me; Japanese people do not know they are
Japanese unless they meet a foreigner.
It is the law of nature that no two things in the universe are completely alike and no two people are
completely alike. However, people in any nation can be similar to each other when one compares
them to foreigners; while they themselves are often never aware of that.
***

The Anglo Guilt and Pride
The Anglo Guilt
Former British colonies and Britain itself seem to suffer from some kind of guilt complex. They are
constantly trying to make amends for all the bad things they have done to other countries and races.
In the process, they can get take advantage by other countries who had done just as many bad
things, but who are not feeling guilty in the slightest. China, for example, carried out horrible
atrocities in Tibet and Vietnam, but it is not feeling guilty. Neither does Japan. Liberals in America and
in the UK for example, have even created a new teaching saying that race does not exist. However, in
other countries they do not have such a teaching; they believe in race and practice racism every day.
They exclude other races from participation in society, deal with illegal immigrants most harshly
(Mexico does that, for example), and devote most of their time to looking out after their national
interests. Only the Anglos seem to constantly be saying with a sad mien “We did this, and we did that”
while lowering their heads in shame as other nations just go on with their agendas without ever
looking back. Sometimes I wonder if such guilt is useful for all these Anglo-Saxon countries. It would
be of some benefit if other nation-states were working on straightening out their record as well, but
they aren‟t. Either they deny that they had ever done anything bad, or they twist it to make it look
like they had done a good thing. Everybody is selfish and shrewd, and looking out for number one.
Anglos do too, but not as much. The guilt significantly cripples them. Well, as long as UK and US lead
the world, they may have to be doing that, since, I guess, the world must love a guilt-ridden leader.
As far as the political correctness goes, the Anglo-Saxon racial guilt now extends to countries that
were not part of the US immigrant experience or the British colonial one. It is not OK to criticize Japan
because the Japanese are not Caucasians. It is OK to criticize Russia, though because they are white.
It is also OK to criticise France.
Ridiculous if you ask me.
The Anglo Pride
Along with the guilt there is also a pride and a delusion that comes with it. The gist of it is that an
average American, Brit and often a Canadian actually equates the Anglo-Sphere (the part of the world
where English is spoken) with „the world‟. In fact, it is possible to circumnavigate the globe and only
land, and spend time in English-speaking countries. Let‟s say, you will go from Britain to the US, then
Australia, and then, on to Singapore, HK, India, the Gulf Arab countries where most people are Indian
or Filipinos, and then possibly to Africa where Kenya, South Africa, Nigeria, Ghana and other such
places are English-speaking. Then, one will go back to London. One has been around the world and
the world does speak English. At least that is the way it looks. As a result, you may form an illusion
that the entire planet speaks English, whereas only 22-25% of it does. Such people who are AngloSaxon culturally, by and large do not learn another language when they are abroad, and do not try to
assimilate or integrate into other cultures, and find it abnormal when people do not speak English to
them. “What are you, dumb or something?” they are often heard saying to people in countries that
were not “lucky‟ enough to be colonized by England.
Even after decades of living in Thailand, Russia or Germany, many do not make any effort to learn
another language, and somehow feel deep in their hearts that the locals are wrong by not speaking
English. The illusion that they have about the superiority of the Anglo-Saxon culture is so deep that it
borders on madness.
While rarely trying to assimilate into other cultures, many such cultural Anglo-Saxons nevertheless get
raving mad when immigrants to their countries want to preserve their culture and language just like
they do when they go abroad. Sorry, but it goes both ways. If an American can live in the Dominican
Republic for ten years without learning Spanish and be proud of it, you can expect a Dominican to do
the same in the US. It‟s only fair, isn‟t it?
So, those who live in glass houses should not throw stones. When Anglos start respecting other
cultures, it should work the other way around, too- those who go to their countries will be making the

effort to learn English.
That is if the world is fair, which it never seems to be.
***
Puerto Rico- How to Eat the Cake and Have it, Too
I remember that day like it was yesterday. It was July something-something of 1983, and I was about
to be sworn in as a new US citizen. I was at a Federal Building in San Juan, Puerto Rico. The building
was as American as one can get, US flags all around, signs and all, but what was outside did not fit
the parameters of what I expected the US to look like. I was on a Spanish- speaking Caribbean island,
and whenever I went outside, and I tried to speak English to the people, they would just shrug and
walk by me saying ,“No entiendo ingles”. Because of my light complexion people had been calling me
a “Gringo”, a “Yankee” and “Americano”. Once, I was sitting under a tree relaxing when a local passed
by me and flipped me the bird. He probably meant that my presence on the island was not welcome.
Little did all these people know that they were the ones that were Gringos and I was the one who was
not. How ironic!
In some offices at the University where I went to, I saw anti-American posters saying things like “We
Resent the Colonial Yoke” and “Freedom for Puerto Rico”. There would a picture of Puerto Rico
wrapped in chains emanating from an evil country northeast of it. On some buildings, on the way to
the court house, there were graffiti in Spanish: “Long Live Puerto Rico, Free and Socialist!” There was
even one that said: “Yankee, if you do not go, you will die here in Puerto Rico”. To me it was kind of
logical: if a person does not go, he will, one day, get old and die where he is. That‟s a given truism. I
guess they meant “violent death” by a freedom fighter, a “Machetero”, though.
They had all been US citizens for almost a century, and I only had a Green Card and was about to
become one of them, i.e., a US citizen. But all of this seemed so surreal that up until this day I cannot
make heads or tails of it. Was I in the US or what? Whose citizen did I end up becoming?
The court room was half full, and small to begin with. There were no “Daughters of the American
Revolution” waiting outside with doughnuts. The new citizens, maybe thirty of us, many from other
Latin American countries even recited poems about their new country in Spanish. By the “new
country” they meant “The USA”. Still, while it all sounded great, I somehow left with a funny
aftertaste in my mouth. I guess, that is what diversity is all about. However, the Puerto Rican style of
diversity was even weirder.
At the University of Puerto Rico, where I was taking courses with Spanish being the medium of
instruction, people often referred to Puerto Rico as a “country”. Actually, to most local people, Puerto
Rico was simply a nation similar to Cuba and the Dominican Republic. The United States was a foreign
country in the eyes of many, if not all, locals. That is why becoming a US citizen there and integrating
into a society that was not even English-speaking and completely Latin American was truly bizarre for
me. However, many folks were doing just that. There were Middle Easterners who were becoming US
citizens and staying in the “country” of Puerto Rico; many Cubans also opted for that route rather than
staying in Miami and then, there was I. I loved Puerto Rico, its people and its vehement culture. But I
remained forever confused by its identity.
The official name for Puerto Rico was “Commonwealth of Puerto Rico”. However, Massachusetts was
also a commonwealth, but it was a state of the US, whereas Puerto Rico was not. To add to the
confusion was the fact that when the English word “Commonwealth” was translated into Spanish, it
did not become something like “ Riqueza Comun”, but, for some reason, someone came up with the
phrase: “Estado Libre Asociado”, and if you translate it back into English, it reads” “ Associated Free
State”. So, it is a state after all or what? I was confused again.
Another thing that I had learned while I was there was the often repeated belief of the locals that
while they were American citizens, they were not Americans. I always thought that the two were
synonymous, but now there were thousands, perhaps millions of people who would tell me time and

time again that they were not Americans even though they had US citizenship. One of my professors
at the University of Puerto Rico explained that Puerto Rican was a “nationality”, a cultural concept,
whereas “American” was “citizenship”, a political aspect. That is how political science would see it, he
would say. He had also related a story to me of how when Puerto Ricans would move to the US, they
would be asked on various government forms what their nationality was, they would write PUERTO
RICAN in huge capital letters forcing the authorities on mainland to change the question on the form
to “What country are you a citizen of?” giving the people only one choice- to put the letters “US” in the
blank.
In Puerto Rico, they even have a term to describe people of Puerto Rican descent from New York as
“Neo Ricans”, and they rarely if ever see them as Americans. However, when I asked Puerto Ricans on
the Island whom they considered Americans, many would say “a person born in the United States”.
For some reason, though, it would be everyone else except the Neo Ricans. Very strange. Say, a
person of Irish descent born in the US would be an American to them, but a person of Puerto Rican
descent born in the US would not be. It was again very contradictory and very strange.
I asked a librarian in Puerto Rico once what an American name would be, and she answered “Smith”
without blinking. I guess they were still clinging to the old view of America even when America has
undergone so much change ethnically and culturally.
Many Puerto Ricans who go to live in the US are routinely asked if they have Green Cards and
“Americanos” who live on the Island are called “expats”. Why?
I also remember the days when I used to sit at the library of the University and find a leaflet or two on
the desk with more and more political appeals to “Throw Out The Vile Yankees From Our Motherland”.
I went to the bathroom then, and stared at another long appeal scribbled on the door of the cubicle by
some local revolutionary to “Throw Out Foreigners From the Country, Burn them by Fire and
Brimstone, and Establish a Glorious Republic”.
Having observed all that, I have also noticed that these outbursts were from a vocal but small
minority. Most Puerto Ricans were very happy to live in their “associated free state”, while considering
themselves a country, nonetheless, and enjoying the benefits of US citizenship, such as Affirmative
Action and visa free travel to most countries of the world, and lots and lots of jobs on mainland. Who
said that you cannot eat the cake and have it, too? It has been done in Puerto Rico.

It was a great experience to become a US citizen in San Juan, but I still feel that something was
missing from that naturalization ceremony. Maybe I should have done it in a place like Pittsburgh or
Toledo, Ohio? I just did not feel as special as I could have. Things were not quite logical all around
me. It was too surreal. However, at the same time, having been called a Gringo before and after the
ceremony, I did put a spring in my step. I was now a Gringo with full rights. Just like the islanders
around me who had been Spanish-speaking Gringos for almost a century now without ever admitting
it to themselves or anyone around them.
***
Traditional Japanese Song
I spent two years teaching English in Japan, and while there, I would pass a great deal of time being
entertained by the Japanese staff, students and colleagues. Often, we would sit in a restaurant with
soft music being piped in. Once, they were playing "Auld Lang Sine" and one Japanese student turned
to me and with a solemn look on his face declared:
“ This is a traditional Japanese song!”. I was in shock and proceeded to explain to him that it was an
old Scottish song, not Japanese, but got a blank look in return. Then, I learned that the Japanese
called that piece of music “Hotaru” and it was about fireflies flying in the night. A very romantic song,
for sure, except that very few of them knew that it was not originally Japanese.

On another occasion, I was teaching a class and decided to present them with my rendition of “Yankee
Doodle”. I brought my guitar and thought that I was going to give my students a first hand experience
in American folklore. As soon as they heard the notes, they exclaimed in amazement: “This is a
Japanese song! It is about traveling in the Japanese Alps!”. They immediately started singing the
lyrics in Japanese nodding to each other with nostalgic smiles, and obviously recalling their
kindergarten times when they must have learned the song from their pre-school teachers.
It sounded pretty good in Japanese because the language is very musical and has a dynamic staccatolike rhythm to it. However, there was one major flaw that was grating on my ears- there was no
rhyme. It went something like:
tata-tita tata-tutu
tata-tita-tata
tata-tita-toto-tete
tete-toto-titi.
The Japanese lack Western-style rhyme in their poetry unlike, say, the Arabs who have it and rhyme
very precisely. However, while to me it seemed almost sacrilegious not to rhyme that song, they were
obviously not aware of its lack and were looking at each other while singing along happily.
On another occasion I was walking in Shinjuku- the equivalent of Manhattan in Tokyo while from the
loudspeakers in the middle of a skyscraper, “The Battle Hymn of the Republic” was blaring all across
the place. Again, it was in Japanese and unrhymed.
When I brought the real “Battle Hymn” lyrics to my class and began teaching them along with the
tune. I again evoked the same reaction- students looking at each other, nodding and singing it
joyfully. In Japanese. As a traditional Japanese song.
So, what happened? I guess at some time in the Japanese history, in the times before there was any
copyright issues, the Japanese, in their desire to catch up with the West began adopting Western
culture and technology, primarily those from the United States. The historic American songs became
part of the Japanese culture and were never truly taught as American songs. Children grew up singing
about the fireflies and the Japanese Alps without ever knowing about the true origin of those songs.
And on more than one occasion, they will proudly announce to a foreign visitor that these are part of
the Japanese musical heritage.
Somehow, the Japanese know that „tempura‟ is a Portuguese import, but few if any know that Yankee
Doodle Dandy is not originally Japanese. I guess no one ever told them that.
***
Spanish language- Taboos and Complexes
I remember when back in the 80ies I was fascinated by foreign languages so I decided to learn a few.
Spanish was my first choice as it was spoken all around me. So, I bought a book titled “Spanish in 22
easy lessons” or something like that.
Spanish to me was the language of Cervantes , Garcia Lorca and Julio Iglesias. It is the language of
300,000,000 plus people around the world.
The introduction in the book promised something of this sort: “An American who speaks Spanish will
have an exciting future, and will be able to choose from many lucrative jobs”.
I took many classes and then tried to practice my Spanish on the streets of New York. The problem
was this, though: I would begin speaking Spanish, and the people would answer in English. With a
sarcastic smile and a sulk. Again, I would speak Spanish, and the people would again answer in
English. Once I decided to go to a Spanish language movie theater, but as I was buying a ticket at the
booth, the cashier looked at me strangely and warned me: “This movie is in Spanish!” (probably
meaning: “What are you doing here?”). I said,” That is why I am here”. Once inside of the movie

theater, I tried to buy some popcorn, and ordered in Spanish again, and the lady at the counter
avoided all eye contact with me and kept sulking as she was filling the tall popcorn cup. I felt like I
was intruding. The message seemed to be: “This is our territory. Why are you here?”
It was not until I went to Puerto Rico to study where most people began speaking Spanish to me,
expected me to learn it and become fluent in it. However, the New York experience taught me
something valuable: some people in the US feel offended if you try to speak “their” language as they
see it as an affront to their culture and an infringement on something that is sacred to them. It was a
bit of a shock for me.
However, after some two years of extensive study and having read a great deal of books in Spanish, I
was becoming a virtually native Spanish speaker. It was a pity, though that I had to be in Puerto Rico
to become fluent in it while there were so many Spanish speakers in the continental US. Too bad they
were not too friendly.
But even in Puerto Rico I had some strange encounters. Once I was standing in line at a local
supermarket when a middle aged man began talking to me. He was speaking to me in English and
then, he pointed to a small TV magazine near the cash register. “You can‟t read this!” he said proudly
in English. Never mind that I was finishing my courses in Educational Philosophy and Political Science
at the University of Puerto Rico with Spanish being the medium of instruction. To him, I was just
another Gringo who could not even read a small TV guide in Spanish. Again, I did not look Latino, so
how could I read in Spanish?
My next language was French, but since I was not in the financial shape to go to France, I went to
Quebec to study it. In the French part of Canada I was in for a big surprise- when people learned that
I could speak Spanish, they would tell me that I was lucky and look upon me like I was a member of
the educated classes. French Canadians think of the Spanish language as a status symbol, and many
try to learn it to improve their social standing. It was there where I would have college graduates sit
with me and talk to me in Spanish to show off how „refined‟ they were.
Not only that. While watching Quebecois soap operas, I became aware of the fact that whenever there
was a “romantic foreigner” in them (soap operas around the world love to have one), it would
invariably be a handsome Spaniard who was speaking French with a Spanish accent. The Quebec
ladies would sit in front of the screen saying: “Aaah” and “Oooh” while telling me how good-looking
and sophisticated that Spaniard was.
However, back in the US, the status of Spanish was not quite as glamorous. When I told people about
how romantic the French speakers up north thought the Spanish language was, the answer I received
was: “There is nothing romantic about standing in welfare lines”.
In other words, in many parts of the US, the Spanish language is associated not with Cervantes or
Garcia Lorca, not with the great European country- Spain, but with poverty, welfare, and illegal “nonwhite” immigration. Outside of Antonio Banderas, virtually no Spanish speaking person would be seen
as “romantic” in America.
While I was trying to learn Spanish, many Spanish speakers in the US were either trying to learn
English or only speak Spanish discreetly to other people who looked like them- meaning, like Latin
American “mestizo” types. On the East Coast, when people said, “He is Spanish”; they would often
add the words: ”He looks dark”. And it was seen by quite a few people as a bit of a taboo to learn
Spanish as one would be associated with the poor classes of “dark” Hispanic workers.
When I finally graduated from college, I did manage to get bilingual jobs, but they were not as
glamorous as the book promised. Mostly, they were social service jobs or receptionist jobs and I was
only making some $1600 a month. Within the working environment, people did speak Spanish to me,
finally. However, I was now on the West Coast, and most people I was working with were recent
immigrants from Mexico who still had not acquired the “wounded pride” syndrome that the Spanish
speakers on the East Coast so often develop.
However, in the eyes of the general population, Spanish was the language of „brown” (often illegal)

people, while English was the language of white and black people. Socially, there continued to be a
cautious and often mocking reaction when I tried to speak Spanish to many US-born Hispanics. And
again, they would answer to me in English as if meaning to say: “Do not infringe! This is „our‟
language!”
There are very few Spaniards living in the US, so the association of Spanish (and illegal status) with
the “brown” ethnicity is very strong. One Spanish lady (who was from Spain and was in the country
illegally) has told me an interesting story:
She was riding on a train in California when the Immigration agents stormed her car looking for
illegals. She was sitting next to three Mexicans. The Mexicans were approached by the “Migra”
operatives, arrested and pulled off the train. The INS people, however, gave the lady a friendly look,
and did not even check her documents. They did not try to check whether she spoke English or
Spanish or had an accent. She was an “American” in their eyes even though she was also another
illegal Spanish speaker. Why? Well, she looked European, just like most Spaniards do. How could she
be an illegal Hispanic immigrant?
No wonder that members of the “mestizo” ethnicities in the US as well as non-Spanish US persons
would see a person like myself as another non-Spanish speaker, and consider the fact that I speak
Spanish as something strange and even an affront to their “national dignity”. Spanish is the language
of Latinos, not people like me.
On a recent trip to Argentina and Uruguay I saw something very refreshing: These were two
immigrant countries where a similar to the US melting pot was brewing. Every possible race and
nationality could be found in Montevideo and Buenos Aires. I saw Poles, Ghanaians, Germans, Italians,
Ukrainians, Chinese, Japanese, and of course, Spaniards. There was no question about what was
uniting all these diverse races and ethnicities into the Argentinean or Uruguayan nationality: it was the
Spanish language. Everybody talked to me in Spanish (of course!) and everybody talked Spanish to
each other. There was no how-dare-you!-you-are-not-a- Latino type attitude. I saw Spanish-speaking
Scandinavians, Spanish-speaking people with names like Norman Tracey and even Spanish-speaking
Rastafarians. How about Spanish speaking Hassidic Jews? That was a sight to behold. I was finally
able to be my Spanish-speaking self without having to cringe in the expectation of another sulky look
with pouted lips and an answer back in English.
The Spanish language in the US definitely has a strange status and even a stigma attached to it. It is
usually not seen as a language that will give one a truly good future and a lot of money. It is also not
associated with Spain which is its true motherland or the Spaniards of whom there are very few in the
US, but is instead seen as a tongue of poor non-white immigrant classes from the Third World.
Many Hispanic groups in the US adopt the Spanish language as a symbol of their “national”/ethnic
identity” in opposition to what they see as an imperialistic oppression of their culture by “white”
people. Never mind that Spaniards are also “white people” – there are not enough of them in the US
to make a valid point that they are the ones to whom this language truly belongs, so the cultural
conflict involves two groups- white “John Smiths” ( the Anglos), and “brown” “mestizo” Jose
Rodriguezes ( the Latinos). If someone is “white”, he is presumed to be an Anglo and often “denied”
the right to speak Spanish by the Latino nationalistic types who quite often start smirking and looking
down their noses at him/her whenever he/she speaks Spanish.
During recent demonstrations in California, there were groups that were asserting their right to be in
the US by referring back to the fact that their Aztec ancestors had been there before the arrival of the
Gringos but also, using the Spanish language as a source of pride in that heritage. However, Spanish
is a European colonial tongue, just like English is. If the emphasis was on the Indian heritage, maybe
they should have revived the Aztec language and use that as something to unite them. However, it is
Spanish again that is being used as a unifying force for the Mestizo population in the US.
Facing all these problems, there are quite a few people who simply like the Spanish language, want to
learn it and speak it. However, there are so many complexes attached to it that they sometimes make
speaking it a very difficult undertaking.

It is a pity. Therefore, if I really want to speak Spanish and be in a friendly, Spanish speaking
environment, I have to do so outside of the US. I could do it in the US, but I really do not feel like
seeing another suspicious flash of the eyes, a puffed up chest, or a chin raised in defiance followed by
a curt answer in English. All I am trying to do is speak the language of Cervantes, for Heaven‟s sake!
Why don‟t you guys give me a break?
***
Expat Newspaper Whiner (Preaching in the Desert Again?)
I remember once I worked in downtown Los Angeles, on a street where most passers-by were recent
Mexican and Central American immigrants, 99.999% of whom could speak very little or no English.
This did not deter a lonely preacher who was standing on the corner of Broadway and 5th street,
delivering a long sermon in English and telling everyone to accept Jesus. I plucked up my courage,
walked up to him and tried to give him an advice: “Sir, wouldn‟t it be better if you could deliver your
sermon in Spanish? After all, most people here cannot understand a word you are saying. Maybe you
could give out flyers in Spanish, as well?”
He took it as an affront and snapped back at me: “Don‟t tell me what to do! I know what I am doing!
Buenos Dias,Como Esta, Senor?!” He could not speak much Spanish beyond that. I, naturally, backed
off and later would see him day after day standing on the same street corner and passionately telling
the huge Latin American stream of people rushing past him about how much they needed to be saved,
in English, a language almost none of them could understand.
Similarly, I read lots of English language periodicals all over the world since every country now has
some kind of “Times” : ” The Moscow Times”, “The Korea Times” ,etc. and few things make me laugh
more than another expat venting his steam in an English-language newspaper in a non-English
speaking country somewhere. Take “The Japan Times” for one. Not a day goes by without some
foreign English teacher or another “gaijin talento” criticizing Japan, making suggestions and /or
appealing to the Japanese to understand that, say, the true meaning of internationalization (a catch
word in that country for a long time) is to treat people of other countries as equals. Some get
overbearing and cheeky: “You Japanese! Let me tell you what I think. I think your country is… this
and that.”
“The Japan Times” likes those letters- they are publishable material, aren‟t they? - and they let us see
so many of them every week. The expat is relieved by seeing that now the country (and the world, he
thinks) is seeing his name and his point of view, can share in his vicissitudes and maybe someone
somewhere will take a step towards improving the situation.
What is the main problem here, though? It is basically the fact that most Japanese, even the most
educated ones do not, as a rule, read “The Japan Times” since it is in English.” The Japan Times” is
basically read by other expats, mostly Western ones, who are just as aware of the problems as the
writer of the letter is. Hence, little of any change is happening in Japan as a result of all these
ebullient and passionate letters except another foreigner is reminded of the same annoying fact of
living in Japan once again.
Usefulness of letters to the editor is disputable at best, but one can hardly doubt the almost certain
uselessness of a letter written in English in a nation where it will most probably never be read by
anyone who would be able to make any changes related to the matter addressed.
In case of countries where the level of English is low such as Japan, Russia, Korea, Italy, etc. an
amateur expat commentator would do much better if he/she would write a letter to a big national
newspaper in the local language. If he/she cannot speak/write it well, it can be translated most often
than not quite inexpensively and then, sent out to where most people, businessmen and, possibly,
some decision makers can read them. In the language of the country which, in many cases, is not

English.
Otherwise, one turns into that preacher on the street corner in LA: confident of his righteousness but
not understood by anyone. What a waste of time!
***
Criticizing Your Host Country? Don’t!
One of the commandments of overseas living should be: “ Thou shalt not criticize the host country in
front of its citizens even if the criticism is justified”.
When abroad, you may run into unpleasant circumstances, inconveniences, and culture shocks. You
will often be tempted to vent your steam by saying negative things about the host country. Please
never say those things when a native/citizen is present no mater who that person is. Even your
spouse, if she is a national, would not like to hear those things from you. Well, maybe you can say it
to her in a weeping tone of voice, as a victim and she may comfort you and help you out a bit. But as
a rule, by moving abroad, you largely forfeit your right to such criticism.
You will also notice that the more “developing” a country is, the greater is the patriotism of its people.
There are exceptions to the rule, but, by and large, that seems to be a pattern. And if the country is a
developed one, the working classes in it will probably be the most patriotic group. But even its
intellectuals will not like for you to make any non-positive comments about it.
That is one disadvantage of being an expat. They can sit and say bad things about your country while
you are there, but you cannot answer back and criticise theirs unless both of you are expats in a third
country.
So what will happen if you do criticize? A polite person will probably agree with you verbally, but you
will see from his body language that he is not happy to hear those things from you. He/she will
eventually try to avoid you. A less polite person will ask you the following things: ” You mean, my
country is no good?”. “If you do not like it, why are you still here? “. “What are you doing here if it is
so bad?” And a more direct person still, will probably tell you to go back to where you came from. And
he/she will be quite rude about it, too.
This principle does not apply to countries only. We do not like for people who are not from our city to
criticize it, we do not like for people who are not our family members to criticize our husbands, wives,
fathers, etc. even if everything they say is correct. They have no right to do that because they are not
“one of us”.
Even making suggestions ( constructive criticism) is often seen as an insult especially in the most of
“developing” countries.
Some foreign residents who are now considering the place where they are living their home think that
they can now be liberal with dispensing analyses of current national events, political situations and
other such things. But in many places, especially the really dysfunctional societies, such comments will
not be welcome.
And it does not matter how right you are and how wrong they are. Unless you are a citizen, and/or are
a non-citizen living in a really progressive, guilt-ridden society that will double over backwards to help
a former victim of its colonial past, your negative commentaries and even positive recommendations
may usually not be welcome.
In some so- called developing nations, (some of which have been developing for several thousands of
years, but no cigar) neither the rich, nor the poor like to be reminded of the troubles the country has.
The rich enjoy the status quo because they have a great pool of cheap labor and services.
The poor know how bad their lot is and do not want to be reminded of it, but are fed a lot of

patriotism to revel in, in place of social benefits. Neither party makes for a ready audience for your
complaints.
Those who were excessively vocal about their complaining have on many occasions ended up being
deported. In many corrupt countries, a call from the right person to a friend at the Immigration
Department will do the trick. And since all visas are discretionary, and usually no immigration in any
one country is accountable to another country‟s citizens, you will have no leg to stand on if you try to
appeal their decision.
So, when in a foreign country, especially a non-first world country, keep your criticism to yourself ( or
a quite whispering tone conversation in a group of your resident compatriots) and if the natives ask
you what you think about their country, just smile and say “ I love it!”. You will save yourself a whole
lot of trouble if you do.
***
Expat Real Estate Suckers
Don‟t you just love getting into all these expat websites and clicking on all these colorful ads of real
estate “bargains” in the Third World? Yeah the prices are not bad- $150,000 for a house, that‟s cheap
compared to California. Or Tokyo. But, outside of expensive states/ cities like that, I can buy a house
in the First World for not much more than K150. So why would I want to invest $150,000 in some
unstable country where a jealous dictator may nationalize my property any time a new antiWest/American government is installed? Or someone who does not like my skin color or name or the
fact that I now have a pretty girlfriend that should be his?
And you know what else? When you get to those countries, you will see that you can buy a house for
one tenths or one fifteenth or one twentieth of that. You just have to know where to look. The natives
know. You don‟t. That is why you get ripped off. Why do you think they are advertising to foreigners
with all these multi-colored blinking web ads of a tropical paradise? Because they know that foreigners
are dumb enough to spend $150,000 on a substandard house that a local would buy for much, much
less.
You had better invest that money in a house back home and, on the proceeds, you could rent a house
in the Third World and get a maid to boot. And have enough to live on, still.
But an expat sucker is born every minute. A sucker who does not know what the real estate situation
in the country is like. And the dupe is shelling out money like there is no tomorrow.
A Japanese saw an advertisement for a condo in Pattaya, Thailand once. He requested the brochure
and was marveled by how big and spacious the property was. It cost some $100,000. Cheap
compared to Japan. So he went ahead and wired the real estate agency the money and, shortly,
received a deed to his new home. When time came to go on vacation he flew to the Land of Smiles
anxious to see what it looked like in reality. When he arrived and showed the taxi driver the map of
the place, he soon found out that there was no such street, no such home, no such property. In tears,
he ran to the police station to file a report. The police told him: “You want us to find the one who
ripped you off? You will have to pay us another $100,000. Then we will look for them.”
So be careful when you look for “great buys” on the Internet that advertise colorful houses in various
independent, forever-developing, tropical “heavens”. If you really want to go there, make sure you let
a local that you trust ( such as your wife) to look for a house for you. Otherwise, unless you have
money to burn, do not be tempted. You‟ d better invest the same money at home.
***
Rice Inside The Box

It was an unlikely place for the same ugly idea to raise its head, and I did not expect it to happen
here. But it happened again.
I was at a Korean restaurant in Kuwait City. I had been patronizing it for some time now, a few
months actually, and as in many restaurants around the oil- rich Gulf, the waiter was a young Indian
gentleman. He was nice and polite and performed his service well.
It so happened that one day I arrived at the restaurant and noticed that the Indian guy was gone and,
in his place, a pretty Chinese waitress was taking care of the customers. As usual, all of the customers
were Koreans.
The waitress approached me, I picked up the menu and asked her to bring me some barbecue and
some rice on the side. She stared at me with amazement: “Can you eat it?”
“Can I eat what?”
“Can you eat...rice?”
Oh, no not again. Not in Kuwait! I was so happy that finally people would stop asking me such idiotic
questions. I went to an Arabian restaurant and ordered rice pilaf; no one even looked at me in any
strange way or asked me questions. I then went to a Pakistani restaurant and got some Biriani rice
and again no one said a word. It had to be a Korean restaurant with a Chinese waitress where I would
again be asked the accursed question. But in Kuwait City of all places? I thought I had left that
problem when I left East and South East Asia. I guess you can run, but you can‟t hide.
You see, to an average East and South East Asian the world is simple. They probably teach it in school
that people with narrow eyes eat rice, while people with round eyes eat bread. It is a fact that has
been passed on from generation to generation just like the fact that animals have lungs and fish have
gills, or that women have breasts and men do not. Or that at night, the Moon comes out, but during
the day, it is the Sun that shines on us. It is as simple as that. “White” people eat bread. “Yellow”
people eat rice. How can white people eat rice? It is just as abnormal as horses flying in the air or
chickens diving to get pearls from the bottom of the ocean.
In parts of Asia I had people cheer me when I was eating rice in public, and college professors asking
me if I had ever seen rice in my life. They would then proceed to explain to me what rice looked like.
Never mind that the US is the second biggest exporter of rice in the world. Never mind Uncle Ben‟s
Rice. Never mind that Spain and Portugal and France and Italy use rice in their diet almost as often
and most Asian countries. Never mind millions of Chinese, Japanese and Indian restaurants all around
the Western world. Never mind that in Africa, the Middle East and other such places people eat rice all
the time. To some two billion East and SE Asians, you need to have “narrow” eyes to deserve the
privilege of eating the white seeds.
I looked at the waitress again with my teeth gnashing only to encounter a good natured concern and
curiosity in her eyes. All she wanted to know was if I were sure that what I was going to order would
be an edible commodity. She had never seen a Westerner order rice.
I could not hold myself back: “Yes, I can eat rice. Yes. Can you use this?” I raised a fork in the air. “
This is from Europe. It was invented somewhere in the middle ages somewhere in Central Europe.
Have you ever seen this? It is a watch. Can you use it? This is not originally from China. A watch was
invented in Nuremberg, Germany. Can you wear one? Can you drink Coke? Have you ever seen Coke?
Coca-Cola. The American drink. You are not American, so why do you know Coke? Have you seen a
hamburger? Have you eaten one? Why did eat it? Can you eat it? It is not Chinese food. It is not
Korean food.”
I was beginning to foam at the mouth and was sliding in my chair and trying to control myself. “Yes. I
can eat rice. If I could not eat rice I would not be ordering it. Please bring me some rice”.
That was all she wanted to hear and, shrugging at my anger, she walked away. Soon she was back
with a bowl of rice.

I do not want to tell you what happened when I asked her to bring a pair of chopsticks.
***
Misc2
While working in the Gulf I have decided to create classifications for the types of money here. There
are LVCUs and HVCUs which stands for “lower value currency units” and “higher value currency units”.
For example, Oman, Bahrain and Kuwait have currencies that are higher than the dollar or the poundand each one has 1000 smaller units instead of cents. Qatar or the UAE, on the other hand, have
smaller units that are lower than dollar or pound. You get 3.60 something for every dollar in the UAE,
but $10 will only get you some 3 dinars in Kuwait. So, if you work in the UAE and your salary is say,
15,000 dirhams, you would get some 1500 in Bahrain for doing them same job. Of course, both sums
are identical if you translate them into dollars, but somehow I have always felt more comfortable with
LVCUs because they made me feel “richer”. It just felt better to have 500 dirhams in my pocket than
50 dinars. 50 dinars does not feel like much, and you spend it faster because, subconsciously, you
probably feel they are “dollars”. I have also found out that I have been able to save less in HVCU
countries than in LVCU countries even though I have had similar salaries.
***
It is useless to try and determine where the “Center of the World” is on its surface since Earth is a
sphere. Hence, the center is somewhere deep underground, and cannot be anywhere on its surface.
This does not prevent various nations or cultures from proudly announcing their big cities or some
places of significance as “centers of the world” or even worse as “capitals of the world”. It does make
the locals prefer to stay home, puts a smug smile on their faces and a spring in their step, and keeps
hordes of tourists coming. As long you have the means to convince millions that your capital is “the
capital of the world”, they will gladly swallow the myth.
Once I was in the Philippines and have observed a group of models checking into a hotel. There was a
beauty contest, and I asked one on the girls what it was dedicated to. She said it was done for
“Funds”. I thought it was great that they were doing fund-raising through beauty.
Then, several days later I saw a truck that was taking these girls to the place of the beauty contest
and back. It said “POND‟S CREAM”. Filipino people cannot tell the difference between “P” and “F” and
pronounce a sound that is somewhere in between that really sounds much more like an “F” to
Westerners‟ ears than a “P”. So, they actually meant that it was a beauty show for the POND‟S beauty
cream company.
***
Toilets that Don't Flush
When visiting the so-called developing countries, one of the most embarrassing things that can
happen to you is encountering a toilet that does not flush. Forget about toilets that do not have toilet
paper- that is a given. That is why I carry tissue with me. But the ones that do not flush can leave you
in a really unpleasant predicament.
Think about it: you are invited to dinner at someone‟s home, or are a customer at a small restaurant
or a hotel somewhere, and then, after having eaten, you excuse yourself to go to the bathroom, and
do your thing only to discover, to your utter dismay that their toilet does not flush. What will you do?
“Excuse me; your toilet does not flush!” No, I‟d better not say that. I will embarrass the host. “Excuse
me; do you have a bucket somewhere?” Sometimes, there is one in the toilet, but it takes time to fill
and while you are filling it, you‟d better close the toilet seat since the odor is filling the room very fast,
and what will they think of you if the bathroom ends up smelling like a zoo cage? And what if there is

no bucket? ”Excuse me, do you have a bucket?” Please give me a bucket fast!
Now, they are looking for one while you are standing there half-naked, peeping through the halfopened door, and then they bring you a small can, the one they put paints in, you know the kind, and
then, you grab it with one hand while your body is inclined at a very awkward angle so that they
would not see your private parts, and start filling it up. You are all crouched up in the bathroom with
your pants down, but the can is not big enough, the water is splashing, the waste is swiveling inside
the bowl and not going down as quickly as you would want it to. Do not give up, fill it up again, and
again and again, but you are all wet by now and sweating. Finally, after several attempts, you have
managed to send nature‟s deposits on their way to the sea, but your host is giving you funny looks
like you are the one who is acting funny and are weird.
I cannot think of anything more humbling, or an experience that renders you more helpless than
coming in touch with such a toilet. Actually, being in a rural area or a slum is much less likely to allow
you to run into such a situation since their bathrooms are basic- either they are holes in the ground ,
or they are bowls without a tank with a big dipper that floats in a huge bucket that is especially
provided for such purposes. The problem starts when you move into the so-called upscale areas where
the toilets are supposed to be flushing but they aren‟t. They start when you visit your accountant
friend‟s home for dinner or go to a new restaurant in town or stay at a new hotel they have just built.
So, what should one do? If you feel that you are in a situation where a non-flushing toilet is likely to
be present; go and check their toilet. Excuse yourself and go and try and flush it. Flush it two times.
Why? Well, because, sometimes, there is no water in the pipes and you are just flushing the left-over
water from the times when there was water in those pipes; and next time it may not flush. Your host
may be surprised at hearing the toilet flush twice ( if it does), but hey, at least he will not be there
after one hour watching you make an Aquarius out of yourself with pants down and your nose stuck
into the crack in the door and beseeching lips mouthing the words “ Bucket please!” “Do you have a
bucket?”
Better yet, if you can do it at all, try and get rid of bodily wastes at home or where you know a
functioning toilet is present. That will save you a great deal of embarrassment when you are out there
attending to more important functions than being an odorous Aquarius in a WC.
***
Living Like a Millionaire Now
When I hit my mid twenties, I realized that getting rich was harder than I thought. I also realized that
I was not motivated enough to be rich. And not smart enough. And not have the right
background/connections. Etcetera, etcetera. So, I asked myself- Can I live rich without being rich?
What can I do that the rich do, and still not have to sacrifice a big chunk of my life trying to get rich.
The answer is this- obtain a middle class status in the First World that enables you to have about
$2000 disposable income, and spend it in the Third World. It took me some years to achieve it and
then, once I did, it was smooth sailing from then on.
The rich enjoy respect and admiration- this can be obtained by moving to various Third World nations
where a Western face at a local department store commands the same respect as Donald Trump‟s face
would at a New York department store. They think all western people; especially, the ones who had
money to come to their country are billionaires. Let them keep their illusions. At least they will respect
us for that.
The rich live in a big house/villa on the beach - these can be rented cheaply; we are talking a few
hundred bucks a month in many Third World nations.
The rich have millions. You, too, can exchange your hard currency and become a millionaire. Nineteen
thousand dollars is one million Philippine pesos. One thousand dollars is ten million (!) Indonesian
rupees. So, you can now be talking about all these millions you have in the bank. And you can have
them NOW!

The rich have boats and practice expensive sports. You can do the same. You can also rent a boat for
very little or have a boat captain for very small money every month in some cheap out-of-the-way
nation. You can rent a jet-ski for very small money, too. Golf memberships in the West are
astronomical, but not in some small Third World country where you become an honorable member of
the local golf club for peanuts. You can now go and play golf like a pro and pay very little for the
pleasure. And a safari in Africa nowadays is a bit over $1000 excluding the airfare.
The rich shop for nice clothes, luxury motorcycles and other things. You can visit some countries
where markets are flooded with tax-free Chinese clothes as well as Chinese motorcycles and a huge
variety of every possible type of item at rock bottom prices. Almost every luxury item has a cheap
Chinese version of it. Shirts or pants for $3-10 a pair. A jacket for $6. Brand new Harley Davidsontype motorcycles for some $1200 only (brand new). Used motorcycles can be had for as little as $200!
Household appliances can be bought for one fifth of what you pay for them back home. I once saw
electric shavers for $4. Not a bad deal.
The rich fly around the world and stay at luxury hotels. You can do the same. There are ways to
accumulate miles and fly around the world either for free or at very discount rates. Shop around for
cheap airfares. Or get a courier flight where you pay one half of the fare. Then, you can even fly
around the 1st world, but stay at youth hostels- some $22-27 a night. After you check into the fleabag
hostel where you leave you clothes and get a bed to sleep, you can now go to the lobbies of luxury
hotels and have a meal, walk around and absorb the atmosphere. You can go to night clubs and order
a drink and check out how things are there.
The rich stay at luxury resorts. Check out some unknown resorts in the most mundane vacations
spots- some industrial city in Cambodia, some small town in Africa. A beach in Albania. Try and get a
hut there and stay on the beach. You will have the same sea, same white sand, and even a swimming
pool nearby but instead of paying $1500 a night as the rich do, you will be paying $15 a night ( if not
a week). You just need to know where to look.
The rich have luxury vehicles. Oops! Here I cannot help you. There are no knock-offs for BMWs or
Mercedes Benzes. However, I have been able to get a chauffer to take me to a hotel from the airport
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (and back in the morning) for some $27. Not a bad deal. The Mercedes
Benz was old, but it was still a Benz. And I was sitting in it like a VIP.
I have seen some places where you can buy locally assembled vehicles such as jeeps with re-built
Japanese engines for some $3000 or less “brand- new”. There are ways to do that.
The rich date gorgeous members of the opposite sex. Again, there are many 3d world countries where
women and (men) would love to date a 1st world citizen no matter how old or ugly. There are places
in the Arab world where a blond 50+ year old European woman can hope to find a passionate young
Arab stallion in his twenties or thirties to be her lover. The same goes for Western men who are now a
hot item for young East Euro and SE Asian girls. All they have to do is place themselves in those
circumstances and, instead of busting their behinds trying to get rich for 20 years, just realize that
they are already rich/ and famous if they put themselves in the right place on Earth.
If you follow you that formula, you will have a wacky but successful and extremely interesting life. You
will not be admired by an average subway-riding, 9:00-5:00 Joe. You may not even be able to have a
family in the normal 1st World sense. And you will have very few people opining you are doing the
correct thing with most of them actually thinking that you are insane. Let them. It will be a life in
which all things will be had, albeit temporarily and sometimes almost illusorily, but hey, isn‟t reality
and illusion and isn‟t everything temporary, anyway? The idea is to approximate a millionaire‟s
lifestyle so much that when we reach the end of our lives, we will see that his/her life and ours have
not been that different.
So, if you are ready, start working on how you can get some $2000 a month of disposable income. It
is not easy but still easier than trying to make a million dollars and spending a few sleepless decades
trying to achieve it. We can start living like millionaires now if we play our cards right.

***
Get Up and Go To Work
When visiting a foreign city, try and do this: one day that you are there, put on clothes that resemble
working clothes- a suit or something, take a briefcase or a folder, get up at 7:00am, brush your teeth,
have breakfast and “go to work”.
I did that in Auckland, Buenos Aires and a few other major cities. I joined the crowd of people walking
towards downtown, me being part of it just like a small jet being part of a mighty stream. I looked at
people to my left and my right, at their stern faces as they were rushing to their offices and looked at
myself in the display windows. I too, was going to an office. I looked the same way they looked.
Serious. Stern. My empty briefcase was swaying businesslike in my right hand. What office was I
going to? Well, any office. Note some big buildings where everyone is going to, follow the people
there, get inside the elevator, listen to people talking about their daily worries at work, again watch
the strained expressions and sleepy eyes, get off on some floor, walk around, and then…split. You
have played the game long enough. Less than one hour will do. Now you know what it is like to LIVE
there. Even for a moment. And you can now go and have an early lunch. It was not real. The working
part was a self-induced „nightmare‟. You can now go back and change your clothes to something more
casual and revert to being a tourist.
It was a simple exercise, but I loved it. The pretense was most profound and the reversal to the
tourist status was like being awakened from some narcotic dream. Please try it on your next trip
abroad. The whole experience may turn out to be more impressive than any guided tour to some
museum ever could be.
Jaywalking can kill you
I must confess that I am guilty of occasional jaywalking when living in foreign lands. In many
countries it is not a crime and many people do it and no one cares. You join the crowds bolting across
the street and do as they do. Heck, some roads do not have pedestrian crossings for a kilometer or
two, so what are you going to do? When in Rome, you jaywalk if Romans jaywalk.
There is a hidden danger, though if it becomes a habit. If you visit a country where traffic direction is
the opposite of what you are used to, you may get hit by a passing vehicle because you will be looking
in the wrong direction to check if one is coming. After having jaywalked in the countries of the Persian
Gulf (along with millions of workers from the Indian Subcontinent) I forgot that it was not really a
good thing to do and tried to do so in Australia. I looked to my left (as I would in the Gulf) and, having
ascertained that there was no traffic coming my way, I was about to take the first step only to miss a
bus that was coming from my right at a breakneck speed.
You see, I forgot that Australians drive on the left side of the road. And the huge bus missed me by
about a foot. Had I taken the step, I would not have been writing this article now.
If you get used to loose regulations in many Third World countries regarding jaywalking, please be
careful when you go to other countries, Third-or Second World or, whatever, where traffic moves in
the other direction. You need to keep in mind that now you have to be looking to your right, not to
your left. Better yet, do not jaywalk. The cops can give you a ticket or, in worse cases, doing so can
cause serious injuries or death.
***
I am sorry, I have no change!
In many places around the world, countries experience shortage of cash. You hear the expression
“cash-strapped countries” quite often. That can affect you even if you have plenty of it. It basically

means that you need to watch what notes you get at the local exchange offices once you arrive there
So, after you change your hard currency into local money at such an exchange booth and the smiling
clerk hands you wads with 500s or 1000s, you will soon realize that you now have a very annoying
problem- people outside just have no change for all these bills.
Which, at times, may mean that you practically have no money, so to speak?
Most people have problems because they do not have enough money, but now you have a problem
because you have „too much‟ money, or rather, you have such large denominations that the locals
who only make some $2-5 worth of local currency a day, simply do not have the cash to give you the
change for your transactions with them. You gave them $20-$40 in their money which can be a few
thousand or so. How do you expect them to fork out the difference to pay you back?
Please get smaller notes. This will not be said to you anywhere at those booths as they are happy to
get your dollars and send you on your way, but it is a very valid advice. Get as many smaller notes as
you can so that you would not be held up at all these different places while the owner is running
around the street visiting other stores in the desperate plea to break your 1000 pesos, kyat, baht or
whatever currency you gave him into something more “malleable”.
Worse yet, is you being in a taxi and giving the driver your money and him declaring “I have no
change” to you at your final destination. Usually he means it. You have a business meeting to attend
to, people waiting for you and now you are involved in an altercation with the taxi man who does not
have enough money. Yes, you can tell him that it is his responsibility to have change, not yours and
he will often agree but the country just does not have enough money. And he has no such large
money, either.
If you do not have smaller notes and are in a taxi, please ask the driver if he has change. If he does
not have it, please ask him to stop at a gas station somewhere so that he could break down your
“huge” bills. Better yet, when exchanging your money, get one half in large denominations, one
quarter in smaller ones, and the rest in really small ones and plenty of coins. You will be doing
yourself and the people who provide you service a big favor by having smaller bills.
The large ones can still be used at big departments stores and when paying hotel bills for a week or
so. But even then, you will additionally encounter problems as some department stores may insist on
smaller bills. Why do you think some countries are poor? They do not have money. As in having
money for giving you change, got it?
Yes, I know, carrying wads of smaller notes can be a pain in the neck but not as much as being
rejected for a product or a service because your 1000 currency unit notes are something they rarely
see let alone can deal with.
Some developed countries have laws making it illegal to reject national tenders no matter what
denomination they are, but in many other countries such laws apparently do not exist or are not
enforced. “I have no change for your money so why don‟t you buzz off- I am not selling you
anything”.
Please get smaller notes or suffer the consequences.
***
Same Language Blues
Just because a country speaks the same language that you speak, does not mean that it cannot create
misunderstandings and embarrassing situations. I was once bounced out of a bar in Australia. This is
how it happened: I saw a bar in Sydney as I was walking down the street, and heard music coming
from it. I became curious and decided to check it out. In front of it, there was a Fijian-looking
bouncer. As I approached the door, I heard him say something that sounded like “right, right”, and I
assumed that he wanted me to go in through the right part of the door. I pushed it and walked in. As I

was looking at a singer and for a place to sit down, I suddenly felt a strong hand on my shoulder and
felt that I was being pushed outside. He was actually very brusque in his behavior and treated me as a
bum or a troublemaker. After I was kicked out in such an unceremonious and barbaric fashion, I
stared at the bouncer in amazement. He told me that I could not come in in my track pants (I was
wearing them because it was very cold out). He said that people inside were all nicely dressed
(sneakers and jeans) and that I was not dressed appropriately. I got very upset and told him that I
was a tourist and a college instructor and not a bum. He looked very apologetic, and I went back to
my hotel, changed into something more decent and went back into the bar. He did let me in this time.
Only one month later I realized what had happened. The words that I thought were “right, right” were
in fact “wait, wait!” The Aussies pronounce “wait” as “white”, and my brain automatically converted it
into “right” as I boldly stepped into the bar only to be shoved out of it for being inappropriately
dressed and not following the instructions of the bouncer.
I also remember vainly looking for a pharmacy in Sydney until it dawned on me that there are no such
stores in Oz. They are called “Chemist‟s”. And few ladies respond to “ma‟m”. I remember trying to get
the attention of waitresses and sales clerks and they simply would not respond. I had to yell so that
they would simply turn and look at me just because my voice was loud. Aussies do not understand
that term, for the most part.
***
Happiness by Comparison
When you arrive in a new country, you feel happy because it has many things that your old
destination does not. Some SE Asian countries have many beautiful women that you can look at every
day and be just happy feasting your eyes on them. Some VNese refugees to the US would say that
„every day in America was a holiday” for them. Many people from Egypt living in Australia would be
ecstatic about how uncrowded and organized the country was.
However, happiness and joy by comparison does not last. OK, you are happy because the new country
has so many new advantages but very soon you start taking them for granted and stop noticing them.
Six months down the line you start remembering the good things about the old country that you used
to take for granted there but they do not exist in the new one. American expats in the Third World
begin to realize just how inefficient everything is, how bad the customer service is, the food and other
products are of low quality and that there is no place to go and complain about it.
Those moving from Third World countries to the First World ones; after half a year or so, begin seeing
just how cold and impersonal everything is, how hard it is to make friends in the new place and how
utterly boring life there can be. They also realize that many things that were either free or very cheap
back home now cost big money. Sure, they now own a car but they can no longer buy a cheap boat,
for example or have servants as they used to back home.
As always, happiness by comparison only lasts for so long. A wise PT expatriate learns not to be
swayed either by the initial ecstasy or by the disappointments that set in later. He or she take
everything, good and bad, for granted and since he/she is always on the move, the ability to take the
good and the bad from every country in stride becomes their shield from serious disillusionments
when living in all these different places.
***
Children are children are children?
One of the examples of how an international person cannot be understood by a non-traveler was when
I started working in the South Central LA as an elementary school teacher.
I had done my practicum in Puerto Rico, and I was used to being respected as a teacher. In the
Spanish-based culture of that Caribbean Island, respect for teachers is something that is ingrained

from a very early age. Those who choose to teach are seen as someone who has made the right
choice and are held in high esteem by many.
On the US mainland, there is far less respect towards educators both from the public and the
students. There is even a proverb that: “Those who can, do; those who can‟t, teach.” This view of
teachers along with low salaries does not seem to attract the best category of people to that
profession.
However, my biggest shock was when I went from a very humble, well-behaved classroom of young
Puerto Ricans who viewed their instructor with awe to the mainland American classroom where kids
were nasty and arrogant, and very rude to boot. Mainland kids would not obey me, and I was
repeatedly approached by the school staff and advised to: “get tougher on the kids”. After about two
weeks, my classroom, which in the times of my Puerto Rico practicum was a place of silent
contemplation of students by me and unquestioned obedience, became a bedlam. I definitely felt that
cultural differences played a huge role in the behavior of children in class. Mainland Americans were
VERY different from Puerto Ricans.
Eventually, these mainland kids became so rowdy in my class that I could no longer control it. I was
then told that I was “too nice” and called on the carpet. When I faced the principal, I shared my
concern with him and said that I had successful completed my practical training in Puerto Rico and
that the kids there never ever behaved in such a rambunctious manner.
His response was “Children are children are children”. He had obviously never traveled and lived in a
pure Hispanic environment and could not relate to my experience at all. To him, the world was like LA
and the US and people everywhere were the same. But he was the boss, the one with the money and
the one paying my salary. Other teachers were also giving me unpleasant looks. I was then asked to
resign, my name was put on the Board of Education computer and now I would have problems being
re-hired to teach in California again if I ever re-applied.
People who travel and get international experience may not always have it to their advantage. It can
actually significantly stymie your ability to deal with things in another country. Call it reverse culture
shock or by whichever other name, I was severely handicapped by it.
Eventually, I got a job teaching Hispanic adults and from then on it was smooth sailing more or less.
However, I made a good note of that experience. Once an international person, you will never be the
same again. And experience obtained in one place may not be applicable in another. And people who
do not travel do not make very good bosses to those who do.

The Curse of Illusory Respect
In quite a few poorer countries around the world, a white-skinned foreigner is an object of automatic
admiration. He is presumed to be extremely cultured, sophisticated and fantastically wealthy. Aren‟t
all white people born with $1,000,000,000 in their trust accounts? Aren‟t all white people movie
moguls living in sunny Hollywood? Isn‟t it true that only poor people of color are doing work in the
great countries of white people?
Some tourists and expats enjoy the attention that such ignorant natives bestow upon them. They are
now honored and exalted without having to work hard for decades- they are now high status people
without even trying- only by virtue of their skin color; and through the illusory perceptions that the
natives have of the Western world, which, accidentally, to them, includes Macedonia, Russia and
Bulgaria- heck, aren‟t they all part of America? And aren‟t people there as rich as heavenly gods?
Yup, that‟s what they think. However, such respect that is based on incredible ignorance and lack of
understanding about the world is fraught with embarrassing moments, mostly for you, that is. You will
be overcharged for many things and services that the locals pay very small prices for.” Aren‟t you a
millionaire? Why are you being so mean? Come‟ on, pay up!” The fact that you can be budgeting your
expenses in a foreign land where you often do not even have the right to work will never be

understood by many of the local people.
You will be approached with outrageous offers and expectations. “Hey, would you like to buy my
Internet Café? It‟s only $50,000”. “I don‟t have that kind of money! “ Come‟ on, I don‟t believe you!”
“Why don‟t you buy a condo? It‟s only $100,000.” “Where on earth will I get $100,000? “You mean
you don‟t have it? What kind of American are you? All Americans are multi-millionaires.” “I am not an
American, I am a New Zealander”. “You mean New Zealand is not part of America? And you mean you
are not rich? How preposterous! You must be joking!”
“You are courting my daughter now. Hey, we would like for you to take our whole family of ten, and
the daughter, as well, to a luxury resort. Buy the airplane tickets for all of us, too. You are the one
courting, right? And you are an American. So, what‟s the problem? The whole thing will only cost you
some $10,000. Why is that a lot of money for you? You Americans are loaded with trillions of dollars”.
You will soon realize that you are in a very awkward situation: you now have the rich man‟s problemyou don‟t know who your friends are and why people want to be your friend. You are constantly
approached by smiling people and given looks of admiration that you really do not deserve. However,
the nasty truth is, you are „not‟ rich; only perceived to be rich. You cannot hobnob with the rich
because you are not one of them and you cannot hobnob with the poorer and middle class people
because they think you are rich and are constantly trying to rip you off.
And guess what? Once any of those poorer-to-middle class people see that you, in fact, do not have
the trillion dollars in the bank, they lose all respect for you and start giving you scornful looks. “Hey,
what happened to you?” How did you end up in such miserable poverty? I thought all Americans were
rich and I had great plans for our friendship. And now you can‟t even invest a lousy $150,000 in my
business? “What on earth is wrong with you? You are not a real American but some kind of weirdo
impostor and a bum!”
Such illusory respect will sooner or later simply vanish and you will be left without any friends, rich or
poor.
So, what is the solution? I don‟t know. I have not come up with any except keeping a bit of a distance
and remaining as mysterious as possible to the local people without getting involved in any kind of
meaningful friendship unless the people are extremely well traveled and a bit educated, in other
words, unless they are , too, somewhat like me. Otherwise, if you get too involved with the ignorant
locals and get wrapped up in all this false respect, you are bound to get hurt sooner or later when
their perception of you gets burst like the delusional bubble that it was.
***
Dangers of MI and Stereotyping
There are many ignorant people out there both in your country and abroad. After 9/11, a Sikh was
killed at his gas station somewhere in the South Eastern US. He had a beard and was wearing a
turban. Close enough to Bin Ladin. Never mind the Sikhs are not Muslims.
The man is now dead as a door nail. End of the story.
When the US attacked Iraq, certain extremists in Saudi Arabia started targeting Americans. So, a few
years ago, an Irishman and a German were killed in Riyadh. They were not Americans, but they were
close enough to being American to get killed.
When I was in a certain SE Asian country, I was dating a lady whose neighbors were avid TV
watchers. And there was a program on TV in which a foreigner (a white one; what other foreigners are
there, anyway?) had been arrested for practicing “white slavery”. Actually, it should have been
“brown” or “yellow” slavery since no victims were white. In other words, he owned a bar there with
bar girls dancing on stage. Some bar girl complained and he was arrested and then either deported or
released after paying some bribes.

I was immediately a suspect since I looked like him. To them, that is. We all look alike, anyway. The
lady‟s neighbors young son came in rushing and screaming that he had seen me on TV being arrested.
The lady was cursed, threatened and told to stay away from both me and the daughter of the
neighbors (who was her friend) or she “would pay for it”. A relative was there with a gun, too, and he
said he would not hesitate to use it. On me, that is.
You may be traveling in a distant land or living there and then there could be news on TV and
someone bad who belongs to your “ larger group”- white people, Muslims, black people, etc. would be
shown. You can then be threatened, attacked or even killed. And verbal abuse will become
commonplace.
Be careful and be aware of how the locals see you and what category the common person there will
put you in. Are you now a Gringo? In Guatemala, there were rumors of Americans kidnapping kids for
body parts and Americans and anyone who looked “Gringo” was under threat of retaliation. That would
mean a Canadian, too.
The farther away you travel culturally and geographically, the broader the classification you are
assigned to, and if some representatives of that qualification do or say something bad, you will be in
danger of ostracism, abuse and even violent physical action.
Are you now a “farang” in SE Asia? You can be abused verbally when there is news of some person
who is a farang like you, and who has been found to have the HIV when he applied for work
somewhere. You will now be shunned because of such news on TV.
Also, in countries where people are simple and kind and are of the charming peasant variety that so
fascinates Westerners for its warmth and hospitality, there is also an ever present danger of such
people displaying horrendous ignorance, stereotyping and generalizations that can lead to your injury
and death by virtue of mistaken identity or inclusion in some hostile tribe that you had never had
anything to do with. Populaces around the world can turn from friendly to unpredictable. US humans
have changed little since tribal African times. Please watch yourself!
***
Stuck in A Developing Morass
One of the most important reasons why it is so easy to succeed in 1st World countries is because of
the infrastructure both technical and human. Most 1st Worlders are so used to it, the do not even
notice it. They take it for granted that phones work, that faxes work, that courier shipments will arrive
on time, that the mail will not disappear; that you can quickly and easily obtain products and services
that you need, albeit they may be costly at times.
When you work in the 1st World, you can see that you work and efforts bear fruit quite easily. When
you make an appointment, people come and usually do so on time, when they tell you they will do
something related to business (in which they have vested interest, of course) they usually do it.
When you get to other countries of the so-called Developing World (the modern Euphemism for
Underdeveloped World) your first question is always: “Why are they still developing? They have been
around for so long. What‟s the problem?” Soon, you will see what the problem is. If you start doing
business there, you will come up against many obstacles that did not exist where you came from.
People do not come to appointments or if they do, they come late and unprepared. When you call and
ask the secretary why her boss did not show up, she tells you that he has left for a luxury resort
(probably with his new mistress). You want to send a fax, but no one even knows what a fax is. If you
do see a place that has a sign that says“ Fax”, and park your car near it (if you are lucky to find a
parking spot), you will be met with a dour clerk that will tell you that there is no fax machine at the
store. “So, why is there a sign?” Sorry, there may not be any laws there that govern false advertising.
No one simply cares. One year later, you pass by the same store and the “Fax” sign is still hanging
and again, there is no fax there.

In addition to that, if you want to have lunch and are lucky to be given a menu, and, then, you make
your choice and ask the waiter for this and that item, he will just tell you that the item is not
available. “Then why is it on the menu?” “Well, it was in stock but it is now out of stock”. “Well, you
knew that the stock was getting smaller, so why didn‟t you order it well in advance? “ They have
nothing to say to you. They simply do not care. They do not know how to think ahead.
You get into a taxi and the taxi driver does not even know where many places in the city are located.
He is there because his uncle got him a job and he is in training as he works.
Then, you are stuck in the traffic for hours and hours trying to get from place A to place B. All this
takes toll on your nerves and general well-being and you are starting to see that the country you are
in is still “developing” and is not “developed” because, basically, of the more lax culture, less discipline
inherent in the people‟s behavior, less foresight and a general happy-go-lucky attitude that permeates
the whole functioning of the country. Everything is full of unnecessary delays, laziness, and gross
incompetence.
You may be an aggressive go-getter and an organized, responsible person, but if you are in country
that is limping along in a haphazard and devil-may-care rhythm of its own, you will soon be stuck in a
morass similarly to how Napoleon and Hitler got stuck in Russia and that was the end of them.
Modern politically correct interculturalists claim that there are no inferior cultures and that we are
simply different. I say: let them spend a few years as businessmen or investors in one of those
dysfunctional societies, step into human excrement on the side of the road, choke on black exhaust
fumes for a few hours a day in countries that do not believe in smog checks, get stuck in a pot hole in
the middle of a busy street and get cheated in business a few times by unscrupulous and corrupt
partners whom you cannot even sue (local courts are so corrupt, they will most probably always
decide in favor of locals vs. foreigners) and see what they will say then. I am sure that they will
reluctantly admit that, at least, from the business standpoint, there are countries whose cultures are
very, very much inferior.
***
Wild and Dangerous Kids
Living abroad is challenging as it is without the almost never-mentioned danger- wild kids. These kids
can create all sorts of problems, some lethal, and make your life miserable.
In some countries kids are above reproach. It is simply not the custom to discipline them. Hence, the
may go wild when the see someone who looks foreign or dresses foreign. And they can cause you
embarrassment, ruin your mood for the day or even create a dangerous situation with which you may
not be able to deal properly.
In Asia, kids sometimes taunt white people (and other foreigners) with horrible words. At the last KKK
or Black Panthers meeting they would not use racial epithets of such variety. But since these are
usually not uttered in English, I guess there is no one to call and complain.
The worst thing of all is that often such Asian kids will often be accompanied by their parents who will
be looking at them with endearing smiles as they are taking the piss out of you and laughing at you all
the way. And these parents will do nothing to restrain the kids.
Many kids are so spoiled; they sit in the middle of the road as your car approaches and do nothing to
move away. Their parents probably never taught them anything about safety. Hey, these are kids;
they don‟t know any better‟.
In some other countries, kids will throw stones at you while shouting racial abuse (which is not in
English) or other objects such as tree branches or anything their hand can find at the moment.
Sometimes, such kids could be those of the neighbors down the street. If you go and complain to the
neighbors, they will probably deny it; and a visit to the local authorities will produce a tolerant smile

on the face of such important figures. “These are just kids! What can we do?” In the meantime, they
are getting ready for another attack when they see you. A stone at your car or at you personally,
while you walk, can cause serious injury. And there is little you can do. Except move.
When abroad, especially in places where cultures and races are very different from yours and you
cannot blend in, please exercise extreme caution with local kids. If there is a place where lots of
children live, try not to move in there. Better yet, if you can live in a big expatriate compound, that
would be even better. Just make sure there are not that many wild kids there, either. In some
countries, kids will make Dennis the Menace look quite tame by comparison.
***
One of the most frustrating things about living like a skittering bird of unpredictable passage is the
fact that some of your experiences cannot be applied as warnings to too many people. OK, you have
made a mistake by making an assumption that something was going to be a certain way, and it
turned out to be different, but what you have done is not something that that many people are bound
to do if where you went is not the prime tourist destination.
One of such mistakes was to board a dhow in Dubai for a so-called “creek cruise”. The Dubai Creek is
sort of an artificial canal that runs around the business part of town. These are beautiful Arab boatstwo story ones- double-deckers if you wish, that would be a welcome relief from the Middle Eastern
heat if one would take a nice cruise at night in them. I especially liked the upper deck from the
outside look of it - very wide, with wooden banisters. I could see myself and my mom, who was with
me, walking around the deck at night, marveling at the skyscrapers in the distance and inhaling sweet
breezes coming from the desert.
However, after paying the ticket and boarding the ship, we have found out that we could not go onto
the upper deck as it was prohibited by the Dubai Port Authority. We then had to content ourselves
with sitting at crowded tables while people were eating buffets inside of a sterile, air-conditioned
interior. The lights inside were so bright that we could hardly see what was happening on the outside
because of the glare. And we could not get off, and had to withstand the ordeal for the whole of 2.5
hours that we were aboard. The music was blaring so loud that we had to ask the waiters to turn it
down twice. And they were playing “Killing Me Softly” over and over, as well as many other very
obsolete British and American oldies from the 1970ies. Some Arab experience you‟ve got there! We
went around the downtown area as many as ten times without ever taking any other route. It was
basically a closed- in, crowded marry-go-round that made us feel very claustrophobic as we could not
stop it and get off.
This is what one means when one says that Assumption is the Mother of All Screw-Ups. Just because
you can take such a tour in many other places in the Arab World, Egypt in particular, and enjoy
walking on the upper deck and breathing in the river aromas, does not mean that you can take a tour
like that in Dubai.
However, it looked like the other passengers were very excited and happy to have the buffet onboard
and, probably that is what they all came for to begin with. Screw the breezes!
OK, so what‟s the conclusion and the lesson derived from it? It is basically, if and when you go to
Dubai, and decide to take a creek cruise to enjoy fresh air, go in a small, open boat with only one
deck, not the double-decker dhows. If you opt for the latter, you will end up imprisoned with a huge
crowd of buffet- hungry passengers who could not give a hoot in the Hades for romantic whiffs of the
desert on the upper deck.
Dubai- bound anyone? I hope so. I hate to think that we have suffered in vain and cannot warn other
people now.
***
Can Chinese Junk save you money?

There are two types of Chinese Junks- one you see in the Hong Kong harbor and they will charge you
an arm and a leg for a tour of the island. The other junk is the one you see in all these countries that
have no quality control. Watches for $1. Electric shavers for $2. Sneakers for $5. Is buying all these
things worth it if you want to save money? They say that if you buy cheap Chinese products in 3d
world countries, you are really wasting your money. They will break in a month or two and then you
will need to buy a new one. You had better buy something of good quality that will serve you a long
time, they say. Chinese junk is very wasteful.
But my experience is that it actually helps me save money. I alot myself a certain amount of money to
buy things every month and those cheap Chinese things fit fine with my budget. Somehow, if I spend
my cash on all these inexpensive items, even if they break and I buy new ones, somehow I still end
up with more cash left. How? I don‟t know. I haven‟t figured out the reason. However, I suspect that if
I buy an expensive quality item, I will get sick and tired of it even before it breaks and then I will buy
something new. Also, if I get used to buying quality stuff, I will start buying it in bigger amounts just
like I am used to buying the “junk” in big amounts and feel “rich” in the process. Also, an expensive
Japanese item may not break by itself, but I can end up breaking it myself. Then I will have to have it
repaired and if it is past warranty time, it will cost me more money at times than buying a new low
quality Chinese item.
Somehow, I still can‟t figure out the reason. Maybe it is because I like to shop till I drop and still end
up spending some $30 only on a bag full of all these gadgets and shoes. My shopping urges are
satisfied and even if I do so once a week, I will still end up spending only a lousy $120 a month. Then,
it is another $120 a month.
Now, will I ever be able to do that with expensive items once I decide to wise up and buy the real
thing? Again, I don‟t know. One thing I know for sure is that when I buy all these cheap Chinese
goods as often as I like, I still save money and that‟s how it works for me.
Does it work the same way for you, too?
***
Do Not Turn Off the Foreign Song
When I was a kid, I used to listen to music from around the world. It did not matter to me whether I
could understand the words or not. Actually, it seemed even better to me when I could not grasp the
meaning of the foreign language because then, the voice would become a musical instrument of its
own. A voice that I could not understand and the accompaniment to it sounded awesome and exotic.
I thought other people would enjoy the world music as much as I did, however, I found out that there
were quite a few of them who thought it silly to be listening to songs whose lyrics were
incomprehensible to them. Many even thought of it as a sort of an insult to their intelligence.
Whenever I would put on a song in, say, German, they would turn away or start looking around
nervously as if something seriously bad was happening.
In other words, they did not enjoy that experience at all.
Pity! There are so many musical treasures out there and they should not be just enjoyed by those who
can have the comprehension of the language of the singer. A song is not exactly like a poem which
needs to be translated for you to appreciate it. A song does not have to be translated to be enjoyed.
Song is part of our musical heritage, not the literary one.
So, next time you hear a “foreign” song, do not turn it off. The voice may be telling you something
even deeper than the actual meaning of the foreign language would be if you had it translated. There
is a mysterious semantic undercurrent that runs deep beneath the singer‟s consciousness. By not
knowing what the words mean, you may be able to understand the song subconsciously, catching the
profound significance that only those not familiar with the language could catch.

More Miscellaneous Notes
***
One of the tragedies of Van Gogh was that during his life time he could not sell but very few of his
paintings and it was only after his death that he started selling and became famous. Most artists go
through that stage one way or another. Most do not become famous even after their death. And most
cannot sell.
I am an artist and I have found the reason why I was not selling a lot of my works- they were either
not good enough or not cheap enough. So I made them better and then I made them so cheap that
people simply could not refuse to buy them. So, this year I was able to sell over 20 paintings.
As far as becoming famous, with the Internet and all, if you could post yourself on enough bulletin
boards, you could achieve a semblance of “fame” that is, in a way, worldwide- people can access your
website all over the world.
The main task remains making a living of your art. That is definitely a tough thing to achieve.
However, selling art and becoming „famous‟ (sort of) is not a problem.
***
In the West, they make fun of the Taliban, and how it allegedly „uglifies” people by making women
dress in all these weird hoods, covering their beauty and, basically, depriving them of the joy of
dressing well, among other things. However, one can say the same thing, albeit to a lesser extent of
the modern Western culture, particularly the British one that derides those who dare to dress well. To
think of it: I have repeatedly been told by British coworkers that I should wear subdued colors and
even avoid designs on my clothes and would be given dirty looks if I tried to dress half-way decent.
Every time I saw British people, they would all be dressed in grey and denim; and if you did not dress
as they do, you would be a declared a freak or a queer. The exception to the rule would be if you were
an obvious ethnic minority- then they would lower their gaze in guilty respect. I mean, if you were a
West Indian with dreadlocks and a colorful knit cap, they would usually say nothing. I did not look
ethnic enough to them, so they would give me a hard time.
And many of the former British colonies around the world suffer from the same “sparrow syndrome”its inhabitants dress in the colors of that most unsightly bird. I guess, if the Brits come from such a
grey country with so little sunshine, it is most natural to them to look drab and insipid. But exporting
their dull dressing habits to other countries is most uncalled for.
Sometimes, I also think that the modern sneakers-and-jeans culture destroys female beauty as badly
as Taliban does. At least, in many of those Eastern nations women wear colorful clothes under the
veils and reveal them to their family members once they come home. However, a dull-looking,
sneakers-and-jeans-no-make-up girl stays the same when she comes home and is unlikely to change
to anything more appealing.
***
In many countries around the world whose people are known for being tolerant, incompetence reigns
supreme. Why? Well, because who screw up are usually forgiven and given too many second chances.
Actually, they are given infinite chances. Hence, they do not dread being punished for their deeds. So,
they screw up all the time. Services are bad, products are not delivered on time; people do not come
to appointments on time and are forgiven. Hence, over decades, such tolerant societies fall behind
those countries that are less tolerant and who give their incompetents hell if they do not shape up.
After some time, the intolerant societies end up conquering the tolerant ones and making them their
economic or political colonies.

***
Thailand used to be a very friendly country, accepting of foreigners and tolerant of people of all races
and religions. It used to be that if you came to the country and learned the language, the society
would be very open to you. It also had the name Land of Smiles, the name that its tourist authorities
desperately try to preserve.
However, as it developed, it became more materialistic than even many Western countries and people
there tuned down their smiling as they saw their forests wiped out, their cultural values trampled
under the new, money –worshipping culture and as life became tougher and tougher for an average
person there.
Many more foreigners came to live in Thailand and also, the prostitution industry developed to
unprecedented heights and sex tourists from all around the world streamed into Thailand in droves.
Thai people have consequently begun to feel squeezed out by all these invaders and the only
relationship that remained between them and the foreigners who would arrive would be that of
money. Integrity and honesty that used to form part of the traditional Buddhist culture became
replaced by greed, envy and money-grubbing insincerity. Foreigners would be ripped off, taken
advantage off, lied to and used in the same way as they used the Thais. The advent of AIDS did not
help.
Right now, I would rate Thailand as one of the least friendly countries in SE Asia to live in. The people
are not what they used to be- they have become xenophobic, jealous, and it has become a shame for
a Thai girl to be seen with a foreigner. Who would blame them? With hundreds of fat Westerners
parading daily with their Thai hookers down the main street of Bangkok, which decent girl would want
to be mistaken for one? And with so many obnoxious and smelly Western tourists of the lowest
possibly classes misbehaving in all possible ways, the locals have become more and more suspicious
of the Fa-rangs (the white people). I would thus classify Thailand as a formerly-friendly country and
would like to give it a wide birth as far as it becoming my residence. I will still go there on vacation
and to hang out but I no longer feel good as far as living there goes. There are still Westerners
residing there but they are clinging to the old version of Thailand in their minds- the friendlier one-not
realizing that the country has changed for the worse in so many ways.
There are other countries to explore in the region and those who like authentic Asian culture should
head to Myanmar, Cambodia, even the Philippines. I would not waste too much time in the overhyped, too modernized and too commercialized Thailand.
***
Sometimes I wonder if a bad reputation of a country in the media could be the divine way of
protecting it from invasions of modernity which begin with throngs of tourists and investors. Places
like El Salvador or Nicaragua or Myanmar are not as bad as they are painted in the media. However,
tourists give it a wide birth. The same can be said about so many prosperous African countries where
life is quite normal, and one can live very well but because of a bad image of Africa on TV and in
newspapers, people just do not go there.
Also, sometimes bad events that happen on one isolated place can damage the reputation of the
whole country or region, effectively keeping so many people out of it. Say, if there is war in Sierra
Leone, people will not visit Cameroon. Or any place in the Sub Saharan Africa, for that matter. If there
is a war in Lebanon, people will not go to Jordan. Hey, it‟s the Middle East. Lebanon, Jordan, what‟s
the difference?
When there are kidnappings in a remote area of the Philippines, it makes the whole country look
dangerous and people cancel their travel plans to Manila.
Pity! One needs to do some research and ask around. Dangers are often greatly exaggerated and bad
events in one area do not have to mar the whole region. Personally, I like going to places that are in
close but somewhat safe proximity to the danger zones. They are usually virginal and pristine and if

you calculate your odds well, you will have nothing to worry about.
***
Asian sex sites have been proliferating on the net for over a decade now, and they are getting very
many visitors. I will not pass any moral judgments here, however, after having lived in Asia for so
many years, I often laugh at some of the stupid things the owners of those sites try to pull on the
unsuspecting surf-for-porn public.
They say that the site is updated weekly, but many have the same models month after month and
year after year. They try and pass American-born models as “pure” Asians from all these different
exotic locals, whereas I can immediately see if they are or they aren‟t. And many aren‟t from Asia at
all.
But the funniest thing of all is how they try to dump all Asians together under some kind of common
porn culture. They have Filipina models with ornaments around the site that represent Chinese food
containers or, worse, they try to palm one Asian off as being another. Some sites pretend to have girls
performing lurid acts in Laos of all places. I know what Lao people look like. I also know that it is a
Communist country that would not allow such things. But even if they somehow used Lao models to
create pornographic images from them, how come they have the Japanese “ washibana”- aguiline
noses, that is? I can clearly see that the faces of the models are as Japanese as they can get. Are the
rest of the sex surfers as stupid as to confuse those two?
Some sites who promise Vietnamese sex actually have all these Thai models on them. I know what
the Vietnamese people look like. The ones they have on some of such sites are all Thais. Dressed like
Thais, with Thai faces and movements. I have seen enough of both ethnicities to know which is which.
Sometimes you have one model on one site, who is presented as a Korean, pop up on another site as
a Vietnamese. Lol!
And guess what else? They have newer and newer sites with the same models and the same movies in
them. They must be raking in big bucks and the average Joe six pack is probably satisfied. Heck, they
all have slanted eyes and yellow skin, so who cares where they come from?
Those Asian sites are laugh, for sure. Don‟t waste your money on them.
***
If you ask me what the most beautiful language in the world is, I will say to you that it is Tagalog, the
national language of the Philippines. Actually, I used to like French and Spanish and Italian but when I
first heard Tagalog, I was completely awed by it. It sounded just like someone was playing a piano.
Try and listen to it - when you have many Tagalog speakers, like on the streets of Manila, it sounds
like a piano concert. Not many other languages can sound like musical instruments, but Tagalog does.
I could sit and listen to it for hours. When I began studying it in earnest, I thought that it and no other
language should be called the language of love. There are so many expressions to convey love, and
everything is so gentle and indirect. The entire language is basically based on passive voice with verbs
being inflexed from within. Instead of saying “I love you” you say ““Endeared I am by you”. And even
when you say something like “Take it” it is expressed as, “Taken it be by you!” Kind of solemn and
delicate. When you start learning the language and trying to put your ideas into their new pianosounding shells, you will be amazed how beautifully they will come out. You are now Mr. Horowitz
playing the piano with you mouth and joining the great concerto of the Filipino nation.
I think that any educated person should devote time to studying that beautiful language and its very
rich literature. When information and human thoughts are expressed in Tagalog, they sound incredibly
rich. Almost astral-like. Please study Tagalog, you will not regret it.
***

Always Prepared in the ME
Working in the Middle East can be lucrative, but it can also be uncertain. One never knows what may
happen from one day to the next. I guess uncertainty is universal nowadays, but it is especially so in
this part of the world.
I am not talking about political uncertainty alone. It may happen that you may not be rehired for the
next year‟s contract. It may also happen that someone does not like you for some reason or that you
may have some incident at work involving a local that may end up in your early repatriation.
When I was in Kuwait, there was an employee that had a run in with a Kuwaiti which pretty much
sealed his fate- he did not have his contract renewed. Prior to that, his wife had had a child and he
had bought an apartment full of furniture. Now he was stuck with all the furniture and had to think
how to get rid of it before the departure- not an easy task if you ask me.
I had another coworker on a Saudi military base that had bought a car and rented a luxury apartment
in Jeddah. Some time later, he had a run in with a Saudi supervisor who afterwards had him kicked off
the base. He was then transferred to Dhahran and had to rack his brains over what to do with a lease
on his apartment as well as the loan on the vehicle. Eventually, it all worked out but why the
headaches?
Then, we had repeatedly received consular warnings from the US diplomatic missions urging us to
leave the country. Many people have consequently left. And those who were traveling home light went
without much headache.
So, while in the Middle East, I have learnt to always remain as unattached as possible. I would rent
cars instead of buying them and tried to live in company -provided housing or those places where no
lease was necessary- where you simply paid month to month. And the places were furnished. People
would say that it was very wasteful of me to do that but for me that was the price that I paid to keep
the peace of mind in the face of uncertainty.
I also did not buy any expensive goods and, instead, acquired all kinds of cheap Chinese products that
I would not miss if I had to go. I did not have a personal Internet connection or a landline. My phone
was prepaid and I went to cafes to send emails. They had some pretty good monthly deals and I found
it to be a refreshing experience to go out to surf- just like one goes out to eat. The fewer attachments,
the better. I also ate out at cheaper local restaurants interspersing my diet with once- a week hotel
buffets. The rest of the money I stashed away. When we were finally laid off and not rehired for a long
time, I left without headaches and with plenty of cash in the bank to tide me over till the next
contract.
One should always not be paranoid and live in constant fear. That is another extreme that is simply
not advisable. Instead one should, as they say, hope for the best, but be ready for the worst, and that
includes being able to get out quickly and effortlessly and not getting too comfortable with all sorts of
middle class trappings in a country whose permanent resident you are not. If you look and think hard
enough, you will be able to live a very comfortable “portable” life and quickly get out should
circumstances change. Then, if you try and get another Middle Eastern job, you will be able to being in
a new place while using OPT- other people‟s things- that is: rented cars, rented furniture and
apartments coupled with cheap Chinese appliances and clothes. I found that to be the most headachefree way to live and enjoy my life in the rather unstable Middle East,
***
Can They Get You a Working Visa?
In some so-called developing countries, the enthusiastic employers who want to hire you can exhibit
gross ignorance in how they are supposed to go about issuing you a working visa or a work permit.

A case in point is Thailand. It is a constant complaint of many expatriates there that they would be
hired only to find out that their employer had no earthly idea as to what is involved in the immigration
formalities that you need to go through, and that he/she is now beset by as many headaches as you
are. Some are not even sure that you are qualified to get such visas and permits. How would they
know? They are not foreigners and they have never gone through the process themselves. Some
supervisors who knew something about the immigration procedures may have gone on to bigger and
better things, and you are now facing a personnel officer who cannot even speak English and who has
been hired through personal connections, but is completely incompetent. You then end up at the
mercy of his/her incompetence. That means they send you to the Immigration and the Immigration
sends you back asking for this and that paper and then you keep going back and forth and the
assistant that the boss sent with you adoes not now anything about how to obtain the paper.
How about, in the worst case scenario, you find out that you are not even qualified for a work permit?
That is after you have moved to the country and spent several months there. And if you are working
in the meantime without the work permit, you run the risk of breaking the law and being fined.
Eventually, in most cases, such immigration nightmares end with you getting all the visas and permits
you needed; however, if the bosses are in the dark as far as the procedures are concerned, it is a very
unpleasant situation to be in.
So, whenever you get hired to work by a local employer or even a foreigner, please find out if he/she
can properly process your papers and if he/she has done so before. If this is a small company and
they have never done it, think twice about accepting employment with them. It may not be worth the
headache.
***
The Culture Shock’s Undiscussed Stage
There are many books dealing with the culture shock, and generally they all agree that you go
through these stages- euphoria, followed by disappointment and resentment, followed by adjustment
and then, eventual relative peace and enjoyment,
I have discovered that after the resentment and before adjustment you go through the stage of
sarcastic derision. The new country ends up looking ridiculous and its people seem so stupid that you
start making fun of them and deriding them. It is not exactly resentment because derision can be so
funny that you may actually enjoy it.
This is when you start making jokes about the natives that are funny to you but not funny to them.
You start laughing at the way they walk and talk and think. You sometimes laugh so hard at the way
they misunderstand you or make comments about you and “your people” that you come home with a
big smile on your face.
The derision stage can last from several weeks to even several years and then you slide out of it into
the adjustment stage. However, do keep in mind that when you deride the locals in their country, or
even after you leave it and find the locals in your country, you are inviting trouble. People can get
offended and attack you verbally or even physically. I have had it happen to me and since then, I
keep my jokes to the circle of expats in bars and clubs and even then I watch the barman and stop
talking when he or the waitresses are around. The locals‟ ways are not funny to them and your
mocking of their country may end up costing you dearly.
If you are one day laughing sarcastically, or not so sarcastically in the taxi at everything around you in
the new land, rejoice, for you are now out of the resentment period. However, do not tell anyone
among the natives why you are laughing. Hold your laughter until you get back home and chat on the
Net with the people back in your country, or call your mom and tell her just how ludicrous these
people can be. If you can, do it in some language that your hosts cannot understand.

The derision stage is real and you will go through it. Hold on to your seat and enjoy it. It is part of the
culture shock and you will soon be over it.
***
Duty Free, etc.
You know, duty free may be a good deal in Western Europe, Japan or the US, but for the life of me, I
have no idea why anyone would want to buy anything except only a few items in the duty free areas
in most of the world countries.
Take souvenirs, for example. Why would you want to buy them in the duty free section if you can get
those three or four or five times cheaper outside the airport, in town? The same goes for bags. Gee,
why would you want to buy a bargain $200 bag at the Duty Free if so many stores in town will sell it
to you for $30 or less. Admittedly, it may not be exactly the same bag, but it will be pretty darn close
and you can then use it for the same purpose as you would have used the more expensive ones.
Electronics for some reason do not look so cheap, either. You can scout the Internet and get them
much cheaper. The only good thing the Duty Frees are good for is items that are simply not available
anywhere near where you are heading to. For example, caviar may not be available in many places in
the Middle East or SE Asia. Plus it „will‟ be cheaper if you buy it there. Some famous alcoholic items
will be cheaper, for example Black Label- it is, in fact, cheaper. Chewing tobacco or snuff can be
unavailable in many countries except in some big duty frees. However, outside of those items, I do
not see much benefit in the Duty Free sections.
By the way, neither Australia not New Zealand seem to have chewing tobacco or snuff as they simply
do not form part of the culture there and will not have a market. Dubai and Bahrain Duty Frees, on
the other hand, are excellent for such items as well as for caviar.
Caviar needs to be declared when you come out as it falls under “food” but chewing tobacco is not
considered „plant product‟ by many customs. I have, on numerous occasions asked customs officers
about that, but it‟s still worth asking when you go through the customs. You never know what they
have in mind.
Anyway, outside the occasions when I wanted to buy those items, I do not spend much time in Duty
Free sections. And, by and large, I would not buy anything since often I would see huge lines in the
Goods to Declare lines formed by those who had bought something in those.
By the way, on several occasions Custom Declaration forms seemed to be confusing. When I was in
Australia this year, I checked “yes” on the form where it asked me if I acquired certain items abroad
over a certain sum of money. I can‟t recall how much it was, but I was worried about my gold jewelry
which was in access of US$ 1000. Would I have to pay duty on it? It turned out that since I was going
there as a tourist and was not going to keep it in Oz, I did not have to declare it in the first place.
Then, also, when I was going through the New Zealand customs the form asked me something to the
effect whether I had been near animals or in rural areas recently. Well, I had been, as a matter of
fact. I was in a national park in Oz and then I was in contact with kangaroos and koalas- yes, I petted
them. When I put „yes‟ on the form and talked to the NZ customs officer, he began to smirk, asked me
to show him the soles of my shoes and let me through, changing the „yes‟ on the form to „no‟. Go
figure what they have in mind. Weren‟t those rural areas and animals respectively?
***
Oil Rich Countries
Aah! What prosperity and abundance awaits so many of us who end up in the countries where wealth
comes from the ground! One does not realize that instead of an economy based on credit or taxes or

hard work and discipline as in most of the West, the wealth seems to be jetting forth constantly from
the ground, like from the horn of plenty. One soon notices that everything is cheap but salaries are
the same or bigger with no taxes. Soon one‟s savings account starts growing without one sacrificing
his/her lifestyle. Then, services are also dirt cheap. Soon, one stops budgeting, since one still spends
as one would at home, but one still can put away decent chunks of money into one‟s bank account.
There are drawbacks, though. While services are, in fact, cheap, they are not of such high quality as
back home. Many employees are not as motivated and will not get fired if they do not give you
excellent treatment. Many are completely incompetent. Travel agents make mistakes that would cost
them their careers in the West; repair shops do not repair items on time, people promise to have an
item or a service ready for you on a certain day only to fail to deliver, costing you hours of lost time.
The employees are either sullen and unfriendly, or smiley and friendly, but still not able to serve you
properly. Many things are simply not available and if you ask them when they arrive, they will give
you a date, but even on that date, the goods are still not there. The companies will not go out of
business because oil money will keep them as well as the entire economy afloat. Everybody will have
some kind of income whether the customer gets served well or not, so why try too hard?
Quality control on imports is very poor. I once bought a pair of sneakers in the Middle East that looked
great and felt very comfortable on my feet, however, when I took them to Sydney, the soles fell off
after a few hours of walking. I had to limp around until I located a store selling glue and later, had to
sit on the street gluing the soles to the shoes in plain view of everybody. It was very embarrassing,
and it was even more enlightening when I realized that the glue that I bought to glue those soles back
on cost more than the shoes themselves. Eventually, I had to throw them out.
Many of the natives are so rich and so protected by local employment laws that they can live the lives
of complete security no matter how badly they fare at work. They can show up late, leave early, screw
up all they want and still be better off than you. None of the principles of personal responsibility that
are so highly valued in the West apply to them. The world, in fact, owes and provides them with an
excellent living that spurts from the ground in jets of black gold. The economic system for nationals of
such countries can rightfully be termed Petro-Socialism and it is probably the only types of socialism
that works, primarily because money generated by the oil comes from all the Western capitalists that
have helped to develop the system to begin with.
It can sometimes drive you nuts, though. Hey, take a chill pill. That is the price you have to pay for
living in such naturally prosperous countries and being able to put so much cash away. It still irritates
me occasionally, but I have learned to take those things in stride as part of my overall petrodollar
experience.
***
White Bums in Sydney- the End of the Western Civilization?
I am in the middle of Sydney, Australia. It is a cool, wintry day in August. The skyscrapers around and
above me are filled with light , and a huge moon hangs over the city as the lazy puffs of vapor,
coming out of the chimneys and exhaust outlets, rise into the crisp, southern skies.
I look around me and I see what I did not quite expect to see in Australia ( maybe because I had been
watching too many re-runs of Crocodile Dundee)- I see many people jostling around, but they do not
look like Paul Hogan; most of them have Asian faces, that is. They appear well dressed and happy,
their clothes are crisp and stylish, the expressions on their smiling faces seem to show deep
satisfaction with their lives. Around me, there are stores and restaurants selling mostly Chinese and
Korean foods. They are all full, and there is no place to sit. There is only one word to describe
downtown Sydney- prosperity, and it is Asian prosperity. I, in fact, feel that I am in Seoul or Hong
Kong. Except that here I do not see nervous people or hustlers. They all look relaxed and rich, or at
least, very comfortable.
A young Asian couple, hand in hand, a pretty girl and a bespectacled young man, stroll purposefully
past me. They have that successful and confident-of-their-future look as they animatedly gaze at, and

discuss various expensive items in display windows. I watch them go into a store. I walk in after them
and check out the prices. A silk tie is Au$175?! That is about $140 US. For a tie? In many places in
Asia you can by a similar tie for just a few bucks! Most customers, who are Asian, look enthusiastic,
and I see no shock on their faces as they carry shopping bags full of the outrageously priced items out
the doors of these ultra expensive, glitzy stores. I am a traveler on a $100 a day budget which
includes my small hostel room, so I watch those shoppers with envy, and sigh at my own small
expense account as I walk down to the rail station, since I think it would be too expensive for me to
take a taxi.
All of a sudden, I hear a voice with a Crocodile Dundee accent - “G‟d evenin‟ mate, ( “mate” is
pronounced as „mite‟) woudj‟u by aynee chance be ible t‟spare two dollars? “ and I see my first
Caucasian face in a long time. He looks like a typical Outback Aussie, with a weathered countenance
and a shuck of gray hair. I„d say he is in his early sixties. His clothes are old and worn, and the
expression on his face is wistful- the same that I would see on the visages of poor Bangladeshis
working in the Middle East. He looks at me sheepishly, while laughing Asian passer-bys give him a
wide birth. “Jis‟ two bloody dollars, please, mite” he looks at me again, while crouching as if expecting
me to hit him.
The Australian $2 coin is one of the smallest, so, I guess, local beggars prefer to ask for those rather
than for the one-dollar ones. If in the US, they ask you for a quarter; here, there are no quarters, only
20c coins. Everything is rather expensive, too, and the 20c and one dollar denominations are larger in
size, plus their purchasing power is not that great. Thus, the beggars have discovered that the $2
coins were the easiest and the most sensible ones to try to get from the people they ask for money.
I give him $2, he thanks me and walks away feebly into the throngs of briskly walking East Asian
pedestrians who, upon seeing him, shun away again and speed up as if they saw cholera. As I myself
walk away, I hear more “Good evenin‟ mite„s” being uttered by the hobo towards the smooth flowing
torrents of gallant and well -groomed Asian shoppers. “ Wou‟j‟yah spare two dollars, mite? I need t‟
get t‟ Canberra!” Eventually, his piteous figure disappears into the dynamic and wealthy-looking sea of
the Asian pedestrians.
“It‟s pathetic!“ ,I mumble to myself and decide to postpone my return to the hostel. I take another
look around. At the corner, I see another “Paul Hogan“, sitting on the asphalt of the street corner,
with cardboard signs around him asking for small sums of money. A relatively short distance away,
there is yet another one- this one looks like one of those Scottish warriors from the movie
“Braveheart“. He is looking up at the affluent Asian crowds above him with the wet eyes of a puppy
asking to be petted. As he is ignored, he lowers his gaze in the shame and resignation of defeat. I
throw him a coin and he gives me a look of unbelieving gratitude. “Thanks, mite!”
It does look like the precursor of things to come- the “Caucasian race” turning into sorry-looking
beggars as vibrant Asians stride confidently towards the future of material comfort, professional
success and happiness, leaving the pitiful Caucasians behind to beg on the streets of Sydney,
Auckland, and many other “formerly” Western cities. Is this the end of the Western civilization as we
know it?
It may sure look like it in Sydney, and if I were an Australian who does not travel, I would probably
get that same impression. However, I am a traveler, plus I do read the news and do quite a bit of
research on the Web. This is an illusion. The thing is, the Australian government does not want poor
or uneducated, unskilled Asian people in the country. Or any other poor and unskilled people there for
that matter. The only Asians ( or non-Asians) that are allowed to move or travel to Oz are the ones
who are either wealthy or professional. Or tourists with money. No bums, Asian or otherwise, from
other countries are allowed in, as a rule. Hence, the only beggars there can be the poor, bummed out
locals, and these end up in the downtown areas because that is where the crowds are. Downtown
locales are popular with tourists and recent immigrants, but not so much with the natives or those
who have been in the country for a while, for these have long ago moved on to the wealthier, and
more comfortable, suburbs.
But even in Blacktown, a largely immigrant suburban enclave on the outskirts of Sydney, bristling with
vivacious and enthusiastic crowds of Indians, Filipinos, Sudanese, Fijians and Samoans, all briskly

going about their business with self-assured expressions of purpose and gusto on their faces, I
eventually come upon a pale face of a young Caucasian beggar who comes out at me from the
shadows of the bushes near the station.
“Couj‟yah spare two dollars, mite? I need t‟get t‟ Sydney”.
I guess they all stake out places where there are the biggest crowds no matter what their ethnic
composition is. Those beggars are something else! And the impression they make on the visitor to
Australia is both comical and tragic. But most of all, they do give you the wrong impression of the
demise of the Western world which may be exploited by quite of few propagandists for dubious
purposes. I do, therefore, wish the Australians would import a few beggars from Asia just to be fair.
***
Expats Cheating Other Expats
Very often one gets cheated in a foreign country by someone who is another foreigner and who is
often from either your country or the one near yours. As a matter of fact, in many places it is far more
common for expats to be cheated by another foreigner than by a native. After all a native often feels
guilty about cheating a guest while a foreigner living there rarely feels guilty about cheating another
foreigner. Would a German in Thailand be guilty about cheating an American? Or would one American
feel guilty about cheating another in a far away land? Not always. Watch out for “business offers”
coming from mealy-mouthed foreign residents who had been in the country longer than you. They
may be trying to take you to the cleaners.
***
Free Speech vs. Common Decency
As the government of Kazakhstan is hating Borat more and more for making a movie and TV series in
which their country is shown to be a backward East European backwater and a poor Third World
jumping off place, and in the aftermath of the cartoon riots, many Muslims around the world are steel
reeling under the weight of the controversy, many Western media leaders are citing the right of free
speech in their defense.
Many are saying that a movie is not real life, and a cartoon is just a cartoon. However, how do you
know about the effects that such movies or cartoons will have on people in real lives? People‟s
reputations can be ruined. They can be mocked. They can be refused jobs and apartments. They will
be shut out of social lives. It‟s been known to happen. Who is reading such newspapers or watching
such movies? It is mostly working-class people the majority of whom aren‟t that sophisticated and
who, while realizing that a movie was made at a studio, will still form harmful subliminal associations
in their minds which in the future will only increase bigotry and discrimination against various groups.
So, while free speech is allowing you to make funny movies and caricatures, keep in mind that you are
harming many people‟s lives in the process.
I keep hearing things like- well, most people know it is really nothing serious, just a parody. But most
people, even in the West are not necessarily open-minded, international, politically correct PhD
holders with majors in Intercultural Communications. Landlords and employers are watching such
movies and seeing such cartoons. And next time a Muslim or a Kazakh comes to apply for a job or to
rent living space, they stand a bigger chance of being rejected than before such things have been put
into the organs of the media. In social situations people will be ridiculed- "Hey, I saw a show about
Kazakhstan- it looks like a very poor, third world dung hole (Kazakhstan is an oil rich country that is
almost on par with Brazil in GDP. A normal middle-income country, that's what it is.) I have even seen
comments on the Internet stating that Kazakhstan was a “small” Third World country- hey, when was
the last time you looked at the world map-the country is about the size of the entire Western Europe!
Such irresponsible journalism and movie making is creating a very harmful effect. Think about one
thing, for example: it is called "word association". People are asked to give the first other word that

comes to mind when a certain word is uttered. Teachers in classrooms would give an exercise to
students quite often when I was younger. Say the first word that comes to mind if I say “Italy”, for
example. What are you going to say if you have been seeing movies on TV that show Leonardo Da
Vinci and Michelangelo? You will probably say “Art”. If you always see articles about Italian food, you
will think of spaghetti and pizza. However, if the media keep churning out one movie about Mafia after
another, you will associate Italy with Mafia. So, next time an Italian applies for a job, even if you are
an open minded person, such an association will flash through your mind. Now, what will happen if
you are not an open-minded person but just an average Joe? Most probably you will transfer these
associations into your dealings with that person. You may, if angry, call him names and defame him.
He may even be passed for a promotion and refused various social interactions.
In such a way, organs of the media are, with total impunity, sowing seeds of poison by planning one
negative stereotype after another in the common people‟s minds.
Granted, Italians are now quite well accepted in America, or other “Anglo-Saxon” countries, but the
media, under the umbrella of “free speech” still keeps slandering other groups while arguing that they
have the right to do it, and “it is just a movie”. However, by constantly portraying other groups in a
negative or ludicrous light they besmirch the reputation of such groups and destroy their right to live
with dignity and self-respect. This way, a Kazakh will become associated with a “poor, third world fool”
and a Muslim with terrorism. Then, people will start reporting more cases of work-place harassment,
losses of friendship and rejections of all kinds in society. Or most noticeably, as a member of such
groups, one will simply not be respected. Sure, there will be some very cosmopolitan individuals who
will not form such stereotypes, but how about store owners? Hotel owners? Supervisors at work?
Friends? Neighbors? Who are they going to treat members of such groups after the nearly hypnotic
associations of such groups with various contemptful and negative things have been inserted into
people‟s minds?
Media should not take the very sacred right of free speech as a license to slander entire groups and, in
process, virtually ruin their lives. Free speech is there to expose true evil, not sow tribal scorn and
hatred. So, please have some decency, media people. We cannot legislate decency, only suggest it to
you. Think about all those who may be affected by your gross and false generalizations and by the
associations you are repeatedly inserting into the minds of the common working public worldwide in
the name of 'free speech' and the Almighty Dollar.
***
How to Stop Sasha Cohen from Making Fun of Kazakhstan
The government of Kazakhstan is up in arms. A man in remote England is making fun of them by
posing as a Kazakh journalist. He has set up a site in broken English, and is ridiculing the country and
its people right and left. They feel insulted and are trying everything possible to stop him, but to no
avail.
You see, Kazakhstan is a newly independent country that most Britons know very little about. Britain
had never colonized it, so there is no large Kazakh community in the UK or anywhere in the Englishspeaking world to protest the mockery that the nation has had to endure because of Mr. Cohen‟s
nefarious activities. And what‟s more, just to show you how ignorant the British public can be, he is
now filming a movie about Kazakhstan in Romania of all places. Don‟t the Brits know that Romanians
look nothing like Kazakhs? Kazakhs are relatives of Mongolians, and Romanians are arguably related
to Italians. They obviously do not know such a simple detail because there has been, in fact, another
British movie about Kazakhstan that I saw on TV once although I can‟t remember its name. It
portrayed a British commando who went to that country to help them overthrow a despotic
government and to set up a new pro-Western democracy. The movie was filmed in Bulgaria of all
places. Why didn‟t they go to Mongolia to film it? It would have looked more credible then. Bulgarians
look nothing like Kazakhs, but Mongolians do. But the movie created no uproar even from the most
educated and liberally minded Brits who would be fuming if someone showed, say, an African countryby filming a movie about it in Cambodia. There would be angry comments in the press and the studio
would be pelted with eggs. So, why is there no outcry about pseudo- journalistic antics of the new
anti-Kazakh burletta?

I will tell you why. Because very few people outside of that area- especially those in Britain- know
where the country is, what the people there look like and how things there are. There is little trade
between the two countries so damage from a Kazakh boycott of British goods is not likely to be
significant. Too bad for the poor Kazakhstanis! They are now a laughing stock of the entire world. With
total impunity on the part of the perpetrator- the witty and caustic Sasha Cohen, a.k.a. Mr. Borat. A
person who is building a career out of disparaging someone‟s beloved motherland.
The Kazakh government is not amused at all. Their culture, political system and way of life are being
poked fun of in the most shameless and disrespectful fashion. They are lodging protests in all possible
places and expressing their indignation to the international organs of the media, political bodies, and
governments, but to no avail. They can‟t fight the freedom of speech in Western countries even if it is
being abused to make them look like backwater savages from some remote desert kingdom.
However, there is a sure way to stop this slander even though they still have not figured it out. The
Freedom of Speech in the West has limits that the Kazakhs still don‟t know about. All you have to do is
use the modern political correct weaponry to silence Mr. Cohen. Namely: just call him a bigot. You
may have, undoubtedly, noticed that Cohen is not making a show about Pakistan or India or China. He
would be taken off the air in about five minutes if he ever tried to do so. And his show would be called
discriminatory, bigoted, and most of all, racist. And once that nasty word creeps into the collection of
adjectives that people use to describe you, there is no arguing back. If you are „white‟ and you make
fun of a protected country that is „not white‟, even if you have a reason to poke fun of their politics,
you get called “a racist”. And it is just like calling someone a heretic in the 16th century- how can you
argue with that? Once you are a witch, you are done for! You get burned big time.
Yup, if he started posing as a Pakistani journalist, that would be the end of the show and his career.
And I would not be surprised if his very life would not be threatened after that, and he would not be
afraid to step out of his house and onto the street. But he was smart- he has chosen someone far
more removed from the Western life and is now picking on the weak guy- the jumping off country of
Kazakhstan. Now where on earth would that be?
I am sure that very few Brits know it, but Kazakhstan is, in fact, an Asian country whose native
population is about as Asian as one can get. Sure, there are some 120 other ethnicities there, but the
true Kazakhs are of the pure central Asian stock. And Mr. Cohen is, in modern Western terms, a
Caucasian, a white man, making fun of Asians. This makes him what? That‟s right! A racist! So, the
Foreign Ministry of Kazakhstan as well as all its organs that are unhappy about the continuing
harlequinade, had better learn how to scream “Racist!, Racist!”, so that they could keep up with the
rest of the world. Send a few thousands of letters to the studio and hire some sandwich men to stand
outside it with the placards “Racist Show!” “Down With Racist Bigots!” hanging from their necks. Claim
openly that he is being racist towards Asian people. You will see how quickly Borat‟s Show will collapse
and he will go the way Benny Hill went when he was accused of being sexist and insulting to women.
Too bad the Kazakhs are too innocent to ever have heard of political correctness the same way as
most Brits do not even know what Kazakhstan is. Someone had better contact the Kazakh authorities
and quickly recommend they follow that route. I mean, they need to do it pronto! They will be
surprised how swiftly and effectively they will be able to deal with the issue and how soon Borat‟s
show will meet its demise. It is just like spraying DDT upon a worm. It curls up and dies. So, spray
some PC DDT upon Sasha. Call him a racist, please! Do it quickly before it‟s too late and the
reputation of the country is totally ruined.
Kazakhs have the Baikonur cosmodrome, and have been launching rockets into space for decades. If
they are such good rocket scientists, surely launching a PC rocket straight into Borat‟s Show should be
a breeze for them.
***
Christian Fundamentalist Propaganda and Public Ignorance
Some two decades ago, I was watching a famous preacher on TV. The topic for that day‟s sermon was

“India“. According to the preacher, India was poor because it was not Christian, and he was inviting
people to go there and teach Christianity. At the end of the speech, he raised his voice and shouted
something like: “Jesus will take that country out of poverty!”, “Jesus will make India advance!” The
people in the audience were nodding with meaningful expressions on their faces- “That‟s right! Amen!
Jesus will help India!”
“Wait a minute“, I said to myself- “doesn‟t the audience know that there are many countries that are
even poorer than India and that are Christian, to boot? Don‟t they remember that just some time ago,
there was a huge drive on TV to gather food and medical supplies to be sent to starving Ethiopians
most of whom were Christians?" Were the people, enthralled by the charisma of the evangelist, so
uninformed and with such a short memory as to not have been aware of such important details?
On another occasion, I was reading a publication by a very radical Christian organization in which
there was an article that said that the Jews had suffered the Holocaust because they would not accept
Jesus. Ha! You mean, if the Jews had converted to Christianity, the Holocaust would not have
happened? Dream on! Don‟t they know that the Nazis were very busy asking foreign governments to
give them the names of converted Jews ( which they duly received) so that they could send them to
the gas chambers along with the non-converted ones? Don‟t they know of so many devoted Christians
who had ended up in Auschwitz along with the Jews? The authors were probably not aware of such
niceties of history or thought the readers were not aware of these small details, either. Is ignorance
really such bliss when they can mislead you by having you believe such worthless statements?
And if the Holocaust was the punishment for not becoming Christians, what did those who were, in
fact, Christians, suffer for when genocides were carried against them? I mean, the Armenians, for one.
At the beginning of the 20th century as many as 1.5million very Christian Armenians were annihilated
by the Ottoman Turks. What was that for? That shouldn‟t have happened- they had accepted Jesus
and thus, they should have been protected. Why did they perish? And, one also forgets the massacres
of the Huguenots in France when Protestants were being killed in broad daylight by the hundreds of
thousands. What was that for? For not accepting Jesus, either? Hmm. Who do these fundamentalists
think I am? Some kind of dodo?
Two decades after that speech, India is doing very well. The reason for the economic progress of the
country is the move from a very staid socialism to a more dynamic, market -driven economy and the
relaxation of restrictions on foreign investment. That, coupled with a strong IT base, has moved the
country out of poverty. And the country is still predominantly Hindu with a strong Muslim minority.
And Japan, a Shinto-Buddhist country, may have suffered a setback in the 1990ies, but it was then
and still is the world‟s second largest economy. How come that preacher did not mention that in his
sermon, and why didn‟t anyone in the audience question him about that?
Today, many African and Latin American countries who are devoutly Christian- Guatemala, El
Salvador, Kenya, etc. are still mired in poverty and corruption. And the long suffering regions of
Sudan where so many people have been dying of starvation - did you see the horrid pictures of people
eating leaves from the trees?-are mostly Christian. So, what gives, preacher?
I respect, and see good in any religion, and if there is Heaven, I believe that good and upright people
will go there regardless of what they believe in. I also believe that people who work hard and are
honest in their dealings with others will prosper, no matter what their religion is. And that misfortune
can befall any group regardless of their faith. However, those Christian fanatics who claim that the
sufferings- political, economic or otherwise, of others are due to the fact that they did not convert to
these preachers' particular religion make me mad. Not only they are totally disrespectful of the
distress of others, but they display morbid ignorance of world history and politics.
However, the thing that angers me the most is that they take me, or any reader or listener, for a fool
because those who can actually fall for their outrageous claims must be, in fact, complete fools.
***

Get Out of My Office! You are Fired!
In some countries labor laws are so strict that firing someone is a difficult, lengthy and expensive
proposition. However, many expats, both the managers and employees are not aware of those.
Hence, western managers brought into the country fire people for the reasons that they would fire
them at home for (many of which are trivial). In the US one can fire people for being late five minutes
or for simply not liking them. However, “You are fired! Get out of my office!” will not fly in many
societies where you cannot do those things by law, and where unions and labor boards are so strong
that their protection for employees seems to be absolute.
So, a British company in Kuwait, for example, is subject to Kuwaiti labor laws, and when in Japan, the
Japanese labor code kicks in. Hence, a sadistic foreign henchman who thrives on power can no longer
exercise his prerogative for kicking people out at will the way he/she could often do at home.
Even if an employee‟s contract is not renewed, some countries will still see it as firing and local laws to
protect the worker will apply.
I remember when a British employee did not have his contract renewed in Kuwait for no apparent
reason except some complaints by customers. He was let go along with five more members of staff by
a British manager who saw that as a sufficient reason to not renew their contracts. Most fired people
just left it at that, but one decided to hire an attorney and fight them in court. He was surprised to see
that the Kuwaiti laws favored him and he was awarded a fat settlement to compensate him for the
trauma. It took him a bit of time, but not only he was awarded a tidy sum for his humiliation but the
tyrannical manager was fired instead. Sorry, it is not the UK here. You can‟t do those things.
I personally was once told in Japan by a British administrator that my contract for the next year was
not to be renewed. The reason? Being late on several occasions. However, I contacted the labor union,
and it turned out that in Japan, you cannot fire people for being late. You can dock their pay and
reprimand them, but it is not a “fireable” offense. After the union got involved, the company had to
either reinstate me or pay me money for the months that I had missed while the case was disputed.
“You did not renew a person‟s contract for being late? Ridiculous!” I pocketed the money. The
company that initially was unwilling to re-hire me also had to pay other costs pertaining to the „trial‟.
So, expat employees – study the labor law in your host country and know your rights! Don‟t just walk
away with the “ Oh, well…” if a livid-faced, saliva-spitting Western boss is firing you. Check if your
offense is trivial or not by local codes. Contact an attorney, and if you find out your rights have been
violated, fight! You can get big money from the company. And you, arrogant Western managerstyrants! Beware! You are not on your home turf anymore. Wait till you are faced with the devil
himself- the labor regulations of your new country. You can and will get burnt big time. Ouch!
***
Dental Self-Treatment
An unforeseen consequence of cheap dental care overseas can be that when you get home (wherever
your home is), the pain can persist or complications develop. I had three dental bridges put in the
Philippines, two teeth pulled, several cavities filled and a crown put in all for the paltry sum of
USD1000. However, I had no time to wait for the thing to heal and left the country immediately after.
When I arrived to my temporary home in the Middle East, I realized that not all was well. The pain
from six „reduced‟ teeth upon which the bridges were resting was unbearable. It was so intense that I
was howling during the day and crying all through the nights. Work became impossibility. What could I
do? Fly back to the Philippines to have the teeth re-fitted? Miss work and pay huge airline fares? Go to
a local hospital and have everything fixed there? Would they know exactly what the Philippine dentist
had done? As I was hesitating, the pain would not let up.
So, I decided to cure myself. I went to the local pharmacy and bought antibiotics. Then I bought the
most potent pain killers they had. Many things can be purchased over the counter without a
prescription where I am at. I put myself on a strict antibiotics/painkiller regime. After 10 days the pain

subsided a bit, after another 10 days, it got even better and after about two weeks more, it was
completely gone. This is how I dealt with the problem on site while I had to work. I am not
recommending this as a solution for all such ills but it has worked for me.
***
Financial Free Fall
When you go from a rich country like Saudi Arabia to a poorer one like Indonesia with pockets full of
hard currency, your financial state can be compared to a weightless free fall. You just keep falling
down the money space- the chute of dimensions in which you can now move freely without thinking
for a relatively long time about how long it will take for you to land on earth and awaken with a jolt.
Just like in a free fall where there is sufficient distance for you to enjoy your complete freedom of
movement without any restraints. Oh what a feeling to enjoy for a month or two!
***
Instead of trying to learn a conventional and well-known language or culture, it will be very rewarding
if you learn a more remote language and devote yourself to a more exotic culture. Why not learn
Telugu or say, a minority language such as Cebuano. You will be worshipped by the natives if you
dedicate yourself to integrating into a society that is not main-stream.
***
Amores de Lejos, Amores de Pendejos?
This famous Spanish proverb literally translates as “Loves from Afar are Loves of Fools”- that is
basically that long distance relationships do not work. I beg to disagree. Of course, relationships with
people near you are far better, but sometimes you can‟t help but be separated. You can get drafted
into the army, or be sent somewhere by a company, or meet someone online that is in a faraway
land. There are millions of reasons for long distance relationships to occur. In the old times, with
expensive phone calls and letters that would take weeks, it was no surprise that such relationships
would often fail as people would get sick and tired of being drawn so much apart and the uncertainty
that it brought with it. Truly, love from afar was fools‟ love not so long ago.
Not anymore. We now have instant SMS, chatting in real time and very inexpensive phone providers
that allow you to make calls across the world for pennies. We now have web cams and your lover can
come online and chat with you. Granted you cannot touch him/her physically, but the technology that
we have now sure beats those long waits for letters by the mailbox, and once a month phone calls.
Also with a much better social acceptance of personal ads than before these are no longer just for the
most desperate. And with hundreds of thousands of people in poorer countries looking for a mate in
richer ones, it is becoming more and more commonplace year after year. Now, many relationships
begin as long distance ones and become “short-distance” after some time. Many dates now begin in
cyber space and end in real life situations.
The used to tell us that one should not look for love but let it land on his/her shoulders like a white
dove because if you look for it, it will allegedly run away from you. Well, a lot of people look for it and
yes, it does not come; then they stop looking for it and again, it does not come. So what‟s the deal?
Then, people stopped taking chances with the white dove theory and they now trust the law of
averages/probabilities much more. Many get online, meet lots of people electronically from all over the
world and, then, they go ahead and meet them physically thus creating their own destiny and not
waiting for things to happen.
Long distance love today is doing quite well and almost as good (if not better) than the short distance
love, especially if one plays international and not just domestic markets. And you should see some
gorgeous people that one can meet.

Long Distance Loves are not Fools‟ Loves anymore. They are, actually, smart people‟s loves.
***
Friendly Asian Immigrants in NZ and Oz
Frankly I never felt welcome by Asian immigrants in the US, especially in places such as NY or LA. I
would go into a Korean store and the vibes I would get from people would range from sulkiness to
downright hostile looks and rudeness. I would not blame them. Many of them would get hassled a lot
by non –Asians and threatened and all. So, some had to toughen up to strangers who do not look
Asian.
You walk into a Korean convenience store in LA and the owner is looking at you from behind the
bullet-proof glass with the facial expression reminiscent of a bulldog about to attack. Too bad, really.
In some Chinese restaurants you get sarcastic looks from people. Some would refuse to speak to you
in Asian languages if you start a conversation in those. It is a pity because I like Asian people and
Asian food and like to make friends with them..
This is why I was surprised during my trip to the Antipodes this past summer. I walked into Korean
restaurants only to be greeted by smiles and warmth coming from the owners. I would again go inside
Korean stores crouching instinctively in expectations of angry and haughty looks coming from them,
but would be again greeted with warm smiles and open arms. Their English is fluent and they are just
so happy to see you! I walked into a Japanese restaurant and addressed the people there in Japanese.
They answered me in Japanese and even sat next to me and talked to me as if I was Japanese myself.
Incredible! So different from the so many unfriendly Asians back home.
So, what‟s the deal? Well, for one thing, only Asians with means are allowed in those places. And only
if they speak English. If you are poor and do not speak English, you are not allowed in. Second- no
guns. They do not have the experience of armed people walking into their stores and robbing them at
gun point. Other Asians who patronize their stores are also well off and do not have problems with the
native population as poor people normally would, so no bad news and no harsh warnings are given
from one Asian to another. There is also no big pressure to melt into the local meting pots- most
people are just into business and making money at it.
So, is everything good then in the Antipodes? Well, yes, for those with money or special skills. But if
you do not have those and are Asian, the US will afford better opportunities and you will be able to
rise from the bottom, not just start in the middle. You will learn to growl at whites and blacks in the
process, and be cynical and hostile and rude at them to survive but you will have many more
opportunities if you are less than what NZ and Oz want you to be- rich, English speaking, clean-cut
model immigrant. If you are like that, head for Auckland or Melbourne; for all the rest, there is always
the good old USA.
***
Disappearing Russian Restaurants in the Gulf
I am in Dubai walking down the street. Suddenly I see a sign in Cyrillic- Russkaya Kuhnya”- Russian
Cuisine. I love Russian Cuisine and I walk in, in anticipation of borscht, pelmeni, stuffed goose and
other delicacies. I am met by an Indian gentleman who gives me the menu- curry, masala, shawarma,
Indian bread, falafel and kapsa.
WTF? I am here to get Russian food and you have just enticed me with false advertising to another
typical Gulf restaurant. I storm out in disgust.
I see another Russian Cuisine sign down the road. I walk in again and again find the same thing- this
time it is an Iranian man who brings me the menu- again, it is basmati rice, shawarma, shish-kebab,
hummus, etc. Is this some kind of joke? This ain‟t Russian food! I get angry at him for the fake sign.
He lashes out at me with double anger. Hey, watch it! I am the customer here. I pay your salary.
Again, I storm out.

I am in Bahrain. There is a huge sign in neon -Russian Restaurant. I walk in to find a big place with
nothing Russian in it. The place is full of Indian cooks and waitresses and again they give me a full
Indian menu- masala, curry, naan, etc. WTF!!!Why did you call your restaurant Russian? Oh, well, it is
because we have Russian salad here. Huh?
This is insane. OK, let me try the Russian salad. What? It has pineapple? Where would the Russians
get pineapples from? It should have potatoes.
I guess in these countries they do not have laws against false advertising and they are not taught that
customers should not be deceived. If you become indignant with such devious attitudes towards
putting signs on business that purport to provide certain type of food and then, they do not, the
people there get angry with YOU!
Next time you see a Cyrillic sign in the Gulf, walk on by. Unless of course, you want a traditional
Middle eastern/Indian meal.
***
Yank vs. Yankee
Many British use the word "Yank” to refer to Americans. Some Americans, most notably those who are
not of the New England pre-revolutionary heritage, take umbrage to that. However, it needs to be
clarified that the British (and consequently Irish/Australian (and NZ?) term “Yank” is not the same as
the term “Yankee”. Actually, most British and their colonial subjects almost never use “Yankee” at all.
“Yank” means a person who is either a US citizen by birth or naturalization, or anyone who has spent
significant time in the US and who displays American cultural characteristics that are obvious to the
British, the Irish, Aus, (and New Zealanders?)
Sometimes, because of the predilection of many Brits for rhyming slang, an American (or anyone who
has spent time in America) is called a Plank (Yank- Plank), or by another derivative- “Planker”.
Examples- “He is a Plank, a plain Yank”. Or – “A bunch of Plankers came to look at the castle
yesterday”.
Most often the term is used neutrally and endearingly, but rarely as a pejorative. One should not get
offended. However, when someone calls a Texan a Yankee, you can let them have a piece of your
mind. But this is very unlikely to be coming from the nations that are comfortable with “Yank”.
***
Political Correctness has stifled free speech in so many ways that we have to be so careful nowadays
about not using the wrong term to designate another person and consequently, get yelled at, make an
enemy, get fired, get sued, etc.
However, as I have mentioned in some of my writing before, PC thought mainly controls the English
language only and by osmosis, it seeps a bit into Spanish, French and maybe, German.
However, the invisible “language police“ can be avoided by learning, another, preferably a nonmainstream language, and using it freely. Granted, other languages also have restrictions such as one
should not use bad words against some remote ethnic group of theirs, or insult their King or their
religion but if you are mainly concerned about being restricted in your speech in the West, they can be
a useful addition to your arsenal of freedom in our unfree society.
Spanish can help you if people cringe at your use of the word “Oriental”. In Spanish it is not offensive.
The cognates of many other taboo English words in Spanish are not insulting at all. I cannot mention
them here because I am writing in English, but it is up for you to find out what they are.

The modern PC Language Gestapo has one Achilles‟s Heel- as most people in any Anglo-Saxon
country, they are by and large, monolingual. They will tune out if you speak another language. So
speak another language and have fun. Re-taste that freedom.
But you need to choose wisely. Spanish is still a bit mainstream, but even then, whenever I felt an
urge to say, cuss, I did so in Spanish where there were no Spanish speakers around. It would still be
better to learn some lesser popular language. Few people speak Thai, and while in Thailand, calling
someone an iguana is a horrible insult, saying the word “Oriental” in its Thai equivalent is a thing of
pride. Because their PC is different from ours, we can now engage in discussing our non-allowable
topics in their terms. Just as long as you do not talk about iguanas.
Japanese is another low-PC language and as long as you do not insult the Emperor you can use all the
un-PC terms in America when you switch to Japanese. Beyond that, try languages such as Slovak and
Hungarian and learn them well. Then, enjoy.
That is freedom. Just learn it well, gather a group of people that speaks your new language and let the
Freedom rip!
***
Praise When Language Bad, Putdown When Better
When studying a foreign language you will notice an interesting phenomenon- people in the countries
you are living in now will immediately comment on how well you speak it. You may be saying a few
phrases but some will even start jumping up and down and clapping their hands in delight. Especially,
if you are in an Asian country.
The fact that a rich foreigner like you is taking time to learn the language is truly a miracle. You
deserve to be praised. However, as your study gets deeper and deeper, and your command of the
language improves, the praises become fewer and fewer until a day arrives when people start telling
you that you speak the language badly and even make fun of your pronunciation.
Now, they are no longer comparing you to other foreigners who are not learning the language, to
native speakers, such as themselves and, compared to those, you still sound like a mental retard.
Hence, the giggles and frowns, grimaces and put downs.
Take heart! That type of behaviour indicates that your language is, in fact, getting better. Keep
learning. Get as many materials with dialogues in that language as you can and practice the dialogues
by yourself. You will soon be fluent. When people stop making any kind of comments about your
language, be they good or bad, and just talk to you normally, that means that you have really
mastered it.
***
Being a guide and helper to the natives
Many inhabitants of not so prosperous and even more or less prosperous countries have not seen their
own homelands they way you see it; i .e. a tourist and expat. They just work there, seldom visit
tourist spots, and have neither no time nor money to partake in the activities that you engage in when
you are there. They most certainly have not been to the many resorts or clubs that you have been to,
nor have they eaten at the many restaurants that you like to dine at.
It is fun, therefore, to show their own country to them from your perspective. It is doubly rewarding if
you take a poor person who cannot afford to visit some of the fanciest places that you like to frequent
to go and shop at some slick stores or visit museums that they have never yet entered.
Becoming a tourist guide for the natives can be a wry, but good thing. Try it. The people look so cute
when they see some new mountain with eyes full of surprise. It has been there forever, but only you

were able to show it to them. It is also a very endearing site seeing them at some exclusive beach
resort, feeling shy and out of place surrounded by rich gringo tourists. It is as if you are, basically,
opening up a whole new world to them without ever taking them out of their motherland.
It is also heartwarming to be able to help people in their own country with the most basic gift of allmoney. And with not much money at all. One can often see people in poorer countries going through
all kinds of trouble because of lack of money. Some are obviously hungry. You can take them to
dinner or just grocery shopping which will cost you little but will mean a lot to them. Some are
sleeping on the street. Hey, why not buy them a blanket?
Another great help that your money can effectuate there would be helping stranded people to get back
home. There are many developing countries where one can see migrants who had come to the big city
to find work but couldn‟t, and now they are stranded at various bus, boat or train stations unable to
return. They have stoic but forlorn looks on their faces. Look around; you can‟t miss them.
They are particularly sad-looking in countries which consist of many islands (such as Indonesia) and
where one cannot walk or hitchhike back to his or her village. Your buying a ticket for them to go back
to where they originally came from can mean a great deal to them. Somewhere, there are family
members that are worried about them but who do not know where they are. Hey, why not give them
some money to call home or send a telegram to their mother or husband or wife, get them a cheap
hotel room so they don‟t have to sleep on the street and send them back to where they came from? If
they want to, that is. And give them some money for the road, too. To buy bottled water, and some
food, and things like that.
You will feel like a saint later on, and you can be sure that you will never be forgotten as they will be
telling stories about you; the righteous among nations, a kind soul in the cold world who was willing to
open his/her heart and wallet to make such big difference in their lives.
***
Beyond the Sensual Horizon
If we look forward to our future with anticipation of attaining various goals, it does look like a
compilation of horizons that beacon to us. There is a travel horizon that you yearn to expand, for
example. You dream of mysterious new cities, distant vistas calling you into the wide blue (or green,
yellow, etc) yonder, and you feel as if the future is waving at you like some kind of mischievous siren.
“Come on over here! It is better here, you will experience something new”, it is saying. The same
beaconing horizons exist in areas that gratify all senses. There is a culinary horizon that is calling you,
too. It is the appeal of new and exotic tastes. There is also a smoking/tobacco horizon of sorts. New
cigars, cigarettes, snuff, etc.
Life is providing us with such new frontiers that are attracting us with their unknown-ness and the
thrill of discovery. Once unfolded, discovered and tasted, satisfaction sets in, but then, endless new
scopes again open up before us and wait for us to be discovered ad infinitum as we strive to satisfy
our senses. We may become lethargic and bored for a while, but soon, a new desire to explore yet
new sensations will awaken in us, and we again move forward to the forever expanding new
possibilities.
There is a sexual horizon-frontier, too, which is infinitely vast, but it is the one to which the movement
is restricted the most for a great number of people. Sex on Planet Earth is regulated, and is almost
always in short supply for the majority of humans unless they are either very rich or very attractive
and, at the same time, living in a somewhat sexually permissive society. Few people are totally
sexually fulfilled. Imagine for a moment though, that all your sexual desires could be satisfied. Would
boredom set in in the end? What would await you beyond that horizon?
There is a brand of tourist called aptly and unequivocally, the “sex tourist”, or, in cases of his/her long
stays in various sexual play lands, we should call him/her a sex-driven exile or a sex expat. Most are
males, middle-aged as a rule; some are still young and with money; and there are even females, all

with various degrees of sexual frustration gnawing at them and pushing them towards choosing such a
risky lifestyle.
You can see such men in parts of Latin America, SE Asia and Eastern Europe where, by some strange
quirk of nature and economics combined, there is a number of attractive and available women who
will have an intimate interlude with them for a very small fee or, in many cases, for the sake of
adventure and as part of their looking to attain personal happiness of all sorts.
The female sex tourist usually go to the Mediterranean, including parts of the Arab world, as well as
places where handsome black men will oblige them- both in Africa and on some Caribbean islands.
Some females also head for parts of South America populated by a mixture of various Italian and
Spanish immigrants which had created a variety of handsomeness rarely found in what they see the
somewhat romantically-, and passion- and looks-deprived world of Northern Europe and North
America.
Having an abundance of attractive and willing sex partners? Is it possible? Well, yes, by moving
yourself physically to the right country, it does happen, and, nowadays, you do not even need a whole
lot of money to experience such a pleasant situation. You can have any partner you want, as many as
you want, and at any time you want.
So, what happens if you do?
Many things happen, and every person has his own version of such a journey into the sexual beyond.
Usually, a middle-aged Western male ends up in South East Asia ( Latin America, Eastern Europe) and
goes to bars or other such places filled with nubile young women. The ratio of men to women in such
bars/other places varies from 5: 8 to 3:50, as a general rule. The choices are, basically, endless. The
first few days or even weeks, he is completely dazzled and paralyzed by all the choices he has now.
He does nothing for a while; just sits there observing what is going on. Then, he becomes a shark in
the state of feeding frenzy. He often takes several partners a night while experiencing the euphoria
similar to a Bedouin who had lived all his life in the desert and who has reached the Nile. He can now
drink all the water he can and he will drink and drink and drink and then some.
After several days, however, he becomes tired and wants a break. Sex does require physical energy,
you know. He rests for a few days, then resumes the feeding “ritual”, but progressively with fewer and
fewer partners. Also, if at first he would jump at any female who would be willing to oblige him, slowly
he becomes choosier and choosier. He begins to distinguish between various types of ladies and no
longer goes for the less attractive ones while, in the beginning, anything breathing would do.
Eventually, his tastes become more and more refined and he only picks “the cream of the crop”. After
another time period which can last from several weeks to several months, the tourist becomes
fatigued and takes a longer break. He feels that he has gotten it out of his system and starts missing
something. “I want a relationship; I need to be loved. This is not real; it is all money-based!” he
exclaims. He then decides that he wants to “fall in love”. After some attempts, he finally finds a
girlfriend, usually among the same prostitutes or border-line prostitutes and “settles down”. Some do
so after beginning to feel guilty of “taking advantage” of the poverty of the people and some just
because they get scared of AIDS and other such illnesses. They get tested for the virus and if they are
negative, the young couple “settles down”.
When “love” is found and the man is now in the arms of his true “amour”, euphoria again sets in. For
a while, that is. Then he begins to experience marriage-related problems. He now has the girl‟s family
to deal with. He has a society outside to deal with, and that society and the family may or may not
like the new couple for various reasons- class reasons, race and ethnic reasons, etc. He may then
either take the girl to his country or bite the bullet and stay where he is. If he goes back to the West,
it may work out but what happens if he stays?
Again, all sorts of problems keep cropping up, economic ones, immigration and job-related ones, and
he also begins to realize that his freedom is now restricted in many ways. He, secretly at first, and
then with greater and greater awareness, becomes conscious of the fact that being a playboy was
very liberating. And it cost less money than having a wife, too. Yes, siree! No in-lows to take out to

dinner. No medical bills if the wife or kids get sick, no money to be saved for the kids‟ education. In
many cases, he breaks up with his new love after a year or even sooner, and goes back to his lifestyle
as “the john”. Once a john, always a john, you see.
In other cases, he secretly cheats on his wife because once you taste what it‟s like to be a sex god (or
a sex fiend), being just a husband (read “house-bound”) can be very cramping to your style, see?.
Some men succeed, particularly those with some religious upbringing and some “morals” left in them,
and who move back to their country. Many don‟t.
Generally, a good number stay in the various grey areas between marriage or semi-marriage, partial
cohabitation and the philandering of various degrees. We can call such a lifestyle “sexual diversifying”,
and, similarly to how one diversifies one‟s investments of money, one does not put all one‟s emotional
and sexual urges into one “basket”. Such a way of life seems to be the most gratifying for all men who
embark on journeys of sensual indulgence.
Also, some men end up “riding the crest” of emotions by always consorting with a group of young
women in the 18-22 category when many are very marriage-minded and who are apt to engage in all
sorts of emotional ups-and-downs and intrigues. Such men thrive on jealous scenes, tearful break ups
and passionate make ups and starring in their own thrilling soap operas. It is an interesting lifestyle
although it is time- (and money) consuming and leaves little room for any other worthwhile pursuits.
Eventually, as with any pleasure involving senses, the man gets somewhat jaded. The question is
when. Some take as little as one year, some take as long as possibly 20 years or even longer. Some
do end up finding a fulfilling relationship, some turn to various alternative sexual lifestyles to discover
yet new frontiers, some become so corroded by ennui that they end up single and do not want to be
bothered with sex ever again. The latter outcome has its advantages as one can now devote one‟s life
to art, music or writing among other refined things.
The results of a man‟s long foray into sex heavens of the world vary from one person to another. One
thing is certain, though. Such a lifestyle does not create long-lasting happiness. It cannot do so by the
virtue of the fact that nothing based on satisfying senses can truly fulfill you or give you a base upon
which one can be absolutely happy. Just like a Bedouin who has reached the Nile and is euphorious for
some time, but who cannot build total personal happiness on the fact that now water is in such great
supply, similarly, endless supply of sex cannot in and by itself become a source of everlasting felicity.
Hence, for some, the end of active sexual pursuits can become a beginning of a new spiritual journey.
But what becomes of women who go to such sex heavens? The results are somewhat similar to those
of men although they cannot enjoy as much love or semi-love as men because of the fact that they
are far more restricted by age than men are. A woman in her fifties can still be attractive to Middle
Eastern, Greek or African men in their thirties and forties, but few, for social or even physical bases,
can spend time picking up young people in go-go bars while in their 60s and 70ies, while men can pick
up prostitutes and even get lovers/wives all the way until the very end of their lives. A rich 80 year old
man can marry an 18 year old in many countries if he has enough money, and still get some
semblance of “love” from her, but it is something that is much harder for a woman to pull off. An old
man can still father a child while a post -menopause woman cannot. So, in case of women, many end
up getting married after their rather short fling while a big number of men stay in that limbo located
somewhere in a place situated among marriages, passionate love affairs, long courtships, various
degrees of amorous conquests and the outright use of the services of prostitutes .
Some women go back to their countries to get married; some stay in the foreign man‟s country. Few,
if any brag, of such adventures to anyone. Most such women also seem to be much more bent on
marriage then men. The ones settled with foreign men in the men‟s countries have to put up with
many more infidelities than what Western men would put up with in their lives. Many also experience
a combination of welcome and oppression in the new country. They are welcome as exotic guests but
they no longer have the “managerial” rights equal to those they would have back home.
However, as with men, they eventually discover that neither unlimited love nor affection from the
opposite sex provides for true happiness and fulfillment. One gets tired of everything in life given
enough of it for a long enough time period.

So, what does make us happy? I guess, that is a question that we have been trying to answer since
the world began. One thing is clear though: sexual gratification will provide as much of it as any other
thing outside of ourselves, which is not really much when you look at life long term. However, it is a
very good carrot on a stick and an excellent motivational tool to encourage you to earn money, travel
and learn foreign languages. You basically use your procreational urges to inspire you. It also provides
you with all sorts of emotional jolts that a person who does not live such a lifestyle will never
experience. You will runs a full gamut from heavenly joy when one is in the arms of a particularly
attractive partner or partners to the dismal angst and trepidation when one goes to get the results of
that AIDS test. Diapers for adults are strongly recommended- to be worn on that fateful day.
Those who want to engage in such a life style, had better stay within the law and be aware of its
downsides- the moral outrage of many people and societies at you doing it, possible diseases some of
which are incurable, and a rather big outlay of money, time and emotional or bodily energy. It is a
journey fraught with peril. Undertake it at your own risk. Is it worth it, though?
Hard to say.
***
Smell Addicts
One thing that is particularly remarkable when one goes to the so-called developing countries is the
sheer number and variety of smells that assault one‟s nostrils. One of the reason why there are so
many of them is in part because most such countries are located in the warmer areas and we seem to
smell things better than when we are in cold climate; the other reason is basically that hygiene
standards are not as high. Also, there is a lot of cooking going on outdoors with smoke and fire and all
kinds of oils being burnt right in front of you. Garbage lies in piles everywhere. Unleaded gas fumes
and bonfires melt into a strangely heavy and moody smell.
Animals ( and often humans) answer nature‟s call right where they live, and it seems that every
second of you walking through the country, yet another new smell or a blend of several smells is
“tasted” by your olfactory organs. There are also good smells everywhere- in many places you are
near fields of flowers, haystacks, and for some reason, in the developing world they seem to smell
more. Each such smell creates some kind of association in you with a mood, a sight, and also, your
senses can even parlay it into a color or a sound if you have such a gift, and some people do.
You are now living in a great gamut of smells, a spectrum of sorts containing hundreds, if not
thousands of major and minor scents and aromas, wavelets of exquisite odors and horrid stenches all
mixed into one continuum. It is basically a world of its own, a universe of smells, as it were.
One can therefore say that certain areas of the world are smell-rich while others are smell- poor. In
say, Singapore or Auckland one becomes very much aware of the fact that because of extreme
cleanliness of such places, and the very strict regulations governing garbage disposal, outdoor culinary
activities and regular cleaning efforts by the municipal authorities, the number of smells there is much
lower than, say, in Cairo or Nairobi. If you got used to so many smells where you used to live and
then move to the sterile and squeaky clean first world cities, you will sometimes experience a longing
for all those scent-related experiences you used to have. Life was fuller to a degree, you may think,
even if some smells were offensive. You may even experience a “smell hunger” when in Tokyo, after
you had come back from Jakarta and even begin to feel depressed and nostalgic for the places where
such invisible riches abound.
Once hooked on living amongst such a diversity of olfactory experiences, one is again bound to return
to smell- wealthy countries often unless one can recreate such a condition at home which would not
be easy or legal in most places. So, a smell addict keeps going back for more again and again and
again. Ah, the smell of un-spayed cats mixed with the exquisite sense of fresh strawberries and a
smoke from a bonfire nearby with sights and sounds of braying donkeys nearby. That‟s living, ain‟t it!

***
The Smell of the Other Tribe
Have you heard people saying that another tribe stinks? Nowadays , in the politically correct
environment, such statements would immediately invite a strong rebuke, and an accusation of
“racism”. But, in fact, it is often the case that we get used to the smells of people who are like us, and
people from other areas, because of diet and different rules of hygiene end up having a strong smell
that we find offensive. It‟s just a fact.
Even Western people who are meticulously clean and who do not smell bad to each other, may smell
bad when they are among people who are either vegetarian or do not eat dairy products. In Japan
they have a term “bata-kusai” or “gaijin-no-nioy” meaning “reeking of butter” or “foreigner‟s smell”.
Korean soldiers, too, because of having a diet different from that of Americans, could smell GIs from a
distance- they called it “the Yankee smell”. However, Americans could not smell each other. The
Korean diet that includes a great deal of marinated cabbage- kimchi, that is, often creates a certain
scent that Westerners can pick up on. However, Koreans themselves cannot. Yup, just like how
Americans cannot smell each other. That is if they shower and brush their teeth daily.
In many cases, when you move to Japan and/or Korea and start eating their food, after a month or
two, you stop being smelly to them and, usually, you will not smell them, either. Other people may
still be prejudiced against you until they stand close to you and find out that you, in fact, do not exude
any unpleasant aromas.
People of the Indian Subcontinent who eat lots and lots of food spiced up with curry, also seem to
have a strong smell to those who do not eat curries. If you happen to live there for a long time, start
eating curry and you will not notice the smell after a while.
There are also countries where people do not bathe every day. There are others whose people do not
brush their teeth every day. There are countries where deodorants are not yet part of the culture.
Their residents are so used to each others‟ smell since their very childhood, that they simply do not
notice it, whereas you may be able to suffer significantly if your nose has never smelt such an array of
strong body and dental odors.
Sometimes, smelly stereotypes can prove to be false. Usually, people in many tropical countries bathe
every day and use deodorants and smell very clean. Gulf Arabs are very clean and smell fresh for the
most part. So are Puerto Ricans and Dominicans. Some countries are poor, but the people smell good,
and in some, richer countries people smell bad. In which ones? You will find out as you travel.
In going to countries where hygiene standards are different from yours, it may be a good idea to see if
you can tolerate them and/or they can tolerate yours when choosing a dating or a marriage partner.
They may have habits that you can find disgusting and vice versa and they /or you can emanate some
odors that can ruin the relationship faster than anything else would.
The whole smell thing is an important part of your discovery of the world. Go and see if the human
smell factor where you are going agrees with you. Some places may be OK and some, not so good.
You will, after a while, either get used to it or leave the place in disgust to find some other culture
where you don‟t smell bad to the locals and they don‟t smell bad to you.
***

Subtleties vs. Bang-in-Your-Face Differences
Sometimes culture shocks are easiest to bear when you go to a country that is very different than the
one with only a slight difference from yours. Somehow, when going to visit a place like Indonesia or

Bahrain, you psyche yourself up for it knowing fully well that it is going to be as dissimilar as it can
possibly be. So, you will be on guard all the time and paying careful attention to everything there. You
will also probably read up on the place, buy a brochure and try to learn about all the great multitude
of things that are so uncommon to your mind that are present in that country. You will then be able to
more or less cope with the country without a huge shock as you will keep as open a mind as you can.
The locals in those countries will also be as tolerant of you as they can be because you are so
different. They will usually forgive you many of your mistakes ( provided they are not criminal
offenses, of course). Both you and them will be happy when you find out that inspite of the enormous
differences in your cultures, there are also some similarities and all of you will celebrate the joys of
such discoveries. We are all humans and we are all so much alike! What a joy to see people who,
beneath the façade of distinctness have the same hearts and feelings as us!
On the other hand, when you go to a country that you think is similar to yours, such as an Englishman
or another European going to America, for example, or even an American going to a place like
Argentina or French Canada, you relax your guards too much. You think, hey, they look like us and
often they speak the same languages and/or I can speak French and Spanish and I will be OK. Hey,
they are basically the same people, so I will fit right in. Right?
Wrong. Many Brits go through huge culture shocks in the US. “Americans are so taciturn! Americans
have no sense of humor!“ Many relate stories about strange reactions that Americans show to the
British accent. Some admire it, some think the person is a corny snob. Some find the British way of
speech, the way a Brit folds his legs and moves his arms effeminate, mistake him for a gay male, and
he suffers from homophobia ( or attraction from real gays) without ever being gay.
Dressing habits also do not help. Informally dressed Americans and English Canadians evoke reactions
of disgust and derision on Montreal subways among the elegantly, Parisian-style-clad Quebecois. “Tete
Caree”, they call you, a “square head”. You walk up to people and speak French and they walk on with
heads held high and just a dark glare at you from the corner of their eyes.
Brits seem cold as ice to Americans, and Americans seem naïve, loud-mouthed and child-like to Brits.
In a Mercosur country in South America, you can get very nasty looks from people for wearing
sneakers to a restaurant or be refused entry to a discotheque for the same reason. You look like them,
roughly, so there is no excuse for you to not know the rules.
Oh, you are foreigner? No wonder you are so screwed up!
And the root cause of all the trouble is that we underestimate just how different countries can be from
ours even as people in them look the same, and we do not read enough about them before we go
there. So, the rule is this- read up on any country you go to; not only on the most exotic ones. It can
sometimes happen that the “similar-looking” country can have even more dissimilarities in comparison
to your culture than some bizarre place on the other end of the world‟s cultural spectrum.
If you prepare well, you will be able to enjoy the subtle positive differences in such
“ analogous” countries while avoiding being smacked over the head by the bigger ones.
You can go to Montreal and buy all sorts of clothes in latest styles and fashions and walk down the
street well-dressed without being accused of being gay. You can wear shoes with jeans in
Uruguay,and never sneakers, and feel OK and not out of place.
The soft and polite manners of people in New Zealand, the fact that you can cross a street intersection
diagonally there, as well as the sudden broad knowledge and intellectualism of a blond Australian girl
in her early twenties can all be wonderful things that will put a smile on your face.
***
Generalizations and Twisted Logic

It is impossible to explain anything or even describe anything without resorting to some sort of
generalizations. Say, you come up with a phrase like this: “Antarctica is cold”. This statement is a
generalization. People can tell you- not all of Antarctica is cold and not always. Someone who lives
there will say something in like-“well; it is not too cold for me”.
It is not too cold for a penguin, either. They live OK there and do not complain. However, if you say
that average temperatures in Antarctica are lower than average temperatures in 90% of the world,
which makes it quite cold for most people, then you will hit the nail on the head. Few people could
argue with your statement.
When talking about this or that country, if we overly generalize, we will get these responses: 1) Not
all, only some people. 2) You, too.
And if you generalize about people who are not white, you will get this response: 3) You are a racist.
You can also get this response- 4) I talked to my uncle and he said he had been there and he says it is
not like that at all.
Here are some examples:
Your statement:
A country X is dirty and corrupt, and you can‟t trust anybody there.
Responses will be something like this:
Not all of the country is corrupt, only some people. Most are good. Your country is dirty and corrupt,
too. Ah, you are a racist; you don‟t like “X”-ians. My aunt has lived in country X and then she has also
lived in the Bronx/London, and she says streets are dirty there, too.
Usually such responses will leave you speechless and without recourse to argue back. The entire
argument is difficult to win because the first statement is too blank and the answers are just as
fallacious. The one who begins such an argument is bound to lose because it is hard to use correct
logic to conduct a dignified debate.
Here is a better statement:
Country X has an uncomfortably high general level of corruption making conduct of business there
quite risky. One runs a very high possibility of losing one‟s money as the commercial climate is too
unstable for an international investor in comparison with investing in more modern countries. Also, the
general level of cleanliness is about one fourth of what it would be in a developed country such as the
US, UK, and one can get a dangerous disease there quite easily.
It is very hard to argue with above statements.
Let‟s try again:
Blank Statement: I don‟t want to marry a woman in country Y. They are all a bunch of whores and
floozies who are only after your money.
Here are responses coming your way:
1) Not all. Only some girls; same as in your country. There are bad women and prostitutes all over the
world, so what‟s the difference?
2) Your country is the same. They are all whores there, too.
3) You are a racist and you hate my people, right? Screw you, you bigoted jerk! Don‟t come here
„cause we will kick you‟re a##!

4) No, they are not. My brother has married one and she is not a floozy.
Let‟s try a better way of putting it:
Marrying a woman from country Y is a bit too risky for me. As compared to a lot of other countries I
have been to, there seems to be too high a level of promiscuity. Experts have conducted surveys, and
these say that some 80% of women there engage in premarital sex. In comparison, only 10% of
women in country A do that. So, as you can see, it is better for me to look for a wife in country A than
in country Y. My chances in A are better.
People would usually have nothing to say to something like that.
Let‟s try this one:
Blank Statement:
Country B is dangerous and the people there are a bunch of criminals. I ain‟t goin‟ there. They are all
hoodlums and thugs, and they‟re gonna beat me up.
OK, get ready for the pat and idiotic answer:
Not all. Same as in other countries, some people are good and some are bad. You have criminals
where you are, too. And I have known a guy from country B and he was a nice guy. And I think you
are saying that because you are just prejudiced and you don‟t like people from country B.
Now, let‟s do a more civilized generalization:
Country B has an unusually high crime rate. Actually, it ranks the 3d highest in the world in the
number of murders, kidnappings, rapes and armed robberies committed at any given time both in the
metropolitan areas and the countryside. In comparison, my native country ranks only the 156th- near
the bottom, that is, meaning, it is one of the safest places in the world with the lowest per capita
number of crimes. There has not been a kidnapping case for 25 years; whereas, in country B, some
20 kidnappings occur every year. This is why I think Country B is just too dangerous for me to go to at
this time.
Your opponent is left speechless and can‟t argue back.
However, in some countries, particularly those with a big inferiority complex, a high level of
mythological patriotism or ethnic fundamentalism, one should avoid making any kinds of
generalizations except positive ones. Unless one is whispering it to another PT in some expat bar
without the natives being present, any kind of statement (logical or illogical) about another‟s country
should be positive even if you feel like cussing your heart out.
Well, on the second thought: for the latter; there are always Internet bulletin boards where you can
pour out your frustrations under a fictitious nick name and vent with almost total impunity.
PS: One of the most unpleasant topics that does not seem to yield to civilized rules of arguments is
that of racial or other discrimination. Few people are going to admit it about their own country. They
come up with statements such as “ not all, same as in other countrie-, some people are prejudiced
and some are not. I, for example, am not and I love all people”.
Again, prejudice and discrimination are measurable. There are polls, you know, and surveys, and the
such. They take a cross section of the population and give them a questionnaire- “How would you feel
if a person of such and such a race would try and rent an apartment from you? How do you feel about
your daughter marrying a person of X race/ nationality?” etc.
In some countries the results speak for themselves. Say, in country A, 87% of the population do not
want any foreigners to come and live there. In country B, 94 % of the population would not mind. In

country C, 79% of fathers said they would not want people of a certain nationality to become citizens
of the country. See what I mean?
These polls, while not 100% accurate, do give you a general picture of the social climate in the
country vis-à-vis you or people who want to move there. If you go and live there, you will be
surprised at how such results will match the way people will treat a certain kind of outsiders in real
life.
In addition to that, even if a small minority is against a certain group, that can still translate into
enough unpleasant incidents to make your life quite unlivable there. A case in point: I have met a
certain Gulf Arab gentleman who went to study in Malaysia. He related to me a very unpleasant
behavioral trend in that country which affected his sojourn there which lasted several months.
Malaysia has a sizeable ethnic Indian minority and quite a few, while again, a minority, of such
Malaysian Indians seem to be vocally prejudiced against Arabs. He would recall being verbally abused
on almost a daily basis. He would walk down the street and, in a very predictable pattern, sooner or
later, there would be an ethnic Indian uttering unpleasant epithets about Arabs and even insulting the
gentleman directly. “You accursed Arab, get stuffed!” “Get out of here, you Arab!”
Now if you bring up this topic with a Malaysian, there would be a very strange remark coming your
way: “Oh, no, most people in my country are not like that. Most people are good. We are not
prejudiced. ”
However, who cares how most people are if every week you get insulted three/four times, and you
cannot even go outside at night without the fear of being verbally, and possibly physically, assaulted.
Who cares if these are in the minority? If this happens with uncomfortable for you regularity and does
not stop, I would say that either you would have to disguise yourself, live with it or just move out.
However, complaining to Malaysians will not help as they would just say” What? Do all Malaysians do
it?”
How would they know what it‟s like being an Arab there? Are they themselves Arabs?
Imagine if he had to live there for years and years. He would be cursed some 150 times a year. Kind
of grates on your nerves, even if “all Malaysians do not do it”, wouldn‟t you agree?
Not every mosquito in the swamp will bite you but if enough bite you to give you malaria, does it
matter if these are in the minority?
Another very unpleasant topic has been that of the rise of racist groups in Russia and Germany. If you
start asking questions on the Internet such as” Are Russians racist?” or “Is it true that Germans are
racist?” you will be flooded with the same fallacious torrents of ” I am a German/Russian. I am not
prejudiced”, etc. But how would they know what it would be like on a daily basis there for a member
of an unpopular minority? Are they themselves a minority?
Skinheads in Russia now number 60,000 or so. Sure, for a country of 140,000,000 this number is not
big, but would you want to ride the Moscow subway as a person of color? Even if you run into three of
such young punks, your life could be in grave danger. The number of hate crimes in Russia is surging
on a yearly basis and does not seem to abate. Yup, most Russians are OK, but tell that to families of
people who had been murdered by these monsters and ask them if they would recommend young
people from their town to go and study in Moscow.
***

Justice? What justice?
In many so called developing (read: underdeveloped and hopelessly corrupt) countries the police can

be most unhelpful, lazy, dishonest and hostile. In tourist areas they sometimes have Tourist Police
which was established with the sole purpose of protecting temporary visitors from being ripped off,
swindled or assaulted.
These, while not very efficient, are much better than the regular police force as well as the whole
judicial system there. To many of the local cops, a foreigner is either a nuisance or a cash cow and
they are rarely, if ever, on your side. Unless, of course, you are a big shot exec or a high-ranking
diplomat. Not if you are a Joe Expat living on a $1200 a month pension in a tropical “paradise”.
The rule of thumb, therefore, is- if you can avoid it at all, stay as far away from the local cops as
possible and try not to get involved with arguments or conflicts with the locals no matter what. If you
do, you can expect little help from the police, and the locals can twist the whole thing to make you
look guilty and responsible. You are a foreigner, so in many places in the world, you are automatically
at fault. The other party is a local, so, in the case of their word against yours, you lose. He is one of
them; you are not. End of the story.
A case in point is: a Thai driver had a traffic accident in a certain oil-rich state where he happened to
be working at the time. When he appeared in court, the judge said: “It is your fault- if you had not
come to our country, this accident would not have happened”. So, the case was decided against the
poor Thai laborer.
However, expats residing in Thailand were reading the article with wry smirks. Because you know
why? They do the same in Thailand if a foreigner hits a Thai, you see. If you call the police, it is
automatically your fault. He is a Thai, you are a “farang”- you pay. In some cases, these realities of
local “justice” make one want to be very cautious and even avoid driving altogether. Taxis are cheap,
so one can just take those. The problem with taxis is that every new driver is a stranger and many of
such try and over charge you, and rip you off. In some cases, it is advisable that if you want to avoid
such unpleasantness altogether, that you have a permanent taxi- or a private driver who can take you
around. I, personally, prefer having a motorcycle which, while not very safe as a means of
transportation is easier to control, and, in case of accidents, causes less damage.
In cases of disputes with private individuals, I would advise making a retreat, swallowing your pride
and humbly bowing out of any argument. Let them feel like they are winning. And try not to use the
local court system except if you know a powerful lawyer there who can help you navigate it. It can be
a nightmare if you try to do it alone.
Is there any good thing in the local “justice” structure? Well, yes, I guess,there is the bribery system
and if you do not mind throwing your money around on bribes which can run into a tidy sum of money
depending on the nature of your transgression you can often weasel your way out of some very critical
tightspots. There have been cases of hapless expatriates who have been able to grease the palm of
the right official and skip the country as a result without ever serving their term. But it‟s another risky
proposition if you ask me. At times, they do not live up to their end of the bargain and disappear with
your bribe money without rendering the promised services. There is often little honor between the
briber and the “bribee”.
Just keep your nose clean, be humble and discreet, smile a lot, apologize profusely and be extremely
careful when in the countries where their justice system is still “developing”.
***

Scruffy TV Personalities
One thing I saw on Australian TV that surprised me was that they were quite relaxed about their TV
anchors not wearing a tie, appearing without makeup or looking scruffy in general. Some guys were
bald and looking quite happy nonetheless.

I have noticed the same thing when in watching singers on Arab MTV. There were quite a few very
overweight singers and some were extremely obese and yet, they were singing romantic songs while
representing their country on TV. I guess people in some countries are less hung up on physical
appearance. It is kind of good because fat or scruffy people in the audience do not feel inferior to
plastic aphrodites and well-groomed adonises, but at the same time, shouldn‟t there be a role model
for fitness or better dress habits?
***

The Anal or Faceless Other
One thing I have noticed about war movies is that often the enemy in those is not shown as cruel but
as kind of, well, anal and humorless, tense and sullen. While “one of our boys” is shown as relaxed,
friendly; strutting around with his cap pushed to the back of his head. Hogan‟s Heroes can be a prime
example. Think about the way a German is shown- anal and “strict”. It seems that the audience can
relate more to such portrayal than if the studios were showing them as outright “bad” people. I guess
a serious, jokeless other is even more disliked than someone who is just cruel.
When visiting other countries, one sees that in their versions of war movies, they did the same,
although sometimes not showing one of theirs as a “buddy”- type but as someone sentimental and
dreamy, almost maudlin, while the enemy would be shown as totally faceless, or ,sometimes, not
shown at all. Instead, the other side would be just their war craft- planes, tanks, etc. with no people
at all. When in Japan, watching Japanese documentaries about the war in the Pacific from their
perspective showed the tendency of dehumanizing the enemy by often now showing enemy at all.
I guess different cultures have different ways of pleasing their audience.
Locals in Big Cities vs. Smaller Towns
Big cities are more cosmopolitan, and one can get lost in them and „kind of‟ fit in. However, they are
also bad places to get to know the locals. There are so many foreigners there that the natives tend to
keep to themselves while grouping alien residents into a grey and unwelcome “them”. Tokyo would be
a prime example as getting to know Tokyoites is not very easy.
When one goes to smaller towns, one sticks out more and also encounters all kind of weird reactions
from the locals, overly bold stares, gossip and total lack of privacy. In some areas one becomes not a
celebrity but a notoriety by simply being there. People will be shocked by having you around and not
be used to dealing with someone like yourself. The barriers will look bigger on surface, but at the
same time, paradoxically, it will be easier to get to know people if one stays there longer, as one will
eventually become either recognized as part of, or at least, comfortably encysted into, the local
community. In big cities, however, while one may not evoke any bizarre response from the natives
except an occasional yawn, one runs the risk of forever remaining marginalized since one can be
stereotyped much longer and never really treated as an individual or a member of the community. So
in some ways, while the entry into smaller towns is tougher, it is in the end, a better way of joining
the local society than staying in a big city where you are just another “one of those”.
***
1000 cents (a few more notes on High Value Currency Units)
The highest monetary denomination in the world is probably the Kuwaiti dinar ( worth some $3.4
)which is broken not into 100 cents but 1000 “cents”, called “fils”. It takes time to get used to those
as well as other 1000 cent denominations in the Arabian Gulf. The other high value one is the Bahraini

Dinar, (some $2.6), again subdivided into “fils”, and the Omani Riyal ( worth $2.6), whose lower
denomination is called baisa; one gets 1000 baisa in one Riyal.
I tend to respect such high value currency units. When you have a few dinars in your pocket, you feel
like you are carrying money. 20 dinars will buy you a phone, a few hundred will buy you a motorcycle.
Half a dinar is also money with which you can pay for a taxi ride around town.
So, basically these are “1000-cent dollars” or “1000-pence pounds” as it were. When one is introduced
to such money, one feels confused. Some people tend to begin hoarding them as they pay attention to
the fact that it has so many pennies, others feel that as one “dollar” or “pound” tend to spend them
more profligately. “An airplane ticket to London for 200 dinars? I will buy I”t. They still think these are
dollars. They would think twice about buying it if they saw that 200 riyals is actually almost $700
But then, again, if you are in the savings mode, you will only need 600 dinars to put $2000 in your
bank accounts in your home country. So, depending on which end of the use of the currency you look
at, the spending end or the savings end, it will be either easy or hard to save.
I found it helpful to think of one such dinar or “1000-cent” riyal as $10 or GBP10. Actually, it will
roughly buy in the Middle East what $10 will buy you back home. So, a 200 dinar ticket to London is
basically a $2000 purchase. I guess, if you look at it this way, it will help you save and keep you from
spending too much.
I kind of learned to like all these 1000 cent monetary units. However, I still saved much less in Oman
then I did in Saudi Arabia where they have normal 100 cent (called halalah) money.
***

A Good Deed That May Go Unpunished
I have noticed an interesting “phenomenon” in some poorer countries- in supermarkets people put all
kinds of items in the shopping cart and, at the cash register, they run out of money and have to leave
items in a special place to be returned later. It is very embarrassing for them and embarrassing for
the store. Both the shopper and the cashier smile sheepishly and try and deflect the situation by
looking non-chalant as if nothing has happened. Inside, both feel lousy.
Several times, when seeing people like that in front of me, eating crow and smiling shyly, I would pull
out the money and pay for those goods. Usually, it would be some $5-10 in local currency. Some
people would be very glad to accept the money and look upon me as if I were a saint, others would
refuse to take it (initially that is) and then accede to my “demands” to take the money later. Cashiers
would beam a grateful smile at me regardless.
I did it in one Muslim country (that was not rich) and the person whose goods I paid for was staring at
me and mumbling- “You are Muslim, you are a Muslim!” with a smile of shock upon his face. I guess
that is how they expected a true Muslim to act.
It is a small thing, an extra favor that you can do to people and it will cost you very little. It may run
against your values of self-reliance, independence and self help and things like that but in many
poorer places, those values are either not taught or are hard to practice. So, if you want to do a good
thing for a fellow human being, sometimes an opportunity to do that can wait for you at your local
supermarket.
***

The Inscrutable East Asian
People often accuse the Japanese, the Koreans and the Chinese of being inscrutable or having stonelike expressions on their faces that do not reveal any emotions or feelings. What are they thinking?
One can never guess.
A Westerner would contrast his own people with tem saying that we, Americans, for example, are
open and we let people know exactly how we feel. That is what he thinks, anyway.
The truth of the matter is that most civilized nations would rarely talk straight and have some kind of
diplomatic code to avoid direct insults and confrontations. A lot of unpleasant messages are presented
through indirect verbal expressions and body language. In English, “don‟t call us, we‟ll call you”
usually means that they will not call. By knowing that that is what it probably means, you do not sit
waiting by the phone for hours, do you? Also, even in the US, people can smile at you and still not like
you but you have seen those fake smiles before and you know how to recognize them.
It is the same with the Japanese, Chinese and Koreans within their own societies. They have their own
body language and their own fake smiles and their own non-confrontational ways of saying „no‟ which
they can see but which you still cannot. If you stay there for a long time, though, you will be able to
learn their own diplomacy and even become as “fake” as they are and be as indirect as they are.
Although, now, it will seem quite direct to you.
It is ironic that while the Japanese have the reputation for being vague, some say the same about the
Thais. I remember seeing my Japanese friend yelling at his Thai wife-“ talk straight, don‟t beat around
the bush. The Japanese always talk straight, why you, Thais, cannot?”
It was funny, though, how after two years in Japan, the Japanese began to seem to be very frank
since I did learn to recognize even the most subtle indicators of “yes‟s” and “no‟s”, of “I don‟t like it”,”
it‟s not possible”, and other expressions; they appeared as very clear answers to me and the
communication was now very effective as I learned all the unspoken body signs and began reading
them fluently. The Japanese people were no longer inscrutable at all.
And after a long time in Thailand I could read the eyes behind the smiles and know exactly what the
Thai people were thinking while at first I could not. It takes time to learn those things.
I, on the other hand, began to seem very indirect and sneaky to Westerners when I came in contact
with them again.
So, do not think of East Asians inscrutable. Stick around and you will learn to read them like an open
book.
***
An Aspiring Bum on Temporary Retirement
It is not easy to succeed in Western or even Far Eastern countries if you are not top notch in
something. Those with good grades or excellent ability succeed. Those who are good b.s artists also
succeed. Those who are skilled in the art of aggressiveness and being a go-getter also succeed.
There are also people, like myself, for example, who are probably not destined to succeed in the
modern industrialized society.
Why? I don‟t like to struggle, I don‟t like to make efforts or live in the future. I like to enjoy today and
make full use of it. I don‟t like to compete with other people. If you asked me what I wanted to be
when I would grow up, I would say- nothing. I don‟t like to be anything- I am myself already.
Profession? None. I don‟t need one. If you ask me what the purpose of my life is, I would just say that
I am here to contemplate the beauty of it and to taste it to the fullest. Do I like to work? No. I am as

lazy as one can be. A bum.
Where would I be happy? In a big city where people compete with each other for jobs, friends, mates
and popularity? Only if I were rich. Otherwise, give me a languid tropical countryside any time. I will
hang my hammock there and relax days on end. Without any purpose. Or give me some big 3d world
city that runs on some god-forsaken and unstable currency so that I could exchange my dollars and
start throwing their money around and be seen as a rich benefactor and a visiting VIP.
Otherwise, I would like to be somewhere on some tropical island with no particular goals in mind.
Except to absorb life itself, minute by minute. Good food, good company. Who needs work?
Too bad it takes money to afford to be a lazy bum. So, how do you do it? You can become an English
teacher abroad, which is not a difficult job. You can put up with it for while. Until you get enough
money so that you could lie around for days on end.
Strangely enough, with my indolent personality I ended up becoming a workaholic, a person with
great attention to detail and a good saver. I ended up always busy and always doing something
productive. All for the sake of being able to afford to become a good for nothing bum when enough
money makes its way into my savings account.
And you know what else I have learned? You need to retire while young, and if you cannot do it as a
permanent thing, do it for just a while. Some people save for retirement and save and save. And then,
guess what? They are old by the time they retire. That is why I have created the concept of TRWY
„temporary retirement while young‟.
How so? Take some money while you are still young and “retire” for a few months or even a year in
some cheap country. Taste what it is like to be rich. Get some respect from the natives who will
mistake you for a millionaire. Get some dates with local ladies who think you are a hot shot. Sure
beats being a nobody back home. Then when you do go back home, you will have a whole new way of
looking at things.
And you will also learn that many so-called developing peoples actually have the wisdom that many
developed nations do not have. They know how to live their lives so that it can be enjoyed to the
fullest. Why not join them for a while. While you are still young, too.
Yes, I would classify myself as a person who always wants to be a bum and who is at home among
bums. Rich bums or poor bums. Sometimes, I even enjoy staying on skid rows as long as they are not
too dangerous. Kings Cross in Sydney is a great place for one. Actually, my occasional fantasy is to
have $100,000 in the bank at my disposal and get a small room somewhere in a poor part of town.
Walk around in ugly clothes, unshaven and looking like a bum. Only that you have a platinum debit
card in your pocket and can get cash at any big International ATM. I find it liberating to feel that you
have no social restrictions as you look like a hobo (to the point where some taxi drivers do not want to
pick you up) but you also know that you can end the “nightmare” by checking into a five start hotel at
any time.
However, tropical islands where I can do nothing for days on end except eat and sleep are number
one in my book. While I am still young and on temporary retirement benefits. Paid to myself by
myself.
***

How I Returned a Piece of Gum
About a hundred years ago one of the most powerful and highly developed countries in the world was
Argentina. It was a magnet for immigrants and entrepreneurs from all over the world. Most of the
population was from Europe, and it was melting into an exotic neo-European nationality along the

same lines as the United States. Huge Old World-style cities were built near the South Pole, and a
babble of many languages was heard on the streets of the newly built nation. Every nationality, race
and ethnicity was found on the streets of Buenos Aires which looked very much like those of Madrid or
Paris.
Argentinean tourists ploughed the waves of world oceans as first class passengers and were welcomed
as members of a privileged and successful country in every port they went. “He is an Argentinean”,
people would say, which was the same as saying- “he has got a lot of dough and is an aristocrat”.
The country welcomed millions of newcomers from all over the world and was very much set to
become a superpower. Well, maybe “superpower” is too loud a word, but it was to become something
like Germany or Australia. A fully functioning modern society and an economic powerhouse.
Then, because of many factors that I would not go into now, the country slow slid into a “Third World”
status while still preserving its great all-European cultural charm. However, it was forgotten by the
world and relegated to the status of a has been nation.
I remember that, as a kid, in a distant port in a faraway land, I once saw a ship full of Argentines dock
in, and a crowd of extremely well-to-do looking people descend from it. They were walking around
confidently and I looked at them with eyes full of envy. Wow! I wish I could be like that. Rich like
them! Traveling around the world!
One Argentine approached me, and, while looking at me with a condescending smile, gave me a stick
of gum which I accepted most gratefully. As he walked away I looked at him wistfully. Here I was, just
a poor kid and there he was- a rich Argentine.
Little did I know then, that thirty years later I would be flying into Buenos Aires with wads full of
Middle East petro-dollars after Argentina had lost its status and went into a head spin of poverty and
debt. I must admit that I was gloating now, and I even tried to suppress my condescending smile as I
saw the sad faces of the many Argentinean people walking forlornly down the streets. Unemployment
was high, salaries even lower than in Mexico and the Argentinean cruise ships carrying rich tourists
around the world were pretty much history. I almost felt like saying- “Aha, now you are poor, and I
am the one who is rich. But, I think, I owe you something, if you can remember. How about a piece of
gum?”
So, here I was in the center of Buenos Aires, pockets bursting with money, a wallet full of debit cards
with tens of thousands of dollars in their accounts, staying at excellent hotels and marveling at just
how cheap everything now was. The formerly powerful peso was now three-to-the dollar and a meal
for 17 pesos was almost nothing for my budget. I was looking for a piece of gum, though I needed to
pay the country back.
Actually, I was searching for a „stick‟ of gum but, hey, they only had “pillow”-shaped gum. But what
the heck, that would do and I bought it. Then there were also all these young boys, who were about
my age when I saw that rich Argentine on a cruise. One asked me for a “moneda”, a coin. I was happy
to give him a handful of coins. Then I smiled at him patronizingly ( of course!) and gave him a piece of
gum. “Here, Argentina, we are now even”.
Next, onto a high-class restaurant. That‟s really where I wanted to be now. I found a place where only
the local super rich, the flowers of Buenos Aires society could afford to dine. Ladies in furs, men in
flannel overcoats.
Some of my ancestors immigrated to Bs Aires at the turn of the last century when the country yet
held so much promise. I wonder if any of their descendants could make it economically and could dine
there now and be in the midst of all these aristocrats whose coats and furs were handled by an
immaculately dressed blond hostess.
But there I was in their midst, somewhat ill-dressed but with pockets full of cash. I had a meal for
some sixty dollars which was now more than a weeks‟ wages for an average Porteno ( a Buenos Aires
resident) and left a generous tip. I felt like I had “arrived”. And I did not need to become a millionaire

in New York to feel it. How long would it take there , anyway? A generation or two of my time? Nah, I
know of a better way. All I need is a trip to this fallen economy to fully redeem myself. Yes, it was
schadenfreude, pure and simple, and I enjoyed every second of it. You gotta problem with that?
I took taxis everywhere, went to clubs and shopped like a rich Saudi prince does on Rodeo drive in
Beverly Hills. It was all in Argentine pesos and very, very cheap for someone full of Middle East oil
dollars. Not bad for a lazy bum like me.
Yet, I was not about to continue my dark gloatings. After all, it was only fun for a while.
After the “sweet revenge” was savored and enjoyed, I did realize that my money was helping the local
economy and that I was, in fact, contributing to this country by just my being there. I also started
making local friends and telling them the funny story about a rich Argentinean who had once given me
a piece of gum and how I have finally paid back the “debt”.
I was also telling the local people about life in the US and in the Middle- and Far East , and how there
were opportunities there because, maybe, somebody there was doing things right. I even gave some
unsolicited advice on how to better run the local economy and how to better compete on the world
markets and surprisingly, I wasn‟t brushed off. I also wished in my heart and prayed to see this
wonderful melting pot country glorious and prosperous again. My prayer also was really sincere
because, while it does not become anyone to be poor, it especially does not suit the Argentines to be
like that; and guess what, just a year and half later, the economy improved and life has become
better for all people there. Maybe, my prayer did work.
You know, it makes one feel good to be a rich tourist in a developing country. It feels double good to
be a tourist in a country that has fallen from its greatness and is temporarily undergoing a painful
upheaval. Doing something, no matter how insignificant for a nation that has lost its former glory and
your making even a tiny
contribution to help them regain their ex-greatness will leave a sweet residue of accomplishment in
your heart.
So, look at the map and see if there is any country that has faltered and is hanging on the edge of
abyss. Maybe, you could head there and help out? Just a little bit?
I can‟t wait to see those Argentinean cruise liners in world ports again soon. And maybe, when I see
one, I will just sit somewhere near the gangplank and watch the tourists descend from their luxury
boats. Hey, maybe one of them will give me a piece of gum again. And I will say‟ Thank you!” This
time with no envy but with a happy smile on my face.
***
North-South Shuttle
I have read numerous self-help books on how one should attain personal success, which in our
modern world basically means „making money‟. One of the truisms there is “go to where money is”.
Meaning, one goes to industries or places or gatherings of people where there is money in bigger
abundance than somewhere else. One joins some sales organizations, real estate investment clubs, or
as common sense would dictate, one goes to work in locations where they pay well- Alaska, for
fishing, oil rigs, ships, where your room and board are all paid, Saudi Arabia, Hong Kong, Japan, Iraq,
etc.
Likewise, if one wants to be happy, whether after one has made big money or even before that ,(if
one has a bit of money to spare) one should go to where happiness is. And happiness is generally
found in lower-income tropical countries such as Bangladesh, Burma, in poorer ( but not too poor)
nations of the Caribbean and Africa, the Philippines, Indonesia, etc. There are some researchers that
claim that neither riches nor, (definitely!) poverty can buy you happiness, but having “somewhat
enough” does. Generally, it seems that in a place where the weather is good all year around, where
minimal housing, food and medical demands are met, industrialization and agriculture are balanced,

prices are low, interference of government organs into private lives of citizens is negligible; where
people are friendly, and religion and prayer is practiced, but not fanatically so; where the rhythm of
life is relaxed and folks are friendly and helpful to each other; where boyfriends and girlfriends,
husbands and wives are easy to find, and jobs pay little but somewhat above the survival level, that is
the place where happiness finds its abode.
Upon arrival into such places, one notices that the very air there seems to be filled with invisible
happy ether, kind of like laughing gas, and after staying there for a bit of time, that either will
permeate your very soul. Grim visitors from Northern Europe and Northern Asia or from other hustleand-bustle societies in which a stranger is mistrusted, prices are high and one is under an eternal
barrage of bills and loan repayment notes, and each person has to puff him/herself up like a frog in
order to be respected, relax and start smiling in those societies and become happy themselves.
One does need to keep in mind, though, that the happy, “just-enough” countries aren‟t good at
inventing sophisticated technological devices, making high efficiency weapons, giving birth to great
scientists or providing top-notch services. So, one simply does not go there looking for those. One
gets knowledge and services from the North and later, goes to “absorb” the happiness of the South.
People there are happy as is, so there is not incentive to push oneself too hard or to be disciplined.
This is why most of such happy (or happy-go-lucky) nations fell victims to colonial expansions by
gloomy and serious invaders from the North who spent centuries battling unhappiness, and, as a
result, created sophisticated arms, and developed evil but ingenious predatory minds bent on survival
and ruthless competition.
That is what basically, over the centuries, created the North-South divide, where “rich” and unhappy
Murlock nations of the North subjugated the innocent, “poor” and happy nations of the South. The
divide is still there whereby the North is still miserable but strong and efficient, while the South is still
somewhat lax and happy but incompetent when it tries to compete with the North. The North is a
hungry wolf whereas the South is a tender doe which is just happy grazing on some grass and
prancing about the savannah.
However, one should not get involved in politics and try and liberate does from wolves
unless one wants to get oneself killed or deported. One should simply shuttle between the unhappy,
mechanical and cold places which have money, and happy, humane and friendly places which provide
us with a never ending spring of felicity.
***

Does Race Exist?
In the guilt ridden West there is now a movement supported by leading scientists that claims that race
does not exist. All people, they say, belong to human race and then they show DNA tests that some
human groupings that look alike have less in common in their DNA‟s than people who look different.
For example, I have read somewhere, that Negritos of South East Asia and the very black people of
Papua New Guinea have very few common genetic characteristics with Africans; that some phenotypes
of people that consider themselves races overlap with other, totally unrelated races and other such
things.
Some of my British friends, who are now reeling under the weight of colonial remorse, come up with
all kinds of liberal theories that claim that people simply have cultural mannerisms and clothes but if
we remove those, some 50% would look very much alike.
However, living as an international traveler or a PT makes you highly aware of at least the visual
aspect of race and convinces you time and time again that it is a very real thing.
For example, if you are a Westerner in Thailand, you are a „farang”, and you are treated as such. You

are a rich guest and you will pay inflated prices on everything, be cheated almost on a daily basis and
you will never be seen as one of the locals. Why? Because your face does not look like anything that
the locals see among their own kind daily. Dress the way locals do, learn their language but still your
face is different, your body is too hairy, you are too tall, your skin is of a color which is never found
among the natives; you are not one of them. End of the story. The same goes for a lot of countries.
Travel and you will see.
In Japan, they will call you “gaijin” and treat you as such. It is assumed that you are from America,
that you cannot speak Japanese, that you cannot eat Japanese food, and no matter how you adjust to
their culture, change your mannerism or become fluent in the languages, you are simply not a
member of their people, their “race”.
Gypsies in Europe face the same problem. Most have adopted the names of the countries of their
birth; have been registered by local authorities and given local citizenships. But to a local on the
street, the shop owner, the kids at school, these people are gypsies and will always be such. They just
look different- basically, in their majority, they look like people from Pakistan or Bangladesh. Sure,
there are some gypsies that have intermingled with the locals creating somewhat of a “local look”, but
these , again are not the majority, and most gypsies still have to catch hell on a daily or, if lucky,
weekly basis.
In almost every place you go, there will be a “majority look”, a “minority look” and a “foreign” look
and you will have to “fit” one of those. In many countries of the Americas, which consist of immigrant
groups, your “foreign” look ( which is non racial, but cultural) can be switched to a minority look by
adopting local ways of dress and behavior. In most countries in Europe or Asia, though, the foreign
look cannot be eliminated no matter how hard one tries if the way you look physically, does not fall
within the “range of acceptable deviations” of that society‟s “membership conditions”.
For example, in most Arab countries, an African-looking man can be seen as an Arab, and a
Mediterranean, southern Italian looking man will also be seen as one, but an East Asian or a NorthernEuropean-looking man usually would not be. In southern Slavic countries, especially those colonized
by Turks, a Mediterranean-looking man will fall into the acceptable range of “localness” and could be
seen as say, a Serb with Turkish admixture. However, a black African could never fit into their
parameters of what it means to be, a Serb or a Slovene. You just don‟t look like one, meaning, your
look is foreign, and not even a minority one.
For many travelers and international dwellers, especially those who reside in countries where people
happen to be of a very homogenous and different from the travelers‟ ethnic stock, realities of race are
stark and very much in-your-face. Some people are overly nice to you and treat you as a guest, some
are stand-offish and want to have nothing to do with you, and some are openly mocking and hostile.
Adapting the new societies‟ mannerism may have mixed effects- it may make you less obvious to
some people and even allow you for a greater degree of acceptance, but, at the same time, it can
irritate others that you are trying to fit in too much and thereby are insulting and invading the purity
of their culture/race/nation. There are even countries on planet Earth where foreigners are not allowed
by law to wear national clothes, believe it or not.
In some countries, people are less hung up on race, but are more hung up on religion. Changing one‟s
religion and openly displaying its symbols on you- such as wearing that religion‟s symbols or garments
identifying you as its adherent may gain you more acceptance, but not complete inclusion if your face
is still what that nation deems to be “foreign –looking”.
So does race exist? I guess it often does, and it very much depends on where you are and who is
observing and classifying you. It does if the locals decide that you are not a member of their group
because your immutable physical traits ( skin, eye, and hair color, shape of the nose, height and
hairiness, etc.) do not fulfill their requirement of what it means to be one of ” them” and will thus
forever treat you differently.
Those pundits of political correctness and DNA takers should travel around a bit more, get
overcharged a few times, get a few dirty looks and called some bad names and, in extreme cases,
beat up, and then we will see what they have to say.

On a lighter note, if one lives among a very homogenous group because of job and other
commitments and feels racial pressure on oneself all the time, one should try and periodically fly out
to places where various human types are mixed and where one can be a local no matter what- parts
of Brazil are like that and even parts of the US are like that. One can, of course, also go back to one‟s
country for recuperation if possible.
Staying among “another kind” is not always easy because even if people around you will come to
accept you and treat you well, you may still have to take flak from strangers who do not know you
there. You may be in a neighborhood for many years and all the neighbors and store owners will get
to know you and like you, but all it takes is a new waiter who does not want to serve you and runs
away, or a new neighbor who stares at you like you had just fallen from the moon (you may think of
yourself as a veteran in that place because you had been there for twenty years, but these have other
ideas) to make you again feel like a stranger. So, off you go on a “bathe-in-same-or multi- ethnos”
vacation to recuperate from the very real racial biases which still very exist in our very complex world
where race is still an important concept.
***
Smokeless Tobacco
Smokers are now discriminated against in a lot of countries as smoke free environments are being
created all around the globe. You no longer have smoking flights and ashtrays in elbow rests are now
mostly decorative. Some airports have smoking areas still but these will be gone before long. A
nicotine addict like myself who cannot quit can satisfy their cravings by taking a cigarette, tearing it
up and emptying the tobacco into the palm of their hand. I then roll the tobacco into a small „plug‟ and
insert it between my lower lip and the row of teeth facing it. After it lies there for about a minute, the
nicotine will quickly get into my blood and take the edge of the urge. It works for me. However, if I
swallow some of the tobacco juice, it gives me hiccups. Sometimes, I would even take a cigar, tear off
a small piece and make a plug out of it. I did get some side effects like blood rushes, nervous
twitches, etc. so if you decide to do it, do so at your own risk.
Anti-smoking campaigns everywhere have probably boosted sales of snuff and chewing tobacco to
unprecedented heights, mostly in the US. Snuff there is now getting to be quite expensive- some $7 a
can. One can buy cheaper snuff at Dubai Duty Free for a bit over a dollar a can. In some other parts of
the world, it cannot be obtained as easily, though. Australians do not seem to be familiar with it. Latin
Americans and most Europeans (except Scandinavians) have not taken up the habit, either. If one
becomes an inveterate dipper, the only way to obtain snuff would be over the Internet. Some
companies, most notably the ones located in Scandinavia will ship it to you to the ends of the world.
The call it “Snus” there.
Many Gulf Arabs, Indians, Pakistanis, Sudanese as well as Central Asians make their own snuff and
chewing tobacco which is dirt cheap but it takes getting used to if you decide to dip it. The taste is
bitter and some add lye to it so that it would irritate your gums and allow nicotine to penetrate your
blood more quickly. Sudanese tumbak is particularly strong and it will make you stagger, and your
glands will salivate in abundant spurts causing you to spit out brown good every two minutes. This is
not something that squeamish or untrained people should try without proper adult supervision.
Nicorette gum to me seems to be a better alternative, although quitting the nicotine habit altogether
would be the ideal option.
***

The Gulf Ways

In Oman I have seen something very curious- sloping street curbs. They look just like regular curbs
but are at a 25 degree or lover angle and you can drive over them and roll into a parking lot without
damaging your tires. The street is still there and so is the sidewalk but one does not need to look for
an entrance into a parking area. Just drive straight into it. How wise, and how considerate!
***
One inconvenience in the Arabian Gulf, though, is that highways, parkways and freeways often do not
have that many places to make a U-turn, and you are forced to drive for many miles until you reach
some roundabout and can now go back to where you came from. Sometimes, if you are on a divided
street and simply need to go to a restaurant on the other side, it is often better to just park on your
side and cross the street as the U-turn can be astronomically far.
***
One peril to keep in mind and it is a very serious danger indeed, is that, while driving at night, you run
the risk of God forbid running over some Arab ladies wearing dark robes and covering their faces who
thus cannot be easily seen. Also, many streets are unlit, and a lady in a black “cloak” can come out at
any time. Even as you pull out of your car port, some neighbours may have a bunch of female visitors
who will not be easily spotted in your rear view mirror. In daytime, it is no problem because the sun is
usually so bright that they can be noticed immediately, but at night, they are a real and present
danger. Be very careful when you back out and also, when driving on unlit streets, turn on your high
beams. Better safe than sorry.
***
If you see many cars double- or triple parked in front of a bank, hotel or some restaurant it does not
mean that all the parking spots in the area have been taken. Usually, just some 20 yards from there,
you will see many vacant lots. People there prefer to amalgamate their cars in one area, and then to
patiently wait until other drivers leave so that their car could now be safely “released”. To the locals,
parking even a short distance from the place where they are going in a hurry and having to walk
seems to be a bigger nuisance than having their cars blocked by rows upon rows of other vehicles
which leave them waiting even longer until their drivers will climb into them and unblock their cars. As
a westerner who does not mind a two minute walk, one usually has no parking problem at all.
***
Many Sub-continental workers in the Arabian Gulf do not queue up at foreign exchange offices,
Western Union outlets and other such places but seem to attack the counter in a disorderly and everyman-for-himself fashion. Lines simply do not seem to exist. However, there is a system in such a way
of obtaining service, as well, even though it may not be obvious to you at first. The clerks seem to
know very well who came first and who came later and still end up attending you on a first-come-firstserve basis. The staff have been working in such an environment for decades, and their skill at serving
customers in the order of arrival is simply amazing. I used to get irritated at first, but now I feel very
comfortable plunging myself into the swarm of expat workers milling in front of the counter. I know
that I will almost never be treated unfairly and someone who came after me will be served before me.
Try it and you will see.
***
We are used to thinking of Indians, Pakistanis and Bangladeshis as former British colonial subjects,
therefore, we assume that they speak English. However, in the case of the Gulf, many of the lower
class laborers as well as clerks at many stores and tailor shops cannot speak even rudimentary English
but speak broken , expat Arabic fluently. On the other hand, Gulf Arabs almost always speak beautiful
English. So, you end up speaking Arabic to Indians and Sri-Lankans, and speaking English to Arabs.
Shouldn‟t it be the other way around?
***

I became pretty fluent in conversational Arabic by practicing it with Indian clerks, cleaners, laundry
personnel and electricians. I rarely spoke it to Arabs who often switch to near perfect English when
talking to me.
In Oman, driver licenses are good for ten years, and so are debit/ATM cards. How wonderful! How nice
it is to know that you do not need to worry about renewals for a whole decade. Also, with Omani
licenses, you can legally drive in other countries of the Gulf if you visit there. No international license
is needed. Then, if you decide to stay in another GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council) country and work,
getting a local license is normally a piece of cake.
US driver licenses are also held in high esteem. In many Gulf countries they will often let you rent a
car with a stateside license. Not a bad deal. And if you want a local license, only an eye exam is
usually needed in many Gulf nations. However, I still got an international driving permit from AAA and
drive with it just be on the safe side.
***

A Nasty Item
Have you ever seen luggage carts? Those little contraptions that are like little folding racks with
wheels that you put your bag on so that you would not have to carry it and could just drag it behind
you? I consider them a huge source of irritation. They come with those long (or not so long) bungee
strings with hooks on both ends. Some hooks are plastic and thick, and after I put my bag on that
trolley, for the life of me I can‟t find a place on it to hook it up to. If the bag is thick, it is hard to see
the bottom of the cart, and one needs to practically crawl under them to fasten them up. Then, the
bag may slide off sideways if the string is not tight enough. Sometimes, you need to wrap it around
the bag twice, and it gets so tight that it can snap and cause grievous bodily harm. If the hooks are
metal and thin, they can hurt you pretty bad if they break loose.
With so many x-ray security checks on the way to and from the plane, you may often end up taking
your bag off the trolley and putting it back on and repeating the awkward process of attaching your
luggage to it all over again. Also, what happens when you finally check your bag in? Will you take it
with you as carry-on luggage? Beware. They cannot be easily folded. If you try and fold them, some
part of it will still be sticking out, and tying those bungee ropes around them will again be a
nightmare. And you can pinch your fingers in them, too. I have ended up just checking them in as
another item because they can also be a big nuisance when you put them in the overhead
compartment. The cords can slip and snap, plus they take up too much space in there, anyway. But
even if you check them in, that causes another inconvenience- some airlines only allow two pieces of
check-in baggage per passenger, and you will not be able to check in some other, much more
important items.
***

Miscellaneous
***Some of us end up in strange through the process of natural rejection and in that process we often
discover more opportunities and a better life than those who were able to be accepted back home. We
then end up thanking the “rejectors” for doing us the favor of rejecting us.
*** Most people do not know what they want and, often confuse the expectations of society around
them with their own wishes. To them, success is not pleasing oneself, but gaining approval of others.
Since values of most societies are imperfect and erroneous to begin with, blindly upholding them leads
to an unhappy and wasted life. Asking oneself a very private question: “What do I want?” and
listening to one‟s own shocking answers ( in private, again) will put one on a strange, unconventional,

but, eventually, a happy path. Provided, of course, that such desires can be fulfilled legally and
without hurting others. If one becomes an international traveler and lives in many different countries,
lawful and harmless realization of one‟s wishes becomes very much possible.
***Traveling to poor and lawless (but safe) places is a very liberating experience. One can finally
experience the joy of sloppiness and living dirty without being criticized for it. I just love not washing
or shaving for a day and not wearing clean clothes. I also love rolling in hay or just walking with old
boots on slimy puddles of water. How about falling asleep on the grass somewhere covering oneself
with some dirty blanket? I enjoy those things and love to do them once in a while.
***There is such a thing as a safe place in a dangerous country or region. If one asks around, one will
find it. But it will have one very special characteristic- there will be few tourists in that area and you
will get to enjoy it to the fullest- it will be all yours. Negative news paint in a bad light areas that are
much larger than the ones where peril truly resides.
When there is a war in Sierra Leone, all of West Africa gets labeled as dangerous. But Gabon is safe,
and so is Cameroon and Senegal. However, because there are hostilities in the general area, few
foreigners will go there. Pity! For them, that is.
Same with the island of Mindanao in the Philippines. Even Filipinos will tell you not to go there. But if
you do, you will see that most of it is safe, and as long as you know where bad areas are and do not
go there, you will be OK.
People in such places will be honest and truly hospitable, and unspoiled by tourism and money. Find
out where safe places in dangerous regions are and go there. Use common sense though and ask
around before you do.
*** Expatriation and emigrating temporarily or for very long periods can be an effective cure against
discrimination of all kinds. That is why many Asian women, for one, love living in the West where they
have opportunities unheard of at home. So do many oppressed social classes and lower casts of the
Third World.
However, few people in the West think of escaping discrimination by going to poorer and less
technologically developed countries. Too bad for them! There are many groups in the West who could
benefit tremendously by leaving and going to the right place. One can, off the top of one‟s head, think
of Asian men in the US, Canada, etc. Asian-American men often complain that they are socially
discriminated against, are seen as sexless and weak creatures and are portrayed in a caricaturesque
way in the media. For many, life in the West is basically without much respect. By adding another
country, such as say, Thailand and/or Vietnam, or even Mexico, to their list of places of residence,
they will generally solve the problem, often as immediately as landing at the new airport. They will be
treated much better, have more friends, dates and will be welcome visitors to many local homes. Their
status and, therefore, self esteem will shot up. The “West” will just be a place where practical thingsinvestments, education, loans/credit etc. can be obtained.
Many Black and Hispanic people in the US can also benefit by building a life in two or more countries.
US-based Hispanics and Blacks are often very well respected, and treated extremely well in quite a
few countries. Much better than in the US, at least.
The only catch is that one needs to go there with a bit of money and/ or very important and needed
skills or investment capital. In any event, if one feels he/she is discriminated against, and is not
treated well where one is, there is no need to develop a complex and become angry or “tough”; one
needs to sit down in front of a world map and carefully consider a place where is sure to be treated
better. Ask around, post on the Internet, find out how things are and how other people are doing
there. One Black American man emigrated to Guyana- a very racially mixed place. It‟s got its
problems, but he is no longer living in anger in a big and cold Eastern city ghetto and, is not called by
any bad names anymore. He is now known as just “an American” where he lives. He has also gotten
himself a local girl and is presently much happier. He has fewer economic opportunities but money
just isn‟t everything.

Being discriminated against for whatever reason sucks. Accepting discrimination as a status quo and
adjusting oneself to it is only good if you cannot live internationally. You can also be a damn hero,
organize and march, but remember that changing deeply ingrained attitudes of the public takes
decades, if not centuries. Have you got the time? I sure haven‟t.
If you can go legally, go as soon as possible. Do what you have to do to get the money or skill- work
in Iraq, become a sailor, drill and fish in Alaska. Become a doctor without frontiers. Whatever.
A life is a terrible thing to waste. And a life lived while being rejected and discriminated against
because of race, religion, national origin, age, etcetera, is a wasted life. Do not waste yours. If you do
proper research, you will be able to find new places where your kind is very much needed and
welcome by others.
***There is an Asian proverb that goes something like this:” if a tiny flea attaches itself to the tail of a
big and strong horse, it will travel a thousand miles”. If you become an English teacher, you may, in
fact, become such a “flea” abroad. English teachers can go where doctors, military big shots and other
VIPs go. They can become lecturers at big medicals schools, ride company jeeps into military bases in
the Middle East and follow general business and political trends (horses) which will take them on long
and profitable journeys around the world.
*** Every country seems to have a musical cord, as it were, a constant and unique vibration that
hangs in the air. It is called” the national chord” or more loosely- “the vibe”. It is almost heard, and is
also tasted, smelt and felt. Stop for a moment, sit down quietly somewhere and try and listen to it.
You will soon be able to hear it (and also smell and taste it). The cord is not visible, though, so do not
try to discern it with your visual organs.
***While being accepted into a new society is a joyful thing, I would caution against assimilating too
much into the new environment. The more you assimilate the more the locals will start demanding
that you behave like them. In countries where intellectual properties are not well valued, one will be
expected to act in naïve and “non- smart” ways and keep one mouth shut most of the time. In other
countries, where religions are too strict, one will have to adhere to new rules which may seem to be
barbaric to you. So, the best thing, again, is following the middle way. Assimilate only as far as it is
convenient to you and always maintain some kind of distance from the locals. Also, do not forget to
leave the place every once in a while so that the locals have a chance miss you and welcome you
back.
***

Practical Romanticism
Just like there is a ying and yang, right-wingers and left-wingers, plus and minuses, there are also two
types of characters or approaches to life: the practical and the romantic. In countries where the
practical approach predominates, the streets are clean, the houses are well kept and everything runs
smoothly but families are broken and dating and parties are boring. Music and art are empty and
lifeless. In countries where the romantic approach is dominant, the family is strong, parties are
passionate and joyful, art is full of meaning and substance, but the government and business are
notoriously inefficient.
Practical peoples are well organized, forward looking and empiricist in their approach to life but they
seem to be robotic and machine like to the romantic peoples. A good example would be Canada where
the Quebecois complain about their romantic people‟s conflict with the “tete carees” the “square-head”
English Canadians.
I guess that in order to have harmony in life we need to have both the practical and the romantic
elements balanced. In other words we need to become practical romanticists. Make money, save and I
invest, but also a lot a certain share for aesthetic enjoyment. How about taking care of one‟s financial

affairs in the most responsible fashion and then enjoying unbelievable sunsets over Manila Bay? Just
sitting down for one full hour and watching the sun sink into the mirror-like flat waves of that
gorgeous body of water. After all, if we don‟t take time for such things we are no better than ants or
squirrels that are just concerned with how much food they will have to stash away for hard times.
I can name so many people who have spent their lives in the most cool-headed and organized way
only to one day end up on their death bed and realize that they have wasted a lot of time without ever
enjoying life in any big way. Their sad demise is almost as meaningless as that of a person who never
made any provisions for the future and only enjoyed the present again to end up penniless and
unhappy in his old age.
Neither the ant‟s nor the grasshopper‟s approach is correct. One lives a happy life only if one can
balance both.
***
Go to Taste One culture, End up Tasting Another
There are strange places in the world where you end you tasting a whole different culture than the
one you had intended to experience in the first place. Take Auckland, New Zealand for example. I
went there hoping to taste some famous New Zealand mutton and see what it would be like to well,
live in...New Zealand. I did not plan on ending up in…Korea. With huge numbers of Koreans in the
downtown, it was basically like visiting Seoul. I ended up eating Korean food every day, meeting and
talking to Korean people and buying things from Korean shops. Nothing wrong with that, but you see,
I had paid all this money to visit NZ.
For a very long time I looked for a New Zealand restaurant. There was only one in Auckland which I
found after an intensive search that lasted many days. And it was only after about another week,
when in Queenstown, I was able to try my first uniquely New Zealand dish- Lamb Wellington.
Hey, what gives! Why should I go to New Zealand and not really experience it? Maybe I should have
just gone on to Korea, instead?
When in the United Arab Emirates, as well as many other countries of the Arabian Gulf, you do not
really get introduced to the Arab culture because in many big cities there, there are not that many
Arabs. Most people are from India and Pakistan. So, basically, you get introduced to the culture of the
Indian Subcontinent. Nothing wrong with that except that I kind of thought that in the United Arab
Emirates there should be more things Arab, more Arabic language spoken, more Arab foods and songs
sang. No luck. Sometimes you see an Arab whisk by in a Land Cruiser at a neck-breaking speed and
you have very little opportunity to talk to him. You are, for all intents and purposes living in Karachi or
Mumbai.
Students who for years were watching Hollywood movies and dreaming of going to the USA to study
to experience America, go to Los Angeles and basically experience…Mexico. They go to the downtown
areas where virtually no one speaks English, and they do not see any “ Americans”, at least not the
Americans they used to see on TV.
In some South East Asian nations, one becomes exposed to the 1950ies US culture through songs,
clothing and most of all, their way of thinking. Hoping to see what it would be like living in an exotic
Asian nation, one now witnesses the people‟s addiction to money and things, western behavior,
western materialism and provincialism, to the point that they themselves are now more moneygrubbing and more Western than the Westerners themselves.
Hey, I was hoping to listen to some Eastern thought, but instead I end up seeing people who are
chasing the dollar , dreaming of Mercedes Benzes, dancing Hip Hop and basically looking down on
their own culture which they now find old-fashioned and backward, and whose lost virtues only the
foreigners are now interested in. Why travel half way around the world to find a pre-1960ies America?

The ironic thing is that while the West has now been so cloyed with materialism that the spiritual
revival is on the way in so many places, the formerly very spiritual nations are now engaged in the
feeding frenzy, devouring the fruits of their newly found materialistic civilization.
Yup, you go to one place and you end up experiencing another, you go to places expecting things to
be different but they are even more “the same” as they would be back home. Strange indeed.
***

Perils of Marketing Art from Overseas

I guess some of us make dumb mistakes so that others would not have to. While working in the
Middle East, I thought of an interesting idea- what if I paint and sell my paintings through galleries in
the US? I have bought canvas, paintbrushes, paints, the works. Then I started painting and marketing
my art to galleries on the net. I figured: I would send them the art, they would exhibit it and then if
they sell the stuff, they will send me the money to my bank account in the US.
After I have accumulated a list of several galleries who were interested, I started sending them
artworks. Shipping rolls of paintings to the US was expensive, then I paid for frames and in some
cases, I shared the cost for refreshments, etc. I did not sell much. Only one painting, actually. When I
asked for my art back, some galleries remained silent and only had their answering machines on.
Some asked for money to send art back but when I sent them money, they would not send it back
even to my US address. Calling them was expensive and inconclusive. Some galleries asked for an
extension but when I emailed them to find out how the sales were going, they would not reply to my
emails. Some of such galleries folded and disappeared.
Some very nice artworks were thus lost. You want to try calling and collecting artworks in the US out
of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia? Good luck.
Please be careful with such galleries. You can lose your art. Better try selling it directly through eBay
but also do remember that it will entail certain shipping costs which will make that art too expensive
plus you are not supposed to be working in other fields while you are employed in the Middle East. So,
the whole thing is too risky. Be careful. I have lost quite a bit of money this way.
***
Aging More Obvious
As you work on long contracts in other countries, you will notice one thing- when you go back home,
or return to some old contract where you had not seen people for a long time, you notice how much
they have aged. When around people all the time, aging is unnoticeable because it is slow and
gradual, and they do not see you get older and you do not see them get older. However, when
separated by long stretches of time and meeting them again, the changes brought about by age
become very stark and you are in for a bit of a shock as you see the wattles, the new lines, the
stopped body, etc. However, in about one hour to one day, the age shock disappears as you get used
to their new look and they no longer seem as old.
There is something to be said about the joy of not noticing people get old if one stays in the same
place for a long time and sees the same faces all this time.
***

Big Fish in a Small Pond
A friend of mine, who had always complained that was a “nobody” in the US, went to Lithuania and
became a celebrity there. He had actually become so famous that he was featured on the front cover
of a local magazine. Just being a US citizen there made him very interesting to the natives since there
are very few Americans there. This is an example of how one can become a big fish when one moves
from a huge and competitive pond of his own country to a smaller and a more provincial one in
another. Some people benefit by moving to the US and some strangely enough, benefit even more, at
least socially speaking, by moving to another country. If you feel that you are somewhat unnoticed on
your home turf and do not wish to go through the rigors of local competition, maybe you should
consider the option of becoming a luminary somewhere on the other side of the globe.
***
BA’s Who Had Been There First
There is a nasty peril awaiting those of us with postgraduate degrees who want to work overseas. If
we are new and do not choose organizations that expressly require that their people hold MAs or
PhDs, we may end up getting a boss or a manager who had been there first, spent many long years
there, started as a nobody, kissed many local derrieres, cringed and truckled before authorities in a
foreign land and finally made it to the “top” He is now a supervisor-. your supervisor, that is. And boy
does he hate you. You have an MA or a PhD and he only has a BA. He will run you through the mill,
yell at you and call you names. He will also try and get you fired if he can.
Yup, there is a breed like that. They did not get a marketable degree back home and either had no
money or brains to get a more advanced diploma, so they headed for various exotic destinations
where they used their white skin and their citizenship to become employees and then, after a long
stretch of penal servitude, were able to obtain positions of importance. Then you arrive at the scene.
A threat to them. The owner of the company likes you but not your boss.
I have run into situations like that a few times and I would recommend all people who have post
graduate degrees to find out what the qualifications are required to work in the place. If they allow
BA‟s, be careful. You may end up a hated servant of an insecure sycophant who had just completed
his climb up the foreign corporate ladder and he will find everything wrong with you to make sure you
are neutralized and put down in the most humiliating ways possible. Beware. Choose companies
where they do not allow people with lower qualifications except as employees of those with higher
degrees. Otherwise, an awkward and extremely unpleasant situation can develop.
***
Forex Scams in Thailand
If you are Thailand-bound, beware of Forex scams there. Most typically, one is approached by other
mealy-mouthed expats who promise one extraordinary returns on investment- to the tune of 10% a
month. Those expats who look for ways to stay in “paradise‟ with their sweet girlfriend, become
countless victims of such shady dealings.
They are invited into plush offices with international staff and many computers with blinking screens
showing “trading”. Cute girls and young, clean-cut guys lounge in front of the monitors.
The owner is often a Thai Chinese with Indian managers.
When one hands them the money, they simply share it among themselves and that is the end of it.
They will try to convince you to invest because they have some special hedging technique or some
special system to protect your investment, etc. Do not listen to them. Do not hand them your money
no matter what they say. These are all scams. You will lose your money and then your girlfriend and

leave the country broke. Watch out! You have been warned.
PS: Incidentally, there is one more scam. Retirees are urged to buy a bar with dancers in it. It looks
like a great deal but more often than not it is a scam. Somehow, the bar fails to turn a profit and the
retiree will have to resell it back at a loss. To the same person who had sold it to him in the first place.
Happens all the time. Beware!
***
Telling Them To get Stuffed
When you are an international expat suddenly working back home in your country, it gives you a
sardonic kind of pleasure to be able to quit your job if you don‟t get along with your boss or a coworker. Other people you work with are shaking with the fear of losing their jobs but you aren‟t. The
reason is – you are aware of the worldwide job opportunities while they are only aware of domestic
ones. You have often have money from tax-free jobs stashed in the bank but they don‟t. They have
heavy mortgages, kids in school and spousal ties while the ties that bind may not be as strong.
The same goes if you start dating at home again. You are aware of the international dating market,
and have been to countries where you were a hot item, and a partner can be found in some 8
minutes. You may not be such a hot date now back home but no sweat. If you get dumped by another
arrogant domestic date who treats you like you are something cheap and not worthy of being
appreciated, all you need to do is get on the plane, and back you are in a locale where you are the
one doing the choosing and the rejecting.
Ah, what a pleasure it is to tell your boss and your date to get stuffed because after another magic
flight, you will be making more money that they are ( after taxes, that is) and dating people that are
far more attractive than they could ever be and without the attitude, too.
I once quit my job in California because I could not stand the tyrannical boss there, and then, I sent
him a letter from Riyadh notifying him of the fact that now my salary was higher than his.
A friend of mind sent the ex-spouse a letter from a certain tropical country into which a picture was
enclosed showing my friend in explicit action with five different partners.
Eat your hearts out, tyrants. The world is our oyster in the ways it could never be with you.
***
There is probably a joy even greater than that one being an explorer yourself and that is the fact that
because of your explorations and subsequent recommendations, there will, in the future, be people
following your examples and living the life that you are living. Should I call it the Columbus Mission?
Yes, you are discovering new lands and circumstances that other people will be able to take advantage
of
Even if you are not the first to live a lifestyle of a stateless expatriate in any given place or places, you
will still discover new things and new locations, and through your advice to others, will be able to
change their lives by recommending that they go to where you have gone and do things that you have
done.
In international life advice matters a lot. Just a sentence of guidance to another person can change
their entire life. It is especially true if you have discovered benefits in some little-known, off-thebeaten-path destinations that are not on the main tourist drag or know some very confidential things
about it that are not widely publicized.
You can literally be the cause of a happy life of another person who will be able to find a country he
loves, a partner or a job he loves all because of you, and that person will never forget you as long as
he lives. You may even be the cause in the chain of events that may lead to a birth of many mixed

children (hopefully legitimate and well taken care of).
However, what is amusing when others follow in your footsteps is that often they do completely
different things in the new place than what you would do- they do not go to places that you
recommended they go to, they do not stay at the hotels where you stayed at, and generally, they try
and make the country fit their habits and requirements; not yours. They also end up finding a partner
that you may think of as unworthy of them.
I guess one should not stop that from happening because they are them and you are you, only that
one needs to take special care to warn them about all the dangers in the new place and what to do
and not to do there.
Finally, it can happen that they will not like the place at all and may end up cursing you for introducing
them to a hell hole. That is why you would need to give them a no holds barred disclaimer before they
go there. Otherwise, you will end up having an angry friend at your door step or just nasty emails and
calls. Not a pleasant thing. That is why you need to tell them the truth, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth. Actually, often, emphasizing the dangers and various serious inconveniences there, you
will be able to separate the men from the boys.
“Raising” another expat can be a truly rewarding experience especially when you realize that they
have become experts in that country ( countries) and are now advising others on how to move there
and reap its benefits.
Just keep undesirable people from going there, will you?
***
In a lot of countries, it is impolite not to remove one‟s shoes when entering a home. However, in my
opinion, it is not always a good idea. Now, what happens if people‟s foot hygiene is not up to par and
their feet exude an unpleasant aroma? Isn‟t it better to let them keep their footwear on rather than
for you to be sitting there, wrinkling one‟s nose and wondering how to let the guest know that his feet
smell without hurting his feelings?
Frankly, I don‟t know how people deal with that problem.
Talking about bad smells and sweat: if you move to a hot and humid place like Thailand and start
working there, and are coming from a cold, dry country, your body will react by perspiring so
profusely that there will be rivers of sweat running down your back because in many offices there,
there is no air conditioning, plus, even if there is, you will arrive wet from the outside and you will
again be emitting a smell different from what a local smells. You will them notice that your co-workers
will be avoiding you.
The way to solve it: wear a good tank top/undergarment to absorb the sweat and use plenty of antiperspirant. Also, you can bring in a change of clothes with you and get dressed in the company
bathroom before you go to work. A cumbersome thing to do, but it should work.
The words:” smelly Arabs” most probably does not apply to Gulf Arabs. These not only wash every
day, but several times a day because they need to perform their ablutions before prayer. And other
Arabs and Muslims do the same. Most do not smell at all except of the very fragrant, oil-based
perfumes that they use daily. Also, they do not use toilet paper but rather, a certain sprinkler to
remove the impurities left after the evacuation of wastes from the organism. They are circumcised and
extremely clean people. They also wear sandals, so their feet do not get sweaty and infected with
various bacteria causing odors. Public flatulence is seen as some of the worst social offense one can
commit. Women‟s genital hygiene is also superb as they remove access pubic hair and thus, their
crotches are never fetid. Personally, I do not know where they got the idea that Arabs stank; they do
not stink at all. They are most possibly some of the cleanest people on the planet.
***

If you do not lock the dial of your cell phone and just put it in a pocket, it can start dialing all by itself;
usually numbers that are listed under A and B, and the most recently dialed ones. In some countries (
and even in your home country), you can really disturb some people and even get a warning from the
local phone company and even harassment threats.
I inadvertently dialed my boss, then AAA (Arab Automotive Association) and all the people in my
phonebook that have Arab names which very often start with an A: Ali, Abdullah, Ahmed,
Abdurahman, Asad, Alizadeh, etc. Luckily, they knew me and figured out my phone was acting up. But
my boss was not pleased. Be careful with those. Get one of those clam-like phones or set an
automatic keyboard lock to some 30 seconds, otherwise, there will be trouble.
***
Black Americans in Saudi
Many Black Americans who went to work in Saudi Arabia liked the place very much. They said that by
and large they were treated very well and felt more accepted there than they were back home. Many
have also noticed with surprise that there was no police harassment anymore. They could just go
anywhere, any neighborhood, any store, drive nice cars and feel, well…freedom. No one would bother
them. Some would remark that as Blacks they felt better treated than white Americans since Saudis
would feel more affinity with someone who could pass for a Saudi Muslim ( Black Americans could)
than for someone who could not ( most white Americans could not pass for a Saudi) .
Many would be invited to Saudi homes (white Americans usually would not be) and generally, they
would fit in quite well. Those who became Muslims felt even better.
It does not mean that there is no racism in Saudi Arabia at all, it just means that in many ways, there
is far less racism there than in the West. At least, when it comes to the treatment of Black Americans,
that is definitely the case. Islam strictly prohibits racial discrimination, whereas, in Christianity, there
does not seem to be any express prohibition of it. This is why in the US; you have Black churches and
Korean churches, etc. In Saudi Arabia there would never be a Black mosque. A Mosque is just a
Mosque. Any Muslim can go there and pray.
It is also important to note here that whenever there is a terrorist group that wants to kill Americans,
a Black American is usually not affected by the threat, unless he is in a group of white colleagues. And
there have been cases of Black Americans being charged less for rent than white Americans.
Not only that. Saudi Arabia and many other countries in the Gulf are a home to a large Ethiopian
community with thousands of gorgeous young women with faces like Queen of Sheba or Nefertiti all
dreaming to land a handsome Black American husband or boyfriend. I have known of US guys in their
60is having 21 year old Ethiopian girlfriends who looked like supermodels with the guys looking like
death slightly warmed over.
So, it is beneficial to be Black in Saudi in more ways than one.
Not every Black American had a good experience in Saudi, but, by and large, those who have worked
there, liked it, felt very good about themselves, and they way they were treated there. They also got
good salaries and high social status. All in all, Black Americans like Saudi Arabia and enjoy being there
and if you are a Black American man, you are very likely to have a good time there, too, and maybe,
should consider getting a job there in the nearest future.
***

Pidgin Arabic

In the countries of the Arabian Gulf, there exists a veritable salad bowl of ethnicities, nationalities,
cultures and races. The language that unites them is English when it comes to upper classes and the
so called Expat Arabic when it comes to working folks.
Expat Arabic has no grammar, no tenses and no verb declensions but it is spoken by millions of
people. If you spoke English like that, this is how it would sound:
Yesterday I is go your house. You is no there. I very sad. I say: Where you go? Why you no here. I is
call you phone. You no answer. What is problem?
Those Westerners who come to the Gulf buy expensive books to teach them correct Arabic, but the
public outside rarely speaks it. Gulf Arab themselves are so used to hearing Expat Arabic that they do
not laugh at the non existent grammar, and do not correct it. Rather, they themselves address various
non-Arab ethnicities in Expat Arabic. Westerners should try and learn this lingua franca, instead of
busting their brains learning the correct variety, however, the problem is, there are no books teaching
it. If someone could write a textbook on this subject, one would possibly make a fortune. In the
meantime, the best way to study it would be by learning it on the street while speaking to Afghans,
Indians, Bengalis and Pakistanis.
***
8 reasons why Asian men have a better social life in Russia than America (a letter to
Winston)
“Winston
If you still have not figured it out, do not rack your brains over it. It is several reasons, not one- so it
is a combination of factors that lead to the different results you are experiencing. Here they are one
by one:
1) East Orthodox Slavic culture vs. Anglo-Celto-Germanic. Communal and friendly vs. individualisticcliqueish one.
Russians are generally friendlier people when it comes to strangers because of their communal pasteven long before Communism. They are used to including strange people into their group. Anglos on
the other hand like to be alone, do not like people they don't know, and prefer being in cliques. If you
want to know why Americans behave a certain way look at their ancestors- go to London and any
other English town. See how cliqueish the people are and how difficult it is to make friends. There is
no eye contact, the people just seem to be absorbed into their own world and their own clique. But
Anglos are very friendly inside of the clique and act as normal humans when they are in it. It is just
that getting into the clique is the problem.
2) Your worth on the love market in both countries. Who and what are you as far as the context of the
market you are in.
Take (mentally) all the men in the US, line them up and put yourself amongst them. How would you
rate in terms of looks, height, money, etc? Probably not high. Put yourself in a line-up with Russian
men and see how and where you would rate. Probably quite high.
Mostly because Russians do not on the average have as much money and/or international lifestyle
that you can offer. You are making ten times to twenty times more money than they do. If you look at
it within the US context, it is as if you were a man making $20,000-$40,000 a month.
3) America is divided along racial lines and five categories of people- Whites, Blacks, Hispanics, Asians
and Indians.

Each group has its assigned role and image within the US. In that system Asian men and Asian people
in general are not seen as something popular or powerful. Within the context of the US culture, an
Asian man is seen based on American stereotypes and you are familiar with them.
Russia is not divided so much by racial lines but more along the lines of ethnic Russians vs. nonRussians and foreigners. Kind of like China or Japan where it is not Blacks vs. Whites, etc, but ChuGuo-Ren (Middle Country Person) vs. Wai-Gwo-Ren (Out of Country Person) or Ni-Hon-Jin (Japan
Person)vs. Gai-Jin (Outside Person) . Foreigners in Asia especially richer ones are seen with curiosity,
positive or negative. They are unusual and people are curious about them. They want to help them,
invite them to their homes, talk to them. There aren't many of them., so people want to meet them
and hear what they have to say. On the other hand, Americans being descendants of foreigners who
left bad conditions in their homeland have been conditioned not to look back or be interested in bad
countries that their ancestors came from. So, a foreigner evokes a yawn in the US and is seen as a
dorky and clumsy person. Someone who has not yet learned to behave and act as a normal, American
person.
4) The US is a land of plenty. People (think that they) have seen everything, experienced everything,
done everything and that everything is available.
Especially women see it that way. Russia has not been a land of plenty. People there are not cloyed
with benefits of life. Things are hard to find. Good people are also hard to find. So, you are
appreciated more within that market. People's lives there can be quite drab so you seem to be like a
breath of fresh air to them. There are not that many foreigners there, either. So, when they see you,
it means a new experience, something better and more exciting.
5) There are too many available handsome men in the US.
There are oodles and oodles of men with money, cars, houses, careers. Women can have the pick of
the day every day. So they are stuck up as they can get any man they want. Even ugly and fat
women in the US can get the guy. That is why you see horrid-looking women, ill-dressed women,
women without make-up everywhere parading around like they are Miss Universes. Not so in Russia.
Too many men were decimated by wars and too many drunk and irresponsible men are around.
Finding a good guy is hard. Finding a rich foreigner is even harder. Women need to look their best, be
nice, and try hard to find a good man.
Women everywhere want to improve their species. That is human instinct. that is what love and
dating is all about. In the US the people believe that the species is already highly improved. So
improving your species yet means dating Donald Trump or someone like that. In Russia the male
species is quite poor and less numerous than in the US and also less well-behaved. So, on that
background you stand out quite well. As you can see, context determines everything in society. In a
land of the blind, a one-eyed man is king.
6) The US TV and culture in general glorifies men that look like Steven Seagal, Bruce Willis, Brad Pitt,
etc.
Now, how would you rate compared to those paragons of manhood? Russia does not have those
paragons. If you listen to songs in Russia it is usually a woman singing about how a man abandoned
her for another. If you listen to a love song in the US, you will usually hear a sweet voice of a man
courting a woman. Or a man whining about a lost love. The markets are different. Male-female ratios
are different.
7) Russian people are used to Asians.
They have been seeing them since the 13th century. They have been dealing with them and even
marrying them for a long time. It does not mean that as an Asian you are seen as "popular", it is just
that you are part of the landscape. You do not evoke much negativism and it is not much of an issue.
In the US, Asians are seen as fresh off-the-boat immigrants. poor and dorky, that is. People are still
not used to them. There are many stereotypes of Asian men that work against them socially in the
US. In Russia, there are stereotypes but not of the same nature.

A local Siberian Asian in Russia is not the most flattering thing to be, either. They will call him –a deer
herder, "Churka"- the Russian word for the non-Russian colonial subjects- the equivalent of the British
word "Wog", and treat him as a dorky hick.
This would not concern you as it is not so with a Japanese, Taiwanese or a US Asian. But try dressing
like a Russian and acting like those Siberian Asians. You will feel the difference.
8) The word "foreigner" in Russia ("inostranets") is not a negative word.
It immediately evokes mental associations of- "cultured- successful- richer than me-smarter than memore exciting than me". So, when people in Russia see you as a foreigner, those associations spring
to mind. And the people act accordingly.
In the US people see you and say- "Oh, another Asian man"- and the associations while not exactly
hostile, are not flattering, either-" poor immigrant making noodles, maybe a martial arts freak-cannot
speak English properly-a clutzy and clumsy Japanese student-short-has small dick-computer nerd."
Or- "Pearl Harbor- Korean War- or Jackie Chan"- a clown. Hardly positive or respectful associations.
The word "foreigner" in the US is a negative word. It is used to designate a non-American- someone
who is either an enemy of the US or someone who is poor and just came and is not assimilated. That
is why even the phrase "foreign student" had to be changed to ”international student".
These are the main reasons why you have a better social life in Russia.”
***
Dating Advice For Asian American Men
If you are an Asian American ( or another hyphenated Asian) and you have a great number of dating
companions of all ethnicities, the advice below is not for you. If you are not an Asian man in America
or any other "Anglo-Saxon" country ( including the UK), again, the informaton below does not apply to
you.
If, however, you are an Asian man living in an English-speaking country, primarily the US, and are
experiencing difficulties dating and socializing because of negative stereotypes about you, please read
on:
It is no secret now that Asian men in America have problems dating. There have been several
programs on TV already describing the fact that as an Asian man, you have harder time finding a
mate than your Caucasian, African-American or Hispanic counterparts. There have been articles in
magazines and newspapers addressing the same problem and describing its causes (and effects). Few
such programs or articles, however, offer solutions to such men, and many still find themselves lonely
and bitter, although sometimes pitied. However, more often than not, they simply end up lonesome
and dateless.
The deal seems to be this: Many Caucasian women in the US do not find Asian American men manly
enough to consider them dating material. Many Asian women also prefer Caucasian men, and the ones
who prefer Asian men, are apparently not enough to go around.
The US media often portrays Asian men as dorky buffoons, skinny and freaky martial arts experts,
mathematics nerds, clumsy immigrants with mangled English of the „flied lice‟ variety”, noodle shop
cooks or laundry managers, and not as being as powerful and confident as White or African American
males, or as romantic as Hispanic men. Plus, throughout the history of the US, Asian countries were
enemies whose males were to be killed on the battlefield, and whose women were to be taken home
to mom as war brides after their men lie dead in the jungle or at the bottom of the sea.

In other cases, Asian countries were often suppliers of poor workers or indigent immigrants of all
kinds to provide cheap labors in developed, most often Caucasian countries. Also, in the past, Asian
Americans, period, were victims of serious discrimination coming from the government, a practice
which has since been abolished but whose residues still haunt Asian men even today as they are not
seen as fully American by the US society. None of the above has helped to create an image of a virile
and dependable Asian male, a potentially desirable mate for American women to date and marry.
With the great improvements in Civil Rights, and the general feeling of guilt coming from mainstream
population groups (whoever they may be) the situation of the Asian minority has improved
significantly, for sure. The pejorative word “Oriental” has been stricken down from printed materials
and is avoided in daily speech. The proud term “Asian American” has been born. Asian men are in the
government and politics, they run successful businesses, they are achievers in the field of science and
technology, law and medicine. However, as far as American women of all colors seeing an Asian
American man as a preferred dating and marriage partner goes, the state of affairs still leaves a lot to
be desired. In short, if you are an Asian man in America, citizen or not, native-born or not, fluent in
English or not, rich or poor, you will have problems dating ladies there.
Those Asian men, who feel that they are being discriminated against on the US love market, resort to
several ways of dealing with the problem:
1)
Ignoring it and playing the numbers game. If one goes through enough dating ads, attends
enough parties and invites enough women out, there will be a number of women who will want to
date, and possibly have a serious relationship with you. The men who go down the path of copious
dating and selection will disregard any flak that comes their way in the process, and come out winners
in the end. That is a good strategy except that it is not very likely that one could end up with a high
quality female partner in the end if one stops his search too early. If one still continues dating, ignores
numerous rejections, and sieves through any unreliable partners that appear in the process, one will
end up with a prize- a good and honest woman to be one‟s companion in life. But boy, it is going to
take a really long time, believe me!
It is a rather daunting course of action, and is not suitable for every Asian man, especially not for
those who come from a background that emphasizes
modesty and non-aggressiveness.
2)
Developing a complex and hatred of American men of other races, particularly those of the
Caucasian race, and writing articles and posts on the Internet newsgroups and bulletin boards
complaining about lack of dates and the prejudice against Asian American men. Interviews with
commiserating media and videos on youtube.com also become a vent for the frustrations of such men.
The hope is that the US society will change and they will suddenly become accepted and welcomed as
romantic companions and more. This approach, while a good therapy for one‟s psychological state, is
still not very effective in procuring potential dates any time in the near future. In the end, one is
either angry and militaristically racist, and supported only by other frustrated Asian men, or one is felt
sorry for. In both cases, one still often remains dateless.
3)
Bringing a female partner from the Old Country. For some reason, this approach is seen as uncool by a big number of Asian American men. They see it as a step back, and feel that a woman from
the Old Country will become a burden on the already Americanized husband, what with her oldfashioned customs and behavior which will interfere with the further acceptance of the couple and
their children into the American society. Only very traditional, mature in age, or religious Asian men
seem to opt for that route; not the majority of the Asian male population of the country.
4)
Finally, there has recently been a trend among US citizens of Asian extraction to date
internationally. One can call this trend Romantic Multi-Nationalization. What happens is that after
having discovered the US love market to be of unsatisfactory performance in the area of providing
them with dating opportunities, such men have decided to cross oceans and date in other countries.
They have finally had the courage to claim a very important truth: It is not their fault that the US
society has such stereotypes of them. It is not their fault that Hollywood often portrays them as
emasculated persons who are not worthy of being admired by the opposite sex. It is really the fault of
the modern (and past) US culture and the media which reflects it. Also, since the Hollywood culture

has infused its stereotypes into many other countries making things harder for Asian men all over the
English-speaking world, one needs to find a culture in which such stereotypes have not yet spoiled
things for Asian men.
The trend of Asian Americans traveling to other nations in search of romantic opportunities is growing
as they are now discovering huge areas on Earth where they are seen for what most of them truly
are: diligent, intelligent, honest and dependable Americans with excellent work and business ethics, a
great deal of talent, gentleman-ness, decency and a sense of responsibility that should make any
female proud.
Also, in many countries the stereotypes of Asian men are very positive to begin with. They are seen as
smart, sexy, brave, adventurous and as excellent providers, too. They are not viewed as poor
immigrants running noodle shops, but as progressive and confident modern Alfa-males. Yes, it is true.
Go to such places and see for yourself.
International dating also allows an Asian man to finally meet numerous Caucasian women who look
like Hollywood actresses, and who will be happy to be involved with the man romantically and look up
to him
If you are an Asian American man, I would urge you to explore this past option. However, you will
need to know where to go. The world is a big place and it would make little sense to leave the US and
go to, say, England or Australia. Or China for that matter- what with its huge surplus of men. It would
not be easy for you to compete with an army of several million bachelors scouting the Chinese
countryside in search of brides.
The best places for Asian men are probably the following:
Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam, Cambodia and even Malaysia. Going there will allow such men to
discover their true potential as respected and dignified dating and marriage partners. Asian guys
coming from the US are highly sought after as husbands and lovers (even more so than Caucasian
guys), and, upon arriving in those places, they will enjoy high status and be treated extremely well by
the local female population.
In Europe, it seems that the countries whose ethnicities have had a high admixture of Asian “blood”
(Tat-C chromosome) through past Asian migrations there, welcome Asian men in ways that the US (or
British, Australian, Canadian and any other society founded by British settlers) never has. Large areas
in Eastern Europe, in particular, the Baltic countries of Estonia and Lithuania (currently EU members),
have shown to be very accepting and friendly to American Asian males, and is a place where a
growing number of such travelers have been able to find incredible opportunities for social life and
romance. Many Asian men‟s previously almost unattainable dream of finding a “gorgeous blond and
blue-eyed girlfriend”, has came true with ease as soon as they started dating in those countries.
Belarus is another country where Asian men, even those who are not American, have been able to feel
accepted, and where they have enjoyed good treatment and many new possibilities for abundant
“romancing”.
Parts of Russia and other CIS countries (outside of Moscow and St. Petersburg) have also been
described as very good for such Asian men although the growing Fascist element in the country is
making it more and more dangerous for foreigners by the year. Still, if one knows his way around
these places, one will do very well there and be able to avoid trouble in the process.
Parts of Brazil, according to some sources, have proven to be excellent, and some Asian men have
been able to mingle freely with the local population and date beautiful women there.
France is another country in which Asian men (those who can speak French- a necessity there) have
reported that they have been treated quite well by the local females. They were finally able to date as
normal human beings should, and, quite possibly, get married as normal human beings should. Upon
arrival in the US, however, they would more often than not again face ostracism from the majority of
the US women.

Yes, this ostracism seems to be a sad reality for many an Asian man in the “Anglo Saxon” world, and
it is high time for decisive steps be taken to solve that insidious problem. Waiting around until the
attitudes and stereotypes of the American society change for the better (which may take decades)
does not seem to be an effective technique of solving it. Hence, such love travel appears to be a
surgically efficient way of dealing with it.
So, maybe it is time to do some research, save up some money and buy that ticket. You will be able
to solve the dateless-ness and gloom that many Asian guys face in America by living in more than one
country. Unless you look like the Hunchback of Notredame or are the Elephant Man, the success is
virtually guaranteed because quite a few Asian men are already doing the same and are reporting
excellent results.
It may not be an easy path to take, but the rewards will be tremendous. You may have to learn new
languages, new rules and customs, and whole new ways of life. However, your own life will be
rewarding beyond your wildest dreams. The only very important condition that you need to fulfill is to
be able to support yourself while on the go, which is becoming more and more possible with the help
of the Internet and the general globalization of the business environment. Becoming a computer
programmer online, running a money-making website, living off rents, and doing similar things
whereby you are able to create a cash flow from anywhere in the world, will liberate you from having
to be located in the US all the time and depending on the unfriendly (to you) US (or the UK,
Australian, etc.) love market.
Life in many countries of the world is now very similar to life in the US. The rest of the world is now
becoming developed and very similar to America in terms of the variety of products, services and
business opportunities. You may even, one day, wish to open a business in one of those countries.
One only need to dare to leave one‟s 9-5 job in the US as one‟s romantic future does not seem to
bode well for one who dates there. Also, it would be better if one started out as young as possible lest
one end up a frustrated middle-aged man who has missed his chance.
So, if you are an Asian American man (or a citizen of any other immigrant nation such as Australia,
Canada, NZ, or even the UK), and you feel that life and love are passing you by, do not become
despondent. Internationalize yourself! You will soon be living a life that you truly deserve to live.
***
Comments to Winston about the Philippines through cell phone texts and emails

(abbreviations spelled out)
- One thing you will notice in the Philippines is that you can be yourself and still be treated well and
most people will just accept you as you are and treat you as a human being.
That is called Freedom. The freedom to be yourself.
I am not afraid to go to Casinos there, bars and restaurants and that I will feel out of place or see
cocky people around swaggering or puffing up their chests. All social interactions are smooth and
friendly and you are part of everything. I just walk in and the feeling is nice. You are included in their
groups. They are so different from the Anglos or the CJKs (Chinese, Japanese, Koreans).
- Happy New Year to you too.
I hear about the US and anyway, now you are far away from it and you can see that when they say
that people are all the same, they have not traveled enough.

Just keep in mind that the US is a land of practical opportunities whereas the Philippines is a land of
romantic/social opportunities- tons of them. By combining a practical and a romantic country, each
one at different ends of the globe, you live a perfect life.
This is my concept of "quilting your world" from many different countries each one providing you with
what it does best. Just as long as you do not make demands on stones and turnips to give blood, and
instead go to blood banks, you will be OK. You asked america to provide what it does not have- i.e,
you were looking for water in the sahara. you need to go to the nile for water.
L.
- Your experiences in this miraculous nation of redemption will need to be high in intensity so that
they would be equivalent in value to decades of neglect back home. The new memories will, in due
time neutralize the bad ones; and the bad ones, if they remain, will only serve as stern reminders of
where not to be and what not to expect.
- ..... yes the Philippines liberates my soul- I can fully be myself here. This place is the capital of
romance- it has a certain cord (musical that is) that hangs in the air and my soul chimes with it- so
does yours, I guess.
- The Philippine society puts primary emphasis on family, human relations and the development
thereof- which includes sex, friendship, love, etc. Socially, it seems to be one of the most advanced
societies on earth. Of course, these developments are not mentioned in the western press which only
measures progress in political, technological and financial areas. If it started measuring societies by
the healthfulness of social life, the place you are at would win hands down. Cheerz.
- Do keep in mind that while we enjoy ourselves in the Philippines, there are oodles of lonely AsianAmerican men jacking off in the toilet with no hope in sight. It is all right for us to be hedonists, and
to live abundant romantic lives, but we need to keep in mind other guys who are still encased in the
lonely social prison in America. Our spirit is that of altruism and leading others and liberating them,
too. There are huddled Asian American masses in the US yearning to breathe free as you are now. Do
not forget them. Spread your message to them, but keep info. decent and not raunchy- confine it to
romance and social life. Maybe you can start posting on various Asian American message boards or
newsgroups. Many Asian American guys need it. There is a lot of frustration and hatred in the Asian
American community. By establishing a rapport between them and the friendly Filipino people you will
be helping both groups. It will help to bring more investors into the country as many Asian American
men are seen as good people there and who will become good and responsible residents helping the
economy and improving the international ties between the US and the Philippines.
- Have you noticed another thing? In bars in the US you have 40 sweaty, yelling working men and
maybe two ugly girls on stage and you can‟t even touch them- you will be bounced out. And it‟s
supposed to be “The Land of The Free”. In the Philippines- 2-3 ugly old guys in the bar and 40 sweaty
working girls and there is no jealousy among the guys for bar girls. Now you know where the land of
the free is.
- Winston, got your email. Advice: every country you go to will have great benefits and gross and
awkward inconveniences. You alone may try to change them but you won‟t succeed- they take
centuries to change. Better adapt to work within the systems that they have and try to see benefits in
their inconveniences, as well. Try to be a bit more opportunistic- see opportunities where others see
problems. Do not look for water in deserts- e.g. efficiency in the Philippines, friendliness in the US, but
combine several countries- that is PT (Perpetual Traveler) way. Stop asking why things are the way
they are. Why is the sun hot? Why is there a radiation belt outside the Earth? They just ARE. Ask “how
can I deal with the situation and see the benefit in it?” Do not complain to the natives- they may not
understand.
- As you have observed in Russia, it was the opposite of the US, in that it was skewed in a different
direction but still unbalanced. The Philippines is again unbalanced and is again an opposite of the US.
Its social system is based on love, romance, family and friendship. In that respect, they have one of
the most socially advanced societies on Earth. Many people have called it the best place in the world.

But they are not advanced in practicalities and have not developed an organization/logic in practical
things. But you can train them in that. On the other hand, it is very hard to train people in the US in
the art of being friendly, respectful and loving. The US is a place where assholism in human
relationships rules supreme and selfishness is not even contested. So, that brings us again to the
realization that one never, ever can have it all in one country- it seems that the world is simply not
designed that way and that every country is inherently and grossly incomplete.
- Do you remember these pop song lyrics: "If I fail, if I succeed, at least I'll live like I believe......."
also "I did it my way....." and ".... then the hero comes along, with the strength to carry on....." All
the above things represent the American spirit of individual achievement and, ironically, you are using
it, and following it while looking for collectivist cultures. In other words, you are looking for the
balance between the two and, possibly, finding it.
- One thing about the Philippines is that if you are a foreign, people will always want to befriend you.
Thus, you will never be without friends there. That is guaranteed. Different countries guarantee
different things. America guarantees political and religious freedom. Italy guarantees employment for
artists. Saudi Arabia guarantees Islam. And the Philippines guarantees friends.
- One more thing about Philippines- if you‟re a comedian type with a sense of humour, a joker and a
clown, Filipino people love you for that. If you are a live wire and talk a lot, they also like that. The
more you talk, the more they like you. They will sit and listen to you for hours. Not so with their
neighboring countries. To them, a man should be a sullen, formal, morose, discreet and tense robot to
be respected. Neither a comedian, nor a chatterbox (like me) gets any respect, least so from women.
***
Chinese Extension Cords, Adapters and Footwear in the Middle East.
Quite a few Chinese products in the Middle East are not put through the rigorous quality control as
they are in the West. The result is that you get extension cords that do not work or do not male good
contact. So, if you buy one and stick your cell phone charger in it, it may not charge. You may then
think that something is wrong with the phone, but usually the problem is the adapter. Some people
run back to the shops where they had bought their cameras and phones and yell at the staff for selling
them a faulty product and the staff gets on the defensive and yells back- “maybe, the problem is the
user”.
The same goes for shoes or sneakers. I once bought a pair of very good looking ones at a department
store in Oman and went to Sydney on vacation. After just two days of walking, the bottom fell out of
one of them while I was strolling around Sydney‟s Darling Harbor. I must have been a sorry sight,
limping and hobbling along and looking for a store where I could buy some Super Glue. Then, I must
have looked even double stupid sitting in plain view and gluing the sole back on. After another day of
walking, the bottom fell off again. I again had to look for a store to buy the glue. With the
outrageously high prices in Sydney, I spent almost the same amount of money on glue as I did on the
sneakers. Be careful when you buy such products in the Middle East. Try and test the adapters and
extension cords whenever possible and, in case of footwear, take it to your local shoemaker‟s and
have him put a strong stitch around the bottom of it to reinforce the soles and prevent them from
falling off. In case you have sneakers, that is. If you have leather shoes or boots, ask him to nail the
soles down with an extra row of nails.
***
Dining with the Untouchables.
When I was in my twenties, I always dreamt of being invited to dinner with some powerful people.
Wouldn‟t it be great to be present at some banquet where you would be introduced to a president of
some company who then, would recognize your talent and offer you a great job or some business
opportunity? How about meeting a powerful politician and sharing a dinner table with him or her? My
friends would think of me as being high class and it would do wonders for my life, wouldn‟t it? How

about a power lunch with an investor who would finance my business with a million bucks? I would
always dream of such things.
Somehow, my life put me in another direction where, through some strange quirks of destiny I would
be the one hosting power lunches for the lowest of the low- jaded and over-aged Asian prostitutes,
whole gangs of hungry unemployed workers, and, finally, for the members of probably the most
wretched people on earth- those of the Indian caste of the Untouchables.
You can see those people anywhere in India- sleeping on the streets, begging in front of temples, or
working the most menial jobs such as cleaning the fecal masses in toilets or taking out the garbage.
Few people care about them or want to be around them. Most will not even touch them lest they be
marred by the contact with these untermenchen. Their villages are notoriously poor with no running
water, no toilets and very little food. People from higher casts usually do not bother visiting those.
So, how about something infinitely more satisfying than sitting on the edge of a table with powerful
people glaring at you condescendingly and you lapping up every word they say? How about you doing
what I did- organizing dinners for the untouchables in Delhi or the Bihar region of India. You see, as
far as many of these people are concerned, you are the angel from heaven, the powerful businessman
and politician and they will be sitting at your table now lapping up every word you say, but more so,
every morsel f food that you have graciously delivered upon them.
While in the Bihar region of India last year, I went through several villages where I was simply
appalled by the living conditions in the place and I decided to do something about it. After I had made
some friends with the people there, I was approached at my hotel by a “delegation” of children who
asked me for help. They did not want anything fancy- just some books for their school: a Hindi-English
dictionary, arithmetic. text books, and if I could , a soccer ball so that they could hold some matches
there. I was happy to oblige and the whole thing cost me a bit over $60 but you should have seen
what happened in the village. It was like the event of the year; the kids had all lined up and with
gleaming faces received the books as their names were called. They looked as honored as if they were
being knighted by Her Majesty the Queen. The person in charge of the school thanked me profusely,
and I would be kissed on the cheek every five minutes. After this, everywhere I went I was greeted
with a loud and joyful “Namaste!” (Hello) by the members of the village.
On the following day, my translator and I went to buy two sacks of lentils and rice. We proceeded to
another village populated by more Untouchables and went from house to house delivering the foods.
You should have seen the happy faces of the villagers. And the joy in my heart was immense. The
feeling that you had people that needed your help and the fact that you could do something for
humanity was much more profound than the supposed joy you feel when being given a promotion or
being invited to dinner with the rich and the famous.
The greatest repast of my life was when I collected a group of hungry, old beggars at a local temple
and invited them all to dine at a local restaurant. That was a feast to behold. I never felt so good and
so honored.
Once I had a layover in Manila and was sitting on the parapet overlooking the Manila Bay and as is
always the case with foreigners, a crowd of people slowly began gathering around me. Unlike in some
other Asian countries, where people will shrink away from a white man, in the Philippines, they will
approach you and try to get to know you. Soon, there were some thirteen people around me, a motley
crew, vendors, students, unemployed workers. We chatted and then, I invited them all to dinner at a
local Chinese restaurant. It was quite expensive and only the local middle class to rich people could
afford to dine there. And then we walked it. It was a great feast. The people were obviously very
hungry. After we had finished out $50 dinner, the thinks and the blessing I received from them were
profound. It was obviously their first visit to such a place. They had a dinner with one of the rich and
famous- me.
So, next time, do not think which rich and important person will invite me to his dinner party. Think
instead- which unfortunate, poor, abandoned persons whom nobody cares about will I invite to my
dinner tonight.

***
No offense meant to anyone, but...
Women from English-speaking countries often seem to have stronger jaws then women from non
English speaking ones because speaking English forces you to use many more muscles in the jaw area
than in other areas. Particularly, speakers of American English need to move jaws more than say,
German women or Russian women whose languages require less mandibular movements. This may be
one of the reasons why many American women are not seen attractive by foreign men- the jaws are
too big, almost horse- like. My grandmother would often notice and tell me that there was something
horsish about the faces of American and British people.
Do languages create new facial features and new sub-races? Can such big jawed people create new
generations of other big jawed- people?
***
Do you want to do something good for humanity? Become a scholarship provider for people in poorer
countries. I don't mean you need to build a Rockefeller-type foundation with millions in assets. In
some places a nursing school can cost as litle as $250 per semester. So, for $500 per year or some
$42 a month, you will be helping a young person somewhere to get an education and change their life
forever.
There are many people in the so called Third World who cannot qualify for any kind of student aid and
often, no student aid is available. Either you have money and you get an education, or you don't have
it and you stay uneducated. It is really and truly sad.
It does not have to be a four- year college/university or a medical school. It can be a quick, one year
course in tourism, a cellphone or computer repair course that is only a few week to a few months
long, an internship at a hair salon, or any of the numeous eduactional oportunities available in such
places. You will be surprised at the variety of edicational establishments in all these countries and the
many avenues the local people can take towards a brighter tomorrow.Most people simply don't have
the money to attend those.
If you do not feel you are altruistic enough to selflessly help someone to have a better future, you
may consider a tit-for-tat arrangement with an attractive young person of the opposite ( or for those
of you who prefer an alternative arrangement, the same-) sex who will, in many cases, agree to
become your romantic companion if you send him/her to school. You may have to add an allowance to
help defray other costs- projects, books,stationary, transportation and food. In many instances, the
whole thing will cost you $150 -$300 a month. Not a bad deal.
Whichever way you decide to do it, helping young people in distant lands is a great cause.You
relatvely small contributions will be changing lives and destinies of many people who otherwise would
have no chance in life. For those of us who believe that after you die, you are asked by your Deity
about what you have done for others while on earth, you will be able to proudly give them an account
on how you have made other people's dreams come true by giving them an education. I am sure that
you will be waved through the Pearly Gates with no delay or difficulty.
***
Work in the Middle East for a few years, then retire?
Possible, if you are lucky.
When I was offered a job in the oil rich Middle East, I thought that it was a quick path to early
retirement. Hey, save some 40K a year, after three four- years it is 120-160K, put it in the bank at
some 7% interest than just kick back and relax somewhere on a tropical island.

It works in theory and probably works for some lucky people, but the following things happened after
the offer: upon my arrival at the destination I learned that the contract was only good for six months,
even though I had signed a two year contract. So, six months later, we were all laid off. We were also
not issued a “Letter of Non Objection” by our company- a document without which you cannot work
for another employer in that country for as long as three years. We were then sent out of the country.
At home we would be liable for income tax on our income because we had not fulfilled the 335 day
overseas residency requirement to be exempt from US taxes.
So, one looks for a new job, and then, heads for another Middle Eastern country. If one is lucky and
gets hired immediately, well, then it is not a problem. If it takes time to find another job, then one
needs to spend time and money while one looks for it. Not all salaries are the same and some
countries pay less than others. Some companies in some countries require that you pay for your ticket
to go for an interview, then, they do not reimburse you. In some other countries, like Oman, it is very
difficult to live without a car and a car needs to be rented if you want to get around. It all eats into
your savings budget.
In short, various administrative and contract snags, layoffs, broken promises, arbitrary firings, acts of
God and gaps in contracts result in you spending longer time saving your big sum of money than you
had originally planned. Add to this family emergencies such as disease and death of relatives back
home, and you having to fly back in case you need to have your driver‟s license renewed, and before
you know, you spend another year and then another year in the Middle East.
There are other, not so negative factors, as well that may make you stay in the Middle East longer
than you had originally wanted. One is the generally high status that you have here- you are a
somebody; at least, more of a somebody than you were back home. You have people coming and
cleaning your room, you can even have a cook/driver if you wish and if will cost you very little. A huge
bag of laundry which includes slacks and shirts is only some $10 for everything. Also, one does not
work very hard and one is not taxed. That means one never really has to worry about not having
enough cash in your pocket. The money that you used to spend on taxes are now burning a hole in
your pocket, so you start spending. Vacations are long and one can live like a rich man in all those
cheaper countries. Soon, on one extended trip to such a cheaper country, one acquires a
girlfriend/wife/concubine to whom one now sends money regularly. One also buys property back
home, and now has mortgage payments to keep up with. And as one gets older it becomes harder and
harder to leave as one‟s employability diminishes.
One of my coworkers who had gotten a job in Iraq and saved as much as 150K in a very short time,
went back home and then headed back to Iraq again
To summarize, quite a few people who initially planned to come and work in the Middle East for a few
years stayed much longer, sometimes as long as decades. So, please be aware of that as it can
happen to you, too. And, it may not be such a bad thing , after all.
***
Non Performing Personal Loans and Other Pains
In lots of countries, when you live in the city, you will run into poor people who will ask you for a loan.
Being a good person who wants to help local people, you will probably be happy to oblige. And, most
probably, the following pattern will repeat itself over and over again with surprising regularity:
1) They ask you for money, a certain amount which is normally above what they need. To elaboratethey really need $10, but they will ask you for $20. What‟s it to you? You have a lot of money. Your
country is so rich!
2) You loan them $20. They are very grateful and tell you that they will pay the money back as soon
as they can.
3) In a couple of days they are back, and you are happy to see them. Aren‟t they back because they
want to repay the money? Nope. They are back to borrow even ‟ more‟ money. “What??? Wait a
minute! You still have not paid me back. Pay me back!”

4) They get angry! “Is that how you are? You do not want to help poor people? “
“But I have helped you already! Where is my money? Pay me back! “
“I have no money, I need more money”.
“Sorry, I am not going to lend you any more money because you have not returned the first loan. Plus
why should I now extend a revolving credit line to you? I am not a bank.”
“You stingy, mean, heartless bastard! I will never talk to you again”. They slam the door and leave
you holding the bag.
Your money is gone, your “ friend” is gone, and you are being accused of being stingy into the
bargain. After you have helped them out? The nerve of those people!
So you have learned your lesson. Loan money and make an enemy (and lose your money). How about
next time I just give it away? So you do. They ask you for money and you smilingly give them the
amount. And you keep your friend. Well, then he unashamedly comes back and asks for more money,
and tells other people that you are kind and you like to help the poor. Soon more people come to you
or contact you and ask you for charity. They obviously don‟t know the meaning of the word “enough”.
Why is this happening? Well, because you are mostly dealing with people who are only one or two
generations removed from being peasants or worse, peasants themselves. To these, most of their
values revolve around land (which is usually free and clear, not taxed and is inherited from the
ancestors) and other such agricultural concepts- a fishpond, a rice field, a chicken farm, etc. Money is
something that is secondary to these agrarian things, and is naturally produced by selling them the
way cow produces milk. People in a village would gladly share milk with you, but not cows since the
latter is a producer while the former is the product. A product costs little compared to how much a
producer would cost.
Similarly to that, money is somewhat of a trivial, mobile commodity that is naturally generated every
time you market agricultural commodities, it and does not have the same almost sacred meaning that
it has to people who come from the urban background and who have no land to fall back upon.
Many of such rural people, lost in the city jungle of many a Third World nation are happy to meet a
kind foreign soul like you because their own urban folks will neither lend nor give them anything at all.
But foreigners are kind, aren‟t they?
Yes, foreigners are naively kind. Because they expect those peasants to honor their financial
obligations the way a Western urbanite would, but the rice or potato farmers were not trained to do it,
and have no such concepts. Even if the foreigner comes from a rural background, he is still very
mindful of the value of money because in his country, he is heavily taxed and usually has a mortgage
to pay.
Slick and corrupt urban dwellers of many a Third World capital will rob you by cheating you in
business or by forcing you to pay bribes; while its poorer classes will rob you by endlessly asking you
for “loans” ( and grants) that will never be repaid. In both cases you end up getting screwed and
without too many friends to depend on.
Actually, after having lived in such blood sucking countries for a while one starts missing home. Yes,
people were not too friendly or helpful there, but they usually returned personal loans, did not ask for
grants and were more or less honest when it came to business. Yes, indeed, there is something to be
said about all those “unfriendly” countries that we leave behind to become a miserable owner of nonperforming loans in the smiling Third World lands.
***
Hobnobbing with the High Class
Meeting high class people is not that hard in lots of countries because only they can afford to fly, stay
at the hotels you stay at and eat at restaurants you eat at. So, when flying around, say, India, the
people that are on the airplane or in the same hotel with you are often industrialists, journalists, TV
personalities and other such distinguished characters. If you go to an Italian restaurant in Bombay,
you may witness a Bollywood deal between a movie producer and a young actress. When flying from
Los Angeles to Manila, the person in the seat next to you will sometimes be a US based correspondent
of a major Manila newspaper.
I once checked the list of the people who were staying at the $26-a-night hotel that I was staying at
in Cebu and they were from TV studios, some were executives and CEOs of big local companies,
beauty queens and once, there was even a mayor of town with a military escort.

Last time I was flying to Kenya, the guys next to me were bank managers of a major Ugandan bank.
In Thailand, people who go to MacDonald‟s to eat dress for the occasion as if they were at some
solemn event and they look down their noses at you because, to you, MacDonald‟s is fast food for
average folks and you are not dressed like you are attending a cocktail party at the Prime Minister‟s
palace.
***
Loving Her in Her Language
Doesn‟t it sound cute and feminine when you have an English speaking man falling in love with a
Japanese or a Russian girl and speaking in English to her, and her answering him in faltering English?
All the verbal expressions of love between the two people are in English. The dating terminology, the
marriage proposal and the bedroom expressions are also in English.
Eventually, he sponsors her for the visa and she comes to live with him in his country, forgets her
language and the kids grow up fully American (or whatever).
There is a trend that I hear more and more about, which is that of a man learning the language of the
woman and courting her in it, expressing love in it and fully developing the relationship in it. Yes, red
blooded Americans and other nationals speaking words of love in Chinese, Japanese, Russian, French
and Tagalog. In most cases, the experience is beyond one‟s wildest dreams.
For one, by speaking the local language, particularly if one is skillful in its romantic applications, one
opens up enormous markets of available females who are not English-speaking. In many so called
developing countries there are great many ladies who are quite elegant and amorous but who are not
English speaking and do not want to be. They are also more traditional than those who can speak
English. There are countries where females can be well-versed in various poetic arts but who are
clumsy when it comes to expressing themselves in English. It often stilts the development of love on
the lady‟s part.
If you can speak her language, though, it changes things tremendously. In most cases, opportunities
multiply a thousand-fold if not more than that.
A Western man who speaks Chinese, Tagalog, Spanish or Russian is often seen as extremely sexy by
the local women because of the accent and the innocent “green-horn” quality that he exhibits. He is
new in the country, he is struggling, the woman my feel like this is her chance to appear helpful and
protective and serve as the guide to the man. She also does not appear to be naïve and clumsy in her
own country, something that she often would feel if she were to speak English to you.
Some native English speakers still like to imagine they live in the imperial times and are running the
place although times have come to discard this attitude. Many do not, though. And it is their choice,
again. I do recommend that you learn the local language.
Do not make the mistake, however, of thinking that you can be poor and speak the language and still
score easily. Very few women like poor foreigners even if these speak local languages. It is far easier
for a guy who does not speak the local language but who has money/position to score than a dorky
overseas indigent with a gift of gab. However, a guy with money who speaks the language to boot
wins almost every time.
There are exceptions to the rule in some cases. Most of those happen in Japan (and , apparently,
China and Korea). Many Japanese women want to meet a “gaijin” so that they could practice their
English and learn about foreign cultures. They want to meet someone who would treat them better
than an average Japanese, and be different from one. In many cases it would upset them if you could
speak Japanese (which is very often better than their English) and knew their culture better than they
knew yours and behave like a Japanese would. They will probably declare you to be setteru, meaning
something like “ boring” or “square”.

However, when all is said and done, by and large, you will still have far greater opportunities to find
love and develop it to unprecedented levels if you could speak the lady‟s language and loved her in it.
You will also discover that while English is logical, Spanish, Russian and French seem to have a much
richer vocabulary when it comes to expressing intimate human feelings.
No ne of this will make you exempt from having to teach the lady English if she is to ever go to your
country to live and work, though. Love is love, but English is imperative for business.
Maybe you can become a happy bilingual family, one of the few, apparently.
***
A Journey into the Future of the Fresh Old Past.
with its freshness of change and its totally different lifestyle that it forever remained as “something
new” in my memory. New people, new customs, new food, a new girlfriend, new trips to new cities- it
was all so ultramodern, futuristic, it made me feel like I had been born again. The house I stayed in,
the parking lot next to it, the homes of the neighbors I used to visit, it stayed forever au-courant in
my consciousness. Plus, the Japanese future-oriented life philosophy made me feel like I was always
on the cutting edge of everything, boldly moving into the ever-unfolding afterward.
When I was in Japan in 2007, I decided to visit my old “haunts” and I was in deep shock. Since part of
me always lived in that futuristic and forever in-the-present memory of my past in Japan, upon
landing at my old subway station, I was filled with deep depression. I used to live and work in the
Musashino area of Tokyo and it became like my second home, but now, I could barely recognize the
place.
Well, it was natural because such a long time did go by, but because it did not feel like seventeen
years have elapsed, I felt like I was transported into a strange cold “future” of that present-like past.
The station had been rebuilt and I could not find the exit out of it for a very long time. The mains
street looked completely different, most stores that I used to frequent were gone, they had widened
the roads but the biggest shock was when I went to see the house where I used to live. I could barely
find it, and the houses around it were also gone for the most part. Not only that, the new houses built
in their place looked old and jaded with dirty streaks of rain water marks all over them. Old moss drew
ugly designs on the lower part of the walls. The wood of many a door looked old and rotting. I
wondered around like a ghost in a ghost town.
I went to the university where I used to teach and, because it was summer vacation and there were
no people there, it looked sad and deserted. Where were all those students I taught? All those
teachers that I was friends with? Did 17 years really go by? You mean those 18 year old students
were now 35? And the ones who were 23 were now 40? You mean the 67 year old professor who took
me around Tokyo was now 84? Was he even alive?
There is a new sign in Roman alphabet proclaiming the name of the university- it used to be in Kanji
before. There are new buildings around it, streets that look new. But the memory of 1990 is there so
fresh and so recent, like it was yesterday and, as if, in just a few months I have been transported to a
distant future I which I now reside with the freshness of yesteryear suddenly becoming a moldy,
moss-covered old past.
I approach the guard booth and sheepishly smile at the watchman inside of it. “ I was a teacher here
seventeen years ago”. He looks at me and just says, “ Ooooooooohhhhh!” There is a strange look in
his eyes: “How long ago! You must be feeling very nostalgic about the whole thing”. I bow and leave.
Get on the Shinjuku bound train and never look back. The whole thing was sad to the max. Super sad.
Visiting such old homes is not for those with weak hearts or a sentimental streak on tier character. It
can depress the living lights out of you. For the future oriented people like myself, it was not a happy
experience.
***

Misc.
Dean Read was one of the most prominent examples of a Western expat who had discovered that by
changing countries, one could completely change one‟s life. He was a failed American singer who
defected to East Germany and built a great career there by becoming a movie star, a TV performer, a
great mass motivator and a peace activist. He did admittedly get too involved in politics and teed
some people off in the process which caused his untimely only two years prior to the coming down of
the Berlin Wall. While I do not advocate a politically dangerous step like that, his life illustrates just
how much can be attained by simply changing a location instead of trying to change one‟s self. For
more information about his very interesting life, please look up Dean Read on www.Wikipedia.com and
www.youtube.com.
In some SE Asian countries, one is virtually guaranteed a girlfriend if one is willing to support her by
giving her a small monthly allowance. However, it is all well and good until she gets sick (or tells you
that she is sick). While the medical costs in those countries are not that high, they can add up very
quickly and significantly eat away at your savings account. A person can be sick for an indefinite
period of time. If you get a g.f. whom you decide to maintain financially, consider getting basic
medical insurance for her which, as a rule, is not very expensive there.
***
An Immigrant Ghetto is Not Such a Bad Thing
Sometimes I think that bilingual education in the US is a good idea. Plus, living in immigrant
communities is also not such a bad idea. Think about it- if you try and learn English, it does not mean
that you will get more respect and/or your life will be so much easier. The native locals can be nasty
to those who speak with an accent and can treat them with utmost scorn, as they would sub-humans
or mental retards. It can often happen in stores, very much so in social life and social situations and,
especially, on the phone. People who are struggling with their English, get hung up on, laughed and
yelled at and spoken to in irritated or patronizing tones. Why be humiliated like that if you can speak
with someone in your own language who will treat you as normal human being, plus, you can
accomplish so much more and so much faster if you call bilingual operators or other people who can
speak your tongue? If you need an airline ticket now, and or have some medical emergency now, do
you have time for hemming and hawing on the phone and listening to people on the other end of the
phone line talk to you like you have the Down Syndrome or worse?
Many immigrant communities also provide the contacts, protection, advice and discount products and
services that the much lauded American mainstream does not. Immigrants network, they have loan
clubs and a great deal of communal support. They have access to cheaper lawyers, doctors and
bankers that can provide every service for much smaller fees. Also, there is often more security and
often less probability of being ripped off or overcharged by a fellow immigrant if the community is
especially tight knit. However, if one gets into the often Protestant mainstream, one may not always
get the same opportunities in America as one would if one stayed in the immigrant ghetto. The
Mainstream is cold, ruthless, dog eat dog and very unsupportive. Prices and fees are higher. And if
you are an immigrant, you can be taken to the cleaners by many an unscrupulous operator who will
then disappear into the Wide Blue American Yonder never to be found again. There is little solidarity
among fellow mainstreamers but a very big desire to screw the next guy over.
“Mainstreaming” is good for some things like certain obtaining certain high paying jobs after getting a
degree or for asking directions on the street or in a case when people of your ethnicity are too few or
too many, but in most cases, one should not discount the help that one can get in many an immigrant
community that a regular Joe Black or Joe White often cannot hope for.
***
Silent Night in Saudi Arabia

Silent Night
Christmas is a noisy holiday and a Christmas night is anything but silent. The only silent night was
probably that of the original Christmas Eve. Since then, most Christmases have been uproarious
celebrations.
In the US Christmas preparations start after Thanksgiving, and Christmas carols begin reverberating
throughout the country at that time saying to us- “it is December, what have you done with your life
this year?” In Catholic countries, the advent of the Holiday Season starts even earlier and you hear
Jingle Bells or their local equivalent starting as far ahead as late September. For three months
thereafter you are reminded every day of the fact that the year is almost over, the year is coming to
an end. And you then ask yourself: What have I accomplished? Have I achieved that I had set out to
do?
No matter how hard I have been working, I always feel frustrated- I feel that this Christmas, someone
is having a better time than me, is with a better family with more money, or with a new girlfriend, a
new job, and is now sitting somewhere at a Christmas table with a big smile on his face while I stand
there holding a bag with nothing going for me. I am the only one who has accomplished very little, a
loser, someone who, during this holiday season, will only be counting losses and dreams that have not
been realized.
A few days after a clamorous and depressing Christmas, the New Year celebrations begin. Crowds
cheering, ushering the prosperous new 2000 something-something again, but I am again sitting here
sucking on my thumb and wondering “what have I done?”.
Enter Saudi Arabia. One of the very few countries where public celebrations of Christmas are not
allowed. There are no carols, no trees, no” magic”, no Santa. And no New Year celebrations, either. No
crowds cheering and chanting. No giant balls falling down. Just silence. No reminders that I have not
attained anything- well, actually I have- I have saved more money during a year in Saudi Arabia that I
did in a decade of Christmases in other places.
Restaurants are quiet and empty on the New Years‟ Eve because their calendar is not Gregorian,
December 31st is not in any way special to them. NO people waiting for the clock to strike 12
midnight.
Western employees are usually allowed to take the Christmas and the New Year days off, but they not
celebrate those days in a noisy and rambunctious fashion, or even let anyone know that they are
celebrating it, lest they offend the locals.
So, one invites some friends to a buffet at a local hotel, the dining room is empty, no one is having a
good time except us and the city is dead silent. I am the only one throwing a party and I feel great.
Christmas in Saudi Arabia is a tranquil and silent night.
***
New Terms:
Monopatriate ( n.) A monopatriate person is someone who believes that everything (s)he needs can
be found in one nation-state, usually, in the one in which he is a citizen/native/national and where he
belongs to the predominant “power group” the groups of citizens who are enjoying a good lifestyle in
which they do not lack for anything.
The term can also include minorities who still love the country of their birth/citizenship and who
believe that through education or hard work they can achieve the same status as the power group.
Monopatriates can be indigenous or non indigenous people, native born or foreign born, immigrants or
non-immigrants. As long as they embrace the idea that where they are in the best place on earth and
do not aspire to seriously move to another country, they can be termed “monopatriate”.
In most first world as well as non first world large countries, the majority of people living there
embrace the monopatriate philosophy.
Bipatriate (n.) this person believes that in order to have a complete life, one country is not enough- it
is better to live in two countries. Usually these people are immigrants with still strong roots to the
language and culture of the old country or cultural aficionados of exotic lands who early on in life start
expressing a strong interest in some other culture. These persons shuttle back and forth, and forever

live straddling two nations/cultures/states. Among them, you can also find people who are married to
foreigners and who are now more or less connected to another ethnos or country through marriage.
These are often bilingual and bicultural. Bipatriates include expat workers and even refugees.
Bipatriism, thus, is not always a voluntary choice. Sometimes, it taken up out of economic or political
necessity.
Multipatriate (n) ( or if you wish, you can add such terms as “tri-, quadro-, quinto-“ patriates although
anything beyond two is already a “multi”). These people believe that any one country is chronically
incomplete for them and it lacks some important elements to enable them to enjoy a happy, full life
there. Or, the country can have a fault which is seen as intolerable to them. They have travelled
around the world and have discovered that in other countries there are elements that they seek which
were missing at home and that there are no similar problems which they had to face in their
permanent country of domicile. They also realize that just two countries is again not enough since
usually there are two many problems and too many things are lacking for just one other country to
make up for. Hence, they spread their lives among three or four countries or more and live lives in
which everything they need is available in abundance.
While bipatriation can be attained by quite a few people- look at Subcontinental workers in the
Arabian Gulf countries who are there for decades, multipatriation is more difficult and requires greater
flexibility as well as a good travel document ( such as a 1st world passport) which would (politically)
not impede their freedom of movement. It is harder to be a multipatriate with a Bangladheshi
passport.
A multipatriate should also have the sufficient financial means to afford such a lifestyle.It does not
mean rich, just some $2000 a month could be enough. However, the rewards are enormous- the
fulfilment of just about every desire can be his(hers). Big houses ( rented) at the fraction of a cost,
gorgeous model-like lovers, past times that (s) he could never afford back home, the weather and the
services, the views, the cultural environment, the friendliness that he could never hope to have in
his/her country had he stayed mono-patriate.
Again and again you will discover that God has put everything you want on this planet and it is, in
fact, the Garden of Eden. But God did not put all the treasures and fruit and pleasures of the Garden
in just one Nation State. Even the richest people who think that everything is available where they are
will see that while many things may be brought over, a lot of it is just not as good as it would be in its
natural habitat.
***
Second Youth in the Second and Third World;
We have heard of the term “second childhood” or dotage when an elderly person becomes as helpless
and as unreasonable as a newly born child as he/she stumbles towards the end of his/her life. Little,
though, have we heard of second youth, which is a nature-given second chance to men and often,
even women. What is this second youth?
Well, let me give you an example: say you are a man who has tried to succeed in early years studying
hard, marrying, raising a family but through a combination of bad breaks and one‟s own lack of
wisdom and experience, has ended up a failure to one degree or another. You may be in your late
thirties or forties or even fifties with little to show in terms of personal achievements. You may have
gone through a bitter divorce or bankruptcy or a combination of the two. Your society considers you a
loser, young attractive women won‟t touch you with a ten foot pole and basically, you have very few
things to look forward to.
This is the time when you should seriously consider starting afresh in a new land, preferable in a
developing country where value are different, your status as a first world national is automatically high
and where young females see maturity in years as an asset, not a liability. Such a possibility is your
God given second wind, an opportunity to turn over a new leaf and have another youth in which
failures of the past become not regrets lying heavily on your heart but lessons that will give you a
chance to succeed that second time around.

Second youth can start anywhere from 30 to 50 and end whenever you are no longer interested in the
pleasures of youth and are probably more inclined towards exploring interests of maturity. It can last
anywhere from ten to thirty years or a bit less if you decide to get married and start a family. But
even then, you can be a young father, still in the prime of youth.
As far as your look and potency goes, well, there are now many products on the market and many
kinds of inexpensive surgical and non surgical procedures to keep you looking, feeling and performing
as a young man should.
There will be many kinks to work out, set backs and obstacles but if you persist, the second youth will
be there for many years to come.
Is second youth available to women? Well, yes, in a much watered-down version it is. Now there are
middle aged Western women who head for Mediterranean and African countries where a 55 year old
Western female can have a 20+ year old lover/husband and have her second chance at youth.
However, she may not be able to have children again or assume the same position of “power” in her
relationships as a Western man in the developing world could. Still, if she wants to have it, she might
as well go ahead and enjoy it. I have seen Western women in their 50ies in the Middle East and they
were living excellent lives enjoying all pleasures that it can offer. “Please, don‟t let the party end”
would be their war cry in Oman, Egypt, Turkey or Greece.
Somehow, though, it seems that men can have their “revenge” better and it can last longer and be
more fulfilling. Plus, society will accept it much more and the whole thing will just flow more naturally.
The main obstacle to overcome in the financial one. How can one support oneself in all those lands?
This is where your creativity, persistence and wisdom should be used. Teaching languages is the best
way although it may not provide as much money as you think? A stint in Iraq to save some money for
an online business that you can run anywhere in the world? Think hard, work hard and do not give up.
Remember that Second Youth may last as long as the first one if not longer, so you do have enough
time to arrange its happening.
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Some people say that Hitler was not German, but Austrian. That is not completely true. They forget
that Hitler had become a naturalized German citizen sometime before WWII started. So, according to
the German law, he was now a German. And it is the German law that decides who is German and
who is not. Not you. Not me.
So, Hitler was not “originally” a German national, but he „became‟ one. Any problem with that? The
Nazi Germany let a naturalized citizen hold the highest office in the land while in America, the
Constitution prohibits it.
I wonder what conclusion one can draw from that.
***
Native people in tropical regions appear lazy because of the traditional rhythm of planting and
harvesting there being different from other colder areas. In the tropics one can plant and harvest
many times so there is no hurry to do anything now. This tradition of not hurrying is transferred into
other areas of one‟s life. The same goes for subtropics and other regions where winters are short and
mild and summers are long. People just have more time; also they do not need to work as hard
because of land giving them so much.

In colder regions people have long winters and if you do not hurry, once it sets in and you have not
prepared to weather it in a warm house somewhere with enough grain and meat stashed up, you will
starve and die. So, you have less time and you hurry more.
The famous fable of an ant and a grasshopper can have a different twist if we stipulate that the
grasshopper was a laid back and happy Malay or Southern Indian living in his land, while the ant was
a Korean, a Japanese, or a Briton.
Of course, there are exceptions to the rule and other factors such as overpopulation ion some areas
that makes life for “grasshoppers” not as comfortable or wars or things like that. In colder regions you
have new generations of lazy people who are used to the luxuries and technologies bestowed upon
them by their laborious ancestors and who are now lazy as all get out. You also have countries in the
tropics where most of the population are descendants of recent immigrants from colder areas- such as
Australia, Hong Kong, etc. But, by and large, if you look at the history of mankind, the North does
seem to have more paranoid people who value time more.
***
Deciding to live in more that one country can be an effective cure against discrimination. Even living in
only one other country sometimes seems to work- look at the Puritans. They were discriminated
against in England so they went to America. Millions of other people who faced all kinds of
discrimination at home, be it economic, religious, political or even racial (such as mixed kids in
Vietnam and Japan) found that moving to the US significantly alleviated the discrimination and opened
up new opportunities for them. Women from regions where they have few rights( such as Africa and
even Japan), people who were hopelessly stuck in a social class from which there is no escape in their
society, benefited greatly by moving to the West.
It is ironic now that there is as a small but steady stream of refugees from the West to other countries
and these are running away from other problems and these are mostly men: there are male refugees
who are escaping feminism and the severe lack of dating partners who go to Eastern Europe, South
East Asia and Latin America, there are also Asian American men who are discovering that they are
much more wanted in other countries than back in the Anglosphere, Black men who feel that they will
be treated better in France than back in the USA, white men who are moving from new socialist South
Africa and Zimbabwe to the Middle East where they are appreciated more and do not fall under new
Black Empowerment quotas which makes them the least hire-able group of society. The male talent
drain is not openly discussed or noted in the media but it is a growing trend which hundreds of
thousands of people join every year. Some fail in new lands, many succeed. They are the
underreported migrants but we will be hearing more and more about them some day.
***
One of the most unpleasant thing to be told as a foreigner in a faraway land and the one that leaves
you the most upset is when they tell you that you take jobs away from the locals. It makes you feel
helpless, unneeded, unwanted and unwelcome. Such things are often heard in the West, particularly
the US, Canada, UK, etc. No matter what job you will take even the ones for which there are not
enough candidates, there will always be someone grumbling, so consider yourself lucky if you never
hear it.
One part of the world where you seldom hear such accusations is the Arab Gulf countries. If you tell
the locals that you are there teaching or doing other things that are helping the country, they love
hearing it and tell you that they want you to stay for a long time. Once in Oman, a local told me”
Welcome to my country, welcome, I hope you stay here for the rest of your life”. These are good
things to hear and they make you feel really good about yourself. The exception is Kuwait where some
expats were told that they were robbing the country‟s economy. But these things were almost never
said to Westerners, but rather to other Arabs from poorer countries. However, by and large, as far as
the welcome of the locals to a Western national who wants to work there and make good money at
that, the Gulf countries can‟t be beat.
***

Can you imagine being like one of the Astors who used to throw lavish parties for the elite in
prestigious city areas like, say, Manhattan? But how much would a birthday party for say, twenty
people cost in Manhattan? We are talking about thousands and thousands of dollars.
But all you have to do is find another “Manhattan-like” area – a high rise- filled downtown of which
there are now aplenty in so many developing countries. The Makati area in Manila is such a
“Manhattan”. I have been able to host a birthday party in a large mall among skyscrapers and luxury
hotels with all the food and drinks all of us ( there were twenty of us, all together) could handle. It
cost me a bit over $400. Simply amazing! All you have to do is change the location and you become
one of the Astors.
***
Learning the language of a country does not necessarily mean that you will not be cheated or
swindled. Some people seem to think that if they will become fluent in the tongue of some country
that is notorious for its corrupt and dishonest locals, they would be able to avoid being taken to the
cleaners. Sometimes it helps, in cases when they gossip about you and plan to say, overcharge you,
but sometimes it does not. In some cases, it will make you even more attractive to conmen (and conwomen) who would otherwise not dare approach you because of their poor English skills, but who now
feel emboldened to worm themselves into your confidence. They pretend that they are now your
guides that are helping you to learn the language even better and to introduce you to more customs
and opportunities of the country. So, do not relax your guard once you speak the lingo. Better learn
from other expats and well meaning locals about what scams are the most popular, and watch out for
those. Mastering the language is a praiseworthy undertaking but do not nurture illusions that it will
make you much less vulnerable to scams.
***
A middle aged unmarried /divorced man in the Western world is a miserable has been who has pretty
much no hope to have a normal love life unless he is a super duper millionaire, and famous to boot.
For an average, 40+, 50+ year old Joe Gringo, love, as he (used to) know(s) it, is finished. That is
something out of a distant past, a piece of bitter nostalgia that will never come back to him again.
However, a simple miracle of changing locations flips that reality right over. A 40+, 50+ year old
foreigner in many places in Asia and Latin America is a highly sought after commodity that young
women will be fighting over. Why? Well, because being mature is an asset; not a liability in those
places. You have your head firmly on your shoulders, you have money ( hopefully) and you offer
stability. You can be a leader and a guide, a real man that is so hard to find in those highly unstable,
iffy nations. And yes, it means that you may be paying a small allowance to a young lady (or two or
more), but she( or they of you wish) will be absolutely gorgeous, most probably virgins and they will
be thanking God and their lucky stars that a man like that appeared in their lives. Taking one of them
shopping and buying them $200 worth of clothes, groceries and toiletries will make you a super hero
in their widely open eyes. No local guy would ever help them like that, so, enter you, a friendly,
middle aged foreigner. Just like a dream come true.
So, stop reading singles ad for 40 year old women with three kids who want gorgeous young studs to
fight over them, and who get that to happen, too. Get on that plane and have young women fight over
YOU!
***
In a lot of South East Asian countries, getting married is a very easy thing. If yo have got money, that
is. Why is that? Well, because women there have a different concept of love, culturally speaking, that
is.
In the West many believe that you need to first be romantically in love with the person, and then you
get married. In many places in SE Asia, they believe that you should marry first, and then you fall in
love later, after you have been married for some time.

You may find that philosophy to be calculating and unnatural, but I have read that there have been
studies that show that such, more often than not arranged marriages are the happiest ones. Usually
such women marry men for money and they hope to fall in love later. The surprising thing is that this
formula seems to work as long as the man is not too disgusting to be around, is kind and responsible
and does not hurt the woman. Of course marrying a smelly 65 year old hippopotamus may not be the
most pleasant thing in the world, but an otherwise semi attractive, not to repulsive man may
eventually win the girls heart, especially when kids appear on the scene.
Marriage invariable involves a strong financial aspect which stays on long after the romantic attraction
fades away. Yes, the financial aspect will last decades upon decades whereas romance will weaken
after a few months to few years. Wise women know that, and there are many very practical, although
not unkind women who understand the true nature of such unions, particularly, if they are to take
place in unstable economies of the so called Third world.
So, in other words, she comes into the marriage for money and she stays for love. And the formula
seems to work better than the” come for love, then seek money together” one. This is obvious in the
relatively small number of divorces that come about in the case of “practical” Third world marriages.
So, if you are in a market for a wife in South East Asia, and have ready cash, do not be afraid to try to
offer the beautiful woman the” marry for stability first, fall in love later” option. More often than not,
she will say “Yes” with a smile.
***
If you have failed in your search for riches which is such a flaky and capricious thing to begin with,
you are guaranteed not to fail in your search for cheapness.
There are places in the world that are so cheap that you are assured of becoming „rich‟ there with
even little of your Western money. So, if you did not make it in the West until you hit middle age,
start looking for cheap places now!
***
Saudis have been getting bad rap in Western media for decades now. Either they are portrayed as
religious fanatics bent on killing the infidel, or as arrogant, expensive shades- wearing profligates
riding around in Land Rovers smiling with a sardonic and evil smile and throwing money around. They
are always shown as either dour or haughty, which is complete falsehood.
An image of a dagger/bomb- wielding average Saudi with an angry expression on his face is a
complete fabrication. If you base that on some terrorists from the lunatic fringe of their society, then
every American should be portrayed as Jeffrey Dahmer and every Brit as Jack the Ripper.
If there is a nation that is somewhat similar to Saudis in behaviour, it is the Japanese. An average
Saudi is a very soft spoken, immaculately polite and modest person. Always clean, with freshly
pressed clothes and smelling just as fresh. Arrogance is against the Saudis‟ religion. Saudis also
exhibit very little racism as there are no visible divisions between blacks and whites. There are no
black mosques and white mosques as the case would be in the Anglo world.
Saudis come from many ethnic backgrounds and reflect years of intermarriage with many races. Some
Saudis even belong to Nordic and East Asians races and all are Saudis by law. There is no
hyphenation. A Saudi is a Saudi. You can see lily-white kids and very black kids all playing together. A
very African looking Saudi will say with pride- “ I am a hundred percent Arab!”
The Saudi nation has been a home to millions of foreigners for many decades, and it is very rare that
you see angry Saudis attacking them for “taking jobs away” or telling them to “go back to their
country” as would often be the case in the West. Or even in Africa. They have welcomed foreign
workers, and also, pay Westerners higher salaries than they pay their own people. They bend over
backwards to make sure that Westerners feel comfortable and stay there for a long time. The welcome
includes free housing and utilities, free transportation to work and, sometimes, free food, free cars

and gasoline, long vacations ( some as long as 3-4 months in a year) free school for children and even
free clothing. No tax is collected from anybody.
Saudis are easy to get along with; easy to work with. Living among Saudis assures you privacy as well
as absence of loud noises and loud music being played. People are quiet, shy, and very considerate of
others. Your privacy is guaranteed.
What probably differentiates them from the Japanese is the fact that an average Saudi is not as
serious-looking. They are generally in a happy, joking mood all the time, are smiley and
accommodating. Saudis are especially so in the countryside.
There are still some intertribal frictions in the country left over from ages past, and there are
occasional wacko terrorists who threaten everyone‟s well being. Many Saudis, though, have died
saving foreigners from terrorists in their country. Now, after enormous crackdowns and severe
punishments, terrorism has been virtually eradicated and many Westerners who have left during the
spate of attacks in 2003 have come back.
Contrary to the popular myth, properly religious Saudis do not consider Westerners to be “infidels”
because they share the same God and the same monotheistic faith. Those who have said that about
Westerners are very ignorant and ill-informed. They do however call Westerners Khawajas (from
which the Spanish word Gabacho comes), which basically means something like “Gringos”, but it is not
a pejorative.
Having said all that, Saudis have a very strict religion-based legal system and those who come to work
in the KSA (Kingdom of Saudi Arabia) should follow it because Saudis themselves follow it. When in
Rome, do as Romans do. They do not force people to convert to their religion, but simply insist that
they behave in a modest and proper way in public and do not violate local laws.
Many Westerners, including Black Americans who have converted to the local faith have been able to
marry local ladies. Ethnicity does not mean much in Saudi Arabia.
The demonization of Saudis in the Western media is unfair. Do not pay attention to it.
***
An Oil Rich Customer is Always Right.
A British professor at some Oman university failed a young female student for absenteeism, being
consistently late and not to completing the class assignments. When the lazy student desperately
pleaded with him to pass her, he adamantly refused to budge and remained true to his principles that
a person should be responsible for his/her actions (or lack thereof) and should reap the just results
thereof. No passing grade was given in spite of her entreaties.
The girl went back to the mountains and consulted the tribal elders. The mountain tribe swept down
into the city and virtually “stormed” the university. The student was passed, the British professor got
fired.
Dismissed! Out the bloody door!
What is the moral of the story?
Don‟t be so anal when dealing with people in these oil rich lands. Learn to be flexible. Relax your
principles a bit. Or face a shameful dismissal. Got it?
***
If you are a native of a land standing inside the airport of any nation on earth and observing the
stream of people who are coming in you may come to some wrong conclusions.
For example, if you see many people from a certain country or region coming to yours because of a
certain attraction be it geographical, religious, economic or culinary, you will probably exclaim- see, all

these people from this region (or these regions) of the Earth are coming in because a) our country has
the best ( insert the attraction) and b) just about everybody abroad is interested in this attraction,
that is why “everybody‟ is coming here. Any number of people that seems bigger than usual will be
equated with „everybody‟ and will fill the native with patriotic pride and even haughtiness. This also
refers to immigration of poorer people into the country. See? Everybody wants to settle here!
In reality though, such provincial natives have no idea what other airports looks like and how many
people are arriving there. Those who are bragging about how everybody wants to immigrate into their
country also confuse immigration with “worldwide migration” which involves hundreds of millions of
people. Some 200 million are now living an expat life, as emigrants, immigrants, temporary laborers
and retirees. A huge part of the traffic is from poorer countries to richer ones, but there is also tourist
traffic that is not necessarily economically based, as well as retiree traffic, from richer to poorer
countries or shall I say, from more expensive to cheaper ones.
However, it still keeps the natives of many a place proud and, at times, arrogant as they mistake any
stream of people migrating in with “everybody”. You will be able to witness such arrogant citizens who
think that their country is God‟s gift to man in so many places in the world just because they have
seen so many foreigners coming in.
***
Animals do not seem to have nation states, do they? Yeah, they are territorial, in a way but do they
conflate a strange combination of their quacking, their subspecies and then a certain land area that
they occupy into a holy abstraction of a country or do they? They do not have nationalities in our
sense. Do they organize into protecting a swamp, a field from invaders? In way, I guess but they do
not seem imbued with the same sacred idea of nationhood that we do. They do not have a brain for it,
and it is just as well. They travel without passports and visas and do not need to get extension, green
cards, etc.
Do birds have nation states with borders in the skies? Do fish and mollusks have nation- states at the
bottom of the ocean? How does it work with them?
***
There are many places in the world where there is a big queue in front of a US Embassy with people
lining up to get visas. Many an American will gloat and say- see? How come there are no such lines in
our country with Americans lining up to get visas to go to their country? Well, the reason is basically
that US Embassies in poorer (and even not so poor ) countries require a personal interview to let
those people in. Americans, on the other hand, for example those going to Saudi Arabia to work or
Kuwait (which number in tens of thousands) get their visas by mail through a visa agent or even upon
arrival into the country. So, no personal interview is required from the host countries for most of the
6,000,000 US citizens living and working there. Hence, you do not see Americans standing in the rain
to get visas to go to another nation state.
***
Those alpha males who think they will escape from Feminism and leftism in the West by moving to the
Arab world are in for a big disappointment particularly if they work in the educational field. Huge
numbers of teaching and administrative positions are now occupied by ill tempered middle aged
Western females who are feminist and often socialist. Many have a chip on their shoulder and they will
unleash the bile of their life‟s past bitternesses upon your head if you happen to work for them. Many
of them are extremely cruel, nasty and they can report you at the drop of a hat for the smallest
infraction and even file abuse charges against you. Being fired by them for the smallest, most
capricious pretense is a common occurrence
Where are the Arabs doing about all this? Do they allow this to go on in a traditional male
environment? Yes, outside of Saudi Arabia, they do. At universities many an Arab rector and dean
delight in having middle management positions staffed by middle aged Western women with an
attitude. It lends certain modernity to their institutions and shows how much they appreciate diversity.

It also attracts Arab male students many of whom enjoy having a female Western teacher- it‟s is just
so exotic and novel to them.
Many of these females end up having Arab admirers and even boyfriends with almost total impunity all
the while Western men working there often do not get any female companionship to speak of.
The only country that does not allow this is, again, Saudi Arabia. There, you can be sure that your
boss will be a man and there will be no Feminism at work. However, I the countries around Saudi
Arabia, you may end up working for much more vicious feminazis that even back home.
Fortunately, there are also some kind females around who will be a pleasure to work with but do not
expect to run away from the modern man hating female despots by moving to the Gulf (outside of
Saudi). So, be careful.
***
In the Arab culture race and ethnicity of a wife is not very important. In the Koran they teach that
there is no difference between an Arab and a non-Arab. Hence, Arabs have been marrying people of
all races since the dawn of Islam. In that respect at least, they are ahead of the West. Bringing home
a non Arab wife is a normal thing. Arabs' wives become citizens of the country, even an oil rich Qatar,
very quickly.
It unfortunately does not work as well if a non Arab man wants to marry an Arab woman. And it does
not make you a citizen even if you manage to. Your kids inherit your citizenship, not hers. That is the
law. And them being born in an Arab country means nothing. Every time, while I discover the marvels
of the Arab world, I also discover more and more disadvantages that being a man brings. Wonders
just never cease, do they?
Upgrading Miserados
Upgrading Wretched First and Second Generation Immigrants, Socially Displaced Persons and Other
Misfits:
There is a small percentage of world population which I would term socially displaced people. These
people are strangers everywhere they go, are unneeded as friends and lovers and are lonely as all get
out. In this article, I would like to show how we can improve their lot by making them multipatriate- i.
e, residents of more than one country and how we can upgrade them to an Expat status which is an
honourable title in many parts of the world. I will only talk about those misfits who are citizens of the
Western world but who cannot enjoy its social benefits. These are usually 1st and 2nd generation
immigrants, naturalized citizens, mostly males and mostly young.
Think Palestinians for one. A very unfortunate group- they have no citizenship, the land which they
lived on was taken be people “returning” from a 2000 year old exile, and few nations around them
want them. Those fortunate enough to get to the West are not particularly well treated by the local
population there, either. Sure, in many a Western country they qualify for welfare and student aid and
other social programs, and can progress professionally and financially. They can finally attain Western
citizenship. However, many suffer from a social stigma that the Western society puts on them. They
are accused of being terrorists, experience discrimination on the job market, and most often than not,
rejection in the mainstream daily social life. People do not want to befriend them; girls do not want to
date them. Becoming and being an immigrant is not a picnic, period, how much worse is it if you are
of an unpopular ethnicity and origin?
Even before we talk about them being former Palestinians, it is important to note that “immigrant” is
not a good term or a good word to begin with. It sounds bad. Immigrant ,basically, means trouble,
poverty, being unwelcome (again, socially, not politically, as most Western countries have excellent
democratic institutions that will enable those people to have equal rights under the law). But law is
one thing, while how people feel about becoming your friend and associating with you is another
thing. Once an immigrant particularly from a non Western nation, one will often forever be referred to

as such long after he has become a citizen of those Western societies.
Things are especially bad if they belong to a group that is routinely vilified in movies or on the news
:think of being a young Arab American man in the US, an Iranian, or a Russian. These groups are
constantly shown in bad light in the media, and even though many people know that media does not
tell the truth, still, negative messages are subliminally injected into people‟s brains and negative
associations are created. In the case such immigrants arrive young, they will be picked on and teased
by other kids and many (again not all) will be severely traumatized by such experiences.
Take an Arab citizen of Israel. They do not belong there and do not particularly belong anywhere else.
They can move to the West and prosper professionally, but they will probably never obtain any serious
social status or be “popular” there. “Some”- the instrumental word is „some‟, may do OK, but most will
remain on the margins, socially speaking. So, being an Israeli Arab in Israel is bad, it is bad to be one
in Arab countries- you are seen as a traitor, and it is not a good thing to be one in the USA as you
may suffer from a double- anti-Semitism. Many girls in the US, UK, Canada, would not want to date
an Arab.
So, if you are a young Israeli Arab man, you will, most probably, have a tough life in many places,
including the West.
Young Russian ladies are a delicious morsel sought by many a love hungry Western man. If you are a
young Russian woman in France, USA, Canada, Australia, you have got it made. Guys will be all over
you. Now, what if you are a young Russian man? How will you do? Most Western women will probably
run away from you thinking you Mafia, Communist, wife beater and alcoholic. Russian guys in the US
do not do very well. Russian girls are not threats and they do very, very nicely. Being a Russian man
anywhere in the West usually means- no girl!
I am happy for those who have not suffered from such social prejudices and I hope they continue their
happy lives forever. But this article is not about them. It is about those guys who because of an
„unpopular‟ ethnic background have not been able to enjoy a normal social life that includes the simple
rights to be able to make normal friends in the country where you live and to have a girl.
Here are some examples that I am quite familiar with: Pakistani Brits for one. These guys are neither
fish nor fowl. Indians and Pakistanis call them” Brits” while „real‟ Brits call them Indians and
Pakistanis. You can also include Bosnian Serbs into the same category. In Bosnia, the other ethnic
groups were killing them for being Serbs, but in Serbia they call them „Bosnians‟. Indians in Uganda,
who were kicked out by Idi Amin did not go back to India, but ended up in the UK. Ugandan Blacks
called them „Indians‟, the UK people called them Ugandans. Again, they become a neither-fish-norfowl kind of people when they move to the West. If you are a young man in a similar situation, the
main effect that you will feel will be social- hard to make friends, hard to get a girl to date you.
There are other refugees to the West who cannot go back to the country of origin, sometimes because
they were expelled for political views, sometimes because of wrong ancestry and their old country now
being occupied by an ethnic group of another ancestry, sometimes because they are stuck in a
country that became independent and they or their parents are not of the dominant race there ( such
as Russians who are stuck in the Baltic countries, or Germans who got stuck in Poland once, or Greeks
who got stuck in Turkey sometime back, etc. Once they become dating age men in the West, they do
not usually do very well. Too poor, too recent, unpopular countries; therefore, not seen as good dating
partners by local girls.
In addition to the above, there are the traditional visible minorities in the West who had been born
and bread there, but who do not feel they belong to the mainstream culture and who feel that they
are discriminated against. They can be children of immigrants, they can be indigenous people or they
can be people who just look different. Asian Americans? Indian Americans? There are many such
people, and the greatest misfits and the loneliest among them seem to be their young men. Women
who are „different‟ are often seen as exotic, and in many (again not all) cases, eventually, they meet a
mainstream male who will take them under his protective wing. Or they end up marrying a successful

guy from their own community. It seems that women have got it easier as a rule, especially those
under 40, but even after 40, they still have better chances than men of fitting in. The above is my
observation and I can be wrong. But that is what I have seen and this is what I am sharing with you.
In immigrant communities men almost always seem to outnumber women,
Anyway, assuming that you are one of such people, are young ( or young at heart) male and
unmarried, and you arrived (or had been born) in the West, you feel lonely and do not sense that you
fit in no matter what you do, and you cannot go back to “ your country” , you have several choices:
1) Keep trying to fit in. Good luck, but, in most cases, it is like squaring the circle. You will never
completely fit in.
2) Stay with your own race- a very primitive, defeatist, and not a good solution because in most
immigrant communities, women are stuck up ( if you are not rich) and many do not like to be around
you as they would rather either get a rich local and join the mainstream whatever that or get a richer
immigrant man. In addition to that, enclosing yourself within your own group also contributes to the
development of your own form of Apartheid, which I think we should all be against.
3) Concentrate on making money and getting a good education. Not a bad idea and it can somewhat
improve your social life, but my feeling is, this solution has limitations, too, particularly if you are
planning on staying on where you are.
4) Find a poorer country and go and live there. You will see your social status skyrocket. Upgrade
yourself. Bump yourself up from an “Immigrant” or an unpopular ethnicity, to “Western Expat”.
Upgrade yourself from a “Black guy” or “an Asian guy” to an “American”; from a “Vietnamese
Refugee” to an „Australian” , from a “Maori” to a „ New Zealander‟, from a “Paki” to „a guy from
England‟. You will be able to achieve that if you go to a so called Third World country. You will have
friends up the ying yang and more girls that you cold shake a stick at. You will learn to use inter-etnic
and inter-country differences to your advantage and not against you.
In case of #4, the only thing standing between you and a rick social life is a bit of money. The trick is
making being able to make a living in hard currency, and in just, generally, having enough cash to
carry the whole thing out. But if you are in the West now and are a citizen of the West,this absolutely
can be done because the West is all about financial opportunities. Think had and take advantage of
those so that later you can take advantage of social opportunities in the „lower worlds”.
Let me present you with some hypothetical case studies:
a) Juan is from a poor Puerto Rican family in New York. He does not feel he belongs in the mainstream
US culture because of prejudices against his ethnicity, and he feels that living in Puerto Rico would be
beyond his means. Yup, Puerto Rico is very expensive. In New York he would often get into fights and
called all sorts of names. He had few friends and no girlfriends. There are more Puerto Rican guys
than girls in the city and he could never successfully compete for one. He was also often denied
friendships from non Puerto Rican guys, and dating opportunities from non Puerto Rican girls as many
do not like Puerto Rican men in NY. He was born and raised there, but suffered from discrimination
nonetheless. He then decided to become a computer programmer, studied hard, got his license, and
started working online. He then moved to Honduras, where he immediately became an American
Latino, very welcome, with oodles of friends, people inviting him to parties, girls seeking him out, thus
solving his ostracism problem pretty much immediately upon moving there. He is planning on making
his social home in Honduras for the rest of his life now (or until he finds another country that he likes)
while taking advantage of the business opportunities in the USA at he same time.
b) Omar has been socially and politically displaced. He is a Palestinian man who immigrated to Detroit
from the West bank. He loves and appreciates America, and is now a US citizen. He has found though,
that again, there is social prejudice against him, and he has trouble dating American girls and making
friends with other Americans because he is an Arab.
He saves up money, learns Spanish and moves to Colombia. Immediately he becomes aware of a 180
degree change in the social atmosphere around him. He is surrounded by warm, friendly people,
meets a beautiful girl and gets married to her, opens a restaurant and lives a good life. He is no
longer bitter, and assimilates himself into the society with no further problems. His status is high as
he is now a rich expat, not a poor immigrant from a bad country. He has not moved out of the US

completely as America provides him with excellent credit and investment opportunities- he owns a
house and gets a small rent from it, has a big credit line and is able to utilize it in developing his
restaurant business with his gorgeous young wife in Medelllin.
c) Yasif is a Pakistani Brit, and he also feels like a socially displaced person. He has a passion for
beautiful blond women, but no good English girl wants to date a „bloody Paki”, a “miserable wog”. He
does not fit in in Pakistan either, as he is completely British by culture.
No matter how much he tries to find a good English blond girl, there is always an invisible barrier that
he runs into which is intensified by the fact that the English people stubbornly tell him that they are
not racist while in fact they are. He was born in England, and has a British passport.
So, he yearns for social interaction and the company of beautiful blond women and wants to be
around the people that accept and respect him. Upon advice of a well wisher, he gets a certificate in
TEFL (Teaching English as a Foreign Language) and moves to Riga, Latvia. Immediately, he is
“upgraded”- from a “Wog”, he becomes a “Brit”. Gorgeous blond girls line up to dance with him
because he is from England. He eventually ends up having a girlfriend who looks more beautiful than
Marilyn Monroe and Britney Spears put together. He has a EU nationality and can stay in Latvia
forever. Problem solved. He goes to England several times a year on business and to visit his parents,
but his social home is now in Latvia.
I could continue with more examples and among these would be:
d) A black American guy who moves to Ethiopia and becomes a star with local ladies.
e) A poor ethnic German, originally from Romania, who had immigrated to Canada but who is now
living as a rich Canadian expat in the Philippines.
f) An ethnic Indonesian Chinese who moves to Thailand where his Chinese ancestry is no longer
something you can get killed for, but is, actually, a big plus.
g) An ethnic Russian from Kazakhstan, went to the US, got his US passport, but now spends most of
his time in Brazil. He is no longer teased about being a Commie, a Borat, or snubbed by American
girls, as he is now a rich “Gringo” in Brazil. Every 18 year old mulatto girl wants him and the feeling is
mutual.
If you are a young or not so young single man, a “neither fish nor fowl” person or if you feel that you
have a low status where you are no matter what you try, there is a place where you belong. You will
just have to find it. Once you find that place and have the financial wherewithal to move there and
spend time there, you will be able to upgrade your status as soon as your airplane touches its soil.
Inspite of all the benefits of being „there; I would like to caution you that it would be unwise to ever
give up your first world citizenship and totally move into that other welcoming place. Third world
countries are unstable and unpredictable.
Also, if you are a naturalized Western national, you most probably gave an oath stating that you want
to live in the US and Canada, NZ, Oz, permanently. So, it is imperative that you go back to the 1st
world regularly, at least once a year and re-establish your “political” presence there, take care of all
the business and financial/practical benefits there, while your heart firmly remains in your new found
heaven where an un-belonging misfit like yourself, a minority, a socially displaced unwanted element
is miraculously upgraded to a 1st world expat social position complete with honor, friends, and
beautiful girls. What else would anyone need?
Plant your tree in the 1st world, rest in the shade in the developing worlds. An “otherworldly “ solution
for an insidious problem.

More of my expat observations part 2
If you are a young man in his twenties or even thirties and are contemplating expatriating, you may
learn of an interesting fact of life or a possibility thereof- your future wife may not even have been

born yet. Yes, it can happen so that you may not get married until you are in your late forties or even
early fifties because older men are sought after in many a country as husbands. So, if you are twenty
four now, you may be forty-six by the time you are ready to marry your twenty-two year old fiancée.
Or, if you are thirty now, you may be ready to marry your twenty- year old girlfriend by the time you
are fifty. Time flies, you know.
***
Bringing in your girlfriend/wife to the West can take a couple of years and involve interviews,
mountains of paperwork, medical test, police clearances and other such things that can put a damper
on any relationship. Fortress Europe and fortress America make it so difficult for you to marry people
from poorer countries that it can simply drive you wild. Some people prefer to just start families in the
countries of the wife, not the husband.
How much harder it may be for those who have different sexual orientations! Thailand, for example, is
quite a place for Western lovers of alternative lifestyles to find willing partners. However, while
bringing a Thai lady to the West is a big headache, bringing a Thai man to the West by another man is
a virtual impossibility. I have heard a story about an American man who tried to bring his gay partner
to the US, but all visa avenues were closed to him. Obviously, a fiancée visa was out of the question
and similarly, a marriage petition could not be arranged, either. So, the American man went off the
deep end,: he bought the guy a ticket to Mexico, arranged for him to be transported to Tijuana and
then, sent the poor Thai boy across the border with a bunch of illegal workers in a coyote‟s van.
Miraculously, the lover arrived in Los Angeles where they were tearfully reunited. Unfortunately, the
Thai man did not like the diversity of Southern California and the fact that huge numbers of people did
not speak English there. After some time, he decided to head back to Thailand and the union was
dissolved.
In most cases though, same sex partners choose to live in places that are easier to get to, such as the
third world place where the other lover is from. They simply have no choice. Some choose to train the
men in some profession for which a work visa could be obtained, but the while thing is an enormous
can of worms. Those with alternative persuasions are better off looking for their better half in
countries for which there are not that many visa restrictions- Japan, Singapore, W.Europe.
***
If you belong to an unpopular nationality, you may have to lie about it. Nothing wrong with that. If
people are bigoted against your kind, they deserve to hear untruths. An Iranian guy in the US chose
to simply never tell anyone he was Iranian and it worked. He just told people he was Greek. He was in
Texas and the “scheme” worked. People believed him.
An American in some place where Americans are not popular can become a Canadian. A German may
choose to be a Dutchman, a Russian can become a Slovenian. One Danish guy that I knew went to
work in Saudi Arabia but Muslims do not like Danes because of those silly cartoons that infuriated the
entire Islamic world in 2005-06. So, he just tells them he is an American. It is actually better to be an
American than a Dane in Saudi Arabia now. And unless you are facing a policeman or an actual
immigration officer stops you, you should lie if your life, social or biological depends on it. Choose a
country that has people with a similar look and accent, but that is neutral and you will be able to get
away with it in the 99% of cases. That is again if it does not involve employment, immigration or
actual police encounter. That is just survival, nothing else. It is not bad to tell lies if you are faced with
evil, prejudiced people.
***
If you meet a young lady online, do not fall in love with her completely and commit yourself to her
until you have met her in person. She may have some unpleasant characteristics/habits that you may
not like, but it may be too late to extricate yourself without causing major grief and inconvenience. I
have met some ladies who, upon meeting me in person, had very bad breath and some had a very
ugly torso which I could not see on webcam- in other words, their figures were not what I wanted to
have in a partner. One had excessive facial hair- almost like a beard, which I did not see in photos
because the hair was too transparent. Yech! Some had bad habits which I would not care to describe –
oh well, maybe I would describe just two- one lady liked to urinate in the shower bay- a big turn off

for me. This other lady could not control her intestinal gas and would release it regularly while in my
company. It made me want to puke.
So, do not pour out your emotions too much just because your hormones are acting up. Go and see
her in person. Otherwise, you will end up wasting a lot of time (yours and hers) and a whole lot of
money, plus you can hurt yourself and that person if you will find that she is not for you, but you have
already made all these promises and even proposed to her. It can become a truly awkward and
uncomfortable situation if you are not careful and hurry too much. So take your time and control your
emotions. See her in person and spend some time together. For your sake and hers.
***
If you live in Saudi Arabia, prayer time is a very important aspect of daily life there. Stores and just
about any kinds of businesses close for prayers. Some PDAs now, and some cell phones that you can
buy there have prayer time shown on their dials and screens. Otherwise, you can get prayer times
from local newspapers. Your daily activities have to be scheduled around, and, in between those
prayers. The best time to go shopping is after the second morning prayer, which gives you roughly
four hours and after the last prayer which also gives you some 2-4 hours to shop. If it is not possible
to do your business in those hours, then, when the prayer takes place, you should just sit down and
relax, or you can go to a nearby hotel and wait until it finishes.
A natural question would be- “How long does each prayer last? “ If you ask the locals about that, they
will tell you “10 minutes to 20 minutes”. However, keep in mind that while the prayer itself is that
long, the actual time the businesses close for is usually 35-50+ minutes. People need to close the
stores, walk to the place of worship, do their ablutions (washing their faces, hands, and feet), do the
prayer itself, then do a few other formalities and then, go back to the store. So, yup! 35-50 minutes is
the norm. Be patient and wait those prayers out in some quiet place if you do not share the religion of
the people there.
Hotels are exempt from closing, usually, but even inside of hotels some religious people will
sometimes shut the doors of gift shops and leave for the duration of the religious service.
***
In poorer countries, as a rule, finding a decent love partner is harder for women than for men, in
richer countries, finding love is harder for men than for women. There are more lonely miserable
ladies or ladies with bad husbands in third world countries and more happily married men there, and
there are more unhappy, lonely men or divorced and henpecked men in first world countries. Travel
and you will see.
***
Success books are cool, I like reading them. They talk about making goals, visualizing and going for it.
But there are some wacky ideas in them, too. For example, the idea that poverty is created in the
mind and if we think we are prosperous we would become prosperous. Now, I have a question- with
the present economic crisis gripping the world, do the people have to take responsibility for it as in “
we were too negative and thought poor thoughts” and now the world economy is collapsing”. I say
bull! Quite he contrary, people were just way too positive. Also, let‟s look at two countries located side
by side- Iraq and Kuwait. Kuwait has a lot of oil and the people are totally spoiled by all the riches
there. Right across the border is Iraq, and you know the shape that Iraq is in. Are you going to tell me
that it is because Kuwaitis in some ways are more positive than Iraqis and they just attract better
fortune? That the British who partitioned that part of the world to make sure Kuwait gets a big chunk
of it have nothing to do with it? Give me a break!
Go to South of Sudan and watch kids with bloated bellies feeding of leaves from trees. These kids d
not even know what positive and negative is, so are you going to tell me that the poverty is in their
minds?
Plus a lot of these books were written by citizen of rich democratic countries that have many
opportunities available for all and equal rights for everybody. What if you live in some screwed up
dictatorship where you belong to some social group that has no legal rights, cannot qualify for
government help, bank loans, are forbidden by law ask for benefits and are stuck in a limbo

somewhere? Think Kosovo in 1999.
What if the country has no money to fund education and is run by a cruel junta that will shoot you if
you protest? What if you happen to be in some besieged area with bullets flying all over you? What
opportunities are there? You cannot even get a visa to go to another country and even if you do, that
other country may just stick you into a refugee camp? They unfortunately cannot follow the advice in
those books. And if they do, they can get shot.
So, those books are good for mainstream citizens of highly developed first world countries. Since the
majority of the world does not belong to those, maybe it is time someone would start writing books
about how an average, garden variety third-worlder can succeed or at least avoid acute suffering
where he is at. That would be a best seller, for sure.
***
One of the strains on today‟s fabric of society, I think is the fact that in many countries people are
encouraged to wait to finish a four year college before they get married. Biologically speaking, late
teens and early twenties is a very fruitful time to mate and have kids. However, somehow the modern
college system in many countries does not promote college -time marriage and, thus, represses the
young people‟s normal procreation urges. This creates unhealthy tensions, explosions of testosterone
in men with resulting violence and bad energy, and all kinds of wild behavior, drug use, promiscuity
on behalf of some women, and a host of other social ills. Somehow, if you suggest that people should
be married at 18 and study and help each other and even have kids while in college, that is seen as
wacky idea by many. Or, it is seen as economically infeasible. I think, though, that if governments
around the world such an early marriage and given people an incentive to get married and stay
married, we would have a much healthier society overall.
***
If you are in South East Asia as a tourist, and happen to pick up a bar girl and take her out on a date,
you will quite often get smirks and, sometimes, looks of disgust from the locals. If the girl is not a bar
girl, the scornful looks and haughty stares will be only 10% of what it would be if you were with a lady
of the night. Even if the bar girl does not engage in prostitution, the locals will immediately identify
her as one by many things unseen to you. They seem to have a knack for telling who is a bar girl and
who is not. The look in the eyes, the body movements; the dress, the make up, even the change in
the complexion are very obvious.
Plus, there is a certain something, an aura of sorts that they can pick up on right away, and it is a
thing that I still cannot explain. What they can see is what a normal Westerner cannot. Not only thatmany a South East Asian man can tell if a girl is a virgin or not through some sixth sense, and they
say that one can see virginity or lack thereof if one looks into the pupils of the eyes. Plus, the way a
woman behaves towards a man, any man is a dead give away even if she tries to act in a demure
way. There is a body language that we may not be aware of, and even a certain smell. Some girls,
who have been intimate with a man, may still “exude” male pheromones and reek of male sweat no
matter how many showers they have taken. The smell is very find but with a sharp nose local guys
can smell it.
After having lived in that part of the world and having met quite a few females, you, too, will be able
to develop the sense for that sort of thing. In my case, by now I can be some 95% accurate in telling
if a girl is a bar girl or not and some 80% accurate in telling if she is a virgin. It is a combination of
many minute telltale signs that I still cannot put a finger on.
Once I persuaded a very decent girl who was working in a bar to quit and return to school. She
needed only a small amount of money- some $50, to be able to attend school. I set a date to meet
her in a department store, and immediately noticed the spiteful and disgusted looks of the people
around us. There was something they could feel, sense, see or smell about her that told them she had
come from a bar. Later, when we met after some time, a couple of months, to be exact, and she had
been out of the bar, the bad aura had now seemed to be gone; she was walking “normal” and talking
“normal” and dressed OK, and no one was even giving us a second look. I guess, just as the girls

accumulate that bad “halo” over their heads, so they can lose it and have a good aura hang over them
again when they get back into society and stay among regular people again for some time.
The longer they had been in the bar, the longer it takes to get rid of the negative „image-over‟, and
get back to their old pre-bar selves. A truly interesting socio-psychological phenomenon that is worth
being studied further.

More of my expat observations part 3
***
I stopped going to brothels after this experience: there was one that had a bar in the front to buy
drinks and a karaoke machine. There was also this very cute girl who looked so sad and she was
sitting among other hookers, obviously new, and I invited her for a drink and to sing. At random, I
chose a song and it turned out to be “Sunrise Sunset”. The lyrics in it were about how a father is
seeing his son and daughter grow up and now they are now ready to be married off. He is both sad
that his children are about to leave home and start their new lives, as well as proud at the same time.
He sings “Sunrise, sunset, quickly go the years”… “is this the little girl I carried, is this the little boy I
loved…?”. I started singing the song, and then, a horrible truth stung me. If my father saw me in the
whorehouse, or my mother, they would probably exclaim in terrible surprise and disappointment- „Is
this the little boy I loved?” And if the parents of that girl huddling in shame in a brothel, in the
strange, heartless, big city, driven by poverty to selling herself to sweaty tourists saw her, they would
also exclaim in abomination: “is this the little girl I carried?” in shock.
Just thinking about the circumstances that make some people become customers and some- service
providers in this controversial industry; following the chain of causes and effect as well as knowing
that somewhere there are parents who wonder where we, their kids are now, made me very upset. I
paid for the drinks and left without tempting myself with other services.
I have never visited a brothel after that day again.
***
A Little known favour of Hollywood to White Men.
A lot has been said about how Hollywood vilifies Arabs and makes Asian men look effeminate.
However, if you are white, you should be grateful for the advertisement Hollywood has made for you
around the non white world. In Asia, in particular, people grow up on US TV shows that slowly,
repeatedly drive these subliminal messages into the minds of Asian people ( and particularly women)
there:
White people = Americans
Americans = White people
White men= American men
American men=White men
White men= American men= rich, handsome, heroic, noble, courageous, gentlemanly.
American men=White men =good husbands, boyfriends, sexy, kind, caring, loving, treating women
like princesses.
American men= White men= successful, and provide security.
American men=White men= Western men are a boon for a poor Asian girl whom they save from
poverty and take to the Land of Milk and Honey- America. Or settle in her land and buy a big house
and they have cute mixed kids that go to International Schools and the girl does not have to work
now.
American men= White men= saviours of the underdog, always smiling, always so friendly and open.
Faithful, warm, perfect human beings.

A young Asian girl (or anyone else, for that matter) who grew up on “Dallas” or “Orange County” or
“Days of our Lives”, beamed by satellite into her poor home in Indonesia, Philippines, Cambodia,
Burma, etc, has the above illusion so firmly carved in her mind and is so completely brainwashed and
programmed to see white men as described above, will react accordingly when she sees you arrive.
Yup, here comes you, an Aussie, a Brit, a New Zealander, or even a poor Bosnian , Albanian,
Lithuanian, who happens to be in that part of the world, and yes, you will receive very warm smiles
coming your way. The associations in their minds will be triggered, which, in turn, will trigger
wonderment, abundant joy of seeing a super human, a huge smile, a hug and, very soon, a possible
declaration of love. A Slovak, a South African Boer, and a wretched Moldovan is an “American man” to
tens of millions of people there, and he possesses the Godlike characteristics enumerated in my
descriptions above.
All white people, upon arriving in those lands, automatically become “Americans!”
In the Philippines, in particular, the love and admiration for Americans ( read white people) runs deep
not only because US movies and TV shows are very popular there, but also, because Americans
liberated the Philippines from the Japanese aggression in World War II. Many a valiant Marine and
other GI Joe lay his life for the freedom of that country. Because of that, when an American appears in
that country, especially if he goes to rural areas, he is cheered with “ Hi ,Joe!” (GI Joe) and afforded
great honour and welcome. However, the joyful greeting reserved for Americans is also bestowed
upon Germans, Lebanese Arabs and Poles and whoever else looks like Americans. When the locals
see, say, a Polish guy travelling there, crowds come out from their village homes chanting”
Amerikano! Amerikano!” while waving and smiling. Meeting a hero, a liberator, a rich and gallant man,
a “Tom Cruise” is a very rare occasion. Girls give you those “come hither” looks, blow you kisses, and
people invite you to parties because your mere presence is a great honour to them. The older
generation will see you as John Wayne and remember the times when you defended them against the
evil aggressor.
But you are a German from Stuttgart whose grandfather had died on a beach at Normandy, killed by
an American bullet. No matter. Ja Ja, mein herr, you are an American now! Deal with it. Resistance is
futile.
As I was travelling in those parts, I found out that there were Poles, Albanians, Bulgarians,
Romanians, all hailed as heroes because of American TV shows , the American war heroes and the
wildly exaggerated stereotypes of the US super-human-ness. And, of course, the gorgeous females
who fell in love with these handsome “Americans” were probably the most important reason for their
travel to those places to begin with.
There is a Philippine saying- “Basta puti- Kano”-“if you are white, you are an American”. Hello, Hans,
Ivan and Ahmed, welcome to your honorary US citizenship, courtesy of the tens, no, hundreds of
smiling locals who are dying to befriend you. No use trying to explain to them you are not an
American- all white people are Americans, all countries where white people live are part of America.
End of the story, case closed. Enjoy your new nationality and all the benefits that come with it.
But of course, the Philippines is not the only place where American = White men are preferred. In
Korea, in Taiwan, they like to hire white men to teach English even if they are not Americans. Who
cares, they look like Americans. Good enough! In Some Middle Eastern countries, White South
Africans are becoming a very popular substitute for expensive American medical professionals. In a
hospital in a big Gulf city, the rich Arab patients are happy to see a Western man – an “American”
doctor or radiologist who will treat them, but he is just an Afrikaner from Joeburg.
Who cares? If he looks like one, if he quacks like one- speaks English, that is, he must be one.
Simple. No use to argue. He is a white man = he is an American man.
So, if you want to know the joy and benefit of being an American, if you want to be seen as something
above human, an almost a demigod, there are plenty of locations around the world, so brainwashed
by Hollywood that they will bestow a Donald Trump- like status to you, even if you are a poor Serbian
who could never get a visa to even enter the EU never mind US citizenship.

In the tragic opposite twist of this mass madness, Black Americans who have been in the US since
1600s , Hispanic guys from the South West, Apaches, Inuits, and Asian guys from San Francisco, will
discover to their horror that they are now not Americans at all, while some Hungarian tourist is.
Oh, isn‟t life a mother….er!
Sometimes, stereotypes can be used in your favour and people‟s deluded views can be a foundation of
your great status and abundant social life because of a bizarre and an insane, Hollywood –induced,
mega-mass case of mistaken identity.
***
Democracy and free press may not be that good for the economy. In the United Arab Emirates the
media is tightly controlled, and any negative stuff is ruthlessly censored. In this economy, the UAE
newspapers show that things could never been better. And it helps the economy, believe you me.
In the times of bad economy, nothing will motivate you to go shopping than picking up a local
newspaper and seeing that everything is OK, jobs are aplenty and that growth has not been stunted
as in other countries. So, you go out there and spend and spend and keep that economy going, or at
least help it recover.
No, if you were in England or other such places, you would be bombarded by all exaggerated,
pessimistic messages about the impending collapse, layoffs and a depression which is right around the
corner. The bad news coming from TV, the radio and your printed media are not a good motivator to
get the consumers to start buying things. After hearing the news, you would most probably hold on to
your money, stay at home, and not spend anything thereby delaying any economic rebound your
country is yearning for so much.
There is something to be said about regulated press, after all, I guess.
***
Saving the Girls from the Maw of the Dragon.
Just look at who the Devil has dragged in:
In girly bars in South East Asia, you will often find people who were obviously never meant to be there
to begin with and who deserve to be rescued. I have met such people as a daughter of a Protestant
Pastor, a Business Administration student who could not get enough money to pay for her tuition as
well as quite a big number of very shy, obviously virgin girls who were scared to death of guys, and
who stubbornly refused to “go with customers”, which means leaving the bar with men to have an
interlude at their hotel.
The girly bar industry is designed to turn even most well-meaning women into prostitutes because of
how it operates. While they are not physically coerced to submit to the customers‟ carnal desires, the
bars intentionally keep the pay low and charge the girls for make up and “costumes”- which often
consist of bikinis and high heel boots as well as fake school uniforms and other sexy stuff. Girls get
paid for dancing and for sitting with customers for drinks which may not be enough at the end of the
day. When customers want to take the girls out, they pay the bar a „fine‟ and the bar make a big profit
off of that. So, these entertainment places only make significant moneys if girls get taken out.
Therefore, it is in their interest to slowly impel the girl to start “going with men” which basically means
selling herself.
In all fairness, it does not mean that many women do not enjoy it. There are quite a few of them,
especially those who already have kids and lived with an abusive or irresponsible husband who enjoy
going out with rich foreign guys who buy them food and drink and then both people enjoy a night of
passionate lovemaking crowned with a big tip. Easy money for quite a few young women.

I say, nothing wrong with that if they like it, but when you see a girl shaking with shyness and fear
and looking around scared and then telling you some strange things many of which can be true, you
think twice before trying to induce her to go with you. Actually, if you have any heart and integrity at
all, you will most probably want to help.
Some girls are also held in debt bondage- they are loaned money and their documents are confiscated
by the bar and they cannot leave without paying the debt. The debt is sometimes less than a hundred
dollars but to a 19 year old, that can mean a lot of money.
Some girls are also enticed into “cyber sex slavery” – performing all kinds of erotic things on cam and
held there with the same debt bondage. Among them, I have met very good, innocent people who
obviously should not be doing what they are doing.
Anyway, those people who were sucked into the “business” by the unfortunate circumstance and who
are suffering there deserve to be saved. So, now, every time I see an unfortunate young creature like
that and I have some spare cash, I immediately take her out, pay any debts she may have and help
her re-establish herself or return home. Sometimes, I have delivered the girls to the abodes of
unsuspecting relatives who were shocked as they had no idea what was going on. I have helped
several to go to school. The daughter of a pastor is now attending a “Cell phone Technician” course,
the Business Administration student is about to graduate from her BA program and has completed her
practicum at a government office already, another webcam girl is now in a very sophisticated
photography program and studying for her GED at the same time. One virgin girl who stubbornly
refused to perform sexy acts on cam is now a waitress at Wendy‟s.
Some people who do not want to be in the bar or on webcam are so poor, they are really pitiful to
behold. Only a truly heartless person would not feel compassion for those. One girl left a webcam den
with only clothes on her back and absolutely nothing to her name. A hundred dollar bought her a cell
phone, some underwear, clothes and shoes
However, be careful of scammers who pretend to be “innocent”. Many are hard core prostitutes who
have perfected the art of bilking you out of your money with all kinds of sob stories devised to evoke
your pity and make you part with hard earned cash, after which they go right back to the bar and b.s.
to yet another customer about how much they want to get out of the place. So, be careful if you
decide to help. By now, I have developed a knack to recognize truth from falsehood in 90% of such
cases although, initially, I was taken to the cleaners by believing all kinds of tearful stories which
turned out to be totally made up. I am wiser now and have developed my own ways of questioning
the girls, watching their facial expressions and making the final decision whether I wanted to help
them out or not.
Another thing to keep in mind is that if the girls are in a place like that long enough, they may reach a
“point of no return” after which they will very often go back to the bar or the webcam because they
have established a certain addiction to the place. Quite a few, who I bought tickets for so that they
could go home, were back in the bar or on cam in a few months. Somehow, they just begin to identify
themselves with that lifestyle and form an addiction to it. Those people are hard to help.
Also, since many have no education and do not even know how to study, they will find that bars or
webcam dens pay more than being a laundry girl for $45 a month.
All in all, my estimate is that some 10-15% of all nightlife girls can truly be rescued from the maw of
the dragon that feeds on young virgins, and if you have the heart and the money to help those
people, be careful and selective.
But once you have tasted the joy of seeing another human being re-establish herself in society with a
diploma, or a good, honourable job because you were there for them in a place where they had not
been destined to be because you came to their rescue, you will feel the kind of happiness that only a
Boddhisattva can feel.
***
Telling Arabs Apart

If you live in the Arab world long enough, you will see that Arabs do not present a homogenous racial
group as some enemies of their culture like to perceive them. Also, you will be able to tell different
Arab ethnicities from each other quite accurately. Saudis have a certain Saudi look although, Qataris
look very similar and so do Emiratis. But even if the faces look similar, by clothes and movements,
you will be able to tell those apart if you live long enough in the region. Kuwaitis have a big Persian
admixture and seem to have a certain half Iranian look and facial expressions. So do Bahrainis.
Omanis are more round-faced with a big African and Indian ethnic presence. Egyptians have a certain
Egyptian looks with a big Nubian and Greek mixture, as well as a certain accent that you can hear a
mile away. They also possess a certain very fast way of moving, looking around and a certain manner
of smiling at you. Syrians look like Muslim groups from the South of Russia- very light Semitic/
Armenid features and red hair and blue eyes, as well as a slight Mongolian presence which accounts
for high cheek bones and straight black hair in many others, while with Egyptians, the hair is usually
curlier and there is no Mongolian presence at all. Some Syrian people actually look like those chariot
riders from the bas- reliefs on the Babylonian and Nineveh buildings- the ones with long beards and
those strange hats riding the lions. When I first saw those works of art, I thought the people in these
were some mythical, exaggerated creatures, but now I see that they actually showed real folks from
that area.
I have not met many Iraqis yet to be able to form a certain picture of how they look, but from those
that I have seen on TV, they do seem to have a certain Iraqi looks, too. They kind of look like
Georgians- think Stalin. Not all, again, but that kind of aquiline look is very common there.
The Lebanese and Jordanians are almost the same except that the former are much lighter because of
a high European mixture although red hair and blue eyes is still more common in Syria than there.
Palestinians look almost the same as Jordanians which is kind of hard to describe but it is almost like a
dark Italian or dark Greek look.
The Sudanese are half black or fully black, and North Africans look like Sicilians for the most part. Or
like a darker variety of Mediterranean French.
In addition to the actual “racial” features of the Arabs, if you stay in the Middle East long enough, you
will be able to tell „poor‟ Arabs from „rich‟ Arabs. Those Arabians who have lived several generations in
oil rich countries where balanced food is plentiful and affordable will have different faces from those
who had grown up struggling with lack of food and vitamins, living off cheap, high calorie dishes that
provide little nutrition. The poor ones will have harsh peasant faces, limbs and body parts a bit out of
proportion, as well as shifty looks of a person who needs to struggle for survival over generations. The
rich Arabs from Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi, while sometimes overweight, will have well proportionate
bodies and a confident way of carrying themselves in public and in private.
A lot of these things are hard to describe in words as you need to live in the Arab world to see what I
mean if you are interested in that sort of thing, that is.
***
The term smog means smoke + fog. How about a mixture of sand dust and fog? Shall I call it “fust?”
***
“New Racial Slurs for the Age of Diversity?”
In our age, races and ethnicities have been mixing and acting in strange ways. Therefore, new racial
terms have bee invented. “Oreo”, for one, Black outside, white on the inside- blacks who act white,
“Banana”-yellow on the outside, white on the inside- Asian Americans. A person of European heritage
who acts black is a Wigger. “White + N----r”. I think that as we mix more and more, we will be
needing more of such strange amalgams to satisfy our insane need to label people.
Would a white person trying to act black be called a “Waffir”- White Kaffir in Southern Africa? And
should a racial word “Woon” be used in certain parts of the South?

Would a Caucasian person who tries to study yoga be called a “Wingley”, and the one into Kung Fu be
called a “Wink”? Would a karate expert be now mocked as a “Wap?” Would someone into Vietnamese
culture be derogatively called a ”Wook”, and someone into Philippines language and music be
pejoratively described as a “Wip?”
Should a Black person who tries to act white be also called a “Bracker”-“ black cracker” or a Blonkey“black honkey?” Or a “Blightey”- a black whitey. Now, what if that person were into the Asian cultures
described above- would you mock him as “Bingley”, “Bink”, “Blap”, “Blook”, and “Blip” respectively?
How about Black persons who are very French and English by culture. Are they to be scoffed as
“Brogs” and “Bimeys?”. How about a “Blusskie” and a “Blommie”- those black people who went to live
in Russia?
What about very Westernized Chinese people- are they to be called “Cheilos” – “Chinese Gweilos”
now? Or “Yeylows”- “Yellow Gweilos”. How about “Chitey”- a “Chinese whitey”? What about all these
Japanese guys who like to act Black? Are they now “Jiggers”? And, the ones who act white are now
“Yenkeys” or “Jonkies” ( Yellow or Japanese Honkeys) . How about a “Chonkey”- “Chinese Honkey?”
“How about a “Flonkey”- “Filipino Honkey”, and a “Flighty”- “Filipino Whitey”?. And Chinese wrappers
are “Chiggers?” And a Thai who acts white should be called “Tharang” -a Thai Farang, and the ones
who act black be called “ Thiggers?” It never stops.
If you have nothing to do, you can sit there all day and create all these new racial hybrid terms for the
new millennium – after all, the world is moving towards total integration, so we are going to be
needing those to classify all these people around us that are becoming more and more varied in colour
and culture.
***
Many first-worlders, upon migrating to the Third World and getting a local girlfriend or wife, often
discover that she does not know how to budget money, goes through the husbands/boyfriends‟
allowance like it was water , and her family also keep asking the husband for money and other types
of financial help. When the help is given, the money is promptly spent on seemingly nonsense things,
and more requests for help start coming. “The people just do not seem to have basic financial
literacy”, the first-worlder realizes. Then he starts talking about “cultural differences” and the “culture”
shock.
The shock is really not about “culture”, but social class. It is all about the long standing “peasant
versus the bourgeois” conflict, as the two classes have been clashing since cities had been established
way back when. A city dweller did not have land, had to pay rent or city taxes; had to budget and
value money as a precious resource. He had nothing else, really, unless he was a landlord, but even
then, money had to be budgeted because of all kinds of expenses. A peasant, on the other hand, often
could live off the fat of the land while money was secondary because it would always be there sooner
or later as the result of the land giving him its wealth. The two classes could never relate to each
other- the peasant would have many children who would then help in his agricultural activities, the
city dweller could only afford a few, the peasant was generous with money and shared it among the
members of his family and expected the new members of the family (new husbands and wives) to
pool money together for the common good. The peasant would ask the bourgeois for money, but often
could not pay it back because he had never learned how to manage finances the way city folks do.
The peasant thus perennially accuses the bourgeois of being stingy and greedy, of being selfish and
cold-hearted, while the bourgeois keeps accusing the peasant of being a profligate and a bumbling
provincial fool.
In the 1st world, peasants have long since become “farmers”, and, slowly, adopted the city ways of
budgeting, had smaller families, and, pretty much, became “rural bourgeois” with now, very few
differences in mentality between them and their urban counterparts. However, in the so called
„developing‟ countries, the peasant mindset is still very strong even though many former peasants
now live in the cities: they have large families, they do not have money saved up, they do not know
how to budget and often appear to behave in impractical, provincial ways. If the country is tropical,
and harvest can be gathered all year around, the peasant classes appear even more indifferent to

money, more relaxed and care-free, and less respectful of the Western bourgeois ways of doing
things. Upon marrying a beautiful (peasant) girl, the American or other Western husband soon
discovers just how irresponsible she can behave with his money and how disrespectful the whole
family is of what he has- they expect him to buy them things- buy food, buy houses and buffaloes,
and also help with medical bills. Haven‟t they heard of medical insurance? They have not, apparently.
What did the father think when he was making a family of twelve which he now cannot feed? He
thought nothing. He just obeyed his “thirst”.
They are peasants, man. They hoped that land would take care of them. As it had for millennia.
So, a Western man runs into all kinds of confrontations, gets called a “cheap Charlie”
and gets accused of having no pity when he refuses to share his hard earned money with an
enormous extended household. Then, he starts complaining about “cultural incompatibilities “between
Americans and Thais or Canadians and Filipinos or even Japanese and Indonesians. But this is not
about culture, man, it is about „class‟. Unwittingly now, you are participating in class
misunderstandings and class struggle but on a very miniature scale. Karl Marx revisited.
Had you chosen a real city girl, whose family has lived in the city for generation, and who knows the
city ways of doing things, you would rarely have such problems, but city girls are often stuck up,
unfriendly, and do not have the “warm heart” of the peasant. So, a man is stuck in a dilemma that is
hard to solve. Some simply prefer not to marry into any family although some do get lucky and end
up with a good urban wife. Good for them! Some succeed at training the rurally-minded girl in the
intricacies of budgeting and manage to keep the money hungry other members of her clan away, or
negotiate for smaller allowances. Different people deal with it differently. Some just can‟t hack it, and
end up leaving the country complaining about not being able to adapt to local “culture”. But few ever
realize that what they come up against has nothing to do with culture, but is, basically, the thousand
year old conflict between the rustic hicks and the city slickers which has been very much alive and
well in the developing countries up till now, which has not yet gone away and which will, probably, still
not go away for a long, long time.
***
How to Learn a Foreign Language in Six Months to a Year.

I have heard of people “picking up” languages, but I still do not know how it is done. Maybe kids can
do it because they are amongst other kids playing and using the language many hours a day. They
also do not have to worry about being embarrassed and laughed at. I am not a kid and most probably,
you are not one, either.

Many people end up in foreign countries but do not know of how to learn the language. Many
buy books and tapes, but soon give up. Few ever become fluent. The task of mastering or even
getting by in another language strikes them as too big and they just do not know the mechanics of
how to go about it.

I am not good at languages and have no natural gift for them. I have always found them difficult and
never liked studying them. I have also never been able to pick them up. However, now I am very
fluent in three and have reasonable fluency in another 4-5 and can get by fairly well in two more. That
means 10. How I did it? I studied them very, very seriously and did not try to “pick them up”.
Once, when I was 6 years old I lived in a foreign language environment for three months but still, was
not able to learn more than just a few phrases. I just do not have the ability. So, that means that I
need to learn them, not acquire them.
I have devised a step by step system that has helped me become reasonably fluent in a language

within six months to a year without spending a fortune. The method is fairly straightforward and it has
worked for me and I do not think of myself as very bright in that area.

Before you start, keep in mind that you will not make any significant progress unless you are willing to
study at least 2 hours every day without any breaks. If you only study a few times a week and only
some 30 minutes, your progress will be minimal. On weekends, you

Anyway, to make the long story short, this is what you do. Assuming that you are going to study
another European language with the Roman alphabet, such as Spanish, your first step should be this:

Buy on the Internet, or borrow from your local library an old or conservative-style book titled
something like “Basic Spanish Grammar”, “Introduction to Spanish Grammar”, “Beginning Spanish
Grammar” (or French or German or the grammar of whatever other language you are studying).
Grammar is the skeleton of the language upon which you will build the muscles of vocabulary and
everything else. It should have some 100-250 pages. Study it thoroughly and several times if
necessary. Do all the exercises in it and drill yourself on the verbs. Study them the way you studied
the multiplication table when you were a kid. Repeat them, memorize them, until you can recite all
the conjugations in your sleep. Time of study- 1-2 months. During this time, you should not study
anything else)*.

*I am assuming that you are not yet living in the country where the language is spoken or are living
in it but can get by in English. If you are living in a country where you need to learn the language
immediately, buy a good phrase book and use it. I will talk about the use of phrase books later.

This part of your study is gruelling and boring and you will just have to grin and bear with it. Do not
be alarmed if you do not understand everything. If need be, hire a tutor who could explain to you the
niceties that you cannot yet comprehend. If you still cannot understand some parts of it, just skip
them. You will worry about those later. It is better to speak a language that is broken in some places
than not to speak it at all. If you cannot get a tutor, get online and go into newsgroups dealing with
that culture or Yahoo answers. Someone will explain things to you for free.
After the grammar study, buy books for children in the language, some phrase books for travelers, a
good dictionary and a language set that contains tapes.

Listen to tapes every day when driving to work, doing household chores or even sitting in the
bathroom to learn the pronunciation. Do not worry if you do not pronounce it 100% correctly, just
keep doing it. All the errors will eventually be corrected in the months to come.

On one day, you may want to read and translate a story for kids and on the other day, read several
pages of a travel book and act out conversations with yourself taking different parts in a “play”.
Imagine as if it was happening with you. Imagine a restaurant, a hotel, smell it hear it, see it. Become
all the people in the conversation. Utter the phrases in those dialogues with the same emotions as
you would if you spoke English. Become an actor. Do not be ashamed since nobody will hear you
except yourself.

Most phrase books now have dialogues in different daily situations and a whole array of useful
phrases. Learn those by rote. While some people believe that learning by rote is not good, I say it is

OK because the phrases which you will learn can later be used in wider discourse which you will be
able to carry on because of your previous knowledge of grammar. Set phrases are conversation
building blocks, too, just like singular words are.

When reading books for children, a great deal of new vocabulary will pop up. Look it up. Don‟t worry if
you have to do it fifty times a day or more. Just look those words up. Once you reach some 20-30
words, stop reading. Sit down and write a story about yourself with these words. The story may look
ridiculous to you and grammatically incorrect but it is OK. No one except your will read it. When
composing this story make sure that other words in a sentence explain or hint at its meaning. You
may also draw a small picture or a symbol above the word to remind yourself about its meaning.

Now, that your story is finished, read it a couple of times to yourself while imagining the feeling, or
look, taste, smell or touch of every word. Some words like “a fox” will have a certain color, look, and
possibly some smell and a touch association with it. While you may have never petted a fox, you may
probably imagine that it would kind of feel like a dog. So, while reading your story to yourself, you will
also change your voice intonation to reflect the emotion that goes with that word. The word
“disappointment” will be uttered in an exaggeratedly tearful voice, the word “fox” in a sly- sounding
voice and so on. While reading the sentences in your story in an emotionally charged way while
imagining the emotion, picture, smell, sound, taste or touch of each one of them, you will be building
mental associations of those words with the things and concepts that they represent. The words will
thus sink into your mind and stay there indefinitely. If you are willing to devote three hours every day
to this vocabulary-building practice, you will be able to memorize as many as 200 words a day.

Your question may be: Will I retain those words and if so, how many percent will I retain? The answer
is: you will retain all of them, except that your brain will eventually allocate them to different levels of
memory.

Here they are:

Active memory: here you have words that you can both recognize and use. These will be words that
you will be utilizing every day related to work, study, play, food, etc. You will have an arsenal of
vocabulary at the tip of your tongue that you will easily pull out and use in sentences any time you
wish. Maybe some 20% of the vocabulary you learn will stay there.

Passive memory: here you will have words that you will recognize when reading and listening,
however, you will have hard time recalling and using those by yourself. As you read and listen more
and encounter these words more and more often, they will move into your active memory. Maybe
some 60% of the words you learn will stay there.

Hidden memory: some of the words and phrases you learn will stay in a special brain “chamber” from
which they will not be easily recovered. In practical terms, you will see those words and say- hmm, I
saw this word before but I can‟t remember it. You will look it up in a dictionary again and probably
say‟ Oh, yes, I remember it now!‟ After having been reminded of its meaning, you will then “move “it
into the passive memory and if you see it more often, it will move into the active “arsenal” of words.

You must have heard the saying” If you don‟t use it, you lose it”. From my experience what happens
is: you don‟t really lose it but the information simply moves into the hidden memory and if you go
back to the language again, and start using it, the words again migrate into the higher memory

levels.

The idea is to carry out the children‟s books reading/vocabulary/phrase book and tape listening study
for some 3 months while doing it 2-3 hours every day. After you have finished all the materials, you
may want to review /reread them again or, if you are bored, by some more. As long as you devote so
much time daily to your study, you are guaranteed to learn.

Keep in mind one thing: vocabulary is not infinite, it is finite. You will need maybe 2000 words to carry
on most conversations, and some 5000-8000 to read most books and magazines. If you can memorize
50 words a day, then you will only need 40 days to create a working vocabulary and some 3-4 months
to read most books. However, because many words will still be stored in the passive and hidden
memory, you will not be able to use them all immediately, but after 3-6 months, you will see a huge
difference in your ability to read and use the language.

Conversation weaving, theatre and listening.

OK, now you are ready for some serious action. Hire a tutor and spend a few hours a week with them
“weaving” a conversation. You compose sentences on different topics, the tutor talks back to you and
corrects your grammar, pronunciation and vocabulary, you write down corrected sentences and keep
talking. As the need to use new vocabulary comes up, either look up new words in a dictionary, and/or
ask your tutor. Write the words down and review the notes after the class.

Also, with your tutor, act out different situations that will be taking place while you are in a foreign
country- renting a hotel, going through the immigration, being at a party, ordering food at a
restaurant, taking a taxi, bargaining at a market, etc. Sit down with yourself and think of some twenty
or so most commonly occurring situations in which you will likely be participating.

At this time, also, you will need to learn conversation fillers and words that help you communicate
with the speaker when you are not sure what to say. This will create an illusion of fluency at first, and
later, fluency itself.

Please ask your tutor or anyone else about the equivalent of these phrases in the target language and
memorize those equivalents well.

Well,
Oh, I see
How do you say it in ( language)?
Let me see/let me think...
Could you please repeat what you have just said?
Hmm, I am not sure what you mean

What do you call it? It‟s... what do you call it...
What do you mean?
What is the meaning of this word?
Please explain
I don‟t know how to say it in (language).
Excuse me...
I beg your pardon
Got it!
I don‟t get it
I am confused.
It‟s clear to me/not clear to me.
You know...like
You see...
Oh, yes. I have a question.
May I ask you?
Say it again, please
What was that, again?
I am sorry, I did not understand you.
Hmm.

Once you learn these, you will have enough phrases to keep the exchange of information flowing more
or less smoothly. You will learn to put “fillers” inside sentences while you are thinking of what to say
next.

If the language you are studying is in the Roman alphabet, you should now go and get some theatrical
works in it. Plays, that is. You can find them on the Internet or get them from a local library or buy
them. Next, act them out. You will be all the characters in those plays. Adjust your voice and
intonation to approximate what each personage in the play represents. Become the old man, old
woman, the child in it, etc. Imagine it all happening on a stage in your mind, of course. Live it. When
you encounter new words or expressions that you cannot look up in the dictionary, post them on
internet newsgroups or Yahoo Answers.

Now, you should do one hour of theatre a day and watch TV/listen to the radio for another hour. Or be
exposed to any kind of language expressions, be it speeches, long monologues, etc. You may not
understand everything at first, but slowly and naturally your ears will get used to it and begin
distinguishing words from each other and understand sentences and discourse. Just sit there, listen to
it, and bear with it. After several weeks, the language will start clearing up. If you have the
opportunity to be in groups of people speaking it, stay as exposed to it as you can and as often as you
can. Your ears will learn to follow the language by themselves.

<if>4) <endif>Dictionary reading and copying. Now you are ready for the toughest part. This is one
strategy that I have never seen anyone do and have never heard any linguist recommend. But it
works. Take a dictionary, go over every page of it and write out the words that you think you will be
using or will need to know. Make your own notebook. Then make sentences with those or stories in
which they will be incorporated. Some of these sentences and stories may be ridiculous but you are
the only one that will see them. Do not worry if you may sometimes use the words wrong. Draw
pictures or symbols above the words and read the resulting text/picture combinations trying to
describe.

Idioms and slang: similarly, obtain another dictionary of slang and idioms or if these are two separate
ones, get them both.
You will need one thousand of idioms and maybe a thousand of slang items in your vocabulary to
finally be able to have an almost complete knowledge of conversational language and appear cool and
natural. Read that dictionaries several times and compose sentences with them. Imagine yourself
using those in real life situations. If by now, you are still not totally exhausted from studying the
regular dictionary and transcribing it, spend another couple of months doing the same with idioms and
slang.

After all that, you should be fluent in the language more or less.

Note: while I prefer concentrating on one subject only for several months, some people prefer doing
one day of vocabulary, one day of grammar, one day of theatre or even three subjects in a day. As
long as you study 2 hours or more a day, I say it does not matter how you distribute these areas in
your schedule. The important thing is for them to be covered. Obviously, you cannot yet begin
advanced studies of theatre during the first months of your learning period, so you will just have to
look at what you can combine based on your ability at this time (that is if you wish to combine
anything at all)

Learning a foreign language in the way I have described to you is not easy, and not for the people
who want to be entertained or who want to „enjoy‟ the study process. It has not been easy for me to
learn languages this way, but the results have been absolutely phenomenal. If you are ready for some
hard work, and are willing to tough it out for six months to a year, you will be fluent, and many new
doors will open for you.

PS: Special Note for Languages with Difficult Alphabets:

If you want to learn how to speak Arabic or Japanese and do not want to be bothered with the difficult
alphabets, you can still learn them fairly quickly by using many Romanized materials available on the
market today. There is nothing wrong with being “illiterate” in the language as long as you can speak
it and learn to recognize important signs. In many countries now, signs are in English and if you really

want to learn how to read, this can be done after you have learned how to speak.

In Japan there are so many books and tapes written in Romanized Japanese that is it is entirely
possible to become very fluent in the language without ever being able to read a single word ( except
in the transliterated version of it).

You can pretty much follow the program outlined for learning the language except that a few things
will not be possible- you will not be able to read children‟s books. So, instead, what you can do (and
what I did) was to have people read children‟s books aloud to you as you listen. You will also not be
able to read books with theatrical plays in them. However, again, you can do either one of two
things:
1) Buy lots of travel books with Romanized dialogues ( primarily phrase books) and recite those.

Get theatrical works and have native speakers read and explain them to you as you listen. You can
then repeat after them.

Love Me? Love my Culture ( and my Country) Warts and All!
What many guys do not understand when they go and woo girls from another ethnic, cultural and
national background is that they may now be forever tied to that girl's culture and country.
It used to be the case in the old days when America was so powerful and other countries weak and
backward, that for many people going back home was a logistical impossibility as well as a political
and economic impossibility. They had no money, the other countries were dictatorial and would,
sometimes, arrest them upon their return there, and America was so advanced in comparison that the
wives of American guys would have no choice but become Americanized. They would take roots and
just live out their lives in the US becoming first generation Americans ( or first generation immigrants
as they would more often be called).
Guess what? Surprise, surprise! This is no longer the case. The Internet with instant messaging and
inexpensive phone calls as well very quick and affordable international travel will no longer have your
wife isolated from her home culture. She will want to go back home often and for you to follow. She
will also probably expect you to learn the local food and for you to visit her family often. Her country is
no longer the "Ol' Country" whose backwardness she left behind to resettle in the prosperous America,
but is now a New Country- a modern, technologically advanced nation with most conveniences you
have for modern life Yup! -surprise, surprise!-also, her country now is not such a bad place to live.
Actually, often it is cheaper and freeer than the US!
So, the days of swaggering GIs bringing back home humbled war brides are mostly over!
If you think that by finding a foreign girl, you will be getting a better version of an American girl who
will abandon everything back home and just live with you an all American life, you may have fewer
such girls to choose from. In most cases, you will now, for the rest of your marriage to her be
connected to that country, culture, language and food and will have to put up with the good and the
bad thereof.
So, before you embark on a journey to find, say a Lithuanian girl, ask yourself- do you think you will
like Lithuania? Will you like its language and food? Will you be willing to accept its shortcomings? Will
you like the Lithuanian way of life? Because, by connecting your life to the lady, her country, family
and culture will now become part of your life as well. For better or for worse.
Ask yourself an even better question- will you be willing to resettle in the girl's country if she wants
you to do that and abandon America the way you want her to abandon the place where she had grown
up? You'd better be ready!

This is something few guys think about when they drool over a luscious body and a cute face of a
foreign girl.
Upgrading Your Misfit Status to that of a Rich Expat
"Russians call me German, Germans call me Russian, Jews call me a Christian, Christians a Jew.
Pianists call me a composer, composers call me a pianist. The classicists think me a futurist, and the
futurists call me a reactionary. My conclusion is that I am neither fish nor fowl – a pitiful individual".
Anton Rubinstein, a great Russian pianist born in what is now Moldova.
(I must add that if he went to the US, Americans would call him a Moldovan and Moldovans would call
him an American)
And my article is about people like this.
Upgrading the Status of Wretched First and Second Generation Immigrants, Socially
Displaced Persons and Other "Misfits"
There is a small percentage of world population which I would term socially displaced people. These
people are strangers everywhere they go, are unneeded as friends and lovers and are lonely as all get
out. In this article, I would like to show how we can improve their lot by making them multipatriate- i.
e, residents of more than one country, and how we can upgrade them to an Expat status which is an
honorable title in many parts of the world. I will only talk about those misfits who are citizens of the
Western world but who cannot enjoy its social benefits. These are usually 1st and 2nd generation
immigrants, naturalized citizens, people of color and other persons who, for one reason or other are
termed misfits by the society that surrounds them; they are mostly males and mostly young.
Think Palestinians for one. A very unfortunate group- they have no citizenship, the land which they
lived on was taken be people “returning” from a 2000 year old exile, and few nations around them
want them. Those fortunate enough to get to the West are not particularly well treated by the local
population there, either. Sure, in many a Western country they qualify for welfare and student aid and
other social programs, and can progress professionally and financially. They can finally attain Western
citizenship. However, many suffer from a social stigma that the Western society puts on them. They
are accused of being terrorists, experience discrimination on the job market, and most often than not,
rejection in the mainstream daily social life. People do not want to befriend them; girls do not want to
date them. Becoming and being an immigrant is not a picnic, period, how much worse is it if you are
of an unpopular ethnicity and origin?
Even before we talk about them being former Palestinians, it is important to note that “immigrant” is
not a good term or a good word to begin with. It sounds bad. Immigrant ,basically, means trouble,
poverty, being unwelcome (again, socially, not politically, as most Western countries have excellent
democratic institutions that will enable those people to have equal rights under the law). But law is
one thing, while how people feel about becoming your friend and associating with you is another

thing. Once an immigrant particularly from a non Western nation, one will often forever be referred to
as such long after he has become a citizen of those Western societies.
Things are especially bad if they belong to a group that is routinely vilified in movies or on the news
:think of being a young Arab American man in the US, an Iranian, or a Russian. These groups are
constantly shown in bad light in the media, and even though many people know that media does not
tell the truth, still, negative messages are subliminally injected into people‟s brains and negative
associations are created. In the case such immigrants arrive young, they will be picked on and teased
by other kids and many (again not all) will be severely traumatized by such experiences.
Take an Arab citizen of Israel. They do not belong there and do not particularly belong anywhere else.
They can move to the West and prosper professionally, but they will probably never obtain any serious
social status or be “popular” there. “Some”- the instrumental word is „some‟, may do OK, but most will
remain on the margins, socially speaking. So, being an Israeli Arab in Israel is bad, it is bad to be one
in Arab countries- you are seen as a traitor, and it is not a good thing to be one in the USA as you
may suffer from a double- anti-semitism. Many girls in the US, UK, Canada, would not want to date an
Arab.
So, if you are a young Israeli Arab man, you will, most probably, have a tough life in many places,
including the West.
Young Russian ladies are a delicious morsel sought by many a love hungry Western man. If you are a
young Russian woman in France, USA, Canada, Australia, you have got it made. Guys will be all over
you. Now, what if you are a young Russian man? How will you do? Most Western women will probably
run away from you thinking you Mafia, Communist, wife beater and alcoholic. Russian guys in the US
do not do very well. Russian girls are not threats and they do very, very nicely. Being a Russian man
anywhere in the West usually means- no girl!
I am happy for those who have not suffered from such social prejudices and I hope they continue their
happy lives forever. But this article is not about them. It is about those guys who because of an
„unpopular‟ ethnic background have not been able to enjoy a normal social life that includes the simple
rights to be able to make normal friends in the country where you live and to have a girl.
Here are some examples that I am quite familiar with: Pakistani Brits for one. These guys are neither
fish nor fowl. Indians and Pakistanis call them” Brits” while „real‟ Brits call them Indians and
Pakistanis. You can also include Bosnian Serbs into the same category. In Bosnia, the other ethnic
groups were killing them for being Serbs, but in Serbia they call them „Bosnians‟. Indians in Uganda,
who were kicked out by Idi Amin did not go back to India, but ended up in the UK. Ugandan Blacks
called them „Indians‟, the UK people called them Ugandans. Again, they become a neither-fish-norfowl kind of people when they move to the West. If you are a young man in a similar situation, the
main effect that you will feel will be social- hard to make friends, hard to get a girl to date you.
There are other refugees to the West who cannot go back to the country of origin, sometimes because
they were expelled for political views, sometimes because of wrong ancestry and their old country now
being occupied by an ethnic group of another ancestry, sometimes because they are stuck in a

country that became independent and they or their parents are not of the dominant race there ( such
as Russians who are stuck in the Baltic countries, or Germans who got stuck in Poland once, or Greeks
who got stuck in Turkey sometime back, etc. Once they become dating age men in the West, they do
not usually do very well. Too poor, too recent, unpopular countries; therefore, not seen as good dating
partners by local girls.
In addition to the above, there are the traditional visible minorities in the West who had been born
and bread there, but who do not feel they belong to the mainstream culture and who feel that they
are discriminated against. They can be children of immigrants, they can be indigenous people or they
can be people who just look different. Asian Americans? Indian Americans? There are many such
people, and the greatest misfits and the loneliest among them seem to be their young men. Women
who are „different‟ are often seen as exotic, and in many (again not all) cases, eventually, they meet a
mainstream male who will take them under his protective wing. Or they end up marrying a successful
guy from their own community. It seems that women have got it easier as a rule, especially those
under 40, but even after 40, they still have better chances than men of fitting in. The above is my
observation and I can be wrong. But that is what I have seen and this is what I am sharing with you.
In immigrant communities men almost always seem to outnumber women,
Anyway, assuming that you are one of such people, are young ( or young at heart) male and
unmarried, and you arrived (or had been born) in the West, you feel lonely and do not sense that you
fit in no matter what you do, and you cannot go back to “ your country” , you have several choices:
1) Keep trying to fit in. Good luck, but, in most cases, it is like squaring the circle. You will never
completely fit in.
2) Stay with your own race- a very primitive, defeatist, and not a good solution because in most
immigrant communities, women are stuck up ( if you are not rich) and many do not like to be around
you as they would rather either get a rich local and join the mainstream whatever that or get a richer
immigrant man. In addition to that, enclosing yourself within your own group also contributes to the
development of your own form of Apartheid, which I think we should all be against.
3) Concentrate on making money and getting a good education. Not a bad idea and it can somewhat
improve your social life, but my feeling is, this solution has limitations, too, particularly if you are
planning on staying on where you are. The main being is that you may run out of time and get very
frustrated from all the competition and all the nasty, selfish people that you will be meeting in spite of
your education.
4) Find a "poorer" country and go and live there. You will see your social status skyrocket. Upgrade
yourself. Bump yourself up from an “immigrant” or an unpopular ethnicity, to a “Western Expat”.
Upgrade yourself from a “Black guy” or “an Asian guy” to an “American”; from a “Vietnamese
Refugee” to an „Australian” , from a “Maori” to a „ New Zealander‟, from a “Paki” to „a guy from
England‟. You will be able to achieve that if you go to a so called Third World country. You will have
friends up the ying yang and more girls that you cold shake a stick at. You will learn to use interethnic and inter-country differences to your advantage and not against you.
In case of #4, the only thing standing between you and a rich social life is a bit of money. The trick is
being able to make a living in hard currency, and in just, generally, having enough cash to carry the
whole thing out. But if you are in the West now and are a citizen of the West,this absolutely can be

done because the West is all about financial opportunities. Think hard and take advantage of those so
that later you can take advantage of social opportunities in the „cheaper worlds”.
Let me present you with some hypothetical case studies:
a) Juan is from a poor Puerto Rican family in New York. He does not feel he belongs in the mainstream
US culture because of prejudices against his ethnicity, and he feels that living in Puerto Rico would be
beyond his means. Yup, Puerto Rico is very expensive. In New York he would often get into fights and
called all sorts of names. He had few friends and no girlfriends. There are more Puerto Rican guys
than girls in the city and he could never successfully compete for one. He was also often denied
friendships from non Puerto Rican guys, and dating opportunities from non Puerto Rican girls as many
do not like Puerto Rican men in NY. He was born and raised there, but suffered from discrimination
nonetheless. He then decided to become a computer programmer, studied hard, got his license, and
started working online. He then moved to Honduras, where he immediately became an American
Latino, very welcome, with oodles of friends, people inviting him to parties, girls seeking him out, thus
solving his ostracism problem pretty much immediately upon moving there. He is planning on making
his social home in Honduras for the rest of his life now (or until he finds another country that he likes)
while taking advantage of the business opportunities in the USA at the same time.
b) Omar has been socially and politically displaced. He is a Palestinian man who immigrated to Detroit
from the West bank. He loves and appreciates America, and is now a US citizen. He has found though,
that again, there is social prejudice against him, and he has trouble dating American girls and making
friends with other Americans because he is an Arab. He may love America with all his heart and think
that the US gov't is the most generous of all, but not many rank and file American people are
particularly friendly to him.
He saves up money, learns Spanish and moves to Colombia. Immediately he becomes aware of a 180
degree change in the social atmosphere around him. He is surrounded by warm, friendly people,
meets a beautiful girl and gets married to her, opens a restaurant and lives a good life. He is no
longer bitter, and assimilates himself into the society with no further problems. His status is high as
he is now a rich expat, not a poor immigrant from a bad country. He has not moved out of the US
completely as America provides him with excellent credit and investment opportunities- he owns a
house and gets a small rent from it, has a big credit line and is able to utilize it in developing his
restaurant business with his gorgeous young wife in Medelllin.
c) Yasif is a Pakistani Brit, and he also feels like a socially displaced person. He has a passion for
beautiful blond women, but no good English girl wants to date a „bloody Paki”, a “miserable wog”. He
does not fit in in Pakistan either, as he is completely British by culture.
No matter how much he tries to find a good English blond girl, there is always an invisible barrier that
he runs into which is intensified by the fact that the English people stubbornly tell him that they are
not racist while in fact they are. He was born in England, and has a British passport.
So, he yearns for social interaction and the company of beautiful blond women and wants to be
around the people that accept and respect him. Upon advice of a well wisher, he gets a certificate in

TEFL (Teaching English as a Foreign Language) and moves to Riga, Latvia. Immediately, he is
“upgraded”- from a “Wog”, he becomes a “Brit”. Gorgeous blond girls line up to dance with him
because he is from England. He eventually ends up having a girlfriend who looks more beautiful than
Marilyn Monroe and Britney Spears put together. He has a EU nationality and can stay in Latvia
forever. Problem solved. He goes to England several times a year on business and to visit his parents,
but his social home is now in Latvia.
I could continue with more examples and among these would be:
d) A black American guy who moves to Ethiopia and becomes a star with local ladies.
e) A poor ethnic German, originally from Romania, who had immigrated to Canada but who is now
living as a rich Canadian expat in the Philippines.
f) An ethnic Indonesian Chinese who moves to Thailand where his Chinese ancestry is no longer
something you can get killed for, but is, actually, a big plus.
g) An ethnic Russian from Kazakhstan, went to the US, got his US passport, but now spends most of
his time in Brazil. He is no longer teased about being a Commie, a Borat, or snubbed by American
girls, as he is now a rich “Gringo” in Brazil. Every 18 year old mulatto girl wants him and the feeling is
mutual.
If you are a young or not so young single man, a “neither fish nor fowl” person or if you feel that you
have a low status where you are no matter what you try, there is a place where you belong. You will
just have to find it. Once you find that place and have the financial wherewithal to move there and
spend time there, you will be able to upgrade your status as soon as your airplane touches its soil.
In spite of all the benefits of being „there; I would like to caution you that it would be unwise to ever
give up your first world citizenship and totally move into that other welcoming place. Third world
countries are unstable and unpredictable.
Also, if you are a naturalized Western national, you most probably gave an oath stating that you want
to live in the US and Canada, NZ, OZ, permanently. So, it is imperative that you go back to the 1st
world regularly, at least once a year and re-establish your “political” presence there, take care of all
the business and financial/practical benefits there, while your heart firmly remains in your new found
heaven where an un-belonging misfit like yourself, a minority, a socially displaced unwanted element
is miraculously upgraded to a 1st world expat social position complete with honor, friends, and
beautiful girls. What else would anyone need?
Plant your tree in the 1st world, rest in the shade in the developing worlds. An “otherworldly “ solution
to an insidious problem.

